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Preface
The 2006 edition of KONVENS was the 8th such meeting and was supported by the Deutsche
Gesellschaft für Sprachwissenschaft (DGfS). The conference is organized in turn every two
years by the following organizations: DEGA, DGfS, GI, GLDV, ITG and the ÖGAI.
This year the program committee was made up by Miriam Butt, Günter Görz, Rüdiger
Hoffmann, Tibor Kiss, Bernd Kröger, Henning Lobin, Manfred Stede, Harald Trost and Heike
Zinsmeister. I would like to thank the program committee for their prompt work. Further
thanks also go to Stefanie Dipper and Heike Zinsmeister, who assisted with the conference
organization whenever they could, despite being non-locals. As to the locals, thanks go to all my
colleagues in the Department of Linguistics, many of whom helped out in various ways at
various times. Particular thanks go to Tina Bögel, Zoltan Elfe, Hannah Flohr, Ingrid Kaufmann,
Achim Kleinmann, Katharina Landbrecht, Tania Simeoni, Daniela Valeva, who all helped out
directly with the on-site conference organization — in particular, Zoltan Elfe seems to have lived
and breathed nothing but conference organization for weeks at a time.
The table of contents lists all the papers submitted to the proceedings, including the papers
presented as part of a Workshop on the Lexicon-Discourse Interface that was sponsored by the
Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft via the SFB 471, Project A22.
Note: Use the Show Bookmarks option to jump between papers in the table of contents.
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Abstract
Tree mapping grammars are used in natural language generation (NLG) to map non-linguistic
input onto a derivation tree from which the target text can be trivially read off as the terminal
yield. Such grammars may consist of a large
number of rules. Finding errors is quite tedious
and sometimes very time-consuming. Often the
generation fails because the relevant input subtree is not specified correctly. This work describes a method to detect and correct wrong
assignments of input subtrees to grammar categories by cross-validating grammar rules with
the given input structures. The result is implemented in a grammar development workbench
and helps accelerating the grammar writer’s
work considerably.

1

Introduction

Tree mapping grammars are used in natural language generation (NLG) to map non-linguistic
input onto a derivation tree, from which the target text can be trivially read off as the terminal
yield (Busemann, 1996). Grammar rules specify
which type of (partial) input structure they can
interpret. Such grammars may consist of thousands of rules. Debugging is quite tedious and
sometimes very time-consuming. During grammar development the generation process often
fails at some stage because the relevant input
subtree is not specified correctly in the grammar
rule being processed. The grammar writer must
then be aware of what subtree the generation
process should have been working on and verify
what it actually did work on and which rule was
responsible for the failure. In developing NLG
grammars for the systems TG/2 (Busemann,
1996; Busemann, 2005) or XtraGen (Stenzhorn,
2002) using the workbench eGram (Busemann,
2004), it became obvious that up to 60% of the
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development time was used to correctly specify
the mappings of subtrees.
This paper introduces a static test algorithm
that identifies rules which cannot be applied at
all, detects wrong assignments of input subtrees
to grammar categories and makes suggestions
how those rules could possibly be corrected.
This is achieved by cross-validating grammar
rules with the given input structures. The runtime is proportional to the number of grammar
rules. The implementation is added as a module to eGram, rendering grammar development
quicker and more rewarding.
We present two methods to compute a relation between categories and input substructures. The first one uses only grammar rules
while the other uses both grammar rules and the
available test input structures. We may safely
assume that a representative set of test input
structures is always available at grammar development time and that these input structures
are correct according to some specification. Often they are produced automatically by some
other, non-linguistic system in the course of the
generation process. In order to detect incorrect
rules, we identify the grammar-derived relations
that cannot be supported by those also using
the given input structures.
The remainder of this paper is organized as
follows. Section 2 overviews related work on
grammar test methods. In Section 3 we introduce some formal background on input structures and grammars. Section 4 describes the
detection and correction methods. Some evaluation is provided in Section 5.

2

Related Work

We are not aware of other work on automatic
error location in generation grammars. However (Zeller, 2005) describes a dynamic test al-
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Figure 1: A Sample NLG Input Tree as a Feature Structure.
gorithm for computer programming languages
that exactly determines the causes for a failure. This algorithm isolates the error by subsequently executing different parts of the computer program with varying program states.
Other kinds of dynamic approaches execute
some specified set of test cases and compare the
results with the desired outcome. A dynamic
test system for natural language analysis of this
kind is described in (Lehmann et al., 1996).
In contrast the algorithm described here is
a static grammar test algorithm (see (Daich et
al., 1994) and (Spillner and Linz, 2003)) that
does not rely on executing the underlying NLG
system.

3

Formal Background

In the present context, an NLG input structure
is an unordered tree that is represented as a feature structure, which is a set of attribute value
pairs. Attributes are symbols. Values are either symbols (or strings) or feature structures.
A sample input structure is given in Figure 1,
using standard matrix notation.
With a set of context-free grammar rules, in
which each non-terminal right-hand side (RHS)
category is assigned a substructure of the current input, a derivation tree can be generated.
In Figure 2 nodes are labeled by pairs of grammar categories and input structures, while links
are labeled by a path expression that specifies
the input substructure relevant for expansions
of the respective RHS category.1 The empty
path expression ’/’ leaves the current input unchanged.
1

Obviously this is a very simple example used for expository purposes. Real world input requires quite complex mappings onto linguistic levels.

2

This section provides some formal underpinnings. We first specify the function psel to return the part of an input feature structure that
is located at the end of the path described by
a list of attributes. Let f irst, last and rest
be functions over lists that return the first, the
last or all elements except the first, respectively.
Let further A be a set of attributes and F the
set of all feature structures. Then a function
sel : F × A → F can be defined to extract the
value of an attribute from a feature structure:
sel([(a1 w1 )...(an wn )], ai ) = wi
Note that if ai ∈
/ {a1 , ..., an } then wi is the
empty feature structure, denoted by [ ]. The
function sel can be recursively extended to include a list of attribute names, called a path
expression, as follows: psel : F × A∗ → F with

psel(s, p) =


s, if p = /




[ ], if s = [ ]
psel(sel(s, f irst(p)), rest(p)),



otherwise

If the specified path expression is empty, the
entire feature structure is returned. Instead of
writing psel(s, p) we also use the infix notation
p • s.
An attribute value pair (a, w) is defined as being contained in a feature structure s ((a, w) ∈R
s) if there exists some path expression p ∈ A∗
with p • s = w, last(p) = a.
A path expression can be assigned to a path
variable. The usage of path variables bears the
advantage of introducing a further abstraction
level, which is also useful for error correction. In
order to find an appropriate correction, only the
small subset of all possible path expressions has
to be searched that is assigned to path variables.
Next we turn to the definition of the contextfree grammar rules used for tree mapping. Any
RHS element is either a terminal symbol (e.g.,
a string) or a non-terminal category associated
with a path variable. This path variable defines the part of the input structure that can be
accessed by the rule that is selected by the generation component to further expand the RHS
category in the derivation tree.
Consider some node n in a derivation tree
with category C. Let v1 , ..., vm be the path
variables assigned to each RHS category in the

course of the derivation from the root node to
node n and value be a function from path variables onto path expressions. Then a rule applied
to category C can access the feature structure
s contained in the input structure according to

We assume the following input structure is
given:

value(vn ) • ... • value(v1 ) • s

Let us further assume that the grammar developer erroneously specified vf rom instead of vmin
in rule R2 and that this error should be corrected by our algorithm.

This behavior is illustrated in the sample derivation tree in Figure 2. Its edges are labelled
with the path variable names and, following the
colon, their values. The nodes are labelled with
pairs (C, s) of the category name and the associated part of the input structure.
Furthermore, a grammar rule R : C →
A1 [v1 ], ..., An [vn ]2 can only be applied to a pair
(C,s) of category and input structure if none of
the path expressions leads to the empty feature
structure: ∀i ∈ {1, ..., n} : value(vi ) • s 6= [ ].

4

Correction Algorithm

For the automatic correction we will compare
the attributes specified by path variables with
those that may occur in some input structure.
Since path variables are associated to RHS elements, the algorithm will be centered around
grammar categories in order to synchronize the
ways in which the grammar is interpreted and
the input structure is accessed.
Note that we currently deal only with path
expressions of a length ≤ 2. Since longer path
expressions do hardly occur in our practice, we
decided to leave it to future work to cover such
cases as well.
In the remainder of the paper we use the
following grammar rules to illustrate the algorithm:3
R1 : START
R2 : TIME

→ ”from” TIME [vf rom : /f rom]
”to”TIME [vto : /to]
→ toString 4 [vhour : /hour]
toString 4 [vmin : /min]

2

We use C to denote a category symbol and Ai [vi ] to
denote a RHS element that has a path variable associated to it. Ai is either a category symbol or a stringvalued function over some input structure, giving rise
to a terminal element of the derivation tree. We ignore
terminal elements (strings) as they do not carry path
variables.
3
To save space, the values of the path variables are
included into the rules.

3

[(f rom [(hour ′ 12′ )(min ′ 20′ )]
(to [(hour ′ 12′ )(min ′ 30′ )])]

4.1

Determining left and right
attributes of a category
For the automatic correction we investigate the
top-level attributes of the kind of input structure that is associated to a category. We call
the attributes of these input structures right attributes of that category. Similarly we call the
set of attributes leading to an input structure
related to a RHS category left attributes of that
category.
As mentioned in the introduction, a
grammar-based method will be introduced
and validated by a method based on both
the grammar and the input structures. Thus
we define the left and right attributes first as
grammar and then as validation attributes.
4.1.1 Grammar attributes
Consider all rules with left-hand side (LHS) C
that contain one or several RHS elements with
path variables. The right attributes of a category C, derived from the grammar, are defined
as the set of the first components of the values
of these path variables. They are called right
grammar attributes of a category. If the path
expression of a RHS category is empty, additionally the right grammar attributes of that
category are also considered as right grammar
attributes for C.
Formally the right grammar attributes of a
category are defined as follows:
attrr,g (C) = {a|∃R ∈ Rules :
R : C → A1 [v1 ]...An [vn ] ∧
(f irst(value(vi )) = a ∨
value(vi ) = / ∧
Ai ∈ Categories ∧
4
toString is a string-valued function adding some input structure, e.g., a string, directly to the output string.

S [(arg1 [(det def)(head “man”)]) (arg2 [(det def)(head “dog”)]) (pred “look-for”)]

v1 : /arg1

NP [(det def) (head “man”)]

vd : /det

vp : /pred

v2 : /arg2

V [(pred “look-for”)]

NP [(det def) (head “dog”)]

vh : /head

vd : /det

ART “the”

N “man”

vs : /

vs : /

The

man

vs : /
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N “dog”

vs : /

vs : /

the

dogs

looks for

Figure 2: Derivation Tree Generated Using the Input From Figure 1.
a ∈ attrr,g (Ai )) ∧
1 ≤ i ≤ n}
In the derivation tree (see Figure 2) the right
grammar attributes of a category contain all
first elements of the path expressions attached
to the edges that are leaving from that category.
Now consider RHS elements with a category
Ai , which are associated with path variables.
The left attributes of a category Ai , derived
from the grammar, are defined as the last elements of these path expressions. Those attributes are called left grammar attributes of a
category; they are formally defined as follows:

category
START
TIME

attrr,g
{from, to}
{hour, from}

attrl,g
∅
{from, to}

4.1.2 Validation attributes
To derive the attributes of a category from both
grammar and input structures, we need a single representation of all available input feature
structures.
Let Inp be the set of all input feature structures available for the given grammar. We define a function children to denote the set of
top-level attributes that may occur in a given
attribute’s feature value: children : A → 2A
b ∈ children(a) ⇔ ∃s ∈ Inp, f ∈R s :
sel(f, a) = [...(b, w)...]

attrl,g (Ai ) = {a|∃R ∈ Rules :
R : C → A1 [v1 ]...An [vn ] ∧
(last(value(vi )) = a ∨
value(vi ) = / ∧
Ai ∈ Categories ∧
a ∈ attrl,g (C)) ∧
1 ≤ i ≤ n}

We further introduce an additional attribute
name top which has as its children all attributes
that do not have a parent. We thus have
children(top) := {a|∃s ∈ Inp ∧ (a, b) ∈R s
∧ 6 ∃c : a ∈ children(c)}

In the derivation tree the left grammar attributes of a category contain all last path components of the path expressions attached to the
edges that are leading to that category. In our
(erroneous) sample grammar the following right
and left grammar attributes can be determined:

4

b is called a child of a (and a is called the
parent of b) if b ∈ children(a). Instead of referring to the input structures directly we use the
function children to introduce the facts about
input structures into the checking procedure.
In our sample input we have e.g.
hour ∈ children(f rom).
We now describe the attributes associated to
some category Ai (right attributes) and their

parent attributes (left attributes). Let R be a
grammar rule containing a RHS element Ai and
R′ a rule that expands Ai (cf. Figure 3). Using
the last element am of the (non-empty) path expression vi , children(am ) determines a superset
of the top level attributes of the kind of input
structure s the rule R′ operates on. If vi is the
empty path expression, s is identical to the input structure the rule R is associated with.
For a given category Ai and for all rules with
Ai as a RHS element we build the union of
all supersets of top-level attributes as described
above. We call this set the right validation attributes of Ai .
Formally the right validation attributes of a
category are defined as follows:

C (rule R)
children(am )={a1 , ... ,a l }
vi : /a1 /.../a m
A1

...

Ai (rule R’) ... An

A’1

A’r

...

Figure 3: Right Validation Attributes: retrieving the children of am .
children(a)={a1 ,b1 , ... ,bl }
C (rule R )
vi : /a1/.../am

attrr,v (Ai ) = {a|R ∈ Rules :
R : C → A1 [v1 ]...An [vn ] ∧
(a ∈ children(last (value(vi ))) ∨
value(vi ) = / ∧
a ∈ attrr,v (C)) ∧
1 ≤ i ≤ n}
Note that the right validation attributes of
the start category5 are just the attributes without parents: attrr,v (ST ART ) = children(top).
To elucidate the relation between grammar
and validation attributes in a derivation tree,
let us consider a pair of a category C and some
input structure (cf. Figure 2), as well as the underlying rule R with LHS category C. Note
that the top level attributes of that input structure should always be subset of the right validation attributes of C. The right grammar attributes of C derived from R must appear in
the right validation attributes of C. Otherwise
R can never be applied, and the RHS element
expanded by C is a potential error candidate.
We now define left validation attributes in
a similar way. Consider a rule R : C →
A1 [v1 ]...An [vn ] with value(vi ) = /a1 /.../am (cf.
Figure 4), where vi is not assigned an empty
path expression. The top-level attributes of the
input structures rule R operates on are a subset
of all parents a of a1 (a1 ∈ children(a)). For
a given category C and for all rules with C as
5
The start category is the top-most category in a
derivation tree.

5

A1

...

Ai

...

An

Figure 4: Left Validation Attributes: retrieving
the parents of a1 .
their LHS category we build the union of all attributes a that are parents of a1 , as described
above. We call this set the left validation attributes of C.
Formally the left validation attributes of a
category are defined as follows:

attrl,v (C) = {a|∃R ∈ Rules with
R : C → A1 [v1 ]...An [vn ] ∧
(first (value(vi )) ∈ children(a) ∨
value(vi ) = / ∧
a ∈ attrl,v (Ai )) ∧
1 ≤ i ≤ n}
Note that there is no left validation attribute
of the start category: attrl,v (ST ART ) = ∅.
In our sample grammar the following right
and left validation attributes can be determined
as follows:
category
START
TIME

attrr,v
{from, to}
{hour, min}

attrl,v
∅
{from, to}

4.2

Identifying incorrect path variable
occurrences
Basically a path variable in some RHS element
is considered incorrect if a grammar attribute
of some category was derived but could not be
verified by some validation attribute of that category.
However, there is one exception to this basic rule. Consider the case that both the set of
right validation attributes and the set of right
grammar attributes of some category are empty.
Without right grammar attributes no left validation attributes can be derived for this category, and hence the left grammar attributes for
this category cannot be checked by any validation attributes.
The sets of possibly incorrect grammar attributes for some category C can be defined as
follows:

∅, if attrr,g (C) = ∅
attrl,err (C) :=
attrl,g (C)\attrl,v (C), else
attrr,err (C) := attrr,g (C)\attrr,v (C)
In order to identify an incorrect RHS element,
each grammar attribute is assigned to the RHS
elements it was derived from.
With our sample grammar this algorithm
would evaluate to the attribute f rom of category TIME being incorrect:
category
START
TIME

attrr,err
∅
{from}

attrl, err
∅
∅

Usually this method identifies the actual error
location. However, if empty path expressions
are used in a sequence of rule applications, an
error can be located at any rule in such a sequence. We currently use a heuristic to resolve
such ambiguities.
4.3 Correcting invalid path variables
This section describes how the information
about a possibly incorrect path expression can
be used to correct grammar errors automatically. The correction information should contain the following information:
• incorrect rule;
• incorrect RHS element of that rule;
• wrong path variable appearing in that element;

6

• possible correct path variables.
A grammar error is due to the grammar
writer either selecting the wrong path variable
or using a wrong definition of the correct path
variable. In the first case the correct path variable is already defined in the grammar and just
has to be retrieved. In the second case no automatic correction can be made as the correct
definition is unavailable. In this section, we concentrate on the first case.
A correct path variable must fulfill the following conditions:
• The first element of its value must be contained in the right validation attributes of
the LHS category of the rule containing the
incorrect RHS element.
• The last element of its value must be contained in the left validation attributes of
the incorrect RHS element.
Let V be the set of path variables and lhs(Ai )
be the LHS category of the rule with RHS element Ai . The set Vc of possible correct path
variables can formally be described as follows:
Vc (Ai ) =
{v ∈ V : first(value(v)) ∈ attr r,v (lhs(Ai ))}
∩
{v ∈ V : last (value(v)) ∈ attr l,v (Ai )}
Remember that a terminal RHS element (a
string-valued function) is not assigned to any
category. In this case we just have
Vc (Ai ) =
{v ∈ V : f irst(value(v)) ∈ attrr,v (lhs(Ai ))}
The special path variable vself containing the
empty path expression is predicted as a possible
correction as well if the right/left attributes of
Ai and lhs(Ai ) seem to be identical:
attrr,g (Ai ) ⊂ attrr,v (lhs(Ai ))
attrl,g (lhs(Ai )) ⊂ attrl,v (Ai )
Vc may contain multiple elements as a unique
solution cannot always be found. In this case
several heuristics may be applied to rule out
some of the candidates. For instance, one

heuristic we use exploits the fact that usually
the same path variable does not occur twice in
connection with the same category in a single
rule. Such variables are discharged in favor of
less frequent ones.
In our example grammar the set of possibly correct path attributes is evaluated to
attrr,v (T IM E) = {hour, min}. Therefore the
path variable vf rom occurring in rule R2 has to
be replaced by either vhour or vmin . Applying
the above heuristic yields the unique solution
vmin , which is actually correct.
4.4 Interdependencies of errors
An incorrect RHS element may result into deriving incorrect right validation attributes for
other RHS elements of that rule as well as deriving incorrect left validation attributes at the
LHS category of that rule. Therefore some errors may not be found, or multiple corrections
are suggested.
Since the right validation attributes of the
start category are always correct, the algorithm
determines the errors in the right grammar attributes of that category correctly. If errors
are found, the associated RHS elements are
excluded from determining right validation attributes of the start category’s daughter categories, thus maintaining a correct set of attributes for further processing. However, some
right grammar attributes of a daughter category may no longer by covered by associated
right validation attributes and therefore, new
errors can eventually be found in these right attributes. This in turn can prevent determining
incorrect right validation attributes of grandchildren etc.
To detect all such errors the categories are ordered top-down according to their appearance
in the derivation tree and processed in this order.
For the same reason left attributes are processed in reverse order.6

5

Implementation and Evaluation

This work has been implemented as a Java
plugin to the editor eGram (Busemann, 2004).
eGram is a development environment for grammars and input structures, as they are used by
6

Actually the usage of this algorithm for left validation attributes needs a heuristic, which is beyond the
scope of this paper.
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the NLG systems TG/2 (Busemann, 2005) and
XtraGen (Stenzhorn, 2002).
The plugin offers menu items for displaying
the set differences between validation and grammar attributes as well as the suggested corrections. The right and left grammar and validation attributes together with the RHS elements they are derived from can be displayed as
well. Errors must be manually corrected within
eGram.
The algorithm was evaluated on two grammars, the larger one (gr. 2 in the following table)
having 270 rules and 111 input structures. Both
grammars were verified to be correct. First we
evaluated how many of the RHS of both grammars’ rules, which we assumed to be correct,
were indeed classified as correct by our algorithm (“Recognised correctness”). Second we
evaluated the recall of errors found after inserting an erroneous path variable randomly into
the grammar. In 200 trials it was counted how
often the grammar modification was recognised
by our algorithm.
Criterion
Recognised correctness
Total correct detections
Correct corrections 2
Correct corrections 1

gr. 1
100%
88%
85%
58%

gr. 2
98%
64%
49%
45%

“Total correct detections” specifies how often
the incorrect RHS element and associated path
variable could be detected correctly. “Correct
corrections 1” (“Correct corrections2”) specifies
how often one (at most two) path variables were
suggested for correction, and one of them was
correct indeed.
First investigations of cases in which the algorithm did not work correctly revealed several
possible reasons.
• Multiple suggestions and overlooks may
arise if a transition in the grammar from
one category to another can occur in connection with several different path variables.
• Wrong path variables at terminal elements
may yield multiple suggestions since the related paths cannot be checked using left
validation attributes (cf. our guiding example).

• If an attribute has different sets of children
in the input structures (f rom and to could
e.g. also be used for local descriptions), additional spurious suggestions may be generated.
• If a category is just used in very few grammar rules, the usage of a wrong path variable by the grammar developer can result
in the determination of incomplete left or
right validation attributes. This effect can
also happen in the case of interacting errors
(cf. Section 4.4). In either case some other,
correctly specified path variable might not
be verified by those right/left validation attributes and would therefore be presented
as a potential error canditate.
The above results are also valid for multiple
errors if the errors do not interfere with each
other. Interference can occur if the grammar
allows for a direct transition from one error catgory to another one by a single RHS element
or by a sequence of calls where each RHS element is assigned the empty path expression (cf.
Section 4.4).
Further evaluation with different grammars
and multiple errors is needed to better understand the effects of their mutual interdependencies.
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Conclusion and Further Work

An algorithm for the automatic detection and
correction of path expressions for contextfree tree-mapping grammars has been developed and implemented. The evaluation results showed this work might be a valuable support for grammar developers. Practical tests in
the context of NLG grammar development will
probably cut down the development time considerably.
Sometimes the algorithm specified so far indicates a grammar error although the grammar developer specified the correct path variable, but used a wrong category. This algorithm
has been successfully extended to also correct
wrong LHS categories. Consider a rule R with
a wrong LHS side category C. For a correct
category C ′ we require that the right grammar
attributes of C that are derived from R be a
subset of the right validation attributes of C ′ :
attrr,g,R (C) ⊂ attrr,v (C ′ ) (and analogously for
the left attributes).
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Future research includes the extension of the
algorithm to longer path expressions, a systematic evaluation of mutually dependent errors,
and the treatment of constraint errors. Constraints are a formal element of eGram grammar rules that allows for the percolation of e.g.
agreement features across the derivation tree
(Busemann, 1996). The detection and correction of missing equations and inconsistent value
assignments will be of interest.
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Einleitung

Nicht zuletzt durch die Förderung im Rahmen der
MUC-Konferenzen1 (MUC, 1998), stellt die Eigennamenerkennung Gegenstand zahlreicher Arbeiten
dar. In den MUC-Konferenzen wurden Eigennamen
in folgende Kategorien eingeteilt: Personen, Unternehmen, geographische Ausdrücke, Datumsangaben
und Maßangaben. Mit einer Quote von bis zu 97%
Vollständigkeit bzw. 95% Korrektheit (z.B. (Mikheev et al., 1998), (Mikheev et al., 1999), (Stevenson
and Gaizauskas, 2000)) gilt das Problem der Eigennamenerkennung (im Sinne einer Markierung von
Eigennamen) für das Englische als zufriedenstellend
gelöst.
Im Deutschen ist die Eigennamenerkennung gegenüber dem Englischen dadurch erschwert, dass
das Deutsche über eine freiere Wortstellung verfügt
und dass Eigennamen und Nomen nicht aufgrund
der Groß- und Kleinschreibung unterschieden werden können. Somit können eine Reihe von Regeln
zur Erkennung von Eigennamen, die im Englischen
zur erfolgreichen Erkennung entscheidend beitragen,
im Deutschen nicht angewendet werden. Ein Beispiel hierfür ist die Regel Sicherer Vorname gefolgt von unbekanntem großgeschriebenen
Wort = Personenname. Unter der Annahme,
dass Fremdwörter wie Mountains oder Komposita wie Hundesalon dem Lexikon unbekannt wären,
würde man somit Sequenzen wie Rocky Mountains
(hier ist Rocky Vorname) oder Haralds Hundesalon
fälschlicherweise als Eigennamen identifizieren.
Für das Deutsche liegen einerseits ressourcenarme Systeme vor, bei denen Eigennamenkontexte mit
maschinellen Lernverfahren gelernt werden ((Quasthoff and Biemann, 2002), (Rössler, 2002) (Rössler,
2004)), andererseits regel- und lexikonbasierte Systeme, bei denen die Eigennamen aufgrund ihrer
Kontexte und lexikalischer Bedingungen identifiziert
werden (z.B. (Volk and Clematide, 2001), (Neumann
and Piskorski, 2002)). In Ermangelung eines annotierten Testkorpus werden die Systeme anhand verschiedener Testsätze und kleinerer Korpora ausgewertet. Keines der genannten Systeme weist jedoch
1 Message
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eine vergleichbar hohe Erkennungsrate auf wie die
oben aufgeführten Systeme für das Englische. So erreicht Quasthoff bei seinem System auf der Basis von
1000 Testsätzen eine Korrektheit von 97,5% bei der
Erkennung von Personennamen, die Vollständigkeit
liegt jedoch nur bei 71,5%. Bei dem Verfahren von
Rössler werden 78% erkannt, die Korrektheit hingegen liegt auch nur bei 71%. Besser sieht dies
bei den regelbasierten Systemen aus. Volk (Volk
and Clematide, 2001) gibt bei der Evaluation von
990 Sätzen aus dem Computer-Zeitung [KonradinVerlag 1998] eine Erkennung von 86% und eine Korrektheit in 92% aller Fälle an. Ähnlich verhält sich
das System von Neumann (Neumann and Piskorski,
2002), welches auf einer Grundlage von 20.000 tokens der Wirtschaftswoche evaluiert wurde. Hier lagen Vollständigkeit und Korrektheit bei 81% bzw.
96%. Bei allen genannten Systemen liegt die Erkennung von Organisationsnamen und geographischen
Namen, sofern sie diese durchführen, schlechter.
Bei dem hier vorgestellten Eigennamenerkenner
handelt es sich ebenfalls um ein regelbasiertes System. Dieses beruht jedoch auf umfangreicheren Ressourcen als die beiden oben genannten regelbasierten
Systeme. Dies sind insbesondere eine vollständige
Morphologie des Deutschen, die sowohl Derivationswie auch Kompositionsregeln integriert und somit
unbekannte Wörter analysieren kann, sowie einer einer Kontexterkennung mit Hilfe eines 90.000 nach
Nomen umfassenden lexikalischen Ontologie, die
mehr als 60.000 Menschenbezeichner (z.B. Politiker, Ruderer, Tycoon etc. umfasst). Realisiert wurde der Eigennamenerkenner mit dem regelbasierten
System SynCoP (Syntactic Constraint Parser), einem auf Finite-State-Techniken beruhenden Shallow
parser ((Didakowski, 2005), (Hanneforth, 2005a)).
SynCoP basiert auf der TAGH-Morphologie, einer
vollständigen Morphologie des Deutschen ((Geyken and Hanneforth, 2005), sowie für die Eigennamenerkennung auf sehr umfangreichen Listen von
Personen- und Organisationsbezeichnern (Geyken
and Schrader, 2006)). Im folgenden werden zunächst
die Grundideen des Systems skizziert (Abschnitt 2)
und die verwendeten Ressourcen beschrieben (Ab-

schnitt 3); in Abschnitt 4 wird das System SynCoP
und die Anwendung des Systems für die Eigennamenerkennung beschrieben. Schließlich erfolgt in Abschnitt 5 eine Kurzevaluation der Ergebnisse.
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Ziele und Grundideen des
Eigennamenerkenners

Ziel des hier beschriebenen Systems ist die sichere Erkennung von Eigennamen in neueren nichtfachsprachlichen Zeitungstexten in einem möglichst
ausreichenden Kontext auf der Basis sehr umfangreicher lexikalischer Ressourcen. Aufgrund der Homographie von Eigennamen und Appellativa unterscheidet das System sichere und unsichere Eigennamenkontexte. Im folgenden soll dies anhand der
Eigennamenkategorie Personenname illustriert werden. Wir unterscheiden drei Fälle von Nachnamen
in Texten: Nachnamen in Texten können a) dem System als Nachname bekannt und nicht homograph
sein, oder b) dem System bekannt, aber homograph
zu einem Appellativum oder einer anderen Eigennamenkategorie sein, oder schließlich c) einem für das
System unbekannten token entsprechen. Die Grundidee des Systems beruht darauf, dass die dem System bekannten Namen in Zeitungstexten in der Regel nicht mehr in derselben Weise eingeführt werden
wie die dem System unbekannten Namen. Mit anderen Worten sind Personennamenkontexte in Fall a)
eher kleiner als in Fall c), bei dem der Name zumindest einmal im Artikel oder zumindest in der Tagesausgabe der Zeitung durch eine Funktions- oder
sonstige Menschenbezeichnung eingeführt wird. Das
System sollte in Fall c) das token nur dann als Personennamen klassifizieren, wenn es von einem ausreichenden Kontext umgeben ist, der die Erkennung
des tokens als Personenname sicher macht. Sichere Personennamenkontexte sind entweder Appositionen, in denen eine Funktionsbezeichnung (z.B.
Politikerin, Abteilungsleiter) oder eine anderweitige
die Person charakterisierende Menschenbezeichnung
(Schlafmütze, Tycoon, Blutsbruder ) enthalten ist,
oder aber ’namensinterne’ Informationen wie Vornamen und Titel. Da das Verfahren (s. Abschnitt 3)
eine gewichtete longest-match Strategie nutzt, wird
der längste Kontext ausgewählt, der durch die lokale Eigennamengrammatik spezifiziert ist. Im Falle b) eines homographen Nachnamens, d.h. ein für
das System bekannter Nachname, welcher graphematisch entweder einem Vornamen, einem geographischen Namen oder einem der Morphologie bekannten Appellativum (Simplizium oder Kompositum) entspricht, müssen die Namenskontexte ebenfalls größer gewählt werden; sind diese nicht gegeben, wird der homographe Name zwar als Eigenname markiert, aufgrund des geringen Kontexts jedoch
mit einem niedrigeren Gewicht versehen.
Der Ansatz ähnelt in Teilen den bei (Mikheev et
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al., 1999) beschriebenen sure-fire rules“. Die Beson”
derheit dieses Systems ist dabei, daß die Morphologiekomponente einen hohen Vollständigkeitsgrad
aufweisen muß, da es ansonsten im Unterschied
zum Englischen zu einer zu hohen Überschneidung
von unbekannten großgeschriebenen Wörtern und
nicht erkannten Substantiven insbesondere von
Komposita kommt. Dies wird durch die TAGHMorphologiekomponente gewährleistet, welche im
folgenden Abschnitt beschrieben wird.

3
3.1

Ressourcen
TAGH-Morphologie

Für die Eigennamenerkennung wurde das TAGHMorphologiesystem (Geyken and Hanneforth, 2005)
sowie ein Nomenthesaurus (LexikoNet, (Geyken and
Schrader, 2006)) verwendet.
Das TAGH-Morphologiesystem lemmatisiert und
zerlegt Wortformen auf der Grundlage gewichteter
endlicher Transduktoren. Bei gewichteten Transduktoren können Endzustände und Übergänge mit Elementen aus einer Menge von Gewichten versehen
sein, die bezüglich einer abstrakten algebraischen
Struktur, eines Semirings, interpretiert werden. Diese abstrakte Struktur kann mit unterschiedlichen
konkreten Operationen instantiiert werden, bei einem probabilistischen Semiring erhält man probabilistische Automaten, bei einem sog. tropischen Semiring Automaten, die das Auffinden kürzester Pfade
effizient unterstützen2 .
Die Transduktoren sind auf der Basis der Potsdam Finite State Maschine Library realisiert (Hanneforth, 2005b). Diese in C++ geschriebene Bibliothek implementiert etwa 40 Operationen der
Automatenalgebra in effizienter Weise und erlaubt zudem eine kompakte Speicherung in verschiedenen Repräsentationsformaten. Der TAGHMorphologietransduktor weist ca. 4 Mio Zustände
und 7 Mio Übergänge auf und belegt als Datei ca.
32 MB Festplattenspeicher. Die Verarbeitungsgeschwindigkeit liegt - je nach Rechnerleistung - zwischen 10.000 und 30.000 Wörtern pro Sekunde.
Die Erkennungsrate des TAGH-Systems bei neueren Zeitungstexten (z.B. Die ZEIT, Spiegel) liegt
zwischen 98,5% und 99,5%.
Ausgangspunkt der TAGH-Morphologie sind eine Reihe von Morphem- und Wortformenlexika,
die mittels verschiedener Compiler in endliche gewichtete Transduktoren übersetzt und dann durch
einige hundert algebraische Operationen in den
endgültigen Morphologietransduktor überführt werden. Die wichtigsten Teillexika sind die folgenden:
2 Im tropischen Semiring werden Gewichte entlang eines
Pfades addiert, Gewichte verschiedener Pfade, die die gleiche Zeichenkette akzeptieren, werden per Minimumsoperation
verknüpft.

im nächsten Abschnitt beschriebenen Grammatiken
zur Eigennamenerkennung nehmen auf diese Merkmale Bezug.

<token id="tid78" normalized="false">
<text>Gewerkschaftsboss</text>
<analysis id="aid78.1" pos="NN">
<NN SemClass="k_l_h_m_eig_aktm_taet"
Gender="masc" Number="sg" Case="nom_acc_dat"/>
<lemma weight="12">Gewerkschaft/N\s#Boss</lemma>
</analysis>
<analysis id="aid78.2" pos="NN">
<NN SemClass="k_l_h_m_eig_sozk_stat"
Gender="masc" Number="sg" Case="nom_acc_dat"/>
<lemma weight="12">Gewerkschaft/N\s#Boss</lemma>
</analysis>
<analysis id="aid78.3" pos="NN">
<NN SemClass="k_l_h_m_eig_aktm_taet"
Gender="masc" Number="sg" Case="nom_acc_dat"/>
<lemma weight="22">Gewerk/N#Schaft/N\s#Boss</lemma>
</analysis>
<analysis id="aid78.4" pos="NN">
<NN SemClass="k_l_h_m_eig_sozk_stat"
Gender="masc" Number="sg" Case="nom_acc_dat"/>
<lemma weight="22">Gewerk/N#Schaft/N\s#Boss</lemma>
</analysis>
</token>

Abbildung 1: Analysen für Gewerkschaftsboss im
XML-Format
Nomenlexikon: 88.000 einfache und komplexe
Stämme mit Informationen zur Flexions- und
Wortbildung.
Eigennamen: 160.000 geographische Eigennamen,
65.000 Vornamen, 240.000 Familiennamen
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Verblexikon: 33.000 Lemmata
Adjektive: 18.000 Lemmata
Adverbien: 2.000 Wortformen
Geschlossene Formen: ca. 1.500 Präpositionen,
Determinativa, Konjunktionen, Zahlwörter, Interjektionen.
Konfixe: 105 Konfixe
Abkürzungen und Akronyme: 9.000
Einträge.

3.2 Nomenhierarchie
Wichtige Personen, - außer wenn sie täglich in den
Medien sind - werden in Zeitungsartikeln zumindest einmal im Artikel in einer Funktion, relationalen Zuordnung zu anderen Personen oder einer
sozialen Stellung erwähnt wird. Es ist daher von
großem Nutzen, entsprechende Substantive erkennen
und semantisch zuordnen zu können. Hierfür steht
dem System mit LexikoNet (Geyken and Schrader,
2006) eine Liste von etwa 60.000 Menschenbezeichnern zur Verfügung. Es ist somit möglich, Menschen
mit politischen Berufen (z.B. Bundesfinanzminister )
von künstlerischen Tätigkeiten (Orchestermusiker )
zu unterscheiden, Menschen nach ihrer relationalen
Zuordnung (Nachkomme, Freund ) oder in ihrer Stellung (Gewerkschaftsboss zu erkennen. Diese Funktionen stehen in aller Regel in einem lokalen Kontext
der Person. Hinzu kommen Listen von Institutionen,
Firmen, geographische Nomen bzw. Adjektivableitungen. Aufgrund der Verknüpfung dieser Nomen
mit der TAGH-Morphologie können auch Komposita mit Menschenbezeichnern erkannt werden.

(11.500)

Nomenthesaurus: 60.000 klassifizierte Nomen in
einer Nomenhierarchie.
Die Ausgabe der TAGH-Morphologie ist pro
Wort ein gewichteter endlicher Automat, der die
dem Wort zugeordneten Analysen in kompakter
Form repräsentiert. Durch einen eigenen Formalismus können diese Analysen in beliebige Ausgabeformate gebracht werden. Abbildung 1 zeigt die XMLAusgabe für das Wort Gewerkschaftsboss.
Wie in Abbildung 1 beispielhaft ersichtlich, kann
ein Wort auch in linguistisch nicht motivierter Weise
segmentiert werden. Das jeder Analyse zugeordnete
Gewicht erlaubt es jedoch, diejenige/n mit dem/den
geringsten Gewicht/en zu selegieren. Im Beispiel Gewerkschaftsboss sind das die Analysen aid78.1 und
aid78.2. Nomen (mit dem STTS-Tag NN markiert)
wird daneben noch eine semantische Klasse zugeordnet; SemClass=k l h m eig aktm taet bedeutet beispielsweise etwa aktiver Mensch nach Tätigkeit. Die
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Einbettung der
Eigennamenerkennung in SynCoP

4.1 Systemüberblick
Der Eigennamenerkenner basiert auf dem regelbasierten Parser SynCoP, der eine schnelle und robuste Verarbeitung von Texten ermöglicht (Didakowski, 2005). SynCop basiert - ebenso wie die morphologische Analyse TAGH - auf der Potsdam Finite State Library (Hanneforth, 2005b). SynCoP,
das für das Chunking, das syntaktische Tagging
und die Analyse von Konstituentensatzstrukturen
entwickelt wurde, verwendet hauptsächlich FiniteState-Techniken und besteht aus zwei Hauptkomponenten: dem Grammatikcompiler und dem eigentlichen Analysesystem. Für die Eigennamenerkennung
wurde SynCoP so adaptiert, dass Eigennamen wie
Chunks behandelt werden.
Eingabe von SynCop ist Fließtext, Ausgabe ist
ein HTML-Text, in dem Eigennamenkontexte und
-typen markiert sind. Zudem werden in den HTMLText Verweise auf die verschiedenen morphologischen Analysen, zu den Regeln, die zu der jeweiligen Markierung führten, sowie zu bestimmten Eigenschaften der Markierungen selbst angelegt.
Bei der Analyse wird zwischen sicheren und unsicheren Eigennamen unterschieden. Als sicher gelten Eigennamen dann, wenn sie nicht homograph zu
anderen Wortarten sind oder durch einen genügend
großen Kontext eindeutig sind (s nächster Abschnitt). Unsichere Eigennamen werden mit einem

schwachen Gewicht markiert; dieses kann jedoch
erhöht werden wenn die unsicheren Eigennamen
von einem sicheren Eigennamen gestützt werden.
Die Regeln für sichere und unsichere Eigennamen
können in einem Grammatikformalismus angegeben werden. Dieser stellt eine Erweiterung der ursprünglichen Funktionalität von SynCop dar.
4.2 Grammatikcompiler
Durch den Grammatikcompiler innerhalb von
SynCoP können durch entsprechende rationale und kombinatorische Operationen sowie
Äquivalenztransformationen gewichtete Transduktoren kompiliert werden, mit deren Hilfe
Eigennamen und Eigennamenkontexte optional
markiert und gewichtet werden können. Dieses
Markieren wird durch das Einfügen von Klammerungen realisiert. Anders als beim obligatorischen
Einfügen von Klammern ist bei der optionalen
Variante keine Komplementierungsoperation nötig.
Die Komplementierung einer regulären Sprache (die
beispielsweise die gesuchten Muster oder Kontexte
beschreibt) wird bei robusten Verfahren dazu
verwendet, diejenigen Teile der Eingabe, die von
der Mustermenge nicht beschrieben werden, zu
überlesen. Die Komplementierung ist allerdings
eine sehr aufwändige Operation von exponentieller Komplexität, da die zu komplementierenden
Automaten zuvor determinisiert werden müssen.
Da Komplementautomaten definitionsgemäß eine
totale Übergangsfunktion δ besitzen, kommt eine
Sensitivität gegenüber großen Alphabeten hinzu,
so dass die Erzeugung robuster Markierer für
gegebene Suchmuster (vgl. z.B. das in (Karttunen,
1996) beschriebene Verfahren) schon bei geringer Grammatikkomplexität intraktabel sein kann
(Hanneforth, 2005a).
Klammerungen können im allgemeinen Fall verschiedene Extensionen besitzen, da sich die Elemente der Suchmustermenge überlappen können, d.h. in
Suffix- bzw. Präfix-Beziehungen zueinander stehen.
Hinzu kommt, dass die morphologische Analyse im
Fall von Segmentierungsalternativen weitere Ambiguitäten hinzufügt.
Aus den verschiedenen Analysen wird die
präferierte Analyse mittels einer Besten-Pfad Strategie ermittelt, die über einem tropischen Semiring formuliert ist. Hierzu werden die verschiedenen
Analysen über eine Bewertungsfunktion mit reellwertigen Gewichten versehen, die eine longest-match
Präferierung ausdrückt. Die Bewertungsfunktion ist
als gewichteter Transduktor in die Eigennamenkontextgrammatik hineinkompiliert ([Did05]). Diese
Vorgehensweise wird durch das oben erwähnte komplementierungsfreie Konstruktionsverfahren des Eigennamenkontextmarkieres ermöglicht, da gewichtete reguläre Sprachen nicht unter der Komplementierung abgeschlossen sind.
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Regeln, wie sie beispielsweise für Eigennamenkontexte, werden in SynCoP in einer XML-Struktur als
reguläre Ausdrücke notiert. Da das Verfahren komplementierungsfrei ist, können mit den Regeln zugleich auch Gewichte definiert werden. Die offlineÜbersetzung der Grammatik in den Eigennamenmarkierer MarkupNE führt zu kompakten Transduktoren: der Automat für die von uns verwendete Grammatik für Personennamen weist 2.057
Zustände und 104.633 Übergänge auf.
Für
die
Eigennamenerkennung
werden
grundsätzlich zwei Arten von Grammatikregeln unterschieden: Regeln für sichere und für
unsichere Eigennamen. Sichere Eigennamen sind
nach einer Analyse immer sichtbar, unsichere nicht.

Sichere Eigennamen:
• Sichere Eigennamen sind z.B. ein oder mehrere
aufeinander folgende Wörter mit der Kategorie
NE, die nicht homograph sind oder zwei oder
mehrere aufeinander folgende Wörter der Kategorie NE, wobei kein Wort homograph zu einem
Funktionswort sein darf (bei Vernachlässigung
der Groß- und Kleinschreibung).
• Sichere Eigennamen sind z.B. ein oder mehrere
aufeinander folgende Wörter der Kategorie NE,
denen ein passender semantischer Kontext voraus geht oder folgt. Bei einem entsprechendem
semantischen Kontext können auch unbekannte Wörter als sichere Eigennamen angenommen
werden. Hierbei können unbekannte Wörter auf
die Kategorie NE umgeschrieben werden.
• Ein nicht absolut sicherer semantischer Kontext
und eine nicht absolut sichere Abfolge für einen
Eigennamen können einen sicheren Eigennamen
bilden.
Unsichere Eigennamen:
• Unsichere Eigennamen sind Abfolgen von homographen Eigennamen und/oder unbekannten
Wörtern in beliebiger Reihenfolge und Anzahl.
• Eigennamen können auch innerhalb von Kontexten unsicher bleiben. Ein Beispiel hierfür
sind unbekannte Wörter oder Wörter der Kategorie NE innerhalb von Wortzusammensetzungen, die durch einen Bindestrich getrennt sind,
und deren Kopf semantisch einen Eigennamen
spezifiziert.
In der Grammatikspezifikation von SynCoP
können sogenannte Trigger definiert werden. Ein
Trigger ist eine als sicher markierte Kontextregel,
die die kategorielle Zuordnung bestimmter Wörter
innerhalb ihres Gültigkeitsbereichs ändern kann. Auf

diese Weise ist es möglich, Wörter, die für die Morphologie unbekannt sind oder nicht als Eigenname
erkannt wurden, als Eigennamen zu markieren. Dieser Effekt wird durch die Anwendung von Umgewichtungregeln während der Analyse erzielt.
Für die verschiedenen Typen von Eigennamen
(Personennamen, geographische Namen, Firmennamen) können unterschiedlichen Teilgrammatiken erstellt werden. Die aus diesen Teilgrammatiken erzeugten Transduktoren können dann entweder vereinigt oder kaskadiert werden. Die erste Variante entspricht einer Parallelschaltung, bei der alle Teilgrammatiken parallel über der Eingabe operieren. Mit der
zweiten Variante können aufgrund der Nichtkommutativität der Komposition Präferenzstrategien implementiert werden.
4.3

Eigennamenmarkierer

Der Eingabetext wird im ersten Schritt tokenisiert. Tokens, die als Wörter und nicht als Satzzeichen klassifiziert wurden, werden von der TAGHMorphologie analysiert. Anschließend wird berechnet, ob unter den alternativen Analysen Homographiebeziehungen vorliegen und von welcher Art diese
sind.
Die den einzelnen morphologischen Analysen
zugeordneten Lemmata werden eindeutig auf
natürliche Zahlen abgebildet und der Analyse
als ID hinzugefügt. So kann später das Stützen
unsicherer Eigennamen anhand der Lemma-ID und
sicheren bzw. unsicheren Eigennamen realisiert
werden. Wörter, die durch die Morphologie nicht
analysiert werden konnten, werden als unbekannt
markiert. Auch diesen Wörtern wird eine eindeutige
ID zugewiesen.
Die Satzzeichen, die analysierten oder unbekannten Wörter werden anschließend inkrementell mit
der Eigennamengrammatik komponiert. Obwohl die
Komposition zweier Transduktoren T1 und T2 im
schlimmsten Fall O(|T1 ||T2 ) ist, tritt dieser Fall
kaum ein, da der Automat, der den Text repräsentiert, linear ist, also aus einer linearen Abfolge
der Zuständen besteht, zwischen denen Übergänge
für die Lemmata mit solchen für die morphologischen Analysen alternieren.
Durch die Komposition werden alle sicheren Eigennamen mit entsprechendem Kontext und alle unsicheren Eigennamen markiert und gewichtet.
Danach werden anhand der in der Grammatik definierten Trigger und der Lemma-ID bestimmte unsichere Eigennamen durch Gewichtungen gestützt.
Das Umgewichten wird durch eine einfache Abbildung realisiert, die in linearer Zeit arbeitet.
Daraufhin wird die beste Analyse berechnet. Hierfür wird ein Single-Source Shortest-PathAlgorithmus verwendet. Dieser arbeitet im tropi-
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schen Semiring auf azyklischen Automaten3 in linearer Zeit (Mohri, 2002).
Letztlich wird der Ergebnistransduktor in eine interne Baumstruktur überführt und als HTML formatiert.
Das System wurde auf einem Pentium 4 mit 2 GB
Arbeitsspeicher unter Linux getestet und verarbeitet
im Schnitt pro Sekunde 10.000 token.

5

Evaluation

Da für das Deutsche (noch) kein Korpus mit standardisiert annotierten Daten für die Informationsextraktion vorliegt (vgl. (Neumann, 2005)), haben wir die Qualität des Eigennamenerkenners anhand eines kleinen Korpus von 100 Zeitungsartikeln
deutscher Tages- und Wochenzeitungen (Berliner
Zeitung, Bild, FAZ, Leipziger Volkszeitung, Stern,
Super-Illu, SZ, Tagesspiegel, TAZ, Welt, NEWS) im
Bereich Politik evaluiert. In diesem etwa 20.000 token umfassenden Korpus haben wir per Hand 852
Personennamenkontexte und 352 verschiedene Personennamen ausgezeichnet. Somit kommen auf einen
Personennamen knapp 2,5 Kontexte4 . Von diesen
852 Kontexten hat das Verfahren 826 richtig erkannt. Dies entspricht einem Recall von 96,9%. Die
Precision des Verfahrens liegt bei 95,9%, d.h. 44
Eigennamen wurden fälschlicherweise als richtig erkannt.
Ein Teil der hohen Erkennungsrate läßt sich
durch die hohe Abdeckung der Namen im Bereich
der Politik erklären. Darüber hinaus konnten
aber auch etliche unbekannte Namen dadurch
erkannt werden, dass Funktions- und Berufsbezeichnungen in deren Kontext richtig identifiziert
werden konnten. Eine wichtige Rolle hierbei
spielt hierbei das Zusammenspiel der Lexika
von Funktions- und Berufsbezeichnungen und
die Kompositazerlegungskomponente der TAGHMorphologie. Hierdurch können beispielsweise
nicht im Lexikon als Ganzes enthaltene Komposita auf bekannte Bezeichnungen zurückgeführt
werden. Beispiele hierfür sind die im Korpus
verwendeten
Grünen-Bundestagsabgeordnete,
CDU-Haushaltsexperte,
SPD-Präsidiumsmitglied,
CSU-Landesgruppenvorsitzende, Handelsbeauftragte,
Flüchtlingskommissarin, Vorstandssprecherinnen,
Stadtschulratspräsident, die als Determinativkomposita behandelt, und damit semantisch auf die im
Lexikon enthaltenen Abgeordnete, Experte, Mitglied,
Vorsitzende, Beauftragte, Kommissar, Sprecher und
Präsident zurückgeführt werden.
Bei den nicht erkannten Kontexten handelt es
3 das

Ergebnis der Komposition von Text und Eigennamenerkenner ist stets azyklisch
4 Eine Person, z.B. Fischer kann durch mehrere Kontexte
referenziert werden: Joschka Fischer, Joseph Fischer, Außenminister Fischer etc.

sich vorwiegend um homographe bzw. unbekannte Namen, bei denen der Kontext nicht ausreichend innerhalb der gegenwärtigen Grammatik für
eine Klassifizierung als Eigenname war. Beispiele
hierfür sind Buntenbach sagte oder Kurt Biedenkopf.
Im ersten Fall kann Buntenbach sowohl Eigenname (Grünen-Abgeordnete Buntenbach) als auch ein
Adjektiv-Nomen-Kompositum sein. Im zweiten Fall
kann Kurt sowohl Vor- als auch Nachname sein, und
Biedenkopf bezeichnet sowohl einen Nachnamen als
auch einen Luftkurort in Hessen. Ein ähnliches Beispiel stellt Roland Ries dar. Hier ist Roland sowohl
Vor- als auch Nachname, Ries hingegen ist nur als
Genitiv eines Vornamens.
Eine weitere Fehlerquelle ist auf die Vorverarbeitung zurückzuführen. Wörter, die ausschließlich mit
Großbuchstaben geschrieben sind, werden von der
Morphologie erst nach einer Normalisierungsoperation erkannt, was in manchen Fällen zu Fehlern führt.

6

Ausblick

Die erste Evaluation des Systems auf einem Testkorpus von Zeitungstexten aus dem Bereich Politik zeigte mit einem Recall von über 96,9% und einer Precision von 95,9% bei der Erkennung von Personennamen sehr ermutigende Ergebnisse. Erfahrungsgemäß
- dies zeigt die Evaluation anderer Systeme - liegt
die Erkennungsrate bei geographischen Namen und
Firmennamen unter der Rate von Personennamen.
In einem nächsten Schritt planen wir daher die Integration von Grammatiken geographischer Namen
und Firmennamen in das System. Darüber hinaus
planen wir, das System auf Zeitungstexte aus anderen Ressorts anzuwenden, um zu evaluieren, wie
stark sich eine weniger hohe Abdeckung von Nachnamen auf die Erkennungsrate auswirkt.
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Abstract
Ph@ttSessionz ist eine Sprachdatenbank mit
den Stimmen 1000 Jugendlicher im Alter von
13-18 Jahren. Die Sprachdatenbank dient zum
einen der Entwicklung von Sprachtechnologie,
z.B. sprachgesteuerten Diensten und Geräten,
zum anderen der Dokumentation der regionalen Varianten des gesprochenen Deutsch.
Die Ph@ttSessionz Sprachdatenbank wurde
in einem innovativen Verfahren erstellt: sowohl
die Sprachaufnahmen als auch die orthographische Transkription erfolgen über das WWW.
Eine zentrale Web-Applikation auf einem Server verwaltet die Sprecher und Aufnahmesitzungen, die eigentlichen Sprachaufnahmen erfolgen geographisch verteilt an 38 Gymnasien
im gesamten Bundesgebiet. Um eine einheitliche und hohe Signalqualität zu gewährleisten,
werden Koffer mit standardisierter Aufnahmetechnik an die Schulen verschickt. Aktuell (Juli
2006) sind 859 Jugendliche mit insgesamt mehr
als 108300 Äußerungen aufgenommen worden.
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interessante und seit kurzem verfügbare Alternative (Draxler and Jänsch, 2004). Sie erlauben
geographisch verteilte Aufnahmen in (fast) beliebig hoher Signalqualität und eröffnen damit
vollkommen neue Möglichkeiten für den Aufbau
von Sprachdatenbanken.
Als Anwendung der WWW-basierten Sprachaufnahmen wird vom BAS die Sprachdatenbank
Ph@ttSessionz erstellt. Diese Sprachdatenbank
umfasst 1000 jugendliche Sprecher im Alter von
13-18 Jahren.
Eine solche Sprachdatenbank ist aus mehreren Gründen wünschenswert, u.a.:
• Verbesserung der Spracherkennung: die
Leistung von Spracherkennern ist für Kinder und Jugendliche deutlich schlechter als
für Erwachsene, da zum Training dieser Systeme fast ausschließlich Sprachdatenbanken Erwachsener verwendet wurden.
• Dokumentation regional gefärbter Alltagssprache: die Abdeckung der großen Sprachgebiete erlaubt eine Dokumentation der regionalen Varietäten.

Einleitung

Bei der Erstellung einer Sprachdatenbank steht
man vor einem bis vor kurzem unauflösbaren Dilemma: entweder erstellt man eine kleine Sprachdatenbank mit hoher, oder eine große
mit reduzierter Signalqualität. Im ersten Fall
muss man entweder die Aufnahmeausrüstung
zum Sprecher transportieren und dort installieren, oder aber den Sprecher in ein Studio einladen – beides erfordert einen hohen logistischen
Aufwand. Im zweiten Fall werden die Sprachdaten über das Telefon erhoben – damit sind geographisch verteilte Aufnahmen vieler Sprecher
möglich, aber die Signalqualität ist beschränkt
auf verlustbehaftet komprimierte ISDN (Festnetz) oder GSM (Mobilnetz) Signale.
Sprachaufnahmen über das WWW sind eine
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• Forschung in der Sprachentwicklung: eine Mischung aus gelesenen und spontan gesprochenen Äußerungen ermöglicht
Einblicke in die Lese- und Textproduktionsfähigkeiten Jugendlicher.
Bislang war für das Deutsche keine große
Sprachdatenbank mit den Stimmen Jugendlicher allgemein verfügbar – Ph@ttSessionz
schließt diese Lücke.

2

Datenbankinhalt

Die Ph@ttSessionz Sprachdatenbank ist eine
Obermenge der deutschen SpeechDat (Winski,
1997) und der RVG-1 (Burger and Schiel, 1998)
Sprachdatenbanken. Der Inhalt gliedert sich in

zwei Teile: vorgelesenes, applikationsorientiertes Material und frei formulierte Antworten auf
Fragen (z.B. ”Was sprichst Du auf den Anrufbeantworter eines Freundes?”) bzw. längere spontane Äußerungen (z.B. ”Erzähle ein lustiges Ereignis. Du hast dazu eine Minute Zeit.”). Tabelle 1 gibt den Aufbau der Datenbank wieder.
Tabelle 1: Inhalt der Ph@ttSessionz Datenbank
Typ
isolierte Ziffern, ”zwo”
Zahlen 11-100
PC Befehle
phonetisch reiche Sätze
Telefonnummern mit Vorwahl
6- und 7-stellige Telefonnummern
Mobiltelefon-Tasten (Ziffern, ∗, #)
Kreditkartennummer (16 Ziffern)
PIN Code (6 Ziffern)
Datumsausdrücke
Buchstabierungen
Personen-, Orts- und Firmennamen
Zeitausdrücke
frei formulierte Antworten
Erzählitems
Testitems
Summe

Anz.
10
19
12
30
3
10
3
3
3
3
10
9
3
5
2
4
129

1. Unabhängigkeit von Browser und HTMLEinbettung,
2. Ausführung der Applikation innerhalb einer Laufzeitumgebung mit weitreichendem,
aber kontrolliertem Zugriff auf den lokalen
Client, und
3. automatische Aktualisierung der Software.
Die Ph@ttSessionz Web-Applikation ist in Java Server Pages implementiert. Als Webserver
wird Apache Tomcat verwendet, die administrativen Daten, das Promptmaterial und die Transkriptionen werden in einem PostgreSQL Datenbanksystem gespeichert.
Die Ph@ttSessionz Web-Applikation unterscheidet fünf Klassen von Benutzern:
• Besucher
sehen
die
öffentlichen
Ph@ttSessionz-Seiten, d.h. Informationen
über das Projekt und die Aufnahmetechnik, Presseartikel, Demo-Videos und
Audiobeispiele.
• Aufnahmeleiter tragen die demographischen Angaben zu den Sprechern ein und
starten die eigentliche Aufnahmesitzung.

Jeder Sprecher verwendet einen eigenen Fragebogen. Die Items werden, bis auf die Testund die Erzählitems, in zufälliger Reihenfolge
präsentiert. Die Testitems dienen der Regelung
des Aufnahmepegels, sie werden zu Beginn einer
Sitzung aufgenommen. Die Erzählitems werden
erst ganz am Ende der Sitzung aufgenommen.

3

Die Verwendung von Java Web Start hat gegenüber Applets die folgenden Vorteile:

Technologie

Für Ph@ttSessionz wurde eine eigene WebApplikation als Client-Server-System in
einer 4-Tier-Architektur entwickelt (Brügge
and Dutoit, 2004). Sie ist unter der URL
www.phonetik.uni-muenchen.de/phatt
zu
erreichen.
Der Zugriff auf die Applikation erfolgt
auf einem Clientrechner mittels eines normalen WWW Browsers. Die für die Aufnahme
bzw. Transkription notwendige Software wird
vom Server in Form von Java Web StartApplikationen heruntergeladen und auf den Clientrechnern ausgeführt.
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• Transkribierer prüfen eingegangene Aufnahmen auf ihre Signalqualität, geben Aufnahmesitzungen zur Transkription frei und
starten die Transkriptionssoftware.
• Systemadministratoren warten die Software und verwalten den Zugriff auf die WebApplikation.
Alle Benutzer bis auf Besucher müssen sich bei
der Web-Applikation einloggen, und sie sehen
nur den für sie relevanten Teil der Applikation.
3.1

Sprachaufnahmen

Die Ph@ttSessionz Sprachaufnahmen finden an
Gymnasien im gesamten Bundesgebiet statt.
Gymnasien sind in der Regel technisch gut
ausgestattet und mit einer schnellen Verbindung an das Internet angeschlossen, und sie
verfügen über motiviertes und kompetentes Personal. Abb. 1 enthält die Aufnahmeorte sowie
die Sprachregionen nach (Hollmach, 2003).

Abbildung 1: Ph@ttSessionz Aufnahmeorte und
Sprachregionen (Stand Juli 2006)

Für die Aufnahmen wird die Software
SpeechRecorder verwendet, die skriptgesteuerte Sprachaufnahmen über das WWW erlaubt
(Draxler and Jänsch, 2004).
Um eine einheitliche Signalqualität zu
gewährleisten, wird eine Standardkonfiguration der Aufnahmetechnik verwendet. Diese
besteht aus einem M-Audio mobile pre USB
A/D Wandler, einem Beyerdynamic opus 54
Nahbesprechungs- und einem Audio Technica
AT 3031 Tischmikrofon. Diese Konfiguration
wird, in einen stabilen Koffer verpackt, an die
teilnehmenden Schulen verschickt. Insgesamt
sind neun solche Koffer vorhanden, von denen
8 ständig im Einsatz sind und einer zu Testund Diagnosezwecken am BAS bleibt1 . Die
Signalqualität ist 22.05 kHz Samplerate bei 16
Bit Quantisierung Stereo (die Datenrate ist
demnach 705.6 kBit/s).
1

Der Versand der Koffer ist für die Schulen kostenfrei. Während des Projekts ist es zu keinem Verlust an
Geräten gekommen.
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Der Aufnahmeleiter an einer Schule führt
zunächst einen Konfigurationstest durch. Dieser besteht aus einer vollständigen Aufnahmesitzung, bei der jedoch statt der Audiosignale
ein vom PC generierter Sinuston aufgenommen
wird. Da eine komplette Sitzung durchlaufen
wird, kann der Aufnahmeleiter die tatsächliche
Dauer einer Aufnahme gut abschätzen und die
Sprechertermine entsprechend planen. Der Sinustest erlaubt dem BAS eine Überprüfung der
Aufnahmen auf technische Mängel, z.B. Framefehler, und auf Kommunikationsprobleme, z.B.
Verzögerungen durch Firewalls oder Proxyprobleme.
Nach erfolgreichem Sinustest schaltet das
BAS das Promptmaterial für die Schule frei. Zu
Beginn einer Aufnahmesitzung erfasst der Aufnahmeleiter die demographischen Angaben des
Sprechers über ein WWW-Formular. Wenn dieses komplett ausgefüllt ist, startet er die Software SpeechRecorder für die eigentlichen Aufnahmen. Während der ersten vier Items ist in
SpeechRecorder die Versuchsleiteransicht aktiviert, d.h. neben dem Prompt ist auch das
Sprachsignal zu sehen, so dass der Aufnahmepegel eingestellt werden kann (Abb. 2). Danach
schaltet die Software auf die Sprecheransicht
um, die nur den Prompt und eine Ampel zur
Aufnahmesteuerung enthält, der Aufnahmeleiter verlässt den Raum und die Aufnahmesitzung
läuft von da an automatisch ab (Abb. 3).

Abbildung 2: SpeechRecorder Versuchsleiteransicht
Bereits während der Aufnahmen werden die
Signaldaten an den Server des BAS übertragen.
Zur Verringerung der Übertragungszeiten werden die Signaldaten mit flac (FLAC, 2003) ver-

Abbildung 3: SpeechRecorder Sprecheransicht

lustfrei um bis zu 50% komprimiert.
3.2

Transkription

Abbildung 4: WebTranscribe Editor

Die Transkription der Ph@ttSessionz Sprachaufnahmen erfolgt nach den Konventionen von
SpeechDat (Winski, 1997), d.h. orthographische Transkription mit einer kleinen Menge von
Markern für Häsitationen, Sprechergeräusche,
kurze bzw. langandauernde externe Geräusche,
falsche Aussprache, unverständliche Passagen,
sowie Signalabbrüche.
Für die Transkription wird die Software WebTranscribe verwendet (Draxler, 2005). WebTranscribe automatisiert den Auswahl - Transkription - Sichern Arbeitsablauf und unterstützt die rasche Erstellung von Transkriptionstexten durch Editier-Buttons für häufig benutzte Textkonversionen, z.B. von Ziffern in
Text: von ”1 2 3” nach ”eins zwei drei” bzw.
”ein hundert dreiundzwanzig” (Abb. 4).
Die Transkribierer melden sich bei der
Ph@ttSessionz Web Applikation an, laden die
Software herunter und starten sie. WebTranscribe wählt automatisch die nächste zu transkribierende Signaldatei aus und überträgt sie
auf den Transkriptionsclient. Dort wird das Signal visuell ausgegeben, im Transkriptionseditor steht der Prompt. Der Transkribierer selektiert den passenden Signalabschnitt, gibt die
Transkription ein, beurteilt das Signal nach
seiner Qualität und schickt die Transkription an den Server. Enthält der Transkriptionstext formale Fehler, z.B. falsch gesetzte Marker, gibt WebTranscribe eine Fehlermeldung
aus. Nur syntaktisch korrekte Transkriptionstexte können an den Server übertragen werden.
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3.3

Administration

Der Administrator benutzt die Ph@ttSessionz
Web-Applikation zur Überwachung der Aufnahmen, zur Verwaltung der Ressourcen, zur Dokumentation der Projektaktivitäten und zur Erstellung von Statistiken. Er hat Zugang zu den
Schul- und Sprecherdateien, und er kann über
eine elementare Suchfunktion – aktuell werden
die Suche nach Prompttext bzw. Sitzungsnummer unterstützt – gezielt auf einzelne Signaldateien zugreifen.
In der Aktivitäten-Datenbank werden alle
Projektaktivitäten des BAS manuell protokolliert. Zu diesen zählen Anrufe bei Schulen, der
Versand von Aufnahmekoffern, durchgeführte
Fehlerkorrekturen, usw. Diese Datenbank dient
dem internen Informationsaustausch im Team
am BAS.
Über ein eingebautes Nachrichtensystem
kann der Administrator direkt mit den Aufnahmeleitern in den Schulen kommunizieren –
häufig haben die Aufnahmeräume an den Schulen kein Telefon, bzw. die Aufnahmeleiter haben
ihr Mobiltelefon während der Aufnahmen ausgeschaltet.

4

Erfahrungen

Bis zum 24. Juli 2006 waren 859 Sprecher von 38
verschiedenen Schulen mit über 108.300 Items
aufgenommen. Die Aufnahmekoffer waren im

Durchschnitt pro Aufnahmeort sieben Wochen
unterwegs, wobei die eigentlichen Aufnahmen
in den meisten Schulen in weniger als vier Wochen abgeschlossen waren. Von diesen Aufnahmen sind über 54.500 (50.3%) bereits orthographisch transkribiert.
Für alle Aufnahmen liegen Erklärungen der
Schulen vor, dass die Schüler mit Einwilligung
der Eltern an den Aufnahmen teilgenommen haben.
Besonders zu Beginn des Projekts gab es,
trotz der Pilotversuche an zwei Schulen in
München, immer wieder technische Probleme,
die eine Änderung der Software erforderlich
machten (Beschleunigung des Datentransfers
durch verlustfreie Kompression, Pufferspeicher
zur Verlagerung der Datenübertragung auf den
Abend, usw.). Einige Aufnahmesitzungen gingen durch nicht vorhergesehene Bedienung der
Web-Applikation verloren, und an einigen wenigen Schulen mussten die Aufnahmen ganz abgebrochen werden, weil der Internetzugang zu sehr
eingeschränkt war bzw. der Aufnahme-PC nicht
den Mindestanforderungen entsprach (veraltetes Betriebssystem, nicht aktualisierbare Treiber).
Für eine vollständige Serie von Aufnahmen
(je 15 männliche und weibliche Sprecher) hat
eine Schule 200 Euro zur freien Verwendung erhalten. Bei unvollständigen Serien wurde ein anteiliger Betrag ausgezahlt, mindestens 50 Euro
als Anerkennung für die geleistete Arbeit.
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Ausblick

Mit der Ph@ttSessionz Web-Applikation wurde
technologisches Neuland betreten. Die Applikation ist mittlerweile ausgereift und stabil. Aktuell arbeiten wir an der Verallgemeinerung der
Software. Ziel dieser Entwicklung ist eine Art
Content Management System für Sprachdatensammlungen, das die grundlegenden Dienste für
eine solche Datensammlung zur Verfügung stellt
und eine Anpassung an neue Aufgabenstellungen durch einfaches Editieren von Konfigurationsparametern erlaubt.
Die Durchführung der Sprachaufnahmen an
Schulen hat sich, auch wenn die ursprünglich
vorgesehenen Zeitvorgaben nicht zu halten waren, bewährt. Die Sprecherrekrutierung durch
die Schule ist effizient, die technische Kompetenz der Aufnahmeleiter – ob Schüler oder Leh-
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rer – ist hoch.
Zur Zeit wird eine ähnliche Datensammlung
an öffentlichen Schulen in Schottland vorbereitet. Ziel dieser Aufnahmen ist es, zu zeigen, dass
Web-basierte Sprachaufnahmen auch über nationale und Sprachgrenzen hinaus möglich sind.
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Abstract
One of the important tasks in natural language processing is to determine the meaning of a word as well
as its correspondences to other items in the world.
These tasks can be supported by an ontology, which
is an explicit representation of knowledge for a specific thematic domain. The backbone of an ontology
is its taxonomical structure that describes relations
between classes of objects. This paper presents preliminary investigations of an automatic, activation
spreading based procedure that expands and also
joins two taxonomies. The method is described and
illustrated by example.

1

Introduction

The aim of natural language processing is to determine the meaning of utterances within a given context. This context may also include relations among
objects in the real world. To represent those relations by an ontology is often the most informative
way to illustrate the knowledge about a given theme.
In philosophy, Ontology is the systematic account of
Being as such. However, in computational sciences,
including computer-aided natural language processing, it is not possible to represent all existing objects
and every relation between them due to limited storage and computational capacities. Thus, ontologies
here represent knowledge in declarative formalism
and are limited to so-called thematic domains.
Small domain-oriented ontologies are usually not
enough to describe phenomena spanning over many
knowledge domains. Moreover there may exist more
ontologies within the same domain, which are not
correlated and hard to use together within one processing system. Thus, it becomes desirable to merge
ontologies within one construction. Although there
exist some successful tools and methods for ontology merging like PROMPT (Noy and Musen, 2003),
ONION (Mitra et al., 2000) or MOMIS (Bergamaschi et al., 2001), none of them operates in a
“network manner.” In contrast, the here proposed
method of merging is in the connectionist tradition
and uses connectionist methods. These methods allow to exploit the most important feature of con-
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nectionist systems, namely generalization. Whats
more, generalization even enhances the represented
knowledge during the merging process.

2

The network used

An ontology usually contains many different types of
relations among stored items. One of these relations,
actually the most important one, is the subsumption
relation, called ISA. The structure this relation describes is a taxonomy. It usually underlies the more
sophisticated ontological complex. Indeed, most ontologies are based on such a hierarchy of concepts,
and as such, can be regarded as a taxonomy.
This paper focuses on the subsumption hierarchy
and the ISA relationship, which constitutes classsuperclass structure. The procedure described below is based on the inheritance property in the taxonomy.
The label “taxonomy” will be used as a synonym
for a network of nodes organized hierarchically. This
structure corresponds to the subsumption relation.
According to this reading of “taxonomy,” a taxonomy is a connectionist network. It is a network
of nodes connected with weighted links. Within
this network, a spreading activation mechanism is
implemented which serves to transport information
from one node to another. The network used here
is a spreading activation localist connectionist network in the tradition of (McClelland and Rumelhart,
1981) and (Dell, 1986). Each node has its own label and its own independent meaning. Moreover,
the network itself has the shape of the taxonomy in
question.
Typically, localist connectionism is used for modeling behavior, whereas for modeling learning, distributed connectionism is preferred (Grainger and
Jacobs, 1998). The method presented here modifies the structure of the net and thus makes the
system able not only to perform but also to learn.
The network itself, as well as some of its interesting properties, are outlined in (Frey, 2005). Its creation is based on a single algorithm, which first constructs a network from symbolic definitions of items
and then builds a hierarchical structure, comple-

item
A
B
D
H
C
G
F

mented by knowledge discovered through generalization from the data available in the symbolic definitions. The analysis is, however, based on the connectionist paradigm.
This connectionist analysis allows for an interesting property of the network that is crucial to the
ontology merging. Usually more information can be
drawn from the underlying data than is provided directly by input data. The discovery procedure is an
introspective process and aims at improvement of
the existing network. It attempts to discover parts
of the hierarchy which were not provided explicitly
by analyzing pairs of class nodes. If the features of
two or more classes overlap (with respect to their
presence and their values) they form a description
of another class which is assumed to be a superclass
for those currently being analyzed.
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f21
f22 f32
f22 f31
f23

Table 1: The example sets of definitions
a) taxonomy tax1

feature layer
f12

f23

root

f22

f31

On taxonomy merging

Taxonomy merging can be defined as a procedure of
blending two or more taxonomies into a single one
(Ehrig et al., 2004). There are two common ways of
merging a taxonomy: union and intersection. The
approach presented here is a union method, meaning
the resulting taxonomy is the union of all entities in
both taxonomies. There is one main problem with
merging taxonomies (and ontologies): objects may
be represented differently. In the following section it
will be described how this problem can be tackled at
least partially within the paradigm presented here.
Taxonomy merging can be regarded as taxonomy
completion. In this case, there exists some “main”
taxonomy, which is being complemented by information from the other one. The most important assumption here is that complement taxonomies possess no node which stands higher in the hierarchy
of concepts than a root node of the “main” taxonomy. In other words, the root of “main” taxonomy
must remain a root node after merging. Moreover,
in this preliminary investigation, merging of only
two taxonomies at once will be regarded for simplicity’s sake. Merging can, however, be expanded
to an unlimited number of taxonomies by consecutively adding new taxonomies to the result of previous merging process.
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features
root
root f11
root f12
root f12
root f12
root f12
root f12

C

F

G

b) taxonomy tax2

feature layer
f21

f11

root

f12

f32

f22

A

f12
root

B

D

H

Figure 1: Taxonomies used in the merge example:
figure a) corresponds to tax1 and b) to tax2.

Deﬁnitions as an input data

The taxonomy consists of nodes, characterized by
a set of features, which in turn are represented by
nodes in the separate feature layer. The feature set
originates from symbolic input data, namely from
symbolic “definitions.” An artificial example for two
definition sets, given in table 1, will be used to illustrate the merging mechanism.
Relations between two entities as well as between
entities and features are defined by two types of
weighted links: excitatory and inhibitory ones. The
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excitatory connections form a taxonomical structure
of the network and connect class nodes to feature
nodes, while the inhibitory edges serve for enhancing the differences among both single nodes and
branches of the represented hierarchy.
4.1

Different representations

In order to simplify the problem of different representations of the same concepts in different taxonomies it is assumed that:

a) joining taxonomies by feature sharing

b) restructuring

c) pruning
A

A

feature layer
f32

root

f11

f22

f12

f31

f21

f23

B

B

C

C

A

f12
f22
root

D
B

H

D

f12
f22
root

F

H

C

G

D

F

F

H

G

G

Figure 2: Consecutive steps in the connectionist completion of a taxonomy. Note: In figures b) and c) the
feature level is hidden for readability.
1. all concepts are described by a label and a set
of features, and
2. in the case of nodes with the same label, the
concepts represented by those nodes are identical, and
3. in the case of nodes with different labels, the
similarity and relation between two concepts in
two different hierarchies will be derived from the
analysis of features which describe those concepts. In particular, nodes with the same set
of features are regarded to represent the same
concept even if they have different labels.

5

Joining procedure

Initially, there must exist two taxonomies, which are
regarded to be parts of a bigger hierarchy. This is
expressed either by at least one common node within
the two taxonomies (a node with the same label)
or by common features in the nodes’ descriptions.
Additionally, it must be known in which one of those
taxonomies a root node for the resulting taxonomy
is contained.
Merging is performed in three main steps: a)
searching for features and completing the feature
set, b) joining taxonomies, and c) restructuring and
pruning. For the purposes of description, let us illustrate the merging of two taxonomies by an artificial
example. The example shows the process of integrating a taxonomy called tax2 into a taxonomy tax1
(figures 1a and 1b, respectively). The structures of
the taxonomies are derived from the data presented
in the table 1. In the figures, the following conventions are used:
• feature layer is separated from the nodes which
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constitute the “working” part of a network,
• among class/object nodes, the rectangles represent nodes which had been defined explicitly in
the input data,
• the ellipsoids are those nodes which had been
discovered during creating a network.
5.1

Joining through the feature layer

It is possible that some features are present only
in one taxonomy, although they are used to define
entities in both hierarchies. The network used is
based on definitions (here a definition is identified
with a set of features connected to a node). Since
definitions are true by definition, the information
in the network is assumed to be necessarily true.
Thus, if nodes representing the same concepts in two
taxonomies have different sets of features, they must
be unified. The aim of the first merging step is to
find and complete the set of features that describe
nodes in both taxonomies.
First, the two most similar nodes must be found.
Two cases are regarded: taxonomies have nodes with
the same label or they have not. In the first case, two
nodes with corresponding labels are simply chosen.
In the second case, the features corresponding to a
currently processed node in the taxonomy tax2 are
extracted, and corresponding features in the taxonomy tax1 are activated. Consequently, the activation is being spread over the whole network. Finally,
the winner-take-all procedure is performed, which
chooses the two most similar nodes.
Following this, the winning node is activated and
the activation is spread into the features level. The
activated features are connected to the currently

processed node from tax2 along with features which
have already been present in tax2.
The above procedure is repeated for each node
from the taxonomy tax2. When it is finished, the
networks are joined through the feature level. An example is illustrated in figure 2a), where grayed nodes
denote nodes incorporated from the tax2 taxonomy,
and the black node is a node which is already present
in the tax1 taxonomy, but which got its label from
the tax2 taxonomy.
At this stage, the “new” nodes are not yet integrated into the taxonomy tax1 itself. To regain
the enhanced hierarchical structure, the restructuring process is used.
5.2 Creating the final network
The instrospective restructuring process serves as a
means to create the taxonomical structure out of the
set of nodes connected to the features layer. As a
first step, a “raw” taxonomy is created, which contains many connections between non-adjacent layers (cf. figure 2b). Moreover, it is also possible
that again new nodes are discovered, which were not
present in either of the merged taxonomies. Such a
node can be seen in figure 2b) and is emphasized
with the gray filling.
Not all connections, however, reflect desired hierarchical dependencies among nodes. The superfluous ones need to be removed. The removal is performed by another introspective process and leads
to the clean taxonomical structure (figure 2c).

6

Summary

The first results from the connectionist investigations of joining two ontologies have been presented
in this paper. The new approach to completing one
taxonomy with information contained in another has
been presented and illustrated with an example. The
method uses the activation spreading mechanism to
first join taxonomies by features sharing, and then to
perform an introspective process of restructuring in
order to discover even more hierarchical information
brought with the new taxonomy.
As a prototypical method, it surely suffers from
some limitations. The most significant one is that it
must be known which of two joined taxonomies contains the root node for the taxonomy which results
from merging. However, even with this limitation
the method can be used for completing taxonomies
with new information about hierarchical dependencies in a given thematic domain.
The procedure described is a good starting point
for further investigations. The most important issue
is to discover the way to make the method symmetrical, that is, a user should not need to know which
of the taxonomies to be merged contains the root of
the resulting one. This will allow connectionist sys-
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tems to fully contribute to taxonomy and ontology
merging.
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Abstract
In this paper error-handling strategies are evaluated
as they can be found in human-human and humanrobot dialogues. We compare human-human communication with unequal dialogue partners, such
as foreigners, to human-robot communication in
order to see how errors are indicated and finally
repaired by the dialogue participants in both interaction types. The strategies used in humanhuman communication are ported to human-robot
dialogues. The foreigner is taken as an example for
a dialogue participant with less grammar and vocabulary coverage and can be seen as similar to the
robot in this way. We finally compare the indicators
for errors and the error repair strategies in humanhuman vs. human-robot dialogues.

1

Introduction

Today dialogue systems and humanoid robots talking to their human masters became very popular
in the research community and some robots are already commercially available, such as Qrio from
Sony or Asimo from Honda. Nevertheless, the
human-robot communication is still not as natural
as human-human communication so that it is one of
the biggest challenges to develop a system which
can cope with real world situations and can easily
recover from errors.
Comparing the currently possible human-robot
communication with the human-human communication we can see that in human-human communication we have efficient strategies to avoid errors
and also to recover from them, such as for example
grounding new information (Traum, 1999). Therefore, in this paper we want to evaluate and compare
error handling strategies used in human-human vs.
human-robot communication. We specifically focus
on human-human dialogues with unequal dialogue
partners where one dialogue partner has less grammar and vocabulary coverage than the other because
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this resembles to the situation we have in humanrobot dialogues where the robot also has less grammar and vocabulary coverage than its human dialogue partner.
Our target scenario is a household situation, in
which the user can ask the robot for help, such
as setting the table, giving him some new recipes,
opening the fridge and checking the food, switching certain lights on or off, getting some objects,
such as cups, dishes, etc. (Gieselmann et al., 2003;
Stiefelhagen et al., 2004). This context is specifically tailored for unexperienced and older users so
that it is important that the user can talk to the robot
in the same way as to a human servant. This means
that the communication should be as natural and as
comfortable as possible for the user and therefore,
errors should be avoided or at least easy to correct,
if they cannot be avoided beforehand.
This paper deals with error-handling strategies
in task-oriented dialogues in human-robot as well
as in human-human communication. Different aspects of misunderstandings and error handling are
also explored, such as what it relates to, who notices and reacts to it and how. Section two gives
an overview of related work in human-human communication. Communication theory and mechanisms for grounding and error recovery within interpersonal communication are explained. Section
three deals with experimental details and results for
human-robot communication within the household.
Finally, section four gives a conclusion and an outlook on future work.

2

Human-Human Communication

2.1 Introduction
In this section, we want to analyse different aspects
of misunderstandings and error handling, as they
can be found in human-human conversation. First
of all grounding is explained in detail. Then errors and repair strategies are explored by examin-

ing questions, such as who notices an error and who
reacts to it in which way. Finally, we turn our attention to conversations with unequal dialogue partners
and evaluate the indications for errors and the repair
strategies.
2.2 Grounding
Grounding is an essential part of the communicative
process establishing mutual knowledge between the
participants in a dialogue: It concerns adding new
information to the common ground of the dialogue participants (Traum, 1999; Poesio and Traum,
1998). Grounding can occur at the linguistic as well
as at the cognitive level (Traum and Dillenbourg,
1998). Also non-verbal signals play an important
role in ensuring an efficient communication.
The grounding criterion is reached according to
Clark and Schaefer (Clark and Schaefer, 1989),
when ”the contributor and the partners mutually believe that the partners have understood what the contributor meant to a criterion sufficient for the current purpose”. In human-human communication,
we have efficient strategies for managing grounding issues, such as simple feedback strategies, paraphrasing, requesting clarifications or confirmations,
etc.
In addition, Clark and Wilkes-Gibbs consider
the least collaborative effort which tries to minimize the total effort of the collaborators (Clark and
Wilkes-Gibbs, 1986) as another important principle. Therefore, in some cases the cost of producing
a perfectly interpretable utterance might be higher
than producing a flawed utterance, which can be
easily repaired. This might result in problems in
human-robot communication.
Nevertheless, a key behaviour of any artificial dialogue partner is its ability to engage in the grounding process with the user to ensure that everything
said is mutually understood. For correcting misunderstandings, it is essential that both dialogue partners share the same knowledge and that a wrongly
understood utterance can be replaced easily.
2.3 Errors and Repair Strategies in General
The analysis of errors in human-human dialogues is
done by means of conversation analysis (Sacks et
al., 1974; Atkinson and Heritage, 1984), where different kinds of dialogues are evaluated concerning
the rules and procedures how an interaction takes
place. According to the speech act theory of Searle
(Searle, 1969), an error can be defined as not recognizing the intention of the speech act of the dialogue
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partner. In addition, we can find the following indicators for errors (Bremer, 1997; Marti, 2001):
• Indicating non-understanding
• Questioning for additional information
• Repeating a central element
• Implicit indicators: Ignoring the error or canceling
Furthermore, we can distinguish two kinds of errors in dialogues: Non-understanding vs. misunderstanding. Non-understanding means that one of
the dialogue partners cannot find any information
in the utterance of the other. In human-robot dialogues, such non-understandings can be due to the
fact that the grammar does not cover the user utterance which cannot be parsed therefore. Also on
the pragmatic level, non-understanding is possible,
when the user utterance is inconsistent with the current discourse within the dialogue manager and can
therefore not be integrated.
Misunderstanding is much more common in
human-human dialogues so that one dialogue partner misinterprets the utterance of the other dialogue
partner. In human-robot dialogues this means that
a user utterance can be parsed and the semantic interpretation is integrated in discourse, but does not
correspond to the user’s intention. This is above all
due to speech recognition errors, ie. a word has been
misrecognized. But also a semantic misunderstanding might be possible, if some information from the
user utterance has been integrated wrongly in the
existing discourse.
To repair these two kinds of errors, we can find
different strategies in human-human communication, as explained by Schegloff and Jefferson (Schegloff and Jefferson, 1990): On one hand, the repair
can be self-initiated vs. other-initiated and on the
other hand, the execution of the repair can be done
by the speaker himself or by the dialogue partner
(self-correction vs. other-correction), as you can see
in table 1.
Nevertheless, the dialogue partners decide on
their own whether an utterance or some part of an
utterance are a trouble source and need to be repaired. Not every error has to be repaired, if the
communication is not hampered by this error. Either not every reparation is seen as an error by the
dialogue participants.

self-initiated
other-initiated

self-repair
self-rectifications
clarification questions

other-repair
request for help
other-initiated other-repair

Table 1: Error Repair Strategies in Human-Human Conversation
2.4

Errors in Dialogues with different
Dialogue Partners

to prevent this (Faerch and Kasper, 1983; Tarone,
1981; Marti, 2001):

Errors in human-human dialogues and the resolution of these errors are of special interest for dialogues with different, unequal communication partners such as children and foreigners because in the
human-robot dialogue we also have inhomogeneous
partners. All these communication partners have
problems within the communication, but nevertheless they are able to pursue their communication
goal by means of metalinguistic and metacognitive
abilities (Perlis and Purang, 2001).
As the typical case of error repair in dialogues
with inhomogeneous partners we can find otherinitiated self-repair (See Table 1) because the speakers need the feedback from the dialogue partner
whether they have been understood or not (Marti,
2001). This means that the less competent participant indicates that he did not understand and the
other participant tries then to find another formulation. Transferring the situation to our robot scenario, this means that the robot has to indicate to
the human participant whenever it did not understand and the human would then reformulate his utterance.
In a user study (See section 3), we evaluate
whether this statement of mostly other-initiated selfrepair is also true for communication with an artificial partner, such as a robot. In addition, we have
a look at the indications of errors and the strategies
used to repair errors.
The non-understanding can concern single words
or also complex situations. In human-human dialogues with foreigners, single words are just indicated as being unknown by repeating them (Bremer,
1997). The dialogue partner then tries to correct or
repair this error by explaining the word or reformulating the whole expression. Therefore, the challenge for the dialogue manager is at first to detect
an error and then to initiate a repair dialogue.
2.5

Error Recovery

In human-human dialogues, whenever a dialogue
tends to fail, humans use the following strategies
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• Achievement strategies
– Paraphrases
– Restructuring the whole sentence
– Approaching resp. isolating the missing
information
– Repetition
– Metalinguistic transfer
– Ask for help
• Functional reduction strategies
– Functional reduction of the intention
– Giving preselected answers to choose
from
– Changing the theme
• Formal reduction strategies
– Morphosyntactic reduction
• Ratification
– Approval
– Repetition of the indicator
In detail, this means that whenever the users apply achievement strategies, they explain the semantics of the utterance by extended communicative
means. For example, they reformulate their utterances or switch to another language. Functional reduction strategies change the original meaning. The
users reduce their communicative goal to prevent
any more problems. They replace their original intention by another one. Formal reduction strategies
represent a simplification of the grammar and/or vocabulary. Ratifications serve as confirmations to the
preceding utterance.
These strategies can also be used in combination.
For example, paraphrases and restructuring of the
whole sentence are often applied at the same time.
Also restructuring and morphosyntactic reduction
are sometimes combined within the same utterance.

Noteworthy, these strategies are used independently from the grammatical competence in a language. This means that it is important that our dialogue system is also able to use such strategies in a
similar way as humans do and recognize them when
such strategies are used by the human dialogue partner.

3
3.1

Experimental Details
User Study

We made a small user study with four users and
evaluated the human-robot dialogues in a black box
evaluation. This means that we analysed the utterances of the users and the robot and did not evaluate
whether the user utterance has been recognized correctly by the speech recognizer or whether it could
be parsed correctly or transformed to the correct semantics. In this way, we want to assure an objective evaluation from an outside point of view and
not from a developer’s perspective.
We told the users that they got a new household
robot who can help them in the kitchen by setting
the table, giving them some recipes, switching certain lights on or off, getting some objects, looking
in the fridge, etc. and that they can now play with
it. We did not give them any detailed instructions
on how to speak to the robot, but let them freely
explore. This results in more errors to be analysed
because the participants sometimes mentioned tasks
the robot cannot do at all or formulations not covered by the grammar at the moment. In addition, in
this way we can assure that we cover the user needs
in our black box evaluation.
3.2

Error Repair Strategies

All together, we had 212 turns, 106 by the user and
106 by the robot. Out of the 106 robot turns, there
were 26 turns with no reaction from the robot. We
counted these cases also as errors of the robot because it did not give any answer to the user.
There were 71 errors. As expected, the results
showed that there were most of the time otherinitiated self-repairs (94.36% of all errors were corrected in this way). This means that the robot indicated in one or another way to the user that it did
not understand anything and the user tried to reformulate his utterance.
In the other cases (5.74%), the user changed the
topic of the conversation unexpectedly and did not
answer the preceding question from the robot. This
was in all cases due to an also unexpected question
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Indicators for Errors
Indicating non-understanding
Questioning for add. information
Repeating a central element
Ignoring the error or canceling

Rate
24.0%
8.0%
5.33%
62.67%

Table 2: Indicators for Errors in Human-Robot Conversation
from the robot’s side which the user ignored in this
way.
3.3 Indicators for Errors
We evaluated the indicators for errors by the robot
as well as by the user to assure that the robot recognizes whenever a repair dialogue starts and that it
uses similar mechanisms to start a repair dialogue.
Since we had other-initiated self-repair most of the
time, the indicators for non-understandings can be
mostly found in the robot’s utterances.
Indicators for errors can be found on one hand
in the prosody of the user utterance, since users often hyperarticulate corrections, as already explained
by different researchers (Swerts et al., 2000; Soltau
and Waibel, 2000; Oviatt, 1998). On the other hand,
we can also find indicators for errors in the recognized words. As you can see in table 2, in 62.67%
of all errors, we found utterances ignoring the error and starting another topic. Half of these utterances were utterances where the robot did not react at all to the preceding user utterance, but completely ignored it and did not utter anything. In
about 24% of the errors, the robot indicated the
non-understanding by unspecific questions, such as
”How can I help you?”. Sometimes (8.0%), the
robot asked for additional information by questions,
such as ”Where should I go?”, ”Which cup do you
want me to take?”. In only 5.33%, the robot just
repeated its previous question.
In human-human communication with foreigners, we find a more balanced distribution of indicators for errors with approximately 22% in all the
four categories (Marti, 2001). Therefore, in the future we will adapt the robot to a more explicit error
indication to the user, as it is used in human-human
communication.
In addition, the user reactions to the different indicators for errors showed that the users preferred a
more explicit error indication: When the robot just
ignored the preceding user utterance, the users felt
lost and tried different strategies, such as paraphras-

ing, switching to another task, asking the robot what
it can do, etc. This kind of error indication did therefore not result in an immediate error recovery in any
single case in the user test. Also indication of nonunderstanding with unspecific questions resulted in
user confusion because the users did not know what
the robot did not understand in detail and only in
16% of these cases, the errors could be resolved after the indication and the robot finally understood
what the user wanted it to do.
On the other hand, errors can be resolved successfully in all the cases, where the robot asked a
specific question to the user for additional information, and the user answered this question. The
only problem with the specific questions was that
if the users did not expect such a question at this
time of the conversation, they did not answer it and
therefore the error could not be resolved. In all the
cases, where the robot repeated its preceding question, the users paraphrased their last answer. In half
of the cases, the communication could be put back
on track successfully in this way. In all the other
cases, the users again used a formulation which has
not been covered by the current grammar and has
therefore not been understood by the robot either.
To conclude, these results strengthen the importance
of clarification questions from the robot to support
the user during the error recovery dialogue.
3.4 Strategies for Error Recovery
Most of the error recovery is done by the human
at the moment, given the fact that we mostly had
other-initiated self-repair. Not all the errors are corrected, some are just ignored. We found in 37.3%
of all user utterances achievement strategies for error recovery, as you can see in table 3. Paraphrases
and reformulations are very common (14.67% of the
user utterances). Restructuring and approaching the
missing information can be found in only 9.33%.
Sometimes, the users even repeated an utterance exactly in the same way as in the preceding utterance
(5.33% of all user utterances) hoping that the robot
would understand them now.
Furthermore, we found in 8% of all the user utterances correcting utterances which were not covered
in the original models used in human-human communication (See section 2.5). Such utterances were
used, when the robot said something which did not
cover the user intention at all or even represents the
opposite of the user intention.
Functional reduction strategies consist most of
the time of changing the theme completely. We
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Error Recovery Strategy
Achievement strategies
Functional reduction strategies
Formal reduction strategies
Ratification

Rate
37.3%
16.0%
4.0%
2.7%

Table 3: Strategies for Error Recovery in HumanRobot Conversation
found only one case with a functional reduction of
the intention, as you can see in the lines 11 - 13 in
the example dialogue (See Figure 1), where the user
asked the robot to bring him a cup and since the
robot did not understand him, changed his intention
and made the robot first go to the place where the
cup is.
There were only very few examples of formal reduction strategies. Mostly, the users even reformulated their utterances in a morphosyntactically more
complicated way, as you can see in the example dialogue in the lines 21 - 23 (See Figure 1).
We found only very few examples of ratification
which might be due to the fact that the whole dialogue is task-oriented and the users see when the
robot finally executes the task they asked it for.
Therefore, no more explicit approval is needed.
Also in human-human dialogues achievement
strategies are used mostly (Marti, 2001). However,
human-human communication seems to be more efficient in error repair which might be due to the fact
that the paraphrases and reformulations are still not
understood by the system and that repetitions by the
user are hyperarticulated so that the recognition is
even harder (Soltau and Waibel, 2000), as might be
explored in future studies.
3.5 Example Dialogue
The example dialogue in figure 1 starts with some
achievement strategies applied by the user (lines 16). He wanted to get some orange juice, but the
robot just informed him that there is juice in the
fridge. Therefore, he tried to isolate the missing information and explicitly asked, whether the available juice is orange juice or apple juice (See line 5).
Since the robot seemed not to understand this question either, the user changed to another topic and
asked the robot then to bring him a cup (Changing
the theme).
Since the robot only understood some part of
the user intention, the user explained which cup he
wanted to get by repeating his utterance and also

1. User: Robbi, do we have any orange juice?
2. Robbi: I will have a look at the fridge. There are tomatoes, apples, noodles, eggs, milk, butter, cucumbers, coke and juice.
3. User: What about orange juice. Do we have any orange juice?
4. Robbi: With this stuff in your fridge you can make different dishes, such as spaghetti napoli, spaghetti
pesto, a pancake and a salad. For which recipe are you looking?
5. User: Robbi, is it orange juice or apple juice?
6. Robbi: I will have a look at the fridge. There are tomatoes, apples, noodles, eggs, milk, butter, cucumbers, coke and juice.
7. User: Please bring me this cup (+ Pointing Gesture)
8. Robbi: Which cup do you want me to take?
9. User: This cup. (+ Pointing Gesture)
10. Robbi: Where should I put it?
11. User: Please bring me this cup.
12. Robbi: –
13. User: Go.
14. Robbi: How much should I go forward?
15. User: Now bring me the blue cup.
16. Robbi: Where should I go?
17. User: Bring me the blue cup.
18. Robbi: Where should I go?
19. User: Bring me the yellow cup.
20. Robbi: Going to bring you the yellow cup.
21. User: Bring me some food.
22. Robbi: –
23. User: I asked you to bring me some food.
24. Robbi: How can i help you?
25. User: Some food please.
26. Robbi: Where do you want me to put it?
27. User: I would like to eat a salad.
28. Robbi: For a salad you need tomatoes, cucumbers, and dressing.
29. User: Thanks.
30. Robbi: You are welcome.
Figure 1: Example Dialogue
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using deictic pointing gestures. Since the robot still
did not understand, the user finally changed his intention and wanted to make the robot first go to the
place where the cup is (Formal reduction).
In lines 17 - 20, we have a nice example of a functional reduction where the user first wants the robot
to get the blue cup and then changed to the yellow
cup, as he noticed that the robot did not understand
him after he repeated his utterance.
As already explained in the previous section,
there were very few morphosyntactic reductions,
but mostly the utterances got even more complicated when paraphrased. In the example dialogue
in the lines 21 - 28, the robot did not understand the
user intention of getting some food for several turns.
The user first tried a more complex paraphrase (”I
asked you to bring me some food.”) and after that a
morphosyntactic reduction (”Some food, please.”).
Finally, he switched to a more concrete intention
saying ”I would like to eat a salad.”
An example for a ratification can be found in the
last two lines: The robot told the user the ingredients
of a salad and the user thanked it to confirm that it
understood his intention correctly.
Generally speaking, as you can also see in this example dialogue, lots of errors are just not repaired,
but the user made the robot accomplish another task
(See for example line 7). This might also be due to
the fact that the users did not have predefined tasks
to accomplish, but could decide on their own what
they want to make the robot do.

4

Conclusion & Outlook

In this paper, we presented error handling strategies used in human-human dialogues and evaluated
whether these strategies are also used in humanrobot communication. We focused on humanhuman communication with unequal partners with
different vocabulary and grammar coverage, such
as foreigners, because the results can be adapted to
human-robot dialogues easily. We compared the indicators for errors and the error repair strategies in a
human-human vs. human-robot communication.
At the moment, the most common indicator for
an error in human-robot communication is a sudden
change of the current dialogue topic. This often results in problems for the human user who has no
idea what exactly has not been understood. Therefore, in the future we want to improve the error
indications from the robot and adapt them to the
ones used in human-human communication so that
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more explicit error indications, questioning for additional information and repeating a central element
are used. This is of special importance given the fact
that the robot is the less competent dialogue partner
and therefore relies on its human dialogue partner to
correct any error as soon as possible.
The results revealed that the participants mostly
used achievement strategies to recover from errors.
Also the functional reduction strategy was used several times which might be due to the fact that the
users did not have predefined tasks to solve and
could therefore easily abandon a task and start a new
one.
In the future, we want to use the results of this
user study to enhance the error handling strategies
of the robot. We will use confidence measures from
the speech recognizer for example so that the robot
can explicitly indicate what it did not understand.
In this way, the robot can also repeat specific words
with very low confidences to indicate an error and
start an error recovery dialogue.
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Abstract
In the so-called information society with its strong
tendency towards individualization, it becomes
more and more important to have all sorts of textual
information available in a simple and easy to understand language. We present an approach that allows
to automatically rate the readability of German texts
and also provides suggestions how to make a given
text more readable. Our system, called DeLite, employs a powerful NLP component that supports the
syntactic and semantic analysis of German texts.

1

Introduction

How to make documents readable and understandable has been a topic almost since writing exists.
Especially in the Anglo-American language community there is a long tradition of style guides. Two
areas where text readability and comprehensibility
traditionally have drawn special interest are education and technical documentation.
Within an information society, where everyone
should be able to access all information he or she
requires, the need of guidelines and control mechanism for simple and understandable language becomes important to a broad community. Administrational and governmental information, for example, is relevant to every member of the society, including people that have reading difficulties because
of a low education level or because the language in
question is not their mother tongue. Health related
topics provide another information domain important to a large and heterogenous target group. The
reading and understanding of medical instructions,
for instance, is vital to many people.
Accessibility in general and readability in particular is also an important issue for web page dePart of this work has been financially supported by the EU
project Benchmarking Tools for the Web (BenToWeb, FP6004275).
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sign. The Web Content Accessibility Guidelines
(WCAG) proposed by the Web Accessibility Initiative of the W3C require the text content of a web
page to be “readable and understandable”; see also
Jenge et al. (2006).

2

Measuring Readability and
Comprehensibility

The systematic research on how to measure the
readability of written material started in the 1920’s
in the United States with the advent of so-called
readability formulas. According to George Klare
(1963, p. 34), “a readability formula is a method of
estimating the probable success a reader will have
in reading and understanding a piece of writing.”
These formulas are often based on variables such
as the mean word length and the mean sentence
length. So, the influential Flesch Reading Ease
score (Flesch, 1948) is a linear formula with two
variables, namely average sentence length and average number of syllables per word. Average sentence length gives a rough approximation of syntactic complexity whereas the average number of syllables per word serves as a measure for vocabulary familiarity (in accordance with Zipf’s law). Over the
years, a considerable number of readability formulas has been proposed (Klare, 1963; DuBay, 2004).
The procedure for developing readability formulas typically shows the following three-step pattern
(Klare, 1963): Select elements in a text that are related to readability; correlate element occurrences
with text readability (measured by established comprehension tests); combine the variables into a regression equation. Gray and Leary (1935) in their
landmark study of readability came up with more
than forty indicators including linguistically motivated factors such as the number of prepositional
phrases and the number of pronouns, both of which
were part of the five factor formula resulting from
regression analysis. Later studies, however, re-

vealed that eliminating the linguistically motivated
factors only slightly decreases the correlation with
the test ratings. This observation justified the restriction to simple factors such as average sentence
and word length.
There are various proposals for readability formulas suitable to German. For instance, Flesch’s
Reading Ease formula has been adapted to German
by adjusting the constants of the formula appropriately. A systematic approach in the line of Gray
and Leary has been pursued by Dickes and Steiwer (1977), who derived three versions of their formula, one by starting the regression with all variables, one with variables suitable to computation (in
1977), and one with variables easily determinable
by hand. The third formula only employs mean sentence length, mean word length, and the type-token
ratio, whereas the first one includes variables such
as the percentage of verbs with animate subject and
the percentage of nouns denoting concrete objects.
Again, the correlation of the simplified formula with
the test score decreases only marginally compared
to the original formula.
Nowadays, readability formulas are widely accepted as screening devices. A different question
frequently addressed is whether readability can be
improved by rewriting texts in a way that aims at
changing the values of formula variables to get a
better score. Reducing word and sentence length
per se does not necessarily improve readability although it improves the readability score determined
by most of the formulas. This observation has been
a point of critique since the very introduction of
readability formulas. Simple word and sentence
variables are at best indications but not causal factors of semantic and syntactic difficulty. Rewriting
texts for better readability must thus aim at changing the “causal” properties of words and sentences,
which include such factors as familiarity, concreteness, and derivational complexity (as with nominalized verbs) at the level of words, and syntactic embedding depth, passive voice, and clause length at
the sentence level. In other words, one has to focus on the linguistic features that affect reading and
comprehension according to psycholinguistic evidence and models.
Readability and comprehensibility depend on the
content organization of the text as well. Content features are not directly correlated to surface
properties like sentence length. Instead, the cognitive aspects of reading and comprehension have
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to be taken into account, which have been studied intensively e.g. by Walter Kintsch and his colleagues (van Dijk and Kintsch, 1983; Kintsch,
1998). They developed a cognitive model of comprehension based on the idea that the sentences in
the text are turned into propositions, i.e. predicateargument structures, which represent the meaning
of the text. The propositions form a propositional
net which, roughly speaking, encodes the coherence
relation between propositions defined by argument
overlap and embedding. Although a more detailed
description of the model is beyond the scope of the
present paper, we note that the propositional level
of a text and its coherence structure is an important
factor for its comprehensibility.
To sum up, a system for rating a given text with
respect to readability and comprehensibility should
ideally be based on a detailed model about the cognitive and psycholinguistic capacities of a typical
member of the intended audience. Such a model
would incorporate all findings of psycholinguistic
research at all levels of linguistic analysis ranging
from word identification and lexical access to discourse and story processing. Surely no such “grand
unified” model of language processing is available
at present nor will presumably be in the near future;
moreover it is to be expected that psycholinguistic
research still has not said the last word about human
language processing.
Nevertheless, we regard it as possible with stateof-the-art NLP techniques to automatically rate
readability and comprehensibility based on much
more complex variables of syntactic and semantic
difficulty than involved in classical readability formulas.

3

Readability Criteria and Indicators

The above discussion of readability measures has
shown that in order to overcome the limitations
inherent in the traditional readability formula approach one has take into account linguistic features
at all levels of linguistic analysis: morphology, lexicology, syntax, semantics, and discourse. For if not
only screening of texts is at issue but guided rewriting then the obstacles to readability have to be isolated. In addition, discourse related features of texts
such as coherence can hardly be detected by calculating statistics over mere surface characteristics.
Our approach towards measuring readability is
thus to automatically extract as many as possible of
the linguistic features that are known or suspected to

be of psycholinguistic relevance to readability and
comprehensibility. For methodological reasons, we
distinguish between readability criteria and readability indicators, where the purpose of latter is to
operationalize the evaluation of the former. That is,
readability criteria are properties of linguistic units
such as sufficiently low syntactic complexity or unambiguity of anaphoric reference whereas readability indicators are specific numerical features such as
the length of a noun phrase in words or the number
of candidate antecedents of a pronoun. A subset of
the readability criteria and indicators of the DeLite
system (see Section 4) is sketched in the following.
Morphological complexity, especially when combined with low frequency, can be an obstacle to
readability (Clahsen et al., 2003). In particular, this
is the case for compounds and derived words. Readability indicators for this criterion are the number of
simplicia within a compound and the number of deverbal and deadjectival nouns in a sentence.
Readability criteria related to the lexical level include vocabulary variety, lexical ambiguities, idioms, and vocabulary abstractness. Possible indicators are here the type-token ratio, the mean number
of different readings per word, and the number of
words denoting abstract entities.
The negative influence of syntactic ambiguity
and complexity on readability has been thoroughly
investigated in psycholinguistic research (Gibson,
1998). Another factor known to affect readability is constituent ordering (Hawkins, 1994). Associated readability indicators include clause embedding depth, number of attachment candidates, and
the distance in words between verb and subject.
Readability criteria at the semantic level, as we
understand it here, are mainly concerned with the
propositional organization within single sentences,
where propositions are seen as predicate-argument
schemas (Kintsch, 1998). Possible indicators are
the number of propositions per sentence and the
number of propositions the conceptual entity denoted by a given nominal phrase is involved in.
Readability at the discourse level is essentially
the same as discourse comprehensibility. Textual
coherence is important here, which means, for instance, that coreferences can be resolved easily, including bridging references, and that the propositions expressed by the text are connected by discourse relations in an appropriate way (Halliday and
Hassan, 1976; van Dijk and Kintsch, 1983). The indicators we use at this level are at present focused
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on coreference phenomena. They include the number of candidate antecedents of a pronoun, the distance in words and sentences between coreferring
expressions, and the number of newly introduced
discourse entities per sentence.

4

The DeLite System

Existing text analysis systems may be able to determine some of the more surface related readability
indicators mentioned in the previous section. The
DeLite system presented in this section, in contrast,
aims at integrating all indicators from the morphological to the discourse level. DeLite is designed
both as an evaluation tool that rates German texts
with respect to readability and as an authoring tool
that identifies the location and the nature of individual readability problems within the text.
Any system meeting these requirements calls for
a powerful and robust NLP component which is
not only capable of syntactic parsing but also of
detailed semantic analysis. The DeLite system
employs a syntactico-semantic parser (Hartrumpf,
2003) that has already been successfully employed
for information retrieval and question answering
tasks (Hartrumpf, 2005). The parser makes use of
a large semantic lexicon for German (Hartrumpf et
al., 2003) and is able to semantically analyze German natural language sentences and texts. The resulting semantic representations are based on the
so-called MultiNet knowledge representation formalism (Helbig, 2006). The parser also contains a
module for coreference resolution at the text level
(Hartrumpf, 2001).
In order to analyze a given text passage with
respect to readability, DeLite first applies the
syntactico-semantic parser to the passage. The
parser returns a data structure that includes, among
other things, the following information: compound
and derivation structures of words and lexical alternatives (word level); syntactic dependency trees and
semantic structures in logical form (sentence level);
the set of possible coreference pairs and a coreference partition (text level).
For further processing, the DeLite system maintains these data in a hierarchical annotation structure
of linguistic units that allows to insert additional information at the word, phrase, sentence, and text
level. The annotation structure is then successively
traversed to calculate the values of the basic and derived readability indicators, which are stored in turn
at the respective linguistic unit. For instance, the

clause embedding depth is a basic indicator associated with sentence units whereas the derived indicator of mean clause embedding depth is associated
with the text unit.
Based on the indicator values, DeLite evaluates
the readability of the input text. If an indicator
value exceeds a certain threshold then the respective linguistic unit is marked as critical with respect
to readability. In addition, DeLite calculates various
readability scores including a single score for the
whole input text: DeLite first determines scores for
each readability criterion by normalizing the corresponding derived indicator values and then takes
them to calculate readability scores for the five levels of linguistic description, which in turn are combined into an overall readability score for the input
text. At each step, the combination of scores is calculated as a weighted sum. At its present state of
development, DeLite uses a preliminary, heuristic
setting for the thresholds and weights. It is part of
current and future work to develop methods for adjusting the parameters automatically on the basis of
pre-classified text passages (see Section 5). To this
end, we started to build a test bed for DeLite based
on a corpus of municipality texts partly obtained directly from local authorities, partly retrieved semiautomatically from the web.
The implemented prototype of DeLite determines
about 40 readability indicators at all linguistic levels. In addition to giving heuristic readability scores
for whole texts along the lines described in the previous section, the prototype returns a detailed readability report in XML format. Moreover, the prototype is equipped with a graphical user interface
that allows one to highlight text passages which are
problematic with respect to specific readability criteria interactively selected by the user.

5

Conclusion and Future Work

We have presented an architecture called DeLite for
automatically rating and controlling the readability
of German texts. Our approach overcomes the limitations of traditional readability formulas in that it
employs powerful NLP techniques to extract causal
factors of readability instead of approximating them
by surface features such as sentence length. Consequently, DeLite is able to support the rewriting of
texts towards better readability.
The next issue to be dealt with in the development of DeLite is the adjustment of the system parameters in a more systematic way. We plan to use
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texts with existing readability judgments for adjusting the parameters by means of machine learning
techniques. In addition, we will investigate the suitability of other sorts of corpora for this purpose. For
instance, non-fiction texts written for children may
be assumed from the outset to be more easily readable than texts written for adults.
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Abstract
Automatic knowledge acquisition is one of the bottlenecks in artificial intelligence and large-scale applications of natural language processing (NLP).
There are many efforts to create large knowledge
bases (KBs) or to automatically derive knowledge
from large text corpora. On the one hand, we meet
KBs like CYC, where a tremendous amount of work
has been invested by knowledge enterers who have
manually formalized large stocks of knowledge.
The other extreme are projects using flat (mostly
statistically based) methods for extracting knowledge from texts. These techniques seldom produce
results with a clear semantic interpretation and sufficient quality for NLP applications, however. MACQUIK is a project to automatically acquire knowledge from natural language sources (like text corpora or lexicons) by means of a deep syntacticosemantic analysis and subsequent assimilation of
the generated representations into a coherent KB.
The paper emphasizes the role of a homogeneous
formalism for interfacing between NLP and inferential question answering, and it demonstrates its use
for a deductive treatment of coreference resolution.

1

Introduction

To build real-life question answering (QA) systems
or text understanding systems based on natural language processing (NLP) and logical reasoning one
needs large stocks of background knowledge, be
it lexical knowledge or world knowledge, encoded
as a knowledge base (KB) suitable for reasoning.
There are many KBs concentrating on ontological
knowledge only (e.g. UNL-KB), using a restricted
repertory of relations to structure their conceptual
world; some of these KBs are used in an attempt to
realize the so-called Semantic Web (Davies, 2003;
Fensel et al., 2003). These ontological KBs are
often based on some form of Description Logics
(Baader et al., 2003).
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Currently, there are few knowledge representation (KR) systems to offer the descriptive means
needed for a comprehensive and cognitively oriented semantic description. A good formalism
should be suitable both for natural language (NL)
analysis and logical inference in order to avoid lossy
transformations. Consider CYC, for example – one
of the largest attempts to build a comprehensive KB
of common sense knowledge with millions of elementary facts (Lenat and Guha, 1990). Its main
problem has been its proliferation of artificial role
names, which hinders the development of a computational lexicon for a coupling of CYC with NL,
and apart from the ParGram project (Crouch and
King, 2005), no use of CYC in large-scale NLP
systems is known to us. Because of the technical
difficulties associated with deep semantic text analysis and the acquisition of formalized background
knowledge, many NLP systems dispense with linguistically and logically founded methods and use
statistical or pattern-based methods instead (Brill et
al., 2001; Lita and Carbonell, 2004). While such
systems show an astonishing robustness and good
results in certain applications, they will not lead to
a real text understanding in the long run.
Another line of work tries a middle course in
using shallow methods which balance the quality
and effort of linguistic analysis. Such applicationoriented methods are used in older text understanding systems like TACITUS (Hobbs et al., 1993) or
in more contemporary QA systems, like QUETAL
(Frank et al., 2005), FALCON (Harabagiu et al.,
2000), and COGEX (Moldovan et al., 2003). Bobrow et al. (2005) present a basic logic for textual inference which incorporates conceptual structure (concepts and roles), contextual structure (situational embedding and propositional attitudes), and
facticity. However, it is not yet clear whether or not
the contexted description logic underlying this proposal is strong enough to capture the expected inferences.

To sum up, there are still no large-scale KBs
automatically generated by NLP methods. We attribute this to the lack of formalisms which are (a)
useful for the specification of lexical knowledge,
for constructing the semantic representation during
parsing, and for inferences in QA (homogeneity requirement), and (b) able to assign meaning representations to unconstrained text (universality requirement). In this paper, we start from the MultiNet paradigm of semantic networks (Helbig, 2006)
which was specifically designed to meet these requirements in order to be suitable for the semantic
description of open text. The MACQUIK (MultiNet
Acquires Knowledge) approach presented here is
essentially a two-step method working on existing
texts.1 Step I consists in the syntactico-semantic
analysis of texts and the construction of a semantic network for each individual sentence. Step II
involves the combination of the isolated semantic
networks generated in Step I into a coherent large
KB (so-called ‘assimilation’). This step focuses on
the task of knowledge acquisition and integration.
We discern the intratextual assimilation, which
is mainly concerned with the resolution of coreferences and the reconstruction of contextual relations, and intertextual assimilation, which is concerned with the identification of individuals across
texts and with event tracking (Ahn et al., 2006). In
this paper, we only consider the intratextual case.
The problem of coreference resolution has received plenty of scientific attention (Kamp and
Reyle, 1993; Hobbs et al., 1993; Ge et al., 1998;
Cardie and Wagstaff, 1999; Harabagiu and Maiorano, 2000). To achieve our long-term goal of generating large KBs, we need a method which scales
up well and also accounts for the interactions between reasoning (knowledge) and reference resolution. One of the first approaches which integrates
these aspects was presented by Hobbs et al. (1993),
who propose the use of abduction for interpreting
pronouns and nominal anaphora. The weighted abduction scheme selects a single best interpretation,
which may turn out false at a later point in the discourse. This problem is avoided by model-building
approaches which keep track of all alternatives simultaneously (Baumgartner and Kühn, 2000; Gardent and Konrad, 2000). The model construction
technique also gives a natural account of bridging
references (Cimiano, 2006). However, the com1 In contrast,

collaborative projects like Learner (Chklovski,
2003) aim at constructing a large KB of commonsense knowledge from volunteer contributions.
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putational effort of keeping track of all interpretations prevents the use of these methods for larger
texts. In other words, scalable approaches must
commit to a single best interpretation (like (Hobbs
et al., 1993)), but they should improve upon ad hoc
weighting methods. In any case, the selection of the
best interpretation must be based on extra-logical
criteria and it makes sense to combine deductive
techniques and other symbolic approaches with numerical quality metrics (e.g. Ng and Mooney’s coherence measure (Ng and Mooney, 1990)) and with
statistical coreference information (Ge et al., 1998;
Cardie and Wagstaff, 1999). The CORUDIS system
(Hartrumpf, 2003; Hartrumpf, 2001) used by MACQUIK combines rule-based and statistical methods
for coreference resolution of pronouns and nominal
anaphora.
Statistical methods or pattern-directed methods
of knowledge acquisition mainly work on word
level (Geleijnse and Korst, 2006; Pennacchiotti and
Pantel, 2006; Romano et al., 2006), and even conceptual networks like ConceptNet (Liu and Singh,
2004) do not properly deal with the disambiguation
of word meanings. In contrast, MACQUIK builds
on clearly distinguished word senses maintained in
the computational lexicon HaGenLex (Hartrumpf et
al., 2003). MACQUIK has already proved its value
in the automatic creation of KBs with millions of
facts, where the degree of connectedness of a KB
depends only on the provision of sufficient background knowledge (the latter is especially important for the resolution of bridging references, see
Sect. 2.3).

2

Automatic Knowledge Acquisition by
Assimilation

The search for explicitly or implicitly introduced
identical concepts used in different parts of a text
and their fusion into one semantic representative
during the successive transformation of this text
into one integrated KB is the main task of the
assimilation process. To discuss the subtasks
to be solved and the difficulties connected with
assimilation, we start with some sample sentences.
The semantic representation of (S1) is assumed to
be the basic information, represented already in the
KB, while (S2a) and (S2b) are assumed as possible
text continuations following (S1).
(S1) “Familie Beier hat im vergangenen Jahr ein
Haus gebaut.” (“Last year, the Beier family built a
house.”)
(S2a) “Bald danach waren sie über die Qualität des

Gebäudes zerstritten.” (“Soon afterwards, they had
a quarrel about the quality of the building.”)
(S2b) “Der Keller wurde beim diesjährigen
Hochwasser vollständig überflutet.” (“The basement was completely overflowed by this year’s
flood.”)
The meanings of sentences (S1) and (S2b) are
represented as semantic networks in Figure 1 in the
left and right window, respectively. The windows
display the results that the syntactico-semantic
analysis (the WOCADI parser, (Hartrumpf, 2003))
delivers for the two isolated sentences (Step I
of MACQUIK). Finally, Figure 2 represents the
outcome of the assimilation process (Step II of
MACQUIK) after joining the semantic networks of
sentences (S1) and (S2b) into one KB.
MultiNet is a semantic network formalism whose
nodes describe conceptual entities and whose arcs
correspond to relations between these entities. (For
a detailed description of MultiNet, see (Helbig,
2006).) Every arc is labeled by a member of a fixed
set of relations and functions. Every node is classified according to a predefined conceptual ontology forming a hierarchy of sorts. The nodes also
have rich descriptions in terms of predefined layer
attributes which determine the kind of reference
(REFER), the extensionality type (ETYPE) and the
generality type (GENER), for example. In addition to the sorts, MultiNet allows for characterization of nodes by semantic features like [ANIMATE
+/−], [GEOGRAPHIC +/−], or [MOVABLE
+/−], which are also used in the computational lexicon for describing selectional restrictions (valencies). The knowledge about a given concept represented by a node c is enclosed in a conceptual
capsule which is divided into three parts: the categorical knowledge holding unrestrictedly, the prototypical knowledge interpreted as default knowledge,
and the situational knowledge. The first two parts
together constitute the definitional knowledge D(c)
which is important for the resolution of references
(see Sect. 2.3).
2.1

The Resolution of References Induced by
Proforms

The most important types of reference are anaphoric
(backward pointing), cataphoric (forward pointing),
and deictic (pointing to the situational context). All
of these types are often expressed by proforms (pronouns and proadverbs). An example of an anaphoric
reference is “sie”/“they” in (S2a), which refers to
the antecedent Familie Beier/Beier family in (S1).
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To resolve this reference, one needs the background
knowledge that family represents a collection (expressed in MultiNet by the layer attribute constraint
[ETYPE = 1], see right part of Figure 2), as opposed
to ordinary entities (e.g. basement) with [ETYPE =
0]). This information is provided by HaGenLex.
Proadverbs, like “here” (local deixis), and semantically related expressions, like “last year” (temporal deixis) as in (S1), often refer to elements
not explicitly introduced by the foregoing text. By
decrementing the current year Y , which the system
fetches from its dialog model or meta-knowledge
about the publication time of the text, “last year”
is correctly interpreted as the year Y − 1 (see node
c1512 in Figure 2). More details about the resolution of temporal deictics within the MACQUIK
setting can be found in (Hartrumpf and Leveling,
2006). If the situational context itself is described
by a larger MultiNet network, the agreement of sorts
(sort [t] – temporal entity – for temporal deixis, sort
[l] – local entity – for local deixis) or even semantic
features, like [GEOGRAPHIC +] or [HUMAN +],
attached to concepts in the KB can be of great help
to disambiguate between multiple reference candidates. The latter feature would help to find referents
for pronouns like “he” or “she” because the selectional restrictions imposed on the pronoun and its
antecedent must be compatible.
2.2

Ontologically Based References

References in a text are often characterized by the
use of hypernyms or synonyms to remention entities already introduced in the discourse. Since lexical relations like conceptual subordination (relation
SUB) and synonymy (SYNO) are characteristic of
ontologies, references based on them will be called
‘ontological references’. The relation SUB is essential for handling expressions of the form hdefinite
article/demonstrative determineri hnoun denoting a
superordinated concepti. This reference type is met
in (S2a): the phrase “des Gebäudes”/“the building”
points to the house introduced in (S1). In many
cases, such a reference (also called inclusion) is mediated over several steps in the subordination hierarchy and the transitivity of SUB must be taken into
account:
(A1) SUB(x, y) ∧ SUB(y, z) → SUB(x, z)
If one substitutes the word “Gebäudes”/“building”
in (S2a) by “Heims”/“home” one must utilize synonymy to find the antecedent. These references can
be handled by the deductive method presented in
Sect. 2.3.

Figure 1: The semantic representation of sentences (S1) and (S2b) before assimilation

Figure 2: The semantic representation after assimilation
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The coreference phenomena for NPs described in
Sect. 2.1 and 2.2 are tackled in MACQUIK by the
CORUDIS system (see Sect. 1). CORUDIS determines possible coreference alternatives which can
serve as a starting point for the deductive techniques
described below. If background knowledge is missing, computation is too slow, or other problems occur, the results of CORUDIS can be seen as a fallback strategy.
2.3

Logical Recurrence and Bridging
References

The basic technique used to resolve non-pronoun
references can be paraphrased as ‘reference resolution by deduction’. The idea underlying this process and also the assimilation process as a whole is
the following.2 Consider a sentence S, whose semantic interpretation sem(S) has to be assimilated
into an already existing KB K. MultiNet employs
the layer attribute constraint [REFER = det] for a
semantic network node cr ∈ sem(S) which signals
that cr stems from a definite description in S and
must hence be resolved from K (or from the dialog
model). The node cr is characterized by its definitional knowledge D(cr ) which comprises all edges
needed to express what the node stands for.3 The
logical expression describing D(cr ) is interpreted as
a question to be answered or, in technical terms, a
theorem to be proved over K. In this inference process, cr is a variable to be substituted by a known
node ca (the antecedent) contained in K. The central
step in assimilating sem(S) into K is the identification of the nodes cr and ca and merging them into
one node c of the extended KB arising from K and
sem(S). In this sense the assimilation is a function
A : K × T → K mapping an old KB K ∈ K and a
meaning representation sem(S) ∈ T to another (extended) KB K 0 ∈ K .
For bridging references (Asher and Lascarides,
1999; Clark, 1977), the antecedent node ca is not explicitly contained in K but must be inferred from the
implicit knowledge provided by axioms. In order to
cope with these references, coreference resolution
must therefore incorporate background knowledge
2 In the following, the assimilation process is denoted by A;
K is the set of KBs successively generated by A; T is the
set of all meaning representations of isolated sentences to be
assimilated into that K ∈ K which has been generated last by
A; K ∈ K consists of the knowledge assimilated so far, the
general background knowledge, and the axioms.
3 For quantifying nodes, the defining edges correspond to
the restriction of the quantifier, while the non-defining or assertional edges form its nuclear scope.
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and logical inference. A typical example is given
by sentence (S2b), where meronymic knowledge is
needed to find the antecedent ca for cr = c1511 described by “der Keller/the basement”. The semantic
description D(cr ) of this phrase involving the variable cr is given by SUB(cr , basement). This is also
the theorem to be proved from the semantic network
sem(S1) shown in Figure 1 (left side). The inheritance of the part-whole relation PARS within a hierarchy of conceptual subordinations is defined by
the axiom:
(A2) SUB(d1 , d2 ) ∧ PARS(d3 , d2 ) →
∃d4 [SUB(d4 , d3 ) ∧ PARS(d4 , d1 )]4
The following inference steps lead to the antecedent in sem(S1):
(1) SUB(cr , basement) – Start with the question.
(2) Unification of (1) with the right-hand side
of axiom (A2) based on the substitution σ0 =
{cr /c1000, d4 /c1000, d3 /basement} for an arbitrary fresh constant c1000, yields SUB(d1 , d2 ) ∧
PARS(basement, d2 ) as the new subgoal to be derived.
(3) The first literal can be proved from the arc
SUB(c1501, house) of the network sem(S1), using
the substitution σ2 = {d1 /c1501, d2 /house}.
(4) Due to the substitution σ2 , the second literal of
the subgoal now becomes PARS(basement, house).
It can be derived from the meronymic background
knowledge.
Since the left-hand side of (A2) has been proved
by steps (3) and (4), the right-hand side of (A2)
must also hold because of modus ponens. According to the substitutions σ0 through σ2 , we obtain the derived literals SUB(c1000, basement) ∧
PARS(c1000, c1501). These literals which describe
c1000 will be added to K, and the referring node
c1511 will be merged with c1000 obtained by resolving the bridging reference.
Applying the assimilation mechanism described
above to the inclusion reference induced by
the phrase “this building” (see Sect. 2.2), with
D(cr ) = {SUB(cr , building)}, and using as a KB
sem(S1), axiom (A1), and the background knowledge SUB(house, building), one obtains node c1501
of representation S1 (Figure 1) as antecedent node
ca to be identified with cr .

4 This

axiom means: If a superconcept d2 of concept d1 is
characterized by having a part d3 , then there must exist a more
specific part d4 of d1 subordinated to d3 .

2.4

3

Thematic Roles and Textual Coherence

It is typical of languages like German and English
that the names of concepts superordinated to the entities filling a certain participant role of an activity can be systematically derived by special axiom
schemata of morpho-lexical character.
(A3) SUBS(v, hactivityi) ∧ AGT(v, p)
→ SUB(p, hactivityier)
with hactivityi ∈ {build, teach, work, . . . }
Schema (A3) says that the agent of a building activity is a builder, the agent of a singing activity
is a singer, etc. Thus, if we know that some x
teaches, then we can refer to x by the phrase “the
teacher”. Using axiom schema (A3) one can employ the same inference procedure as described in
Sect. 2.3. The only preparation step is to generate
a corresponding axiom from (A3) by substituting
teach for hactivityi. Which activities are ruled by
(A3) is anchored in HaGenLex.
2.5

Spatio-temporal Structure Inherent in
Textual Information

There are also language phenomena not connected
with reference mechanisms which are still important for textual coherence. The prime example are
temporal or spatial relationships between events,
described in the text by adverbial constructs or (in
the case of implicit temporal relationships) by the
deliberate use of different tenses of the verb (see,
for instance, (Reichenbach, 1947)). Even the simple succession of sentences in a text (narrative order) often establishes a temporal relationship between the events described by them.5 One example is given by sentences (S1) and (S2b). After resolving the deictic references induced by the
phrases “im vergangenen Jahr”/“last year” of (S1)
and “diesjährig”/“this year’s” of (S2) one gets the
corresponding representations of nodes c1512 and
c1513 in Figure 2. The values of the attribute
Jahr/year attached to these nodes give rise to a temporal relation between the nodes c1508 and c1510,
which is deduced by MACQUIK and represented
by the ANTE arc in Figure 2. This ANTE relation
could be further transferred to the nodes c1508 and
c1509 by means of an axiom relating the time of an
event and its circumstance:
(A4) CIRC(v, w) ∧ TEMP(w,t) → TEMP(v,t)
This axiom allows the resolution of temporal expressions like “two years after the overflowing”.

Conclusion

MultiNet has already proved its value in several real-life NLP applications, like QA systems
(Hartrumpf, 2006) or NL interfaces to data bases
and to the internet (Leveling and Helbig, 2002). It
has also been used for building large semantically
based computational lexica (Hartrumpf et al., 2003)
and for the semantic annotation of different text corpora. Such quantitatively demanding tasks can not
be solved without technological support.
The assimilation process as described in the paper is supported by the technological environment
developed for MultiNet and by the computational
lexicon HaGenLex. The semantic networks shown
in Figure 1 and 2 have been generated by the
MWR tool, a workbench for the knowledge engineer (Gnörlich, 2002), which has access to the
WOCADI parser and therefore also to CORUDIS.
Lexicon development is facilitated by LIA, a workbench for the computer lexicographer (Osswald,
2002).
The software tools support the main steps in our
MACQUIK approach: (I) Translating single sentences of a large text into their meaning representations, expressed in the MultiNet formalism. This
step is carried out by the WOCADI parser. (II)
Integration of semantic networks representing the
meaning of single sentences into a larger KB representing the meaning of whole texts. The software
tool supporting this assimilation step is the knowledge engineering workbench MWR.
On the basis of these tools one can build KBs6
and implement intelligent QA by combining methods of NLP with logical inference. This also allows
a more organic inclusion of background knowledge
which is not so easy for flat methods or even impossible for statistically based techniques. The InSicht
QA system demonstrates the utility of anaphora resolution for improving QA results when the answer
depends on more than one sentence in the text. The
MultiNet KB used by InSicht was generated from
the 5 million sentences in the QA@CLEF corpus
and further elaborated by assimilation (Hartrumpf,
2006). InSicht also serves as a testbed for temporal deixis resolution within the MACQUIK setting.
The benefits of deixis resolution for QA, which involves determining publication dates of texts from
metadata or the texts themselves, were evaluated
in (Hartrumpf and Leveling, 2006). Finally MAVE
6 For

5 See

(Cimiano, 2006) for a method which reconstructs
rhetorical relations including explanation and narration.
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example, we are building a large coherent KB from
the German Wikipedia. Several smaller MultiNet KBs were
constructed from biographical, juridical, and medical texts.

(Glöckner, 2006), a system for logical answer validation, uses assimilation (based on the CORUDIS
data) and logical inference on the resulting MultiNet KB for enhancing the results of QA systems
by a subsequent plausibility filter. Based on these
techniques, MAVE scored best in the CLEF 2006
answer validation exercise for German.
The layered structure of a MultiNet KB, created
by MACQUIK, which clearly discerns the generic
and episodic information contained in a text, makes
it possible to extract the generic knowledge for use
in NLP applications, keeping it as a general knowledge background. It should be noted that, while
using MultiNet as a KR language, the phenomena
discussed and the methods to deal with them are of
general importance and independent of the KR formalism.
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Abstract

2 Related Work

of Harris (1955) and Hafer and Weiss (1974) or to
Goldsmith (2001).
The first approach takes a substring of a text and
counts the number of possible next characters as occurring in some training corpus. For example this
number is 3 for instrument1 : possible continuations
are a, s, and . The text is segmented at those points,
where this successor variety has a local maximum.
Bordag (2005), Dang and Choudri (2005) and Hammarström (2006) fall into this category.
The second approach tries to find a description of
the training corpus whose length is minimal. The
length of the description is the sum of the lengths of
its two parts, the morpheme inventory and the model
used to combine these morphemes into words. A
rather successful example of such an approach is
Creutz and Lagus (2005).
Approaches of both kind usually operate on pretokenized text or even on word lists and aim at inferring word morphology. In contrast, the proposed
method for analysing natural language texts starts
from the raw character sequence and aims at finding linguistic units not confined to word boundaries.
This is both more interesting and more promising,
since obviously nearly all information carried by a
text is destroyed when the text is compressed into a
word list.
Although developed independently, if to be categorized the proposed analysis falls under the first
category of approaches, related to Harris (1955).
However in contrast to the idea put forward by
Harris, not the number of possible continuations
of a substring is considered, but the predictability
of the next character actually occurring in the text.

Nearly all statistical approaches to unsupervised
morpheme detection are either related to the work

1
Example text is written in italic and blanks are indicated
by underscores.

This paper investigates a method for segmenting
unannotated natural language text into morphemes
or bigger linguistic units and for partially grouping
them hierarchically. The approach is unsupervised
and language independent. It is purely statistic and
based on the frequency counts for all substrings in a
text. The underlying model is very simple and has
no free parameters.

1 Introduction
The proposed method for unsupervised text segmentation and structure inference is opposed to
most approaches to natural language processing as
it addresses the tasks of text segmentation, morphological decomposition, multiword unit detection,
and compound analysis as a whole. Usually these
tasks are handled separately in subsequent work
stages. See Manning and Schütze (1999) for general introductions to these fields.
The linguistic prerequisites which enter the
model are minimal. This makes its implementation
an investigation on how far one can get with an approach of unsupervised language structure learning
which solely relies on surface statistics.
The results show clearly that the task of text segmentation can be solved fairly well along this line,
while treelike grammatical structures cannot be covered equally well. Success and failure both offer
insight into the relation between statistics and language structure.
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Figure 1: The raw frequency counts for the example chunk preventing these deaths .. Each colored field
represents the frequency count for one particular substring: The field marked by the cross corresponds to
the substring enting th. Dark colors mean high frequencies. Frequency differences are indicated by solid
lines between adjacent fields. These frequencies may well be so small that the grey scale is not fine enough
to discern them.

These two quantities are inversely correlated, since
a high successor variety implies a low predictability. But while successor variety does not depend on
the next character actually occurring in a test corpus, the measure proposed here yields different results in different contexts. This flexibility is highly
desirable.
Details of the algorithm are explained in the following section.

3 The algorithm
The underlying idea is very old and basic and reads
as follows: “A unit is made up of parts which commonly occur together”.
The implementation of this idea can be stated
as: “The text is segmented at points where the predictability of the next character drops”.
Starting point for the segmentation are the raw
frequency counts for all substrings in a test corpus
as they occur in a training corpus.
The frequency counts are easily accessible when
stored within a suffix tree of the text. Fundamental
knowledge of this data structure can for example be
gained from Gusfield (1997).
Figure 1 pictures the raw frequency
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counts for an exemplifying chunk of data:
preventing these deaths .2 .
At first glance these frequency data seem to contain meaningful patterns: With the naked eye one
can discern the steps representing the substrings
preventing and these . But the picture is not clear
and a lot of filtering needs to be done to identify the
linguistic units within the noise.
To find a segmentation of the text on the basis
of the raw frequency counts, the concept of predictability is used. We start with a simple observation: The space after these is very easy to predict: Figure 1 shows that 100% of the occurrences
of these were followed by a space. But after the
space a drop occurs: only 18 out of the 385 occurrences of these or 4.7% were followed by the letter
d. If we interpret these relative frequencies as an estimation of likelihood, we can use them to predict
the next character. Since a drop in predictability occurs after these , a segment border is set there.
2

There are spaces (underscores) before punctuation marks
because I used a preprocessed version of the corpus for technical reasons. This does not affect the results, but it simply
changes the definition of all punctuation to a sequence of space
followed by the punctuation character.

The same argument can be used to find word or
morpheme boundaries in the backward direction:
385 out of the 452 occurrences of these (83%) in
the training data are preceded by a space. But only
20 of these 385 or 5% are preceded by a g.
This concept leads to segmenting the text into
substrings which have a drop of predictability in
both directions at their borders. Let me state this
more formally:
3.1 Definition of Predictability
Let st (i, m) = ti ti+1 ..ti+m−1 be a character string
of length m starting at character i within the test
corpus t = t1 t2 ..tn . Let T be the training corpus, and NT (st (i, m)) the number of occurrences
of st (i, m) in T . Accordingly NT (ti−1 st (i, m))
and NT (st (i, m)ti+m ) are the training frequencies
of the prolongations to the left and to the right of
st (i, m) by the characters preceding and succeeding
it in the test corpus t.
I define
+
(i, m) =
VT,t

NT (st (i, m)ti+m )
NT (st (i, m))

(1)

as the forward-predictability at character i and substring length m in the test corpus t relative to the
training corpus T . The backward-predictability at i
and m is accordingly defined as
−
VT,t
(i, m) =

NT (ti−1 st (i, m))
NT (st (i, m))

(2)

The forward predictability drop at i and m is defined as:
+
DT,t
(i, m) =

+
VT,t
(i, m)
+
VT,t (i, m − 1)

−
DT,t
(i, m) =

−
VT,t
(i + 1, m − 1)

3.2.1 Completeness
Not only these constitutes a possible segment
in figure 2, but also the spurious the, obviously
backed by the high frequency of the definite determiner in English texts.
But as can be seen, there is no possible segment
starting at this position in the text, particularly, se
is no possible suffix in English morphology.
So we establish a constraint: Only those segments are considered, which can be arranged with
other segments into a non-overlapping but complete
partition of the text. This greatly reduces the set of
candidate segments as can be seen in figure 2. From
all possible segments, indicated by dots, only the
white dots with black borders survive the constraint,
the black dots with white borders miss it.
3.2.2 Disambiguation strategies
Disambiguation of the remaining segmentations can
be split into two subtasks. I gave them boldface
lower case names to distinguish them from the different strategies tested to solve them written UPPER
CASE.

(3)

topdown: If we have a possible segment like
preventing how shall we cut? Here solutions like ( prevent)(ing ) are to be preferred to
the wrong ( preventi)(ng ) which is also sanctioned by figure 2.

(4)

follower: Where to go from a possible segment like
these ? Here we want to rule out the continuation with death in favor for deaths which
can be subdivided into ( death)(s ).3

The backward predictability drop is then:
−
VT,t
(i, m)

sense that segments can be split up into others:
preventing can be divided in prevent and ing .
Secondly there are too many possible segments
and they can be grouped into different hierarchical
structures.
This makes disambiguation a necessity. Before
different strategies are discussed in 3.2.2, the next
section explains how a big fraction of wrong segment candidates can easily be ruled out from the
start.

+
All substrings st (i, m) of t with DT,t
(i, m) < 1 and
−
DT,t (i, m) < 1 are considered possible segments.
Figure 2 shows the same data as figure 1 together
with all possible segments as defined above.

3.2 Disambiguation
Figure 2 shows two very different things: First,
the segmentation can be made hierarchical in the
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A variety of different strategies was tested:
topdown. Each possible decomposition of a substring z = st (i, j) into (x)(y) with x = st (i, m) and
y = st (i + m, n) with (m + n = j) was scored by a
3

Each strategy used to solve the follower task can be applied locally or globally. This is governed by two other parameters. We get back to this very soon.
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Figure 2: The same data as in figure 1. All possible segments are indicated by a dot in the upper right corner
of the field. So the framed dot represents the possible segment preventing . The two ways of partitioning it
into ( prevent)(ing ) and ( preventi)(ng ) are shown by solid and dashed arcs respectively. The two possible
continuations after the segment these are referred to by the arrows, which end at death and deaths . The
segments which are ruled out from the outset by requiring a complete segmentation are shown as black dots
with a white border, the remaining ones are inversely marked.

function S. The decomposition yielding a minimum
S was chosen. The following definitions for S were
tested:
PF Predictability in forward direction. The score
for segmenting z into (x)(y) is defined as
SP F = −NT (xy)/NT (x), i.e. the fraction of
occurrences of x in the training corpus which
continue with y. The minus assures that a high
predictability is rated as good.
PB Predictability in backward direction. SP B =
−NT (xy)/NT (y), that is the fraction of occurrences of y that were preceded by x.
PDF Predictability drop in forward direction for
+
the first segment x: SP DF = DT,t
(i, m)
PDB Predictability drop in backward direction for
the second segment y, that is SP DB =
−
DT,t
(i + m, n)
PD2 Logarithmic sum of the predictability drops in
both directions for both segments or SP D2 =
+
+
log(DT,t
(i, m)) + log(DT,t
(i + m, n)) +
−
−
log(DT,t (i, m)) + log(DT,t (i + m, n)). The
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logarithm was chosen in order to make use of
three of its properties: First, log(1) = 0, that
is no predictability drop gives zero score. Secondly log(0) = −∞, that is maximum predictability drop (which is unreachable), gets
a maximum score. Third, when compared
the same relative difference in D yields the
same absolute distances in score: log(aD) =
log(a) + log(D), independent of the value of
D.
follower. For solving the task of selecting the next
segment y = st (i, m) to the right of a known suffix
x, each possible y was priced with a score P . The
following measures were considered for P
LONG Choose the longest y: PLON G = −m
(minimizing favors the longest segment.)
SHORT Choose the shortest y: PSHORT = m
(minimizing favors the shortest segment.)
FPDF Maximize the forward predictability drop:
+
PF P DF = log(DT,t
(i, m)).
FPDB Maximize the backward predictability drop:
−
PF P DB = log(DT,t
(i, m)).

FPD Combine both: PF P D = PF P DF + PF P DB .
All these five strategies for solving the disambiguation subtask follower by defining some score
function P can be applied locally or globally in two
ways.
locglob: Only consider the immediately adjacent
segment candidates or consider all following ones
as well. Possible strategies are:
LOCAL Only use the P score of the directly following candidate segment y.
AV Compute the P score of y and of all of its followers until the end of the sentence and use the
average of these values to judge y.
tdav: Finally there are different ways of computing the P score for a segment y which is itself split
into two segments (v)(w):
TOP Only compute the P score of y itself.
ALLAV Compute the P score of y, u, and v and of
all of their parts recursively. Use the average
as a final score for y.

Many of the segments can be discarded from the
start. For the rest we need to score the segments and
their relations. This task is broken down as far as
possible and for the subtasks a variety of strategies
are investigated.
Basically, only three minor linguistic prerequisites are hardwired into the system.
First: Natural language text can be split up into
characters which follow each other in a row. While
this cannot be said to be true for all scripts, it is definitely true for the two languages considered so far,
English and German. For other cases, the method
might have to be changed.
Secondly: Because the drop in predictability usually occurs before and after the spaces framing a
graphical word, whitespace characters in contrast to
visible characters can belong to two adjacent segments. The linguistically trivial distinction between
visible and invisible characters is not known to the
computer a priori.
Similarly, the third linguistic fact entering the
model is the assumed identity of lower and upper
case. If the system works in a case sensitive way,
we get pseudo segments. To give an example, about
8% of the occurrences of the English definite determiner the are upper case in the used training corpus. For these we get a segmentation as (T)(he ).
To avoid this, the program was run exclusively on
lower case text.

4 Evaluation
Figure 3: The final partitioning of the data. The
example chunk is correctly segmented. The two
spaces between preventing and these and between
these and deaths belong to both segments each. The
strategies used were PD2, FPDF, AV, and ALLAV.
Figure 3 shows the final decision made for the example chunk, if the procedures PD2, FPDF, AV, and
ALLAV are used. As can be seen, the segmentation
into {[( )(prevent)](ing )}( these )[( death)(s )]
coincides with the analysis of standard linguistics
in this case. The whole phrase is not recognized
as such. However, this is what we expect, since
the algorithm at its present stage is only capable of
detecting units which repeat.
3.2.3 Interim summary
To sum up so far, the algorithm divides the text into
segments which have a drop in predictability at both
of its borders. Afterwards, disambiguation procedures are run to find the best overall segmentation
of the text.
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4.1 The used measure
Evaluation in computational linguistics is usually
done by giving precision p and recall r:
p =
r =

number of correct decisions made
number of decisions made
number of correct decisions made
number of possible correct decisions

These measures require the definition of a correct
decision. This is not a problem as long as a correct
decision can be defined as one which coincides with
a given theory.
In the introduction we stated that the proposed
algorithm aims at segmenting text into morphemes,
words and phrases and at grouping these units according to their linguistic interrelations. For using
recall and precision for evaluation we need the correct solutions to both of these problems. For this we
need full-fledged theories of morphology and syntax. But even if we had such theories at hand, we

would still evaluate in relation to theories, not to reality.
The reality we want to assess is the human language faculty. Of course we cannot do this directly,
because we do not know in which units the human
brain would break down the test corpus.
But there is a loophole left: It might be impossible to tell, whether the partition of loophole into
(loop)(hole) is correct or if this string is better processed as a whole. But there should be no disagreement among native speakers of English that a segmentation into (loo)(phole) is definitely wrong. So
even if we cannot honestly claim to be able to tell
how many correct decisions the system makes, we
are nevertheless able to tell how often it blunders.
I tentatively define a blunder as an error no native
speaker would ever make. While it would be desirable to have a stronger definition of this term, this
preliminary one will suffice for the given study. We
take the unclear cases (which will not be so many),
as an estimation of the error margin.
This way of evaluation is not as much an embarrassing back door as it might seem. The perfect natural language processing system would not be the
one making no errors at all, but the one which avoids
errors a human would never make. Consequently, if
we look at the bold blunders, we look at exactly the
kind of error we have to worry about.
Resulting from these considerations the measure
of pseudoprecision PΨ is defined for comparing the
different disambiguation strategies:
PΨ = 1 −

B
,
B+O

(5)

where B is the number of blunders and O is the
number of non blunders.
The due objection that it is meaningless to work
with pseudoprecision without defining pseudorecall
must be taken seriously. In languages like English
segmentation along white space will lead to very
few blunders, even if it might be inappropriate to
split up proper nouns like New York.
But for any definition of pseudorecall we would
need to know the splits which all native speakers
would set, but which the system did not set. To render such a definition precise enough to get reproducable results seems an intractable task.
Nevertheless, a natural language processing system which produces no blunders is either extremely
good or trivial. We have to cope with the fact that recall always presupposes to know the full set of true
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answers which is not always a meaningful concept.
4.2 Evaluation procedure
Since there are five strategies for solving the topdown disambiguation subtask, five for followers,
and two for both locglob and tdav, there are altogether 5 · 5 · 2 · 2 = 100 different combinations. This
is too much for manual evaluation.
So I resorted to a less complete procedure. I
started with a plausible choice for three of the four
parameters, and varied the fourth.
After this, each parameter is varied separately,
starting from the optimal choice reached so far.
Two aspects of the segmentation of the test corpus were assessed separately: The points where cuts
are set by the system (4.3) and the resulting segments delimited by these cuts (4.4). To give examples, (loo)(phole) is a blunder in the first sense, because the cut is clearly set at a wrong position, while
(prevent)[(ing )( these)] is a blunder in the second
sense, because the ending is attached to the next
word wrongly.
The primary evaluation was done for German and
for the quality of the cuts set by the system (4.3).
As a result we get an optimal set of disambiguation
strategies to solve the subtasks topdown, follower,
locglob, and tdav. This optimal set is tested on English (4.3) and on the buildup of structure for both
English and German (4.4).
For both training and testing different parts of the
EUROPARL (Koehn, 2002) corpus were used. I
used this parallel corpus to guarantee the comparability of the data for the two different languages.
Training was done on a text of only about 1.300.000
characters. The data used for both languages were
aligned translations of each other.
4.3 Cuts
If we fix topdown, locglob, and tdav to PD2, AV,
and ALLAV respectively, we get the following performance values for the various strategies solving
the follower disambiguation subtask:
follower
LONG
SHORT
FPDF
FPDB
FPD

PΨ
0.862 ± 0.018
0.748 ± 0.014
0.861 ± 0.024
0.894 ± 0.015
0.863 ± 0.015
0.872 ± 0.017

Instances tested
225
147
166
273
172
450

The last table row shows that testing more instances
yields consistent results.

Now follower was set to FPDB, both locglob and
tdav were kept at AV and ALLAV, while the strategy for topdown was varied. The results are shown
below.
topdown
PF
PB
PDF
PDB
PD2

PΨ
0.874 ± 0.018
0.891 ± 0.017
0.888 ± 0.016
0.881 ± 0.016
0.894 ± 0.015

Instances tested
390
270
273
274
273

Now, topdown was set to its optimum
PD2 again and locglob and tdav were varied:
locglob, tdav
LOCAL, TOP
LOCAL,ALLAV
AV, TOP
AV, ALLAV

PΨ
0.802 ± 0.023
0.793 ± 0.022
0.877 ± 0.021
0.894 ± 0.015

Instances
131
135
409
273

The performance on the English test corpus with
the winning set of strategies (topdown: PD2, followers: FPDB, locglob: AV, tdav: ALLAV) was
0.889 ± 0.015 with 239 instances tested, that is the
results for German and English overlap greatly with
respect to their error margins.
4.4 Linguistic units
In this second evaluation procedure it was checked
if a segment with two non-blundering boundaries
constitutes a possible linguistic unit which is a morpheme, word, or phrase. As above, no gold standard was set up, but the number of blunders like
detain(ed in the uk) was counted to compute pseudoprecision as defined in equation 5.
The parameters were set to the optimal values as
obtained in the preceding section: topdown to PD2,
locglob to AV, and tdav to ALLAV, and follower to
FPDB. Results were as follows:
Language
German
English

PΨ
0.893 ± 0.008
0.870 ± 0.008

Instances tested
243
311

Interestingly, most of the non-blundering segments are simply morpheme candidates. If only segments containing subsegments are counted, the figures fall to values nearer to 0.5 than to 1.

the shortest segment (SHORT) is obviously suboptimal (PΨ ≈ 0.75) and only scoring the very next
segment (LOCAL) yields a PΨ around 0.8. All
other strategies figure around a PΨ of 0.9 without
significant differences. Nearly all of the remaining 10% blunders are avoided by at least one of the
strategies (that is how they were set up), but the
overall performance stays the same. This resembles very much the behavior found for state-of-theart methods of unsupervised segmentation of words
into morphemes which stop at an F measure between 0.6 and 0.7 (Kur, 2005). Similar figures are
found in all papers cited in the present study.4
It should be mentioned that if only word internal
cuts are considered5 PΨ drops from 0.894 ± 0.015
to 0.812 ± 0.042 for the winning parameter setting
for German (96 instances). For English the figure is
dropping to 0.609 ± 0.064 (55 instances).
The demonstrated stability of the results should
be worrying for everyone doing language structure
learning purely on surface statistical basis. The remaining 10% blunders simply do not seem to stem
from surface statistics.
Surely, some really promising possibilities to improve the results have not been applied yet: Parliament discussions are restricted in genre. One could
try the method on a more balanced corpus. Moreover, the training corpus was very small. It only
contains about 1.3m characters or around 300 pages
of text, about a tenth of the small Brown corpus.
Not even a cutoff was used to exclude segments
with too bad statistics. It is – by the way – an astonishing fact, how good the results are from this
point of view and how often segments were recognized from one occurrence in the training corpus
only (lord inglewood is an example).
The most interesting and so far untested way of
excluding spurious segments by the use of context
information is sketched in figure 4.
But apart from these prospects a glance at
the occurring blunders shows two things: First,
many wrong segmentations clearly stem from the
complete lack of categorical knowledge in the
system: In German the occurring segmentation
[(ver)(sich)]{[(er)(ung)](en)}6 is caused by the reflexive and personal pronouns sich and er which
4

5 Discussion
There are two classes of results for the various disambiguation strategies tested in 4.3. Two very naı̈ve
strategies perform badly: Always continuing with
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Of course no quantitative comparison is possible between
my and their results, because I refrain from using precision and
recall, which are usually given.
5
That is if all cuts which coincide with white space are excluded.
6
instead of {[(<ver><sicher>)(ung)](en)}, assurances
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Figure 4: The segment represented by the framed
dot (stru) is definitely no possible morpheme in this
context. It is a blunder of the current setup. But as
shown in the figure, every occurrence of strument
was preceded by an in. This fact should help to suppress the wrong segment.
could be ruled out in this context if recognized as
such.
Secondly, many wrong segment groupings such
as the German (wesentlich)[(er)( teil)]7 where the
inflectional ending is attached to the following noun
instead of the adjective have their origin in syntactic
agreement: Because the adjective ending is determined by the noun, its affiliation to the adjective is
not resolvable statistically. Here we also need categorical information.
This is why I strongly suggest to give up the long
standing paradigm of sequential processing, where
preprocessing is followed by tokenization is followed by tagging is followed by grammatical analyzes. It should be replaced by a more holistic
approach which is capable of recognizing linguistic categories while processing raw text. This could
consist of a combination of a system like the investigated and an approach as it is described in Solan
et al. (2005).
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Abstract

ture of a document. According to the document grammar, complex segments can be formed by a compositional aggregation of adjacent segments.

This paper describes the development of a relational discourse parsing architecture for text documents of a complex text type, namely scientific
articles. To achieve this goal, several different
linguistic knowledge sources and auxiliary analyses on different linguistic levels are necessary.

1.2 Discourse structure
The discourse structure of a text can be represented by a
system of discourse coherence relations which hold between the individual segments of the text. In a relational
discourse theory these text segments are called “spans”
and include elementary discourse segments (EDSs) as
well as complex discourse segments (CDSs), which are
relationally structured themselves.
Several text type-independent discourse theories exist to represent and built up these discourse structures.
These are for example the Unified Linguistic Discourse
Model ULDM (Polanyi et al., 2004a; Polanyi et al.,
2004b), the Segmented Discourse Representation Theory SDRT (Asher and Lascarides, 2003; Asher and Vieu,
2005), and the Rhetorical Structure Theory RST (Mann
and Thompson, 1988; Marcu, 2000). In each theory the
discourse structure is represented by a hierarchy of subordinating or coordinating relations. But it is not commonly agreed whether the structure should be a graph or
a tree. In SDRT the discourse structure is represented by
a graph, in ULDM and RST a tree structure is used. In
our system we developed a tree-like discourse representation format based on RST, which, though, can contain
cross-references in some clearly defined cases. The specific format is further described in Section 2.2.

Introduction
Automatic discourse analysis is an open research field
where various different approaches exist. Often, these
approaches deal with uncomplex, less structured texts
such as newspaper articles deriving their discourse structure as an application of a relational discourse theory.
Here, the analysis of discourse connectives like conjunctions and adverbs in addition to morphological and syntactic features of the input texts are used as bases for the
relational discourse parsing.
When analysing documents of more complex text
types, additional sources of knowledge are needed to detect the relational discourse structure of the texts. In
our ongoing research project we are developing a discourse parser using the logical document structure, the
genre-specific text type structure and the thematic structure as abstract discourse markers in addition to the traditional discourse connectives and morpho-syntactic features. The input of our parser are scientific articles as a
complex text type. Therefore, we built a corpus of 120
scientific articles from two different disciplines (psychology and linguistics), two different languages (English
and German) and two different subgenres (experimental
and review). We assumed that all three factors have their
influences in the different text structures and therefore
also in the derivation of the relational discourse structure.
In Section 1, this paper first describes the linguistic foundations of the different relevant text structures,
which we are analysing and processing in our project.
Proceeding from these theoretical foundations, in Section 2 the architecture of our discourse parser is introduced with its concrete analysis components and the resulting discourse structure representation format.

1

1.2.1 Set of rhetorical relations
While in ULDM the discourse tree only consists of
the two types of relations, subordination and coordination, in RST the nature of these relations can be further
described by labels of differently defined rhetorical relations. In RST a subordinating relation is called “mononuclear” (or “hypotactic”) because it consists of exactly one nucleus preceded or followed by one satellite
(Marcu, 2000; Corston-Oliver, 1998; Egg and Redeker,
2005). According to Carlson et al. (2001) the nucleus of
a rhetorical relation is “the more salient, essential piece
of information”. Coordinating relations are called “multinuclear” (or “paratactic”) consisting of two or more nuclei. 26 text type- and application-independent rhetorical relations were introduced by Mann and Thompson
(1988) whereas they are at the same time open to be
adjusted for special text types or applications. Later
on, they have been grouped and classified by Hovy and
Maier (1995) and Carlson et al. (2001) to construct taxonomies of rhetorical relations; see also (Goecke et al.,
2005).
Investigations of our corpus of scientific articles and
manual test annotations have shown that some of these

Linguistic foundations

1.1 Logical document structure
Documents can be regarded as complex segments which
are hierarchically built up from smaller segments. In
a syntagmatic perspective documents are described by
grammars containing rules which define the way in
which segments can be combined to yield valid documents of a certain type. Moreover, the logical document
structure is interrelated with the graphical layout struc-
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relations are not relevant for our text type and some others were missing or could be subclassified for our annotation purposes. The resulting set of rhetorical relations
is hierarchically structured where each super-relation is
an abstraction of its sub-relations and can be used instead by means of ambiguity. Also their relation types
are defined, whether they are mononuclear, multinuclear
or bi-nuclear, i. e. multinuclear with exactly two nuclei.
The set consists of 27 ideational, 22 interpersonal, and
13 other rhetorical relations. These can be reduced to a
set of 22 higher level relations.

ferent Elaboration subtypes, which are relevant for our
discourse annotation tasks.
The relation E LABORATION - IDENTITY holds between a nucleus and a satellite that share a referential identity, that are about the same discourse referent. On the one hand we distinguish between forms of
theme-theme or rheme-theme chaining (cf. Polanyi et al.
(2003)), on the other hand between A SSIGNMENT (of
a technical term or an abbreviation) and other forms of
specification, where the meaning of the theme in the nucleus is expanded, restricted or specified by its satellite.
E LABORATION - SPECIFICATION is similar to the relation
E LABORATION - OBJECT- ATTRIBUTE as used by Carlson
and Marcu (2001).
E LABORATION - DERIVATION comprises all relations
between a nucleus and a satellite which are based on
topic derivation, composition, ontological subordination
or coordination. The subtypes of this relation are all
mentioned in various publications but have never been
grouped together (Mann and Thompson, 1988; Hovy and
Maier, 1995; Carlson and Marcu, 2001).

1.2.2 Discourse marker lexicon
As with the different discourse theories, there exist different approaches of discourse analyses and the construction of these formal discourse representations. In SDRT
the fully-fledged semantic representation of a discourse
segment is needed in a logical form for being combined
with other discourse segments by logical aggregation
methods. In RST the discourse segments (spans) are
plain text, whereas the aggregation of spans presupposes
knowledge about the meaning of these spans. As a complete semantic interpretation is difficult in the computational analysis of discourse structures, other information
is used to anticipate the relation of two spans. This necessary information is often obtained by auxiliary text analyses deriving linguistic properties such as discourse connectives and morpho-syntactic features (Corston-Oliver,
1998; Marcu, 2000; Polanyi et al., 2004a).
To analyse the text of a scientific article and recognize
these clues of rhetorical relations, we manually developed (and further are extending) a set of lexical and also
abstract discourse markers which are indicating possible
rhetorical relations. Each discourse marker entry consists of a cue, such as a pattern how the discourse marker
can be detected when appearing in a text, an optional filter, which defines additional obligatory conditions that
militate in favour of a rhetorical relation, and a set of
one or more rhetorical relations that possibly come along
with that discourse marker. Abstract discourse markers
or abstract ancillary conditions of lexical discourse markers are morpho-syntactic features that can be obtained by
an automatical grammatical tagger (see Section 2.3), and
also document-logical, thematic, and text type-specific
features as discussed in the following sections.
1.3

1.4 Text type structure
The genre-specific text type structure is a major clue
for the global argumentative and rhetorical structure of
a complex text. Discourse relations between text spans
on higher levels of discourse, such as section-combining
relations, are not usually signalled by lexical or grammatical discourse markers. Text type-specific topic types as
described by van Dijk (1980), Swales (1990) and Teufel
(1999) include functional categories such as “introduction”, “background”, “method”, “result” and “conclusion”.
These topic types act as functions between the assigned parts of the text and the text type of the whole
text. Therefore, the topic type of a text span can be
used as a clue for a rhetorical relation between this and
another text span. For instance a text span classified
as “conclusion” may be a satellite of a rhetorical relation “Result” within the discourse structure of the text.
Thus, a text type structure analysis, as already been realized with automatic text categorisation methods (Kando,
1999; Teufel and Moens, 2002; Langer et al., 2004), is a
significant supplier of relational cues on a macro level of
discourse analysis.
To analyse and annotate the text type structure we
developed a hierarchically organised text type structure
schema of 135 topic types categories and, additionally,
automatically derived a reduced schema of 21 categories,
which is more suitable for an efficient and consistent annotation.

Thematic structure

The thematic structure is one component of two levels of discourse structure. Using RST, it is possible
to analyse and represent both levels, the local level –
by annotating the relations between sequential elementary discourse segments – as well as the global level –
by relating complex discourse segments. Especially for
these last-mentioned relations across larger spans of text,
the ideational relation Elaboration is particularly useful
(Carlson et al., 2001).
To perform these thematic structure analyses we will
use the lexico-semantic net GermaNet (Kunze and Lemnitzer, 2002) as one knowledge source, which indicates
semantic relations between concepts (see also Section
2.3). These can be used as cues for the recognition of the
E LABORATION - RELATION. For a detailed modelling of
thematic relations an extension of the E LABORATION RELATION with different subtypes is necessary. Based
on an analysis of our corpus we identified a set of dif-

2

Discourse parser architecture

The architecture of the relational discourse parser, which
we are developing in our research project, is shown in
Figure 1. Its realization can be divided in three major version steps. In each version the complexity of the parser
architecture will be increased and it takes more knowledge sources as input to guide its decisions. For the
representation and processing of the several knowledge
sources and the text linguistic analyses on the different linguistic levels, text-technological XML-based formalisms and methods are employed.
The declarative knowledge sources are used in several
preprocessing steps by auxiliary analysis components to
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Figure 1: Discourse parser architecture.
analyse and annotate the input text. The discourse parser
itself takes these different annotations as its input and
may access the knowledge sources again according to its
parsing strategy. The output of the parser will be a set of
possible relational discourse structures of the input text
as discussed in sections 1.2 and 2.2.
In the following, the different knowledge sources, the
resulting output format of the parser and its architectural
structure consisting of the several analysis and parsing
components are discussed in more detail.

ing techniques, the HP format uses the given XML document structure to represent the discourse tree. Thus, the
HP format is not just a data format to store the discourse
structure information but a text-technological annotation
of the underlying input text.
Since scientific articles are long and highly structured natural language texts, there are some peculiarities,
where the basic tree structure is insufficient. These comprise “dislocated satellites”, like footnotes and floating
objects such as figures and tables, which are not adjacent
to their nuclei, “embedded satellites”, like parentheses or
other rhetorically relevant insertions, and “multiple dependencies”, where secondary but relevant rhetorical relations overlap with the relations of the basic discourse
structure. To handle these clearly defined extensions to
the main tree structure, special elements and XML ID
referencing techniques are introduced.

2.1 Knowledge Sources
For the version 1.0 of the discourse parser two main resources are used as the knowledge sources for the auxiliary analysis components and the parser itself: the taxonomy of rhetorical relations (called “RRSet”), which we
described in Section 1.2.1, and the discourse marker lexicon of lexical, morpho-syntactic and abstract discourse
markers, which indicate hypotheses of rhetorical relations (called “DMList”), described in Section 1.2.2. For
both sources purpose-built XML representation formats
have been developed. The taxonomy of elaboration relations described in Section 1.3 is part of the set of rhetorical relations and therefore also included in the RRSet.
For versions 2.0 and 3.0 of the parser the text type
structure schema described in Section 1.4 is also provided as XML. Additionally, a domain ontology of
discipline-specific terms is to be developed as an addition or extension of the lexico-semantic net for German
GermaNet (Kunze and Lemnitzer, 2002) and the linguistic terminological ontology GOLD (Farrar and Langendoen, 2003).

2.3

Discourse parser components

The component to analyse the “Logical Document Structure” takes a scientific article as input and generates a
logical document structure annotation encoded in an extended subset of the DocBook format (Walsh and Muellner, 1999). The “Lexical DM Annotation” component
uses the knowledge of the DMList to annotate discourse
markers occurring in the input text. The “Morphology and Syntax” component uses the grammatical tagger Machinese Syntax by Connexor Oy, based on the
Functional Dependency Grammar by Tapanainen and
Järvinen (1997), to analyse and annotate morphological
and sentence-syntactic features. The output of this tool is
converted to a customized XML representation required
by our parsing system. Finally, the “EDS Segmentation” component is a discourse segmenter, which segments the input text into elementary, sentence and complex discourse segments using the discourse marker lexicon, punctuation and morpho-syntactic features as knowledge sources to detect the boundings of the discourse
segments.
For versions 2.0 and 3.0 the parser needs three additional auxiliary analysis components. The “Topic Identification and Thematic Progression” component analy-

2.2 Discourse structure representation
To represent the resulting relational discourse structure
of our parser an XML format has been developed. It is
called the HP format where HP stands for the two central
relation types: hypotactic (mononuclear) and paratactic
(multinuclear) rhetorical relations. In contrast to the Underspecified Rhetorical Markup Language URML (Reitter and Stede, 2003), where the basic tree structure of the
discourse analysis is accomplished by XML ID referenc-
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ses the text according to thematic and text type clues
(see sections 1.3 and 1.4). The results of these analyses are also used for the thematic structure analysis in
the “Thematic Segmentation” component and for the text
type structure analysis in the “Topic Type Identification”
component.
All analysis components output a corresponding XML
annotation of the input text. This set of primary data
identical annotations yields a multi-layered XML representation (cf. Witt et al. (2005)), which is the input of the
discourse parser. The discourse parser itself uses a bootstrapping technique to iteratively generate new or revised
XML annotation layers based on the available input annotation layers. The final output format of the parser will
be a set of possible rhetorical discourse structures in the
HP format described in the previous Section 2.2. For the
parsing process a shift-reduced algorithm is used, which
is based on an approach by Marcu (2000).

3

Summary

In this paper we described the linguistic foundations and
our resulting development and design decisions in the
process of realizing a relational discourse parsing system for complex texts. We described the problems which
arose from analysing the different linguistic levels of scientific articles and possible solutions. We are currently
developing the version 1.0 of the parsing system.
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Abstract
This paper describes a method for the alignment
of automatically recognized speech transcripts with
formatted documents manually derived from the
speech recognition results. Novel features of our
alignment method are a parametrizable scoring
function, an intelligent tokenization system drawing
on domain knowledge, and semantic comparisons.
The field of application are dictated medical reports
processed by automatic speech recognition.

1

Introduction

Current dictation systems aim at a literal transcription of the dictation. Yet even trained persons do
not necessarily formulate in the exact form required
for the written document because of inherent differences between spoken and written language. This
becomes even more problematic for people with
less experience. As a result, utterances must be expanded, restructured or reformulated to conform to
the required conventions for written reports. Furthermore, recognition errors have to be corrected.
Trained typists routinely perform these tasks by
editing the draft document.
Future dictation systems will have to move away
from simply producing written drafts to producing
∗
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documents conforming to the formal and informal
requirements of texts in their respective domains.
Literal transcriptions of the dictations are needed
in order to automatically learn recurrent reformulations which turn the written text into the final report. Such transcription corpora are currently scarce
as manual transcriptions of large stretches of speech
are extremely costly. The goal of the SPARC project
is to develop methods for the automatic reconstruction of literal transcriptions from large parallel corpora of automatically produced draft transcriptions
and manually edited final documents. This will be
achieved by an in-depth analysis of non-matching
stretches of texts which takes into account semantic
and phonetic similarity.
A prerequisite for the reconstruction process is an
optimal and reliable alignment of document pairs
which can be used to identify and categorize mismatches between the two corresponding texts.
The paper is organized as follows: We start by
describing the causes for mismatches between the
draft and the final document and how these mismatches can be classified. We continue with a description of the various components of our aligner
and how they interact, followed by a discussion of
preliminary results. Since this paper describes work
still in progress, we conclude with an outlook on the
next steps to be taken.

2

Categorizing mismatches by source

Systematic mismatches between the result of the
speech recognition and a final written document
may be the result of three factors involved in different states of the document creation process:
• Mismatches due to the dictation
In producing a dictation, speakers often hes-

itate, repeat or correct themselves or give instructions to the system. This leads to a textual
form which needs to be translated into a coherent, formatted written document. Knowledge
about speech phenomena in general and dictation in particular leads to the identification of
this type of mismatches.
• Mismatches due to speech recognition errors
Particularly in environments where texts have
to be dictated under time constraints or in
cases where users have little experience with
dictating, speech recognition error rates increase. This leads to recognized textual passages which may bear a phonetic but not a
semantic resemblance to the dictated texts.
These mismatches can only be resolved by
using domain knowledge, by interpreting the
user’s intentions and by consulting information
about phonetic similarity.
• Mismatches due to document formatting
A human transcriptionist, who is familiar with
the domain and the requirements concerning
the specific type of text, creates the final document by rephrasing and formatting. Knowledge about formatting standards and preferences as well as typical reformulations based
on the recognition results can help identify and
categorize the mismatches.
Naturally, mismatches originating from different
steps in the document creation process are interlinked: e.g., frequent self-corrections may lead to
an error in the speech recognition result which is
then corrected and reformulated in the final document. An extended alignment has to take into account these layered sources of mismatches in order
to come up with hypotheses concerning the differences (including their origins) between two texts.
The shorter two differing passages are, the easier
it is to categorize the mismatches and their sources.
Simple string matching does not allow for sophisticated matching criteria. Therefore, the alignment
process needs to be extended to better correlate
chunks of recognized and written text.

3

Pattern analysis of mismatches

Mismatches resulting from the different stages in
the document creation process exhibit particular
patterns that can be used to categorize them. E.g., a
reformulation may be detected by finding a pair of
words (or phrases) that are semantically similar (or
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equivalent), but phonetically dissimilar. A recognition error might be detected by finding chunks that
correspond to each other in the alignment, are phonetically similar, but have unrelated semantics.
A manual comparison was made to identify and
classify recurrent patterns of mismatches between
the output of an existing automated speech recognition system (ASR) and the final written document.
Several typical patterns were found in the process.
One of the most frequent mismatches is based on
recognition errors due to phonetic similarity: Utterances are replaced by phonetically similar utterances (eg. “are dressed” spoken and “her to rest”
recognized). A more complex problem arises in
combination with a word that is not contained in the
recognition lexicon. Whenever the speech recognition system is confronted with an unknown word, it
represents this word with a known word or a combination of several known words that are phonetically
similar to the original utterance (eg. “furosemide”
spoken and with “for us might” replaced). If no phonetically similar words are found, the recognizer interprets some of the phonemes as hesitations, which
further complicates the problem.
Reformulations, expansions and completions are
the reasons for most differences between the draft
and the final document. The (arbitrary) insertion or
deletion of a single word is an often needed process
to reformat an utterance into a written text. Nevertheless, some reformulations and synonym replacements are performed only due to transcriptionists’
formulation preferences and have no obvious, traceable reason.
Another origin of errors is the need to format
texts in order to give them structure. A good example are headings. If a heading is spoken in the
dictation, the system has to determine which part of
the utterance is supposed to be formatted as a heading. If it was not spoken at all and the transcriptionist has added the heading on the basis of formal requirements or due to layout considerations, the mismatch is not caused by a recognition error but rather
by subsequent formatting.
Many mismatches are the result of intrinsic properties of spoken language, e.g., repetitions, hesitations or interruptions. A related problem are metalevel utterances by the speaker, such as explicit
instructions on document formatting or document
construction. Utterances like “in addition to” or
“next number” require some kind of interpretation
and execution. These phenomena are hard to deal

with because they do not have a direct corresponding representation in the final document.
Lastly, there are mismatches caused by the autopunctuation component of the recognizer. Commas
and periods are often placed arbitrarily by the automatic system and have to be corrected by the transcriptionist.

4

The Alignment Process

The starting point of our research was a rather simple alignment procedure used for the evaluation of
the automated dictation system by determining the
word error rate. The correspondence between the
recognizer results and the final document is measured by aligning the two texts minimizing the Levenshtein (Levenshtein, 1966) distance.
In Levenshtein distance alignment, relations between two textual units are categorized as
• correct

fine-grained alignment and an annotation for the associated patterns of mismatches which were found.
This information can then be used as a base for determining the types and sources of mismatches.
In order to allow for extended alignment by introducing and defining constraints, we separated
the dynamic programming scheme of the Levenshtein alignment procedure from the scoring function. Thus, in our implementation, the align function takes three arguments, two sequences with elements of arbitrary type, and a scoring function that
is to be called with two elements of these two sequences and should return 6 values:
• the penalty of pairing the two elements
• the penalty of pairing the first element with
empty
• the penalty of pairing empty with the second
element
• 3 more values holding the labels for the above
mentioned 3 cases.

• substitution

As a simple example, the scoring function for a
simple edit distance alignment could be:

• insertion
• deletion.
Using only string equality as a measure for correctness, we can count the mismatches but we cannot
interpret them. Except for the correct case, all other
labels correspond to a discrepancy. For our purposes, the nature of the mismatch needs to be indicated as well. Furthermore, alignment between
longer stretches of mismatches may become arbitrary with Levenshtein distance alignment because
frequent words (e.g. ’a’, ’the’, ’is’) may occur
more than once in such a stretch leading to misalignments. Thus, more sophisticated strategies for
minimizing and categorizing mismatches in textual
passages are needed.
We decided to approach the task by designing a
powerful tokenization component which provides
both the appropriate granularity as well as a first
crude semantic categorization for the textual entities
to be matched by the extended alignment algorithm.
Tokens are compared regarding their semantic similarity, and phonetic similarity is considered in order to take into account recognition errors 1 . The
result of the alignment taking into account semantic
and phonetic information results in a more exact and
1

Phonetic similarity in the context of the SPARC project,
which is not the focus of this paper, is investigated by our
project partners at the Technical University of Graz.
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simplescore(x,y) {
if ( x eq y )
then return (0,1,1,"COR","DEL","INS")
else return (1,1,1,"SUB","DEL","INS")
}

However, for the task of error-type aware alignment of recognition results with corrected reports,
we use vectors of indices pointing to complex structures holding various features of both the recognized and the written side. Thus, the scoring function can access different features of the items to
be aligned (e.g. the phonetic transcription of the
item) and, even more important, can also access the
context of itemi in question (e.g. by looking at
itemi − 1). Furthermore, additional measures such
as semantic similarity or phonetic similarity can be
applied, thus giving considerable room for interpretation and scoring of mismatches. The idea is
to give unexplainable mismatches a higher penalty
than explainable (or minor) mismatches.
4.1 Tokenization
While reasonably well-performing general-purpose
tokenizers are meanwhile widely available for common languages such as English, these tokenizers generally fail to identify domain-specific compounds, formatted expressions and formulae as one
concept or textual unit.

One potential problem with domain-specific tokenization is the effort to adapt it to a new field
of application. Consequently, we have taken much
care to implement our tokenizer in such a way as
to facilitate its adaption to new domains. Domainspecific tokenization rules are derived from data
rather than being hand-crafted. Hence, the framework and methodology created for the tokenization
of medical texts can easily be ported to completely
different application domains.
Our approach is strongly driven by the availability of two resources that had initially been compiled for other purposes. One is a large morphological lexicon. Since the primary domain in SPARC
are medical reports produced in hospitals, the lexicon was extended with a huge amount of medical terminology, most of which was gathered semiautomatically from publicly available medical corpora such as GENIA (Ohta et al., 2002) and UMLS
(Lindberg et al., 1993).
Second, from the ASR system we had grammars
available that encode the mappings between the
written, formatted form of an expression and its various spoken forms. As an example, a blood pressure
of ’99/75’ might be spoken as either of ’ninety-nine
slash seventy-five’, ’ninety-nine over seventy-five’
or ’ninety-nine seventy-five’. Apart from domainspecific concepts such as medical dosages, units and
abbreviations, the grammar also covers general purpose concepts such as ’date’.
Both resources were compiled into nondeterministic finite-state transducers (FST - see
(Mohri, 1997)). The need for an FST instead of a
simple finite state automaton arises from the desire
to not only define acceptable input, but rather
transform it into (possibly multiple) annotated
strings.
What do these annotations look like? In the
case of the morphological lexicon, each given word
form transduces to its lemma and the possible PartOf-Speech tags according to the PENN tag-set (cf.
(Marcus et al., 1993)):
hurts

->
->

hurt+NNS
hurt+VBZ

The deformatting transducer follows the same
idea. However, this time, the applicable annotation
is chosen from a set of semantic concepts rather than
the PENN tag-set:
5 mg

->

five milligram+Q_PHY
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This tells us that ’5 mg’ is of type Q PHY (a
physical quantity).
Because of our FST implementation, tokens are
not only recognized, but the tokenizer is also able to
annotate these tokens. The basic idea of segmenting textual input into tokens using an FST is simple
enough:
1. Preparation of the tokenization buffer: Fill the
buffer and normalize white-spaces while doing
so. The algorithm starts at position 0 of the
buffer.
2. At the current position in the buffer, perform
prefix search: Enumerate all prefixes at the current position of the tokenization buffer that are
contained in the language of the transducer.
3. The longest prefix that matches is the next token. Update the position in the tokenization
buffer to point beyond the token just found (if
a white-space follows, skip it).
4. Repeat steps 2. and 3. until the buffer is empty.
A number of additional issues have to be addressed. The first one is how to use multiple transducers, as is the case within the SPARC project.
Our solution is to build two prefix sets in each iteration – one for each transducer – and then choose
the longest prefix contained in either of the two
sets. This approach is admittedly somewhat arbitrary, however, it reflects the greedy heuristic that
was already chosen when selecting the ’best’ prefix
from one set.
Another problem arises from the fact that it cannot be assumed that each single ’word’ in the tokenization buffer will be covered by either of the
transducers. If the prefix search returns two empty
sets, a fallback rule has to be applied which is guaranteed to find a token. For our tokenizer we apply
the same heuristics that most general purpose tokenizers apply.
Even if the two prefix sets are not both empty,
subtle issues remain. Consider the following contents of the tokenization buffer at the current position:
ofloxacin pivaloyloxymethyl ester
ˆ

If there is no lexicon entry for either “ofloxacin”
or the whole compound, the longest prefix that can
be found will probably be “of”. Returning the token

“of” is definitely not helpful. To avoid this effect,
heuristics had to be defined to render specific token
transitions as invalid (the transition between two alphabetical letters being an obvious candidate).
It is planned to migrate the fallback and token
transition rules into a third transducer. This way,
an additional amount of hard-coded logic can be expressed as mere data and conveniently be edited and
adapted to new problem fields.
While greedy tokenization is in general a good
heuristic, it may sometimes introduce subtle errors
– in particular in combination with the many multiword expressions contained in our lexicon. Consider the lexicon entry “’up to”. This entry will
result in all occurrences of “up to” in a text being
treated as a single token. Usually, this is what we
want – but not always:
Correct

Incorrect

Up to
5 mg
are
indicated
.

He
gets
up to
help
her
.

Using the approach described above, we achieve
good-quality tokenization even for sentences containing highly domain-specific terminology, formattings and punctuation. Compared with general purpose tokenizers, our specialized tokenizer is consistently able to identify coherent concepts and return
them as one token:
SPARC Tokenizer

Tokenizer of
TreeTagger

On
<IN,JJ,NN,RB>
December 6, 1999<DAT>

On
December
6
,
1999
blood
pressure
was
137/77

blood pressure
was
137/77
,
temperature
98.8
,
O2
saturation
95%
.

In the first example, “Up to” takes the role of a
single adverb, and so it makes sense to treat it as
one token. In the second example, however, “up” is
a particle of “gets”. It would make more sense to
consider “gets up” as one token. But adding “gets
up” to the lexicon wouldn’t work in all cases, either:
consider a sentence like “He gets up to 5 mg.”
Admittedly, these examples are carefully constructed to demonstrate the difficulty, and in practice, they do not occur all too often. Still, they
show that perfect tokenization is still far from being reached. Some additional heuristics will have to
be implemented to catch these cases.
How can tokens be annotated? When performing prefix search, the solutions enumerated by the
FST implementation actually include the transductions for each prefix contained in the language of the
FST. When the longest prefix is chosen, the transduction suffixes are returned along with it:
Longest Prefix

Transductions

Annotations

infarct

infarct+NN
infarct+VB
infarct+VBP
number two+ENM

NN,VB,VBP

2.

ENM
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<NN>
<VBD>
<BPR>
<,>
<NN>
<NUM B>
<,>
<UNKN>
<NN>
<Q PHY>
<.>

temperature
98.8
,
O2
saturation
95
%
.

Compared to a more fine-grained tokenization as
delivered by most general purpose tokenizers, the
SPARC tokenization facilitates semantic interpretation of sentences. Since coherent concepts (like
’December 6, 1999’ in the example above) are returned as one single token, it is much easier to map
the individual tokens of a sentence to a functorargument structure or semantic grammar rules. In
addition, semantic methods are aided by the concept
annotations stemming from the deformatting transducer (Q PHY, DAT, etc.).
The output of the tokenizer serves as the basis
for a HMM-based Part-Of-Speech tagger which was
adapted to make use of the set of possible annotations for each token.
4.2 Semantic Matching
In order to measure semantic similarity, resources
that map words onto some kind of semantic representation are needed. As our application domain
is medical reports, specialized medical terminology
has to be incorporated into the knowledge sources.
The resource we employ for that purpose is the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS, Lindberg et

al. (1993)), that comes with a metathesaurus, a semantic network and a lexicon (SPECIALIST). The
morphosyntactic information from the lexicon was
worked into the finite-state transducer that is used
as a morphological lexicon and also as resource for
tokenization (see above).
The metathesaurus is a very large, multi-purpose,
and multi-lingual vocabulary database that contains
information about biomedical and health related
concepts, their various names, and the relationships
among them. Unfortunately, the relations between
UMLS concepts appear to depend on the particular
knowledge source the concept comes from, and the
depth it is modeled in that knowledge source. Nevertheless, for checking synonymity of two words or
determining a rough degree of their semantic relatedness these relations appear to be sufficient. In
addition, all concepts in the metathesaurus are assigned to at least one semantic type from the UMLS
semantic network.
Furthermore, for English a high coverage resource, the WordNet lexical database (Fellbaum,
1998), is available. In Wordnet, English nouns,
verbs, adjectives and adverbs are organized into
synonym sets, each representing one underlying
lexical concept; the relations connecting WordNet
synsets are quite different from the relations between UMLS concepts. For our purpose the hypernym relation is the most important synset relation.
A technical problem arises in combining the two
resources because of their idiosyncratic and quite
incomparable implementation. Therefore we have
transferred both resources to a relational database.
Thus, despite the different table structure, these resources can be easily accessed simultaneously, and,
more important, information from both can be combined in a single query.
As an example, consider the search from synonyms (normalized to lower case) across both resources. Note that the query variables $qwords
and $nstrs are computed from the query word according to the conventions of WordNet and UMLS.
The query word is first stemmed, possibly resulting in more than one root form. In case of
multi-word query terms, for WordNet the words
are joined with an underscore character, and, for
UMLS, a normalized string is constructed (putting
each word to lower case and alphabetically sorting
them). $qwords then contains a list of all query
terms formatted according to the WordNet standard,
$nstrs the list of the UMLS normalized strings.
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The (slightly simplified) query below then returns
the union of all synonyms found in WordNet and
the UMLS metathesaurus.
select distinct word
from wn.s
where synset_id in
(select synset_id
from wn.s
where word in $qwords)
union
select distinct str
from mrconso
where cui in
(select cui
from mrxns_eng
where nstr in $nstrs)
and lat=’ENG’;

The following ordinal scale has been defined in
order to obtain a rough measure of semantic similarity of two words:
7 identical (modulo case)
6 same root (only inflection)
5 synonymous
4 derived
3 siblings
2 same UMLS semantic type
or parent(word1,word2)
or parent(word2,word1)
1 direct hierarchical relation between semantic
types
0 no similarity at all
In the above context, parent(word1,
word2) means that word1 maps to a concept/synset (inter alia) that is a direct UMLS
superconcept or hypernym synset of one of the
concepts/synsets word2 maps to. Two words are
siblings if they share at least one direct UMLS
superconcept or hypernym synset. The intuition
behind this was to check for a measure that is
available in both WordNet and UMLS, has a finer
granularity than the (rather crude) UMLS semantic
type and assures that both concepts have something
in common (the “supertype”).
The usefulness of that similarity measure and the
results obtained so far are discussed in the evaluation section below.

Type
identical (modulo case)
same root (only inflection)
synonymous
derived
formatting
reformulation

Number
1097
4462
3352
338
2306
4911

Example
PERINEOPLASTY - perineoplasty
abnormality - abnormal
maximum - maximal
diabetic - diabetes
99% - ninety-nine percent
enlarged - large

Figure 1: Number of semantic similarity based realignments

5

Preliminary Evaluation

The alignment which incorporates semantic similarity was evaluated on a test corpus consisting of
1747 reports. The error rates in these reports range
from 20% to 30%. For individual textual units, the
Levenshtein aligned reports contained 1,147,451
alignment tags and with the extended alignments,
1,122,971 alignment tags were assigned. For the
1747 reports, it was possible to classify 16466 alignments and to newly discover 50826 alignments (cf.
fig 1).
Although some of the additional alignments may
be misleading, the majority represents a good starting point for proposing a relation between two segments of text. The rating of the alignment tags needs
to be further optimized.

6

Future Work

While an optimal alignment takes us a large step
closer toward our goal of mismatch interpretation,
there remain more complex errors and discrepancies
between the documents that require a higher-level
analysis and some kind of text understanding and
interpretation. This is where we will have to employ methods for a semantic matching of complete
sentences and chunks of text.
The first method is based on the headings. Titles
provide information about the content of the text in
the following paragraphs. In the domain of medical reports the number of unique headings is limited. On account of this, recurrent headings allow to
make expectations of the following content. For example, under the title “medications” we can expect
a list of medications plus a specification of a dose
and the form of intake.
A prerequisite for making available this semantic information is the interpretation of the heading
itself. Since headings come in many similar but
still subtly different phrasings, the first task is to
merge the different notations before the classifica-
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tion can be applied. At the moment we follow two
approaches: on the one hand using keywords and
semantic type information and on the other hand using a grammar. How can we predict the content of a
paragraph and use this knowledge to disambiguate
the text under a heading: The first idea is to manually compile a special grammar for recurrent content under a specific topic. Another approach is to
automatically learn concepts for the expected content like specific medical terms, lists of particular
information, collocations, etc.
All other ideas for semantic matching and text
understanding are based on well-established techniques. Yet the fact that there is no annotated trainings corpus eliminates the possibility to use most
standard statistical procedures. Thus, our experiments are currently restricted to automatically extracted semantic collocations and semantic role labeling based on phrase structure information.
A second route that has to be explored in improving the alignment and mismatch identification will
be the re-segmentation of the recognizer results in
some places. While on the corrected report side
our specialized tokenization procedure works fine,
on the spoken side the recognized words may be totally unrelated to the token structure of the written
report, due to recognition errors.
Consider the following two mismatching regions:
1. KAPPA KDR901
cath lab eight the 901

(report)
(recognizer)

2. foramen ovale
foraminal valley

(report)
(recognizer)

While in the first case it is sufficient to concatenate recognized units to obtain phonetically highly
similar sequences, thus evidencing the mismatch
type of recognition error, the second case is more
complicated. Here, the concatenated phonetic string
has to be split within the first recognized word if we

want to obtain a phonetically matching sequence:
foramin—al valley.
However, given the high number of possible recombinations, these reconstruction steps have to be
severely constrained both by the phonetic matching
and the token structure of the report so that the results can still be handled. Obviously, semantics is
not much help in these cases.

7

Conclusion

In this paper, we have described a system which is
confronted with a novel task in a very applicationoriented setting. By approaching the task of reconstructing an actually spoken dictation from a recognition result and the final document, we have focused on finding an optimal alignment which takes
into account semantic and phonetic information.
This led the described work away from a simple
string-edit-distance alignment towards an extended
alignment which includes an annotation regarding
the mismatches between the two texts as they were
recognized by the system. Identifying and categorizing mismatches requires a layered approach
which relies on knowledge about the document creation process, the conventions of the domain, the
characteristics of spoken language particularly as
used in dictations, and mistakes and ambiguities
caused by the speech recognition system. Knowledge about these heterogeneous, complex aspects
and their effects on each other is integrated into the
alignment process and forms the base for an eventual reconstruction of the spoken utterance.
Although the approach is tailored to our medical application, there are various task-independent
features of the alignment process which are potentially important to ongoing work in other applications, i.e. the combination of an analysis of both
form and content of documents, the modelling of
similarities on the semantic and phonetic level and
their relations to different stages of a text in the document creation process.
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Do we need a grammar of irregular sequences?
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prepositions combining with NPs. Singular
count nouns like the ones given in (1) may not
form an NP in itself, as we learn from the
Duden-Grammatik:

Abstract:
Combinations of a preposition and a singular count
noun (P+Noun) occur with considerable frequency
in German everyday speech. Yet it is unclear
whether syntactic means, morphological operations, or other processes should handle the combination. If P+Noun combinations were analyzed as
PPs, the grammar rule that handled singular count
nouns and determiners would have to be amended.
But a morphological analysis would require the
formulation of a new word formation process, since
P+Noun-formations are not known otherwise. It has
thus been suggested that the combinations do not
come about as result of an application of a rule of
grammar, and perhaps that P+Noun combinations
simply have to be listed. This assumption has been
corroborated by the observation that the combination is not free in the sense that any P may combine
with any Noun, and that the construction is not
transparent to competent speakers in the sense that
they cannot produce new instances on the fly. This
observation leads to the conjecture that the set of
P+Noun may be large, yet finite, and hence should
be treated as listemes instead of being subject to
rule application. The present paper argues on the
basis of statistical evidence that the set of P+Noun
combinations is infinite, and hence that P+Noun
must be handled by a rule of grammar, be it syntactic or morphological.

1

Substantive mit Merkmalkombination ‚zählbar’ plus Singular haben ... grundsätzlich immer ein
Artikelwort bei sich, und wenn es
als letzte Möglichkeit der indefinite Artikel ist. (Duden 442)
(Hence, count nouns marked singular are always combined with a
determiner, and it has to be an indefinite determiner if other determiners are blocked.)
Quite obviously, the constructions in (1) violate rule 442. In light of this observation, three
positions can be established. Chafe (1968)
brought attention to English word combinations that cannot be syntactic, because they are
ungrammatical yet possible, such as by and
large. Nunberg et al. (1994) suggest treating
such combinations by listing them. Multiword
lexemes as entities that have to be listed are
explicitly addressed in Sag et al. (2002). While
I am not aware of an explicit computational
treatment of P+Noun combinations, their deviance could be handled in a framework that
assumes the existence of so-called multiword
lexemes, which presumably can be listed. It is
more important that not much is gained by
calling a combination a multiword lexeme, if
one has to admit that the combination is regular in the sense that we find an infinite set of
instances.

Introduction

The combination of a preposition with a singular count noun, as illustrated in (1) with the
preposition unter, is a frequent construction in
written and spoken German. As with many
other combinations, idiomatic interpretations
can be found, such as unter Kontrolle (under
control), but we also find many compositional
instances, like the ones given in (1).
(1)

The contrary position would be to assume that
P+Noun is admitted by the grammar of German, and hence that P+Noun is an instance of
a rule of German grammar (one which counter
rule 442 does not require the combination with
a determiner before other combinations become possible). This position is at odds with
speakers’ intuitions about P+Noun combinations (which seem to speak in favour of listing
them). For compositional combinations, speakers should judge syntactic combinations as
possible as long as P and Noun are semanti-

unter Vorbehalt (subject to), unter
Hinweis (with reference to), unter
Verweis (with reference to), unter Beteiligung (with the participation of),
unter Abschwächung (weakening)

At first sight, one may assume that the expressions in (1) can be categorized as PPs. Yet, this
conclusion is problematic: PPs consist of
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cally compatible. For idiomatic combinations,
speakers should either be aware of the idiomaticity or else should be able to assign at
least a compositional reading to the combination. Irrespective of the question of compositionality and idiomaticity, speakers should be
able to judge the combination as grammatical
or not. But this does not seem to be the case.
Speakers of German are not instantly able to
coin new combinations of P+Noun, and also
find it highly problematic to judge the grammaticality of P+Noun combinations, if these
are offered without a context. Although this
problem is not discussed in the literature,1 it
seems to me that it is the reason why P+Noun
combinations are not taken into consideration
in the formulation of rules like 442 above.

e. The combination can be replaced by a
preposition.
f. The noun is not capitalized in the combination or is written together with the
preposition.
There are two major problems with the criteria
given. Some of the criteria are insufficient.
This holds for (2a-d). While there are several
combinations of P+Noun where the noun acts
like a cranberry word, there are much more
combinations for which this is not true. Hence
criterion (2a) will only help for the rather small
group of cases where the noun may uniquely
be combined with P. Similar considerations
hamper the second criterion (2b). It suggests
that nouns turn into ‘light nouns’ if combined
with P, but this does not hold for many instances of the construction that are clearly
compositional, where the meaning of the noun
is carried over without any change. Again, the
third criterion may hold for a minority of
nouns, but in general, combinations of type
P+Noun alternate freely with combinations of
type P+Det+Noun.3

Helbig and Buscha (1998) take an intermediate
position by assuming that P+Noun is regular,
yet not phrasal combination. They claim that
P+Noun combinations are regular. Still, they
are reluctant to classify the combination as
syntactic, instead calling them “Zusammensetzungen und Wortgruppen aus Präposition+Substantiv (zumeist mit Nullartikel)”
(combinations and word groups made up from
P+Noun (very often with zero-determiner)).
One may ask why reference to a concept of a
word group is necessary, if one assumes a
zero-determiner is present. Given the existence
of a zero-determiner, the combination as a
whole can be described as a proper PP, and
hence as a phrase.2 Helbig and Buscha
(1998:403f.) are aware of this inconsistency
and offer the following list of criteria to identify word group combinations of P+Noun:

The second problem concerns the validity of
the criteria itself. Not only that (2f) is insufficient in that many of the combinations show a
regular – syntactic – orthography, but relying

(2) a. The N occurring in P+Noun can only
appear as part of the combination.

3

b. The meaning of the noun is weakened
in the combination.
c. The noun cannot be used with a determiner in the combination.
d. The combination of P+Noun is word
like in that its complement can be substituted by many other complements.

1

2

I am grateful to Joachim Jacobs, who drew my
attention to this observation.
One obvious problem of assuming the existence
of a zero determiner is that a reason has to be
offered why zero-determiners may not replace
indefinite determiners in ordinary NPs.
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With the forth criterion, Helbig and Buscha
seem to suggest that P+Noun collectively select
a complement. According to standard assumptions, nouns only optionally govern a postnominal genitive complement. If the complement of
P+Noun were the complement of Noun, we
would expect that the complement of P+Noun
could be dropped under the very same conditions as the complement of Noun. At first sight,
P+Noun complements seem to violate this assumption since they appear obligatorily. A
closer scrutiny of large corpora, however, reveals that the initial assumption, i.e. the idea
that complements of nouns are always optional,
must be doubted in itself. As long as the exact
conditions of noun complementation in German
are not clear, claims to the apparent optionality
of noun complementation are futile.

on orthography is problematic in itself.4 With
respect to (2e), we could use the same line of
reasoning to suggest that every NP is in fact a
word, since any NP can be replaced by a pronoun.

of a rule of grammar. The following definition
may illustrate this term:
(3)

Eisenberg (1999:224) suggests that certain
P+Noun combinations (those which are written
together) do not belong to the syntactic or
morphological grammar of German. They
come about as the result of a so-called Univerbierung, a kind of customary combination of
two elements that happen to be juxtaposed
quite often. While I would agree that certain
monolithic P+Noun combinations could be
conceived as the result of a customary combination of juxtapositions, I think that the idea
begs the question when applied generally to all
P+Noun combinations. It does not explain why
P and the noun are juxtaposed in the first place.

I am not using the term regular, because this
term seems to imply that the pertinent construction does not show irregular characteristics. This is not the case for P+Noun combinations, which – even as instance of a rule of
grammar – show irregular characteristics.
The remainder of this paper is structured as
follows: in section 2 I will introduce statistical
measures to determine whether a given combination is finite or not. I will apply Baayen’s
(2001) apparatus for measuring morphological
productivity to the domain of syntax. The application to syntax is feasible in the present
case since the pertinent construction roughly
behaves like a bigram. Hence an extension
from unigram measures (for productivity) to
bigram measures (for determining whether the
construction is an instance of a rule of grammar) can be carried out if a large database is
considered. The experiments carried out here
are based on a corpus of the size of approx.
106 million words. Section 3 will present and
discuss the results of the corpus analysis. Section 4 will briefly discuss the implications for
theoretical and computational linguistics.

If P+Noun combinations are not the result of a
syntactic rule, all combinations of P+Noun
perhaps make up a finite, possibly large set,
which would imply that P+Noun combinations
are listemes. When this conclusion is accepted,
the deviance of the construction receives an
explanation as not being a construction at all,
and combinations of P+Noun can be handled
by listing their properties. While this move
may be appropriate for cases that make up a
small set of instances that are non-regular both
semantically and syntactically, it is doubtful
that the same conclusion should be reached for
P+Noun combinations in general.

2

The focus of the present paper resides on
showing that combinations of P+Noun cannot
be handled by listing them. If one accepts that
the set of P+Noun combinations is infinite, one
also has to accept that combinations of P+N
can only plausibly be handled by rule, be this
rule syntactic or morphological. Abstracting
away from morphological and syntactic rules, I
will claim that P+N combinations are instances

4

Instance of a rule of grammar:
A combination [A B] can be considered to an instance of a rule of grammar
Y if [A B] can be derived from Y.

A statistical treatment of syntactic regularity

Baayen (2001) suggests measuring productivity of morphological rules according to three
simple criteria: Given a sample of word size N,
V(N), the cardinality of the vocabulary gives
the number of different types in the vocabulary. V(1, N) gives the number of hapax types
in the vocabulary. Finally, P(N), defined as

E !"V (1, N ) #$

– where E[V(1, N)] stands for the
N
expectation of V(1, N) – offers the probability
that a new type will show up after N tokens
have been sampled. The basic idea is that a
productive process shows a steady increase in
V(N) and V(1, N), and, as a consequence of
the latter, the probability of a new type occurring will be sufficient even if N gets very large.
This can best be illustrated by using the opposite as an example.

As every literate speaker of German is aware,
orthographic rules are conventional. As a consequence of the recent reformulation of German
orthography, ‘noun-like’ elements are now almost always capitalized, and as a consequence,
the first half of Helbig and Buscha’s criterion
cannot be applied any longer. For the same reasons, orthographic criteria are not taken seriously in recent discussions of the definition of
word (cf. Bauer 2000).
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Baayen (2001) makes use of a six-sided die,
and I will follow his explanation. What is
E[V(N)] for sufficiently large N given a sixsided die? It will be pretty close to 6 for N and
it will remain there if we extend N. Assuming
a sample of 1000, we can be sure that the vocabulary size E[V(1000)] asymptotically approximates 6. Similarly, E[V(1, 1000)] will
approximate 0, because we can expect that
after throwing a six-sided die a thousand times,
every number will have shown up at least two
times. In the initial stages of the sample, say at
N = 6, V(6) will be smaller than 6 and V(1, 6)
will be higher than 0. Figure (1) shows the
expected curves if a small and finite set is assumed, as V(1, N) approximates 0, P(N) approximates 0 as well, since the likelihood that
a new type will be encountered after N samples
is obviously 0 if the number of types is finite.

ter+Noun have been classified according to
their log likelihood (Dunning 1993), using Perl
and Text::NSP,5 and have been extracted automatically from the larger set of all bigrams
where unter is w1. Using manual filters, occurrences of genitive marked nouns, proper
names, as well as titles, which are typically
used as appositions after P and before proper
nouns, have been extracted. In addition all
occurrences of nominalized verbs after unter
have been ignored. Nominalized verbs (VN)
after unter usually denote a circumstance of
the verb, which has been modified by unter+VN. This construction has been excluded
since nominalized verbs do not require a determiner according to rule 442 and hence unter+VN forms a proper PP.
Finally all occurrences of unter+Noun have
been split according to the number marking of
the noun. Just as combinations of unter+VN,
instances of P+Nounpl are not considered an
irregularity since plural nouns may form an NP
without addition of a determiner.

While Baayen (2001) has applied these measures to morphological productivity, I think that
they can also be used to determine whether a
given construction is syntactically regular in
the sense that we have to expect an increase of
the total number of types, as well as of the
number of hapax legonema if N is increased.
In such a situation, the vocabulary size V(N)
will not approximate an asymptote as N gets
larger, but will steadily increase. The same
holds for V(1, N), and as a consequence, P(N)
will be low but different from 0.

Figure (2) shows the development of V(N) and
V(1, N) from an initial subset of the corpus
(approx. 6 million words) to the full corpus
(106 million words). As the corpus gets larger,
we observe an increase of both V(1) and
V(1, N).
As Figure (2) shows, neither V(N) nor V(1, N)
seem to approximate an asymptotic value, and
the steady increase of V(1, N) allows the conclusion that the construction is not finite in its
extension. This conclusion is further corroborated by the values for R(N) in Figure (3).

If P+Noun combinations are an instances of a
rule of grammar, we predict a steady increase
of V(N), as well as of V(1, N) for the simple
reason that the class of nouns is infinite. We
use R(N) instead of P(N) to determine the relationship between E[V(1, N)] and N. For the
present purposes, we set E[V(1, N)] = V(1, N).
Here, R(N) stands for the likelihood of seeing
a new instance of an application of the grammar rule which combines P+Noun after N
samples. R(N) is calculated in the same way as
P(N), and the change of the letter only indicates that we are talking no longer about morphological productivity but of syntactic rule
application.
3

Figure (3) show the values for R(N) as a function of empirical values for V(1, N). Recall
that non-productive morphological processes
show a P(N) curve which asymptotically approximates 0. While the probability to see a
new instance of unter+Nounsg is quite small
according to Figure (3), it significantly differs
from 0. What is more, the empirical value for
R(N) exceeds the expected value even if the
full corpus is considered, though it looks as if
the two value would converge of further data
are considered. In order to evaluate the probability R(N) itself, I have compared the values
for unter+Nounsg with the values for all bi-

A empirical study

I have investigated the distribution of the
P+Noun combination unter+Noun in four consecutive editions of the Neue Zürcher Zeitung,
from 1995 to 1998, totally comprising 106
million words. The different types of un-

5
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http://search.cpan.org/src/TPEDERSE/Text-NSP1.01

grams unter+Nounpl. This is illustrated in
Figure (4).

tional linguistics. The empirical broadening of
research in computational linguistics has led to
the inclusion of a wide variety of empirical
phenomena. Quite often, one finds references
to constructions which are more than a word,
but are not treated as phrases, as can e.g. be
witnessed by the use of terms like multiword
lexeme or word group in recent work. While
we cannot say much about the notoriously
problematic distinction between words and
phrases in computational linguistics, the results
of the present study suggest that before combinations are classified as fixed or listed, it
should be investigated whether they are finite
or not, even if the rule which is responsible for
the construction cannot readily be formulated.
With respect to the combination of P+Nounsg,
the present results suggest that not much is
gained if the construction is treated as a
multiword lexeme since it still requires a
treatment in terms of a rule apparatus. The
nature of the rule itself, however, casts doubt
on the idea that competent speakers of a language have tacit knowledge, i.e. access to all
rules making up the language. If speakers of
German can neither form new P+Nounsg on the
fly, nor are able to judge P+Nounsg without a
given contexts, the conclusion might very well
be that P+Nounsg are combined by a rule
which does not form part of speakers’s competence.

Figure (4) shows that R(N) for singular and
plural complements of unter is quite similar.
The values for plural complements are slightly
higher than the values for singular complements, but the curves itself bear a close resemblance. It should be kept in mind that combinations of unter+Nounpl are undisputed instances
of a rule of grammar, viz. the ordinary rule
combining P+NP to PP.
In sum, the values for V(N) and V(1, N) suggest that the combination of unter+Nounsg
should not be analyzed by listing them. The
R(N) value suggests that the likelihood of new
types of such combinations is high enough to
assume that we are not dealing with a finite
vocabulary. This assumption is further corroborated by comparing R(N) for unter+Nounsg with R(N) for unter+Nounpl. The
latter combination is undoubtedly non-finite,
and given the close resemblance between the
curves for singular and plural complements,
the combinations of unter+Nounsg should be
analyzed as one of the infinite set of instances
of a rule of grammar.
4

Implications

The results of section 3 have far reaching consequences for both theoretical and computa5

Figures

Figure (1): Distribution of V(N), V(1, N) and P(N) in case of finite (6) instances
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Figure (2): Regularity in terms of V(N) and V(1, N)

Figure (3): Regularity on the basis of V(1, N)
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Figure (4): Comparison of R(N) for singular and plural noun complements of unter
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Abstract
This paper describes a combined symbolic/statistical PoS-tagger of German.
The core of the symbolic component
consists of hand-crafted rules based on
expert linguistic knowledge and implemented in a finite-state framework. The
tagging is hence performed as an operation on automata. The evaluation of the
results shows that such a tagging architecture leads – at least in the case of German – to a considerable improvement in
tagging quality.

1

Introduction

Approaches to tagging might be compared
along different dimensions. The most usual option is the “statistical” one, i.e. a comparison of
two (or more) taggers based on their performance measured as the deviation of the result of
the tagger from a “gold standard”, usually a
hand-tagged piece of text considered (mostly unjustly – cf., e.g., (Oliva, 2001)) as “error-free”.
Another possibility is “economic” measuring
based on the amount of labour/money necessary
for tagging a certain amount of text. Lastly, “linguistic felicity” of the results, i.e. level of “naïvety of the errors” (albeit difficult to be defined
formally, at least up to now, since errors have to
be assigned different severity weights), is an important indicator of quality in cases the tagged
text has to serve as input for more subtle kinds of
further applications (e.g., detailed linguistic research, such as frequency lexicons, corpus-based
grammar description). Because different approaches to tagging scale differently in these rather
orthogonal dimensions, a number of successful
taggers rely on a hybrid architecture, consisting
of a linguistic and statistical component, in an effort to combine the strengths and to overcome
the weaknesses of the individual components.
For languages different from English, such
taggers are, e.g., the PEP-tagger for German
(Klatt, 2002), and the tagger for Czech described
in (Hajič et al., 2001).

In the work described in this paper we
concentrated on two aims:
1. on showing that hand-crafted linguistic rules
of a special type can serve for improving the
precision of a tagger considerably without
harming the recall,
2. on showing explicitly, via evaluating of a
particular example, that adding a rule-based
component to a successful statistical tagger can
improve the overall performance considerably
(in particular, better than it is the case presented
in (Hajič et al., 2001)).
The terms rule-based and linguistic tagging are
often used as synonyms in the NLP community
(cf. (Voutilainen and Samuelson, 1997) or (Volk
and Schneider, 1998)). However, to our understanding, these are two different concepts. The
Brill-Tagger (Brill, 1992), which applies humanreadable rules to filter out ambiguous readings, is
known as a rule-based tagger. But these rules are
not based on any kind of expert linguistic knowledge – they are induced statistically, and hence,
at least some of them have no linguistic background (and cannot be considered linguistically
felicitous ("reliable")). In opposite to this we
consider a linguistic tagger as a tagger that only
applies linguistically reliable rules that are explained in more detail in the next section. In the
third section we describe the implementation of
the knowledge-based component as an efficient
operation on finite automata. In section 4 we present a detailed evaluation before we conclude in
section 5.

2

Linguistic Background

The idea behind our approach is that sentences
of each language obey certain regularities
resulting from grammatical constraints of the
language. If the surface forms of the sentences
are viewed as sequences of words and their parts
of speech, many of these regularities can be
captured as regular expressions over words and
PoS-tags, i.e. in a way which is both simple and
effective to process. Supposing that the tagging
process starts by a lexical lookup with morphological analysis assigning each word all its possible readings, even such “simply” (i.e. nonstructurally) formulated syntactic knowledge can
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can be derived from the combination of following linguistic facts:
1. a complementizer (KOUS, e.g. dass) introduces a subordinated clause, and hence it must
necessarily be followed by a finite verb (VVFIN)
somewhere to its right,
2. a clause must contain exactly one finite verb,
3. if there occurs no clause separator between an
unambiguous complementizer and the end of
sentence (tag $. - a fullstop, question-mark,
exclamation mark), then the material placed
between the complementizer and the end of the
sentence is exactly one subordinated clause.
This can be transformed into the regular
expression (3) (where each element of an expression stands on a separate line) describing the PoS
situation, e.g., in the sentence in (4).
(3)
KOUS
(not({VVFIN,VAFIN,VMFIN}))*

be used for creating rules excluding reliably certain combinations of PoS-tags generated by the
morphological analysis (i.e. for reducing the ambiguity of the input, and hence in the final effect
for tagging), simply because none of the tag assignments must violate any of these regularities
(and hence tags which do cause conflict with
some of the expressions can be safely removed).
Seen from a linguistic viewpoint, the rules can
be divided into two groups: (i) positive rules, describing constraints on how a surface form of a
sentence must look like (supporting thus the
deletion of all other readings of an ambiguous
word), and (ii) negative rules expressing how no
sentence can look like (i.e. describing an
incorrect configuration). The basic idea behind
both kinds of rules is to identify n-tuples of PoStags which either must occur, or – in the negative
case – must not occur one after the other (e.g.,
the pair article + finite verb must never occur in
grammatically correct German text as in (1)1.
(1) Das/ART ist/VAFIN falsch/ADJD
This
is
wrong.
These n-tuples can be generalized into “loosened
n-tuples” by defining unlimited sequences of
PoS-tags which may intervene between elements
of these n-tuples without altering the validity of
the relevant constraint (e.g., the regular
expression article + adverb* + finite verb is
such a generalization2 of the example above that
also eliminates the article reading in (2)).
(2) Das/ART hier/ADV ist/VAFIN auch falsch.
This
here
is
also wrong
As a result, the rules may cover strings of undefined length (but of well-defined content) –
and hence, in spite of its simplicity the resulting
language model allows for expressing straightforwardly also non-local linguistic constraints.

2.1

VVFIN

$.
(4) Sie versprachen, dass/KOUS sie während des
Abends alle halbvollen Flaschen zuletzt
komplett leeren/VVFIN ./$.
The practical importance of the regular expression in (3) is then that it is able to decide on
the ambiguity of the word form leeren (finite
verb, non-finite verb, adjective) by ruling out any
option different from finite verb: this can be done
since dass is a certain complementizer, none of
the words sie, während, des, Abends, alle,
halbvollen, Flaschen, zuletzt, and komplett can
be interpreted as a finite verb (on any reading)
and the fullstop is an unambiguous end of sentence: hence, if the word leeren would be assigned any other reading than a VVFIN, the expression
in (3) would not match (would be violated).
Other two positively selecting linguistic rules
are the expressions in (6)a,b which help disambiguating the word noch being either an adverb
(ADV) in (5)a, or the second part of a two-member conjunction weder-noch (KON) in (5)b.
(5)a. Will er noch nach Sydney?
Does he still want to Sydney?
b.weder New York noch Paris
neither New York nor Paris
These rules, which (unlike the rules given up to
now) use also explicit lexical information3,

Positively Selecting Rules

Positively selecting linguistic rules for PoS
tagging are regular expressions over the tagset.
From a linguistic viewpoint, these expressions
are declarative statements defining how a particular (correct) sequence of PoS-tags must look
like. A simple example of such a rule for German
1

For the PoS-Tagging of German data, as well as in
the examples in this paper, we use the 54-tag
Stuttgart-Tőbingen-Tagset, shortly STTS (Schiller et
al., 1999), which has become a quasi-standard for
German, plus the markers <S> and </S> as tags for the
beginning and the end of a sentence. The tag variant
to be deleted is marked off by striking through.
2
The asterisk ‘*‘ denotes the repetition of the preceding symbol any number of times (Kleene star).

3

There is another motivation for including lexical
constraints: in particular, the fact that the STTS tagset
does not allow for making certain useful (and in fact
necessary) distinctions: for example, the forms
worden and geworden are both to be tagged as VAPP.
Using lexical information, we could define a rule that
eliminates all tags except the tag VVPP of a word that
is left adjacent to worden.
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follow respectively from the linguistic knowledge that:
1. if the word noch is not preceded by the conjunction weder in a sentence, then it is necessarily an adverb,
2. the conjunction weder must necessarily be
followed by the conjunction noch in a sentence.
Using the symbols <S> and </S> for the beginning and the end of a sentence, respectively, it is
easy to formalize this knowledge into the following two regular expressions
(6) a. <S>
(not(KON-wordform: weder))*
ADV-wordform: noch
b. ADV-wordform: weder
(not(wordform: noch))*
KON-wordform: noch
not(wordform: noch))*
</S>
Thus, the approach to tagging with the help of
these positive rules can be summed up as “if the
regular expression matches its input in all but
one point, then the word at this point is to be tagged as given in the regular expression, discarding
all other tags assigned to the word by the morphological analysis”.
It is important to realize that the span of the
regular expressions above (as well as of any others) is not limited, and hence the disambiguation can be performed safely regardless to the
distance between the “important” points of the
configuration in the matched sentence (in the
above examples, the distance between dass and
leeren, between weder and noch) – unlike the
situation if bigrams or trigrams are used for
tagging (e.g., the tagging of noch as a
conjunction is a systematic problem of the
trigram-based TnT tagger, cf. Oliva 2001).

2.2

Negatively Selecting Rules

Unfortunately, it turns out that the number of
positively selecting linguistic rules to be discovered in practice is rather small (less than 10),
mainly due to the fact that language allows for
recursive embedding. Hence, even though a
tagger based solely on such rules would retain a
very high recall (only truly incorrect tags are
eliminated), it would simultaneously suffer from
a low precision (few rules mean few tags are
eliminated, i.e. only little disambiguation is
performed). For achieving better tagging results
(with comparable recall, but better precision), it
seems appropriate to look for a complementing
source of disambiguation rules. This can be
found in n-grams describing impossible
configurations of PoS-tags. At their core is the

idea that a specific sequence of PoS-tags must
not occur in any correct sentence. Additionally,
the context where this negative constraint applies
can be loosened in the same way as described
already above for positive n-grams. A good
example of a loosened negative n-gram is the
expression in (7), stating that whenever an article
(ART) is followed by a relative pronoun (PRELS),
then such a configuration is incorrect even if any
number (incl. zero) of words which are either
adverbs (ADV) or prepositions (APPR) or
ambiguous between these two classes (but only
between these two classes) occur between the
article and the relative pronoun.
(7) ART { ADV, APPR }* PRELS
Albeit such expression cannot be used directly
for assigning one single tag to a particular word,
it can serve for safe elimination of those readings of a particular word which are impossible in
the given context, helping thus to a better precision of the tagging result (while keeping the recall unchanged): in the given example, e.g., if a
“safe” article is followed by a preposition and
then by a word which has multiple readings
among which also the PRELS reading occurs, then
this can be reliably eliminated.
Another example of a negatively selecting rule
can be obtained from the example of an incorrect
configuration given in the first paragraph of section 2: an article in German must always constitute a maximal phrase with some nominal material, e.g., a noun, an adjective,… but never with a
sole adverb. On the other hand, a finite verb
within a clause can only be preceded by maximal
phrases. Putting these two constraints together
yields the loosened negative n-gram in (8).
(8) ART ADV* { VVFIN, VMFIN, VAFIN }
Hence, if a configuration occurs where a word
has in its set of potential PoS-tags an article
(ART), but the successor is a word which unambiguously is a finite verb (VVFIN, VMFIN or VAFIN),
the tag ART can safely be eliminated, and this can
occur even in the case that any number of adverbs intervene between the two.
This concept of negative n-grams is applicable
to a much greater number of cases than the
positive n-grams. Currently we employ about
120 such rules, out of which 20 rely also on
lexical information.

3

Implementation

Since both negative and positive n-grams are
formalized as regular expressions, they can be
easily transformed into finite state automata.
This opens up the possibility to implement the
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maton representing the rule base. By means of
this, only tags which occur in at least one reading
sanctioned by all automata (n-grams) are kept.
Seen from the opposite perspective, tags occurring in incorrect readings only are deleted, by
means of which the tagging is performed.
To illustrate how the procedure of tagging
works in our approach, consider the following
example. The intersection of the automaton in
(10) with the automaton that is compiled from
the two regular expressions of negative n-grams
in (11) leads to the automaton in (12), where the
two false tag readings of the token Das are
eliminated successfully.

whole symbolic tagging process as an operation
on finite state automata. Translating regular expressions into automata and all operations on
automata are performed using the SFST system
(Schmid, 2005).
Our idea is to implement tagging as the
construction of an automaton that represents all
potentially valid sequences of tags for a given
sentence. First, for every sentence to be tagged, a
finite state automaton is constructed representing
all sequences of PoS-tags which can potentially
be assigned to the words of this sentence (cf. the
automaton in (10) for the sentence in (9)).
(9) Das
ART/PDS/PRELS
ist
VAFIN
es
PPER
.
$.
That it is.
(10) 0
<s>
1
1
<ART>
2
1
<PDS>
2
1
<PRELS>
2
2
<VAFIN>
3
3
<PPER>
4
4
<$.>
5
5
</s>
6
final: 6
A positive n-gram describes a constraint on
the grammaticality of sequences of tags. Such a
constraint can be easily transformed into the
form of a finite-state automaton. The intersection
of such an automaton with the automaton created
from the sentence delivers as a result an automaton representing all sequences of PoS-tags
which can be assigned to the sentence consistent
with the positive n-gram.
For negative n-grams the situation is slightly
more complicated, since an FSA representing a
negative n-gram describes an ungrammatical
sequence of PoS-tags. Technically, we solve this
problem by constructing the automaton representing the complement of the original negative
n-gram. This complement automaton can be used
in exactly the same way as the automata for the
positive n-grams.
For reasons of efficiency we compile a single
automaton from all the positive rules and the
complements of the negative rules. This automaton then represents all sequences of PoS-tags
licensed by the set of positive and negative
n-grams. It is compiled only once and constitutes
a static representation of the linguistic rule base.
The process of tagging a particular sentence
thus in fact means creating the automaton representing all the morphologically possible readings
of the sentence and intersecting it with the auto-

(11) $R1$ = <ART>
(<VVFIN>|<VAFIN>|<VMFIN>)
$R2$ = <s> <PRELS>
(<VVFIN>|<VAFIN>|<VMFIN>)
(<PPER>|<NN>|…)

(12) 0
<s>
1
1
<PDS>
2
2
<VAFIN>
3
3
<PPER>
4
4
<$.>
5
5
</s>
6
final: 6
Regarding the number of different tag configurations a sentence can have, this example is far
from realistic: usually we have to deal with many
more than three different configurations, sometimes more than a billion configurations.

4

Results and Evaluation

We performed three experiments with the
resulting system.
In the first experiment we used the rules as a
stand-alone tagging system and compared it with
the TreeTagger (Schmid, 1999), one of the best
statistical taggers for German so far. This experiment was evaluated on the first thousand sentences of the NEGRA corpus (Skut et al., 1998).
In the second experiment, we used the rules as
a front-end of a hybrid tagger using the
TreeTagger as back-end. The testing was performed again on the NEGRA corpus.
In the third experiment, we used the same
architecture as in the two experiments before, but
employed different evaluation data, for the simple reason that we could not exclude that the
TreeTagger was trained on the NEGRA corpus
(which our results in fact strongly suggested).
This data was the first thousand sentences of the
online text of the German newspaper Die Welt.
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4.1

The results are given in Table 2, the headings of
the columns are as above, the heading tt stands
for the TreeTagger (operating alone).

Experiment 1

Table 1 gives an overview of the amount of
tags assigned to the 18744 words of the chosen
test corpus (from 0 to 7 tags to each word, one
double-row for each number of tags, the upper
part of the double-row gives number of words in
case the correct tag is included among the tags
assigned, the lower part gives the number of
words where the correct tag is missing among the
tags assigned). The column lex gives the numbers after pure lexical lookup (with morphological analysis). The column uwa presents the
numbers after unknown words analysis, assigning up to 7 tags (open word classes morphologically compatible with the unknown wordform)
to the words not recognized by the lexical lookup. The column tr presents the results after using
n-grams based on tags only to filter out
ungrammatical readings after the stage uwa, and
finally the column tlr gives the results after
employing n-grams based on tags and/or lexical
units after the stage uwa.
# of tags
assigned

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

corr. tag
incl./miss.
included
missing
included
missing
included
missing
included
missing
included
missing
included
missing
included
missing
included

lex

uwa

tr

708
11737
68
3129
6
2564
1
523
2
6
-

11751
65
3139
6
3164
5
562
6
32
1
2
1
10

12962
66
4120
7
1357
5
190
5
21
1
6
1
3

14213
69
3204
5
1127
7
87
3
21
1
3
1
3

missing

-

-

-

-

avn
corr
spur
miss
rec
prec

lex
1.55
17959
9941
785
95.81
64.37

uwa
1.62
18660
11478
84
99.55
61.92

tr
1.41
18659
7662
85
99.55
70.89

tlr
1.32
18658
5959
86
99.54
75.79

tt

1.0
18429
315
315
98.32
98.32

Table 2: Precision and Recall Rates

As a baseline for evaluating the resulting precision and recall values we have to take the respective values after the tag assignment to the unknown words (uwa). The only two errors the rule
component made were the deletion of the PRELS
reading in (13)a and the deletion of the ADJD
reading in (13)b, both very unusual constructions
(also from a linguistic point of view) that we did
not take into account so far. This means that the
system tlr made only 2 errors within its
((18660+11478) – (18658+5959)) = 5521 tag deletions. If the TreeTagger were in an initial situation identical to that of our rule components
after the stage uwa, the ratio would be
231:11394, i.e. over 2 errors in 99 deletions.5
(13)a Der/PRELS das sagt , ist 27 Jahre alt ...
(13)b Der Morgen steigt auf gleich/ADJD der
Schrift an der Wand.
Thus, the recall value stays almost the same,
while the precision grows by more than 10% in
the tlr module (as compared to the baseline).
Looking at the precision rate from the perspective of absolute numbers, we are still far from the
performance of statistical taggers: in the experiment, the TreeTagger received extremely high
accuracy rate of 98.27%. However, the fact that
it assigned the German preposition in the foreign
material (FM) reading in (14), and in particular,
the misspelt form nach (occurring in the text instead of the correct form noch) got the adverbial
reading (as if it were the correct form noch) in
(15) are clear hints that the TreeTagger was
trained on the NEGRA corpus and hence the

tlr

Table 1: Distribution of Assigned Tags
On the basis of the data from Table 1, we
computed the average number of tag assignments
that a token receives4 (row avn), the number of
words where the correct tag is among the tags
assigned (row corr), the number of spurious tag
assignments (i.e. incorrect readings considered at
least potentially correct – row spur), the number
of words where the correct tag is missing (row
miss), and the corresponding recall (row rec) and
precision (row prec) rates, computed as
recall = corr/(corr + miss) *100 %
precision = corr/(corr + spur) *100 %.

5

However, this ratio, so extremely favourable for the
linguistic approach, would be different if also a substantial number of ungrammatical sentences occurred
in the text: in such situation, the presupposition of
grammatical correctness of the input, which allows
for deletion of grammatically impossible tags, would
turn into a disadvantage. In other words, heavily
ungrammatical texts would reveal the negative side of
the linguistic-based tagging: lack of robustness. On
the other hand, the question is how to define correct
tagging of an incorrect sentence... We shall not deal
with this problem here, however.

4

Out-of-vocabulary words which get no reading are
excluded from the statistics.
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results obtained on this corpus are not methodologically correct.
(14) mit ,, In/ FM cold blood ‘’
(15) nach/ADV immer
Concerning the other lexical mismatches of
the rule component (i.e. tag deletions lowering
the recall) we also find a lot of highly debatable
tag assignments, e.g. the words in quotation
marks in (16) that all were tagged in one case as
FM and a few sentences later all by the tag NE.
As pointed out already in (Dickinson and
Meurers, 2003), describing also a method for
detecting such inconsistencies, this shows that
the manually annotated “gold standard” corpora
are not fully error-free.
(16) ,, Best of Wild Things ‘’
However, generally it has to be taken into
account that our approach ensures elimination of
ambiguous readings which is practically guaranteed to be error-free in grammatically correct
sentences. This means that the method can be
applied in scenarios such as grammar checking
or initial (preprocessing) step of full fledged
parsing where even small error rates are
unacceptable.
The first goal from the Introduction Section
was thus achieved in Experiment 1, the second
goal is then the content of Experiments 2 and 3.

We conjecture that the reason for this state of
affairs is the fact that the lexicon of the
TreeTagger was trained on the NEGRA corpus,
and hence it contains also tag assignments which
are generally incorrect (cf. the assignment of the
adverbial reading to nach above), but due to
misspelling they are locally "correct" in the
NEGRA. In other words, the TreeTagger alone
has the advantage of better lexical lookup if
NEGRA is used for evaluation.
We thus take the combination of the uwamodule with the TreeTagger as the baseline instead of TreeTagger alone. But the improvements of the systems tr+tt and tlr+tt compared to
the system uwa+tt are less than we expected.
One reason for this is shown in Table 4 displaying the distribution of the 10 most frequent errors
committed by the TreeTagger alone and by the
best hybrid system tlr+tt.

4.2

Table 4: Most Frequent STTS Error
Classes with FM Assignments in Stage uwa
The assignment of the tags NN, NE, and FM for
unknown capitalized words is responsible for the
majority of the errors made by the hybrid system
(cf. the first four lines of the tlt+tt module errors
in the right part of Table 4). If the corresponding
words are directly interpreted by the TreeTagger
(by its lexicon), such error classes are not
prominent (cf. the left part of Table 4).
To get rid of the majority of these errors, we
performed a slight modification for the interpretation of unknown words by assigning no FM
tag to any unknown word.

Experiment 2

In this experiment, we evaluated a hybrid
tagger resulting from the serial combination of
the rule-based system with the TreeTagger
(Schmid, 1999). We expected this hybrid system
to perform better than the TreeTagger alone.
Table 3 shows this was not the case on the first
1000 sentences of the NEGRA corpus.
accuracy
corr
errors
common errors

uwa+tt
tt
97.35
98.32
18248
18429
496
315
234
-

tr+tt
97.46
18267
477
222

tlr+tt
97.66
18305
439
197

Table 3: Error Statistics of TreeTagger and
Hybrid Configurations with FM Assignments
The corresponding rows show the results of
the applied systems that are indicated in the first
row: the TreeTagger alone (tt) and the systems
uwa, tr, and tlr (as described above) as front-end
of a hybrid tagger with the TreeTagger as backend. Since the hybrid tagger always only assigns
one tag, the table only shows the achieved accuracy rate (in %) in the second row. The next two
rows contain the number of correct and incorrect
tag assignments. The last row contains the number of errors made by the TreeTagger as well as
by the given hybrid system in question.

Tt

Truth
NE
VVINF
ADJA
PRELS
VVFIN
KOKOM
ADV
KON
NE
PWAV

Truth
NE
VVINF
ADJA
PRELS
VVFIN
KOKOM
ADV
KON
NE
PWAV

Error
NN
VVFIN
NN
ART
VVPP
KOUS
ADJD
ADV
FM
KOUS

Tt
Error
NN
VVFIN
NN
ART
VVPP
KOUS
ADJD
ADV
FM
KOUS

#
36
16
16
12
12
11
11
10
10
10

#
36
16
16
12
12
11
11
10
10
10

Truth
NE
NE
NN
NN
VVFIN
VVFIN
PRELS
KOKOM
VVPP
PWAV

Truth
NE
FM
NN
VVFIN
VVFIN
PRELS
VVPP
KOKOM
PWAV
ADJD

tlr+tt
Error
FM
NN
FM
NE
VVINF
VVPP
ART
KOUS
ADJD
KOUS

tlr+tt
Error
NN
NE
NE
VVINF
VVPP
ART
ADJD
KOUS
KOUS
ADV

#
104
78
22
14
14
12
11
10
10
10

#
83
49
30
14
12
11
11
10
10
9

Table 5: Most Frequent STTS Error
Classes without FM Assignments in Stage uwa
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given corpus. Table 8 shows the values (this time
exact) we received for this subcorpus by the
same comparison as in Table 7.

If we compare the four most frequent error
classes of the hybrid module in Table 4 with the
new ones in Table 5 we see a reduction of
approximately 30% of the four most frequent
error classes above. But their influence on the
whole error rate is still high.
The overall result of this step is a rather
ambivalent behaviour: for all of our three rulebased systems we received a lower recall rate of
approx. 0.3%, but a higher precision rate of
approximately 2%. And – as Table 6 shows – we
also reached significantly better accuracy rates
for the hybrid configurations.
accuracy
corr
errors
common errors

tt
98.32
18429
315
-

uwa+tt
97.59
18293
451
232

tr+tt
97.70
18312
432
220

accuracymax
corrmax
errorsmin
common errors

tlr+tt
98.82
21132
253
97

tlrfm-less+tt
99.37
21250
135
91

Table 7: Error Statistics for Die Welt Corpus
only Comparing Different Tag Assignments
accuracy
corr
errors
common errors

tlr+tt
97.89
18348
396
195

tt
96.82
975
32
-

tlr+tt
96.52
972
35
24

tlrfm-less+tt
97.42
981
26
24

Table 8: Error Statistics for Subcorpus only
Comparing Different Tag Assignments
Assuming that the numbers as given in Table 8
are representative for the corpus as a whole, we
would expect the TreeTagger to make at least6
680 errors (100 – 96.82 = 3.18% of 21385) and
the hybrid tagger in the fm-less version to make
at least 552 errors (100 – 97.42 = 2.58% of
21385) on the whole corpus. Thus, the expected
difference would be about 128 errors (3.18 –
2.58 = 0.60% of 21385). This is reasonably in
line with actual results from the corpus in Table
7, where the difference between the two taggers
is 297 – 135 = 162 errors.
Finally, in table 9 we present the error rates of
the relevant stand-alone components for the
manually annotated subcorpus.

Table 6: Error Statistics of TreeTagger and
Hybrid Configurations without FM Assignmts
For avoiding a lot of the above mentioned
FM/NE errors in the future we plan to integrate
more intelligent assignments strategies as
suggested for example in (Klatt and Oliva 2005).

4.3

tt
98.61
21088
297
-

Experiment 3

In this experiment we switched from the NEGRA
corpus to the 1000 sentences of online texts of
the newspaper Die Welt consisting of 21385
tokens. Otherwise the architecture remained the
same as in the preceding experiments. The aim
was to see what influence the change from
NEGRA (on which – as we suppose – the
TreeTagger was trained) to an unknown corpus
has for the performance of the TreeTagger.
Since it was not possible to annotate this corpus manually we evaluated merely the resulting
differences in tag assignments:
1. by the TreeTagger alone (tt),
2. by the hybrid system where unknown
words were proposed all meaningful
open word class readings including an
FM reading in the phase of morphological analysis (tlr+tt),
3. by the hybrid system where unknown
words were proposed all meaningful
open word class readings excluding an
FM reading in the phase of morphological analysis (tlrfm-less+tt)
Table 7 shows the results. Since we know that
we could not find all errors with this method, we
indicated the relevant measures correspondingly
by lower and upper bound indices.
For an interpolation, we manually annotated
1007 tokens of a randomly selected subset of the

rec
prec

lex
96.13
64.23

uwa
99.50
61.55

tlr
tlrfm-less
99.40
99.50
78.47
75.60

tt
96.62
96.62

Table 9: Error Statistics of TreeTagger and
Hybrid Configurations without FM Assignmts
Comparing the results of Table 9 with the ones
of Table 2, we see that the behaviour of our
system is more or less the same in these two experiments whereas the accuracy rate of the TreeTagger significiantly varies.

4.4

Discussion of the Experiments

The experiments have shown that our rulebased system delivers practically error free results (results with very high recall), while,
mainly due to the restriction of the rules to major
PoS-tags, the degree of disambiguation is still
not very high. On the other hand, the progress of
the work also shows that the precision rate can
be improved by enlarging the base of linguistic
rules and by the integration of morpho6

„At least“ since we take into consideration the
maximum estimate of accuracy in Table 7. The same
holds of the expression „at least“ also below.
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syntactically motivated rules, as, e.g., the use of
gender in disambiguating the example in (17),
where the article reading of the word das can be
deleted on the basis of the mismatch in gender
between the would-be article das (neuter) and the
noun Geduld (feminine), since the article and
noun of a noun phrase have to agree in gender
(and other morpho-syntactic features). This,
however, requires further research.
(17) … dass das/ART Geduld braucht.
that this needs patience

5

Conclusions

We have presented an approach to PoStagging based to a substantial extent on finitestate technology and employing linguistic knowledge. It supports efficient implementation and
because of the uniform formalization of linguistically motivated rules it allows for a more principled way of the development of the linguistic
rule base. On the practical side, the system first
of all yields tagging results with extremely high
recall, required, e.g., for detailed investigation in
the area of corpus linguistics, such as compiling
frequency lexicons or corpus-based grammar
research. Furthermore, in an architecture including a serial combination with a statistical tagger,
the system delivers tagging results which, as
Tables 7 and 8 (and the discussion related to
them) show, can be considered the best among
currently available on a previously unseen
German text.
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Abstract
Es wird die automatische Extraktion von Subkategorisierungsrahmen aus einem maschinenlesbaren Verblexikon für Deutschlernende (Deutsch als
Fremdsprache) vorgestellt. Die Evaluierung der gewonnenen Verbrahmen erfolgt automatisch im Abgleich mit der Tiger-Baumbank.

1

Einführung

Subkategorisierungsrahmen spielen in der Computerlinguistik eine wichtige Rolle, sei es in formalen Grammatiktheorien wie der LFG oder beim
Parsing. Verschiedene Anstrengungen wurden unternommen, Subkategorisierungsrahmen automatisch aus annotierten bzw. nicht-annotierten Corpora (Schulte im Walde, 2002) (Spranger et al.,
2006) zu extrahieren. Die vorliegende Arbeit beschreibt ein komplementäres Projekt, bei dem, ausgehend von einer manuell erstellten, idiosynkratisch kodierten und mit “künstlichen”, oft auch antiquierten Beispielsätzen1 illustrierten Verbdatenbank für Deutschlerner, ein für computerlinguistische Zwecke einsetzbares, partiell validiertes Verblexikon mit Subkategorisierungsrahmen generiert
wurde. Die Subkategorisierungsrahmen wurden im
Stile der LFG mit grammatischen Funktionen spezifiziert. Die verwendete lexikalische Ressource (von
nun an: Griesbachlexikon) enthält außer syntaktischer auch semantische Information, die in einem
später Schritt validiert werden soll, u.a. mit GermaNet.
Wir beschreiben zunächst die Struktur des Griesbachlexikons.

2

von Verben. (..) Alle Sprachbelege sind aufsteigend
codiert nach Satzstrukturen und Valenzkonstellationen. (..) Es gibt genaue Informationen über den Bedeutungsumfang der Verben im Prädikat (Semantik). Es zeigt, mit welchen Worttypen (Kollokation)
das Verb im Prädikat zur Beschreibung eines Sachverhalts zusammenwirkt.”(vgl. Webseite des Erstautors: http://www.griesbach-daf.de/Verb-Wb.htm).
Das Wörterbuch bzw. die Verbdatei enthält eine
alphabetisch geordnete Liste von Einträgen:
• das Verb ohne erweiterten Wortstamm (z. B.
“treiben”),
• das Verb mit Präfixen (z. B. “betreiben”),
• das Verb mit festen (untrennbaren) Verbzusätzen (z. B. “untertreiben”),
• das Verb mit unfesten (trennbaren) Verbzusätzen (z. B. “ab-treiben”).
Es werden (zumindest teilweise vom Autor selbst
erzeugte) Beispielsätze gegeben, die zur Illustration der Kodierung dienen. Diese erfolgt anhand von
zwei Codeziffern: Ss für die Satzstruktur (u.a. Selektionsrestriktionen) und Fk für die sog. Funktionskennzeichen (u.a. Kasusinformation).
Die (in der Regel 4-stellige) Kodierung der Satzstrukturen (Ss) und auch der Funktionskennzeichen
(Fk) spezifiziert die (wichtigsten) grammatischen
Funktionen des Verbs:
• Die erste Stelle steht für das Subjekt.
• Die zweite Stelle steht für das direkte Objekt
(1. Objekt).

Griesbachlexikon

Das Lexikon von (Griesbach and Uhlig, 2001) erfaßt “rund 90.000 Sprachbelege über den Gebrauch

• Die dritte Stelle steht für das indirekte Objekt
(2. Objekt).

1

Zum Teil auch mit nicht mehr gebräuchlichen Anredeformen wie “Fräulein”, was im DaF-Kontext besser zu vermeiden
wäre.
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• Die vierte Stelle steht für präpositionale Ausdrücke

Jede Stelle (Pos, vgl. folgende Tabelle) wird mit
Ziffern zwischen 1 - 9 belegt. Wir betrachten zuerst
die Kodierung für die Satzstrukturen (Ss).
Pos
1.

Funktion
Subjekt

2.

1. Objekt

3.
4.

2. Objekt
PO etc.

Kodierung/Bedeutung
1/Person, 2/Sache, 3/Begriff
4/SV, 6/Präd.subj., 9/’es’
1/Person, 2/Sache, 3/Begriff
4/SV, 6/Präd.obj., 8/’sich’, 9/’es’
1/Person, 2/Sache, 4/SV, 8/’sich’
1/lokal, 2/temporal, 4/kausal
5/final, 6/Präd.nom/-akk
7/Präd.dat/-gen, 8/austauschbare
und 9/feste Präd.ergänzung

PO steht für Prädikatsobjekt, SV meint Sachverhalt.
Die Kodierung der Funktionskennzeichnung (Fk)
jeder dieser Positionen dient vor allem der Identifikation der Kasusinformation. Hier wird aber
auch Information über Präpositionalobjekte (welchen Kasus hat die Präposition) abgelegt und Information, ob das Verb Satzkomplemente nimmt:
1
2
3
4

Nominativzeichen
Akkusativzeichen
Dativzeichen
Genitivzeichen

5
6
7
8
9

mit empirischen Ressourcen wie automatisch extrahierte Verbrahmen, oder Baumbanken kann allerdings Abhilfe schaffen. Für die “semantische” Information ist GermaNet ein möglicher Verifikationshintergrund. Es könnte sein, dass das Lexikon
eine reichhaltige Ressource ist, die für computerlinguistische Zwecke geeignet ist - zumindest nach
einer Transformation und anschließenden Verifikation. Dieses herauszufinden war Ziel der vorliegenden Arbeit.

3

Die Extraktion der Griesbach-Verbrahmen und ihre Abbildung auf Tigerlabel ist weitgehend trivial.
Eine Kombination aus Angaben in Ss bzw. Fk ist
meist ausreichend und eindeutig. Hier die wichtigsten Abbildungen:
Griesbach
Subjekt (Ss) & Nom. (Fk)
1. Objekt (Ss) & Akk. (Fk)
1. Objekt Code 9 (Ss)
2. Objekt (Ss) & Dativ (Fk)
Genitivzeichen bzw.
phrasaler Genitiv
präpositionales Objekt (Fk)
Konj (Fk)

Akkusativpräposition
Dativpräposition
Akk-/Dat-Präposition
Genitivpräposition
Konjunktion

Zudem gibt es Kürzel für die Aktionsarten: H
(= Handlung), V (= Vorgang), S (= Sein/Zustand).
Die Autoren geben folgende Erklärung: (Handlung:) Peter kommt ins Krankenhaus (, um mich
zu besuchen). (Vorgang:) Peter kommt ins Krankenhaus (, weil er krank/verletzt ist). (Sein:) Peter ist
krank/verletzt.
Zum Abschluss dieses Überblicks sei ein Beispiel
gegeben, das Verb “auswachsen”
• aus-wachsen (abtrennbares Präfix)
• hat (Perfekthilfsverb)
• “die Unruhe im Volk wächst sich aus” (Bsp.)
• V (Aktionsart: Vorgang)
• Ss 4800 (Subjekt ist ein Sachverhalt, 1. Objekt
ist “sich”)
• Fk 1200 (Subjekt ist Nominativ, 1. Objekt Akkusativ)
Das Lexikon umfasst sehr viele heterogene Daten, die recht idiosynkratisch kodiert sind. Ihre
Verlässlichkeit ist ohne eine automatische Verifikation praktisch nicht einzuschätzen. Ein Vergleich
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Abbildung Griesbach-Tigerlabel

4

Tigerlabel
SB
OA bzw. OA2
EP (“es”)
DA
OG bzw. PG
OP evtl. CVC
OC

Extraktion von Verbrahmen aus der
Tiger-Baumbank

Die Tiger-Baumbank (Brants et al., 2002) ist ein
mittlerweile auf 50000 Sätze (Release 2) angewachsenes, syntaktisch annotiertes Korpus des Deutschen. Die Knoten sind syntaktische Label wie
NP etc., die Kantenbeschriftungen markieren die
grammatische Funktion dieser Phrasen. Z.B. markiert NP-SB eine Subjektnominalphrase. Das Tiger
Searchtool kann dazu benutzt werden, eine empirische Exploration und Auswertung der Daten zu
unternehmen. Es besitzt eine graphische Ausgabe,
eine eigene Suchsprache und die Möglichkeit Statistiken zu erstellen (und in XML zu exportieren).
Leider kann die Tigersuchsprache nur manuell im
Searchtool verwendet werden, zur automatischen
Extraktion und vor allem automatischen Weiterverarbeitung der Resultate kann es nicht dienen. Zwar
kann man z.B. bestimmte Knoten mittels Variablen
“binden”, aber es fehlt die Möglichkeit, die gesammelte Information neu zusammengestellt und in
einem benutzerdefinierten Format auszugeben (es
gibt nur das wenig flexible, trotzdem aber nützliche
Tabellenformat).

In (Klenner et al., 2004) wird ein Interpreter zur
automatischen semantischen Annotation aus Baumbanken beschrieben, der bis auf einige Ausnahmen
syntaktisch der Tigerabfragesprache nachempfunden ist. Dieser Interpreter ist in Prolog geschrieben
und er operiert über Baumstrukturen, die ebenfalls
in Prolog repräsentiert sind, in einem sehr einfach
zu verarbeitenden Format. Es gibt 3 Prädikate, eines für Dominanz (id), eines für Präzedenz (lp) und
eines für kategorielle bzw. funktionale Merkmale
(feature/3), etwa die Wortform, das syntaktische Label, oder die STTS-Wortklasse.
• id(Satznummer,Mutterknoten,Tochterknoten).
• lp(Satznummer,Knoten,Nachfolgerknoten).
• feature(Satznummer,Knoten,Feature).
Die Knoten sind Ziffern wie sie z.B. in Negra
und Tiger verwendet werden: 1-499 für Terminale und ab 500 für Nicht-Terminale. Über der Prologvariante der Baumbank lassen sich sehr leicht
Suchprädikate formulieren, mittels Operatordefinitionen wurde die Syntax von Tiger nachempfunden.
Hinzukommt ein Aktionsteil als Ergänzung. Dieser
dient dazu, beliebige Aktionen mit den gefundenen
Bindungen auszuführen.
Hier ein Beispiel einer Extraktionsregel:
#z >SB #x &
#z >HD #y
==>
frame(sb,#x,#y).
#z, #x und #y sind lokale Variablen, die durch den
Interpreter an Knotennummern im Baum gebunden
werden. Es gilt implizit, dass #x 6= #y 6= #z. Das
Prädikat “frame” dient hier der Bestimmung einer
Kasusrolle des Verbs. So wird im vorliegenden Fall
ein Fakt assertiert, das die Satznummer, die Verbnummer, und die Nummer der NP als Subjektrelation ablegt. In einem nachgeschalteten Schritt werden
alle so assertierten Relationen eines Verbs zu dessen
Kasusrahmen zusammengefasst.
Komplexere Regeln, bei denen auf einen Streich
ein kompletter Kasusrahmen abgegriffen wird, sind
denkbar. Nur praktische Erwägungen sprechen dagegen - solche vollständigen Pattern erfordern aufgrund der möglichen Permutationen grammatischer
Funktionen viel zu viel Regeln.
Ursprünglich diente der Interpreter zur semantischen Interpretation im Kontext von Antwortextraktionssystemen, etwa zur Generierung minimaler lo-
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gischer Formen, vgl. (Hess, 1998). Er kann mit kleinen Änderungen aber für beliebige Extraktionsaufgaben (z.B. Vektorgenerierung) verwendet werden.
Die Resultate der Extraktion von Kasusrahmen
sind von hoher Präzision, da die Extraktionsregeln
über einer manuell annotierten Baumbank operieren
und die Strukturen der Baumbank eindeutig sind. Es
kam dabei nicht auf Vollständigkeit an, z.B. wurden
Kasusrahmen in Verbkoordinationen nicht erfasst.

5

Empirische Ergebnisse2

Die von uns extrahierte Version des Griesbachlexikons weist 10033 Verblemmata auf, wobei davon
1084 Verbwurzeln bilden, der Rest also aus Partikelkonstruktionen hervorgegangen ist. Erste Stichproben zeigten, dass das Griesbachlexikon weit entfernt von einer umfassenden Abdeckung der deutschen Verben ist. Verben wie “stagnieren, solidarisieren, verbessern, gähnen, erobern, beten”, die
durchaus keine Spezialfälle darstellen, fehlen.
Es wurden 5803 Verbrahmen aus Tiger extrahiert.
Davon sind 1200 nicht im Griesbach (GB)3 , was
712 Verben entspricht. Vollständige Übereinstimmung der Kasusrahmen wurde bei 3231 Rahmen
erzielt, 1270 überlappen lediglich. Entweder inkludiert der Griesbachrahmen den Tigerrahmen oder
umgekehrt. In 102 Fällen war keine Übereinstimmung vorhanden.
Verbrahmen nicht in GB
Rahmenübereinstimmung
Tiger/ GB hat mehr
keine Übereinstimmung

Anzahl
1200
3231 (validiert)
1270
102

Alle die Verbrahmen, die übereinstimmen,
können als validiert gelten, hier 3231 Stück.
Alle die Verben, die im Tiger und im Griesbach
vorkommen, aber in den Kasusrahmen nicht übereinstimmen, sind Kandidaten für eine manuelle
Fehlerkontrolle. Insbesondere auch dort, wo ein
Griesbachkasusrahmen für ein Verb keine Entsprechung in Tiger findet, liegt mit ziemlicher
Sicherheit ein Fehler vor. Aus diese Weise haben wir fehlerhafte oder zumindest zweifelhafte
Kodierungen im Griesbach aufgedeckt:
• ‘Kasuskodierung falsch”: z.B. 1400-1200
2
Vgl. auch (Luethi, 2005) - eine Seminararbeit, die die vorliegenden Ergebnisse qualitativ bestätigt.
3
Elliptische Sätze im Tigerkorpus führen zu defizitären
Rahmen und verzerren diese Statistik leicht.

“er weiß zu schweigen, wenn es sein muss”

für deutsche Verben. Inwieweit die “semantische”
Information aus dem Griesbach-Lexikon brauchbar
ist, soll im nächsten Schritt getestet werden.

“zu schweigen” als Akkusativ (die 2 in 1200)
• “Kodierung fehlt”: z.B. 1400-1900

Danksagung: Dank an Heinz Griesbach für die maschinenlesbaren Variante seines Wörterbuchs. Mein Dank
gilt auch Martin Volk, der die initialen Konvertierungsschritte unternommen hatte und Simon Clematide für die
Konzeption der Prologdarstellung von Syntaxbäumen.

“sie sagte ihm, dass er gehen könne”
“ihm” ist 3. Stelle, bleibt unkodiert
• “Kodierung einer Wortart falsch”: 1280-1239
“ er hat sich einen Sessel herbeigezogen”
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Fehler, die nicht automatisch identifizierbar, aber
beim Einlernen in die Notation entdeckt wurden
(man darf vermuten, dass es noch mehr davon gibt):
Das Verb “fortsetzen” hat folgenden Beispielsatz:
’die Verhandlungen werden nächste Woche fortgesetzt’. Der Satzstrukturcode ist 3800, was bedeutet, dass das Subjekt ein Begriff ist (Verhandlungen) und das 1. Objekt durch das Reflexivpronomen ‘sich” realisiert sein müsste. Der Satz allerdings enthält kein Reflexivpronomen.
Diese Fehler zeigen die Anfälligkeit (nicht den
heutigen Computerlinguistikstandards entsprechender) manuell erzeugter Ressourcen auf und legen eine verstärkten Einsatz von CL-Techniken (in Verbindung mit CL-Ressourcen) zu deren Evaluierung nahe. Die umgekehrte Hoffnung, Nicht-CLRessourcen CL-tauglich zu machen, ist damit nicht
gestorben, aber wie sich zeigt nicht einfach automatisierbar. Von den vielen partiellen Verbrahmenressourcen wie Celex (Baayen et al, 1993), Telex (Kunze, 1991) hat Griesbach den Vorteil, auch Selektionsrestriktionen anzugeben. Dieser Teil bleibt zu
evaluieren.

6

Zusammenfassung

Die validierten Rahmen wurden in (Klenner, 2005)
und (Klenner, 2006) zur Auszeichnung von Chunks
und Verben hinsichtlich grammatischer Funktionen
verwendet. Eine andere Verwendung unseres Ansatzes könnte die automatische Selektion realer,
d.i. aus einem Korpus stammender Beispielsätze
für die Griesbachverben sein - was die Qualität
der Ressource für den Deutschunterricht verbessern
würde. Außerdem haben wir automatisch eine Reihe von Fehlern entdeckt, die zur Bereinigung der
Orignalressource beitragen können (Rückmeldung
an den Autor). Ziel unserer Arbeit ist aber in erster
Linie eine verifiziertes Subkategorisierungslexikon
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Subkategorisierung als globale Beschränkung
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Abstract
Es wird die Formalisierung der automatischen
Auszeichnung grammatischer Funktionen (GF)
bei der Satzanalyse mit dem Optimierungsansatz
Integer Linear Programming (ILP) vorgestellt. Ein
Maximum-Entropie-Modell dient als Grundlage
für die zur Optimierung benötigen ILP-Gewichte.
Grundlage für das Training des MaximumEntropie-Modells ist die Tiger-Baumbank und
das Morphologieprogramm Gertwol. Die TigerBaumbank liefert auch die Subkategorisierungsrahmen von Verben, zwischen denen die ILPKomponente den jeweils gültigen auswählen muss.
Die empirischen Ergebnisse werden diskutiert.
Gleichzeitig gibt dieser Beitrag eine Einführung in
die Modellierung computerlinguistischer Probleme
mit ILP.

1

Einführung

Die Auszeichnung grammatischer Funktionen (von
nun an: GF-Etikettierungsproblem) geschieht entweder als Teil des Parsing (in Form von Dependenzrelationen bei Dependenzparsern, z.B. (Foth
et al., 2005)), oder sie erfolgt als nachträgliche
Operation entweder über Chunks (Buchholz et al.,
1999), (Klenner, 2006) oder Phrasenstrukturbäumen (Klenner, 2005). In Theorien wie der LFG ist der
Kasusrahmen von Verben anhand von grammatischen Funktionen spezifiziert und die Auszeichnung
grammatischer Funktionen in einem konkreten Satz
erfordert die Auswahl eines bestimmten Kasusrahmen des Verbs. Neben diesen vom Verb regierten
Kasusrollen enthält ein Satz in der Regeln weitere
funktionale Relationen zwischen den Chunks: Adjunkte und Attributivmodifikatoren wie Genitivnominalphrasen oder attributive PPs. Leistungsfähige Dependenzparser fürs Deutsche sind noch immer rar. Eine große linguistische Abdeckung wird
meines Wissen lediglich vom Papa-Parser erreicht
(Foth et al., 2005), oft aber auf Kosten der Lauf-
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zeit. Ein vergleichbarer statistischer Dependenzparser für das Deutsche fehlt (vgl. aber die Arbeiten zum multilingualen Dependenzparsing auf der
Conference on Natural Language Learning, (Lluı́s
Màrquez and Dan Klein, 2006)). Als Alternative
zum full-fledged Parsing bieten sich Chunk Parser
an, etwa Chunkie (Skut and Brants, 1998)), der
die 40000 Sätze des Tiger-Korpus in vier Minuten bearbeitet. Beim Dependenzparsing ist das GFEtikettierungsproblem unter der globalen Kontrolle des Parsers. D.h. der Parser weist einem Verb
maximal ein Subjekt zu, weist dem Verb nur solche Funktionen zu, die das Verb auch subkategorisiert und - abgesehen von bestimmten, linguistisch
motivierten Ausnahmen wie Kontrollverben - weist
er einem Objekt nur einen Kopf zu. In flachen
Ansätzen wie in (Buchholz et al., 1999) fällt eine
solche globale Kontrollinstanz weg, oder muss in
einem nachträglichen Verarbeitungsschritt als Filter über die Ergebnisse ablaufen. Die Auszeichnung
grammatischer Funktionen wird dort als binäre
Klassifikationsaufgabe rekonstruiert, wobei immer
Paare von Chunks hinsichtlich einer grammatischen
Funktion klassifiziert werden. Jede einzelne Klassifikationsentscheidung ist dabei unabhängig, d.h.
es werden ausschließlich lokale Entscheidungen getroffen. Mit der Konsequenz, dass zwangsläufig
linguistische Beschränkungen verletzt werden. Es
kann in dieser Art von Modellierung - obwohl linguistisch wohlmotiviert - nicht ausgeschlossen werden, dass z.B. ein Verb beliebig viele Subjekte zugewiesen bekommt. Das Problem fehlender globaler Kontrolle ist für viele Modellierungen mit
statistischen (Viterbi Parsing, Maximum-Entropie)
oder machine learning Verfahren (Bayes, Entscheidungsbäume) gegeben; neuere Ansätze, z.B. conditional random fields (Sha and Pereira, 2003) oder
ILP-Ansätze versuchen hier Abhilfe zu schaffen.
Im vorliegen Ansatz soll eine statistische Modellierung mit Maximum-Entropie, die auf lokale Ent-

scheidungen beschränkt ist, als Lieferant von Gewichtungen dienen, die durch ein Optimierungsprogramm, das globale Beschränkungen bei seinen Lösungen berücksichtigt, zu linguistisch konsistenten Zuweisungen verrechnet werden. Ausgehend von der Tiger-Baumbank, aus der die Kasusrahmen von Verben, die Chunks (sog. base NPs und
PPs) und die grammatischen Funktionen zwischen
den Chunks halb-automatisch generiert wurden (ein
Gold Standard), wurde ein Maximum Entropy Classifier trainiert, der jeweils Paare von Chunks (inkl. der Verben) bezüglich grammatischer Funktionen klassifiziert (inkl. einer Null-Klasse für Paare, die in keiner grammatischen Relation stehen).
Die Ausgabe des Classifiers (ein Vektor mit Wahrscheinlichkeiten für jede Klasse) wird als Gewichtung in einem linearen Gleichungssystem verwendet, um unter Einhaltung globaler, linguistisch motivierter Beschränkungen, eine optimale Lösung des
GF-Etikettierungsproblems zu erreichen.

2

(Integer) Linear Programming

Linear Programming (Nemhauser and Wolsey,
1999) ist die Bezeichnung für eine Klasse von Algorithmen zur Lösung von Optimierungsproblemen.
Das zu lösende Problem muss dazu als lineares
Gleichungssystem repräsentiert werden. Die Spezifikation setzt sich aus einer zu optimierenden (maximierenden oder minimierenden) Funktion (objective function) und einer Reihe von Beschränkungen
(constraints), denen die Lösung gehorchen muss,
zusammen. In Abbildung 1 ist die allgemeine Form
eines solchen Gleichungssystems gegeben.
max : f (X1 , . . . , Xn ) := y1 X1 + . . . + yn Xn
≤
ai1 X1 + ai2 X2 + . . . + ain Xn  =  bi ,
≥




Abbildung 1: ILP Specification
wobei i = 1, . . . , m und X1 . . . Xn Variablen,
y1 . . . yn , bi und ai1 . . . ain Konstanten bezeichnen.
Die Aufgabe besteht in der Optimierung (hier
Maximierung) der n-stelligen Funktion f . Diese
ist definiert als die Summe aller yi Xi . Beim Linear Programming kann eine Variable Xi eine beliebige rationale Zahl sein. Im Unterschied dazu
sind beim Integer Linear Programming die Werte
auf Integer beschränkt. Unter dieser Beschränkung
wird das Lösen von Optimierungsproblemen NPvollständig. Diese komplexitätstheoretische Einord-
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nung ist grundsätzlich bei der Anwendung von ILP
zu berücksichtigen.

3

Binäre Klassifikation mit ILP

Klassifikationsprobleme können auf ganz unterschiedliche Art mit ILP gelöst werden. Wir beschränken uns auf eine binäre Modellierung komplexer Klassifikationsprobleme und zeigen wie logische Konnektoren in ILP repräsentiert und zum
Aufbau von Beschränkungen bei der Optimierung
eingesetzt werden können. Als Beispiel betrachten
wir das GF-Etikettierungsproblem.
Gemäß unserer Festlegung auf binäre Klassifikation repräsentieren die Xi aus Abb. 1 binäre Klassenvariablen oder auch Indikatorfunktionen. Erhält
eine Variable den Wert eins, dann ist eine positive
Klassifikation erfolgt, eine Null bedeutet eine negative. Die y1 . . . yn sind Gewichte, die den quantitativen Beitrag einer positiven Klassifikationsentscheidung zur Optimierungsaufgabe leisten. Je höher das
Gewicht einer Variable bei einer Maximierungsaufgabe, desto wahrscheinlicher ist ihre Instantiierung
(also Belegung mit dem Wert eins). Welche Indikatorvariablen instantiiert wird, hängt allerdings auch
von den globalen Beschränkungen ab. Die Gewichte selbst können z.B. von einem statistischen Modell
stammen, wie in unserem Fall.
Betrachten wir das Problem der Auszeichnung
grammatischer Funktionen. Gegeben sei die Ausgabe eines Chunkers oder Phrasenstrukturparsers für
einen Satz: ein oder mehrere Verben, VB, und (NP
und/oder PP) Chunks, CH. Sei CH+ definiert als
die Menge der Chunks vereinigt mit den Verben:
VB ∪ CH. Die Aufgabe beim Auszeichnen von GF
besteht dann darin, alle Paare CH+ ×CH+ entweder
mit einer gültigen grammatischen Funktion zu etikettieren, oder sie unrelationiert zu belassen (sprich:
mit einer Nullklassenrelationierung zu versehen).
Dazu ein Beispiel. Gegeben sei der Satz “Theo
glaubt Anna”. Chunk c1 sei “Theo”, Chunk c2 sei
“Anna” (CH = {c1, c2}) und v1 sei “glaubt”
(V B = {v1}). Weiterhin gelte, dass “glauben” ein
Subjekt und ein Objekt subkategorisiert. Die Aufgabe besteht dann darin, für die Paare hc1, v1i und
hc2, v1i zu bestimmen, welches die Subjekt- und
welches die Objektbeziehung (unsere binären Klassen) repräsentiert. Bei n Klassenlabel und m zu etikettierenden Instanzpaaren brauchen wir n ∗ m Indikatorvariablen. Den Namen der Indikatorvariable
wollen wir so wählen, dass er gleichzeitig die Abbildungsinformation trägt, die festschreibt, welche

Chunks in welcher grammatischen Relation stehen,
falls die Indikatorvariable im Zuge der Optimierung
den Wert eins erhält. Im vorliegenden (noch vereinfachten) Fall benötigen wir vier Variablen, deren Name sich aus drei Teilen zusammensetzt: der
grammatischen Funktion und den beiden zu relationierenden Chunks. Die vier Möglichkeit sind: c1
und c2 können jeweils Subjekt oder Objekt von v1
sein. Die vier Variablen hierfür sind: Sv1 c1 , Sv1 c2 ,
Ov1 c2 , Ov1 c1 . Die Variable Sv1 c1 repräsentiert also zum Beispiel die Klasse, die “Theo” (c1 ) als Subjekt (S) dem Verb “glauben” (v1) zuordnet. Diese Variablen entsprechen den Xi aus Abbildung 1.
Wir benötigen noch Gewichte, die - bei der Maximierung - die Stärke einer bestimmten Variable
(hier: Klassifikationsentscheidung) repräsentieren.
Nehmen wir für unser Beispiel willkürlich folgende Gewichte an:
wSv1 c1 = 0.6
wOv1 c1 = 0.3

wSv1 c2 = 0.4
wOv1 c2 = 0.7

Das Maximierungsproblem besteht dann in folgender linearer (Optimierungs-)Gleichung :1 .
0.6∗Sv1 c1 +0.4∗Sv1 c2 +0.7∗Ov1 c2 +0.3∗Ov1 c1
Ohne Beschränkungen würde Maximierung hier
bedeuten, dass alle Indikatorvariablen den Wert
eins erhalten, denn die Summe aller Gewichte bildet den maximalen hier erreichbaren Wert
(0.6*1+0.4*1+0.7*1+0.3*1=2) .
Die linguistischen Beschränkungen sind folgende:
- jede subkategorisierte grammatische Funktion
muss exakt einmal instantiiert werden (bei obligatorischen Kasusrollen):
Sv1 c2 + Sv1 c1 = 1 und Ov1 c2 + Ov1 c1 = 1
- jedes Chunk muss exakt einmal in einer grammatischen Funktion zu einem anderen Objekt (hier dem
Verb) stehen:
Sv1 c1 + Ov1 c1 = 1 und Ov1 c2 + Sv1 c2 = 1
Unter diesen Constraints liefert (wie erwartet):
0.6∗Sv1 c1 +0.4∗Sv1 c2 +0.7∗Ov1 c2 +0.3∗Ov1 c1
dann den maximalen Wert, wenn Sv1 c1 =1 und
Ov1 c2 = 1 (und Sv1 c2 = 0 und Ov1 c1 = 0):
0.6*1+0.7*1=1.3.
Damit ist das Prinzip der binären Modellierung von CL-Problemen mit ILP erläutert. Die Anwendung z.B. auf das GF-Etikettierungsproblem
1
Zusätzlich muss angegeben werden, dass 0 ≤ Xi ≤ 1 für
alle i und dass die Xi Integer sind.
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erfordert allerdings die Festlegung weiterer Beschränkungen und eine Erweiterung der Variablenbenennung. Bevor wir uns der Formalisierung des
GF-Etikettierung-Problems zuwenden, soll der Versuch unternommen werden, zu bestimmen, welche
“logischen Mittel” uns ILP bei der Formulierung
von Beschränkungen zur Hand gibt.

4

Die Logik von ILP (binärer Fall)

In der hier vorgestellten Variante entspricht eine
ILP-Formalisierung einer aussagenlogischen Formalisierung. Relationen zwischen Objekten werden
mit binären (die Relation durch die Namenskonvention indizierenden) Variablen repräsentiert. Jede binäre Variable entspricht somit einer Satzvariable im Sinne der Aussagenlogik. Damit ein Problem
in gewohnter Weise aussagenlogisch repräsentiert
werden, müssen nun noch die Äquivalente zu den
logischen Konnektoren definiert werden. Ein Unterschied freilich bleibt bestehen: das Schlussverfahren ist im Falle von ILP durch Gewichte gesteuert.
1. X1 ∨ .. ∨ Xn
X1 + .. + Xn = 1
2. X1 ∧ .. ∧ Xn
X1 + .. + Xn = n
3. ¬(X1 ∧ .. ∧ Xn ) X1 + .. + Xn ≤ n − 1
4. X1 → X2
X1 ≤ X2
5. X1 ↔ X2
X1 = X2
Abbildung 2: Aussagenlogik und ILP
Exklusives Oder (∨) liegt vor, falls die Summe der
Xi Indikatorvariablen genau 1 ergibt (vgl. Zeile 1,
Abb. 2). Ein konjunktive Verknüpfung (∧) von Indikatorvariablen Xi bedeutet, dass jede einzelne den
Wert eins erhalten muss, bei n Variablen muss die
Summe demnach n sein. Soll gelten, dass nicht alle n konjunktiv verknüpften Elemente gleichzeitig
wahr (ausgewählt) sein dürfen (Zeile 3 der Tabelle), dann muss die Summe aller n Xi kleiner gleich
n − 1 sein (mindestens ein Xi muss null sein). Für
die Entsprechung des Konditionals (→) muss gelten, dass das Vorderglied kleiner gleich dem Hinterglied ist, so dass im Falle, dass das Hinterglied
null ist, das Vorderglied ebenfalls null sein muss.
Schließlich gibt für das Bikonditional (↔), dass die
verknüpften Variablen gleichgesetzt werden: wenn
die eine null (eins) ist, dann auch die andere. Im
Kontext von ILP werden solche Aussagen dazu verwendet, eine konsistente Lösung zu erzwingen. Die
Wahrheitswerte (hier: null oder eins) der Variablen
sind also nicht wie in der Aussagenlogik durch eine Belegung (vor-)gegeben, sondern die Belegung
wird aufgrund der Formalisierung (Constraints und

Optimierungsfunktion) erst ermittelt. Genau das ist
das Ziel der Formalisierung und gleichzeitig die
Lösung der Klassifikationsaufgabe: die Ermittlung,
welche Klassen den Wert eins erhalten.

5

Formalisierung

Wir verwenden folgende grammatische Funktionen:
Subjekt (S), direktes (i.e. Akkusativ-) Objekt (D),
indirektes (i.e. Dativ-) Objekt (I), Satzkomplement
(C), Präpositionalkomplement (P), Attributivmodifikator (T )2 und Adjunkt (J ) 3
Die Optimierungsfunktion lautet:
max : J + T + U + V

(1)

Dabei sind die Variablen J , T , U, V komplexe Formeln, die jeweils die gewichtete Summe bestimmter
Etikettierungsentscheidungen repräsentieren.
J ist die gewichtete Summe aller Adjunktzuweisungen. T ist die gewichtete Summe der Attributivmodifikation, seien es PP (“das Buch in ihrer Hand”) oder NP als Genitivattribut (“der Mann
der Professorin”). U ist die gewichtete Summe aller Nullrelationierungen zwischen Verben. Verben
können, müssen aber nicht, Komplemente anderer
Verben sein. Eine solche Zuweisung hängt vom Kasusrahmen der Verben ab (existiert eine Verbkomplementrolle), aber auch von empirischen, durch
Gewichte repräsentierten Gegebenheiten im Satz
(z.B. Entfernung der Verben, intervenierende Satzzeichen etc.).
Zuerst soll V diskutiert werden, die gewichtete
Summe aller GF-Zuweisungen über alle Kasusrahmen aller Verben eines Satzes:

{hS, 1i, hD, 1i, hS, 2i, hC, 2i, hS, 3i, hI, 3i}.
Es
gibt drei Kasusrahmen, z.B. fordert der erste ein
Subjekt und ein direktes Objekt.
Die Variable Gf vc dient als Indikatorvariable, die
die Zuweisung eines Chunks (mit Chunkpositionsindex c) zu einer GF G eines Kasusrahmens f eines
Verbs (mit Positionsindex) v erfasst.
Gegeben der Satz “Er glaubt ihre Beteuerungen”.
Es liegen folgende Mengen vor: V B={glaubt} und
CH + = {Er, glaubt, Beteuerungen}. Sei R1 die
Menge der Kasusrahmen von Verb “glaubt” (es
gelte das Rglauben von oben). S213 repräsentiert
dann die Zuweisung von “Beteuerungen” als Füller
der Subjektrelation des zweiten Verbrahmens von
“glauben’. Die Formel V hat die Aufgabe unter
Berücksichtigung der (noch zu formulierenden) Beschränkungen die Zuweisung von Chunks zu den
grammatischen Funktionen eines einzelnen Kasusrahmens des Verbs zu maximieren, wGf vc repräsentiert dabei das (empirisch ermittelte) Gewicht der
Klassifikationsentscheidung.
Ein Chunk kann aber auch als Attribut eines anderen (nicht-verbalen) Chunks dienen. T ist die
Funktion für die gewichtete Attributivmodifikation:
|CH| |CH|

T =

i

X X
c

v

X

wGf vc ∗ Gf vc

J =

hG,f i∈Rv

T subsumiert die Tiger-Relationen AG und MNR.
3
J subsumiert die Tiger-Relationen MO und SBP.
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(3)

j (i6=j)

X X
i

2

ωTij ∗ Tij

|V B| |P P |

(2)

CH + ist die Menge der PP, NP und Verb-Chunks
eines Satzes s. Wir verzichten auf Satzindices aus
Gründen der Lesbarkeit. Die Variablen in diesen
Gleichungen sind aber implizit an einen bestimmten Satz und seinen Chunkreihenfolge gebunden.
V B ist die Menge der Verben. Rv ist eine
Menge mit Paaren, wobei jedes Paar eine GF und
einen Kasusrahmenindex darstellt. Auf diese Weise
repräsentiert Rv alle Kasusrahmen eines Verbs
v. Zum Beispiel das Verb “glauben”: Rglauben =

X

wobei CH im Gegensatz zu CH + keine Verben
enthält. Tij indiziert, dass ein Chunk mit Positionsindex j ein Chunk mit Positionsindex i attributiv
modifiziert. Die letzte Möglichkeit ist die Integration eines Chunks als Adjunkt durch die Funktion
J (gewichtete Adjunktzuweisung):

|CH + | |V B|

V=

X

ωJij ∗ Jij

(4)

j

wobei P P die Menge der PP Chunks des Satzes
ist4 . Bei der Adjunktbestimmung ist kein Index für
den Kasusrahmen nötig. V, T , U (siehe unten) und
J konkurrieren bei der Anbindung von Chunks. Die
empirisch ermittelte Gewichtung und die (noch zu
definierenden) Beschränkungen bestimmen, wer gewinnt.
Ziel der vorliegenden Formalisierung ist es, alle Chunks eines Satzes (inklusive der Verben) in
4

Ein Gutachter hat zu Recht darauf hingewiesen, dass auch
NPs die Modifikatorenrolle einnehmen können. Dies wurde in
der vorliegenden Formalisierung nicht berücksichtigt

einer Struktur anzuordnen, die einem Dependenzbaum weitgehend entspricht. Der Unterschied liegt
lediglich in der Granularität: es werden keine Dependenzrelationen unterhalb der Chunkebene ermittelt (z.B. für Spezifikatoren). Das heißt, jedes Chunk
mit Ausnahme der Wurzelverben muss einen Kopf
erhalten. Als Wurzelverben bezeichnen wir das finite Verb (oder im Falle z.B. einer Koordination die
finiten Verben), das nicht von einem anderen finiten Verb des Satzes regiert wird. In “Theo hat gehofft, dass Anna ihn liebt” ist “hat” das (einzige)
Wurzelverb, es wird von keinem anderen Verb regiert, hingegen regiert es das finite Verb “gehofft’
und dieses regiert das finite Verb “liebt”, die damit
beide keine Wurzeln sind. Wir müssen in der ILPFormalisierung demnach den Fall vorsehen, dass
ein Verb ungebunden bleibt. Formal gesehen ist ein
Wurzelverb ein Verb j, das in der Relation Uij zu
allen anderen Verben i des Satzes steht. Da diese
Null-Relationierung Teil der Maximierungsaufgabe
ist (die Einbindung des Verbs als Komplement konkurriert mit dem Status, ein Wurzelverb zu sein),
enthält die zugehörige Formel Gewichte:
|V B| |V B|

U=

X X
i

ωUij ∗ Uij

(5)

|CH|

X

|V B|

Tcj +

c

X

|V B|

Jij +

X
v

i

X

Gf vj = 1, (6)

hG,f i∈Rv

∀j : 0 < j ≤ |CH|
2) Konnektivität bei Verben. Relativ zu einem Verb
i und dessen Menge an Verbrahmen ist ein Verb j
entweder Komplement (Relation C), oder es bleibt
unrelationiert. Bleibt es unrelationiert, erhält die Variable Uij den Wert eins.
Uij +

X

Cf ij = 1, ∀i, j(i 6= j) : 0 < i, j ≤ |V B|

hC,f i∈Ri

(7)
Dies schließt noch nicht aus, dass ein Verb j Komplement mehrerer Verben sein kann, auch schließt
es nicht aus, dass das Komplement eines Verbs i
mehrfach gefüllt wird. Dies leisten die beiden folgenden Constraints.
3) Ein Verb kann nur einmal Komplement sein. Ein
Verb mit Positionsindex j darf höchstens eine Verbkomplementrolle eines Verbs i (gesehen über alle
Verbrahmen des Verbs) füllen.

j(i6=j)
|V B|

Die bisherige Formalisierung (Formeln 1 bis 5)
war der Maximierungsaufgabe gewidmet, d.i. welche Chunks stehen mit welchem Gewicht in welcher
grammatischen Relation. Ohne weitere Restriktionen würden, wie oben bereits erläutert, alle Paare in einer grammatischen Relationen stehen, da
genau dies einen maximalen Wert ergeben würde.
Dies verletzt jedoch linguistische Beschränkungen
(z.B. das eine grammatische Relation nur einmal belegt werden darf). Aus diesem Grund werden nun
Beschränkungen formuliert, die die übergenerellen
Kombinationsmöglichkeiten den linguistischen Erfordernissen anpassen.

6

Globale Beschränkungen

1) Konnektivität bei Chunks. Chunks aus CH
müssen entweder als Attributivmodifikator, als Adjunkt oder als Verbkomplement gebunden sein.
Diese Beschränkung entspricht der logischen
Verknüpfung exklusives Oder, d.h. alle GFIndikatorvariablen, die ein Chunk mit Positionsindex j im Modifikatorindex (i.e., der letzte Index einer Variable) enthalten, müssen zu eins aufsummieren.
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X
i

X

Cf ij ≤ 1, ∀j : 0 < j ≤ |V B| (8)

hC,f i∈Ri

4) Eine GF eines Verbs kann maximal einen Füller
haben. Hierfür führen wir eine Indikatorvariable
Gf v ein (gegeben eine grammatische Relation G,
ein Verb v und ein Verbframe f ):
|CH + |

Gf v =

X

Gf vc

(9)

c

Gf v ist die Summe aller Zuweisungen eines Chunks
c als GF G des Verbs v. Dies darf maximal eins sein:
Gf v ≤ 1, ∀v, f, G : 0 < v ≤ |V B| ∧ hG, f i ∈ Rv
(10)
Um ein Beispiel zu geben: Das Subjekt des zweiten
Verbrahmens von “glauben” ist gemäß Gleichung
9 definiert als S21 = S211 + S213 . Gleichung 10
fordert dass S21 ≤ 1. Falls dieser Verbrahmen als
der korrekte ausgewählt wird, dann gilt: S21 = 1 (erzwungen durch entweder S211 =1 oder S213 = 1).5
5

Es gibt noch andere Beschränkungen, z.B. dass grammatische Relationen asymmetrisch sind: zwei Chunks können nicht
gleichzeitig Kopf und Modifikator voneinander sein.

7

Subkategorisierung

Bei der Auswahl genau eines Verbrahmens aus einer Menge von Verbrahmen eines Verbs muss eine
kohärente und konsistente Zuweisung von Chunks
zu grammatischen Funktionen gewährleistet werden. Wir wollen z.B. nicht, dass ein Chunk c1 als
Subjekt einem Verbframe f1 und ein Chunk c2 als
Objekt einem Verbframe f2 zugeordnet wird. Die
Zuteilung muss kohärent (genau ein Verbrahmen)
und konsistent (alle grammatischen Funktionen des
Verbrahmens instantiieren) sein.
Es gibt für dieses Problem eine einfache Lösung
in dem von uns gewählten Ansatz. Eine zusätzliche
Indikatorvariable Ff v mit einem Frame- und einem
Verbindex wird eingeführt. Da genau ein Verbframe
eines Verbs am Ende aktiv sein soll, fordern wir:
N
Fv
X

Ff v = 1, ∀v : 0 < v ≤ |V B|

(11)

f =1

wobei N Fv die Anzahl der Kasusrahmen eines
Verbs ist. Die Frameindikatorvariable gibt an, welches Verbframe aktiv ist. Aktiv bedeutet, dass alle
grammatischen Funktionen dieses Verb instantiiert
wurden (Konsistenz). D.h. die Frameindikatorvariable ist genau dann aktiv, wenn jede einzelne grammatische Funktion eines Rahmens aktiv ist und umgekehrt. Logisch entspricht dies dem Bikonditional.
Hier die ILP-Umsetzung:
Ff v = Gf v , ∀v, f, G : 0 < v ≤ |V B|∧hG, f i ∈ Rv
(12)
Falls ein bestimmtes Gf v auf Eins gesetzt wurde,
dann ist Ff v ebenfalls eins und alle anderen Gf v
des selben Rahmens sind ebenfalls eins.

8

Maximum-Entropie und ILP-Gewichte

Optimierung mit ILP erfordert die Gewichtung von
Entscheidungen unter vorgegebenen einschränkenden Bedingungen. Zuletzt haben wir die Beschränkungen diskutiert, nun folgen die Gewichte.
Im vorliegenden Ansatz wird ein statistisches
Verfahren, Maximum-Entropie, dazu verwendet,
einen Classifier zu lernen, der als Eingabe Merkmalsvektoren bekommt und als Ausgabe Wahrscheinlichkeitsvektoren liefert. Die Klassifikationsentscheidung ist hier, in welcher grammatischen Relation zwei Objekte (Chunks, Verben) stehen. Aus
den Trainingsinstanzen (Merkmalsvektoren) lernt
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der Classifier zwischen den Klassen zu unterscheiden. Der Ergebnisvektor gibt für jede Klasse die
Wahrscheinlichkeit an, mit welcher die zwei Objekte unter die Klasse fallen. Diese Wahrscheinlichkeiten werden als Gewichte verwendet.
Im vorliegenden Ansatz wurden folgende Merkmale verwendet: Die Wortklasse und das Lemma
der Kandidaten; Person, Kasus, Numerus und Genus bei Nomen; Kasus bei Präpositionen; Numerus
und Person bei Verben; die Distanz in Chunks zwischen den Kandidaten; die Anzahl der intervenierenden Verben (bzw. Interpunktionszeichen) zwischen den Kandidaten; die Richtung der Dependenzrelation und ein Aktiv-Passiv-Flag.
Die Trainingsmenge und - für Evaluationszwecke
auch - die Testmenge erfordern die Klassifikation
der Vektoren hinsichtlich ihrer Klasse. Die Klassen
sind im vorliegenden Fall die grammatischen Funktionen und die Nullklasse.
Die Benutzung vorklassifizierter Daten setzt
einen Gold Standard voraus, in unserem Fall im
Prinzip eine Dependenzbaumbank des Deutschen.
Diese gibt es bislang so nicht. Allerdings liegt mit
dem Tiger-Korpus eine Baumbank vor, in der diese Information bis zu einer bestimmten Grannularität vorhanden ist. Diese Ebene ist genau die von
uns anvisierte Ebene der grammatischen Funktionen von Verben inklusive der Adjunkte und Attributivmodifikatoren. Zur Erzeugung eines Gold Standards für unsere Experimente verwendeten wir das
Tiger-Searchtool. Mittels entsprechender Anfragen
in der Tiger-Abfragesprache konnte eine verlässliche partielle Dependenzbank aufgebaut werden.6
Partiell deshalb, weil uns nur bestimmte grammatische Funktionen interessiert haben. Die einzige Fehlerquelle beim Aufbau des Gold Standard
kommt vom Aufsplitten der komplexen Phrasen.
Dies musste heuristisch geschehen und konnte in
einigen wenigen (400) Fällen aus prinzipiellen Problemen nicht gelingen. Wir haben die entsprechenden Sätze entfernt. Das Aufsplitten von Phrasen
bedarf der Erläuterung. Da wir an den einzelnen
grammatischen Relationen interessiert sind, müssen
komplexe Phrasen in mehrere Teile aufgesplittet
werden: in eine meist nicht explizit vorhandenen
“Kopfphrase” und sie modifizierende Restphrasen.
Z.B. das Subjekt in “Die Bestätigung der Meldung
kommt bald” muss in “Die Bestätigung” und “der
Meldung” gesplittet werden, wobei die Subjektre6
Wir folgen dabei weitgehend den in z.B. (Daum et al.,
2004) diskutierten Methoden.

lation von “kommt” mit “Die Bestätigung” besteht,
und die Relation zwischen “Die Bestätigung’ und
“der Meldung” die eines Genitivattributs ist (T ).

9

Empirie

Das Tiger-Korpus (40000 Sätze) wurde in ein Trainingsset von 80% und ein Testset von 20% gesplittet. Aus den 32000 Trainingssätzen wurden etwa
700000 Vektoren generiert. Jeder Vektor repräsentiert dabei entweder zwei Chunks, die laut Gold
Standard in einer bestimmten grammatischen Relation stehen, oder aber nicht (Nullklassifikation).
Die Präzision des Maxent Classifiers bei den
Testdaten ist 87.46%. Dieses sehr gute Resultat ist
allerdings durch die Majoritätsklasse (Nullrelationierung) bedingt und daher irreführend. Die Hälfte der Trainingsbeispiele sind Nullrelationierungen,
der Classifier ist daher sehr gut im Erkennen dieser
Klasse. Fehler in anderen, zahlenmäßig geringeren
Klassen, fallen in der Präzisionsberechnung quasi unter den Tisch (etwa die PP-Komplemente von
Verben). Berechnet man die Präzision für die grammatischen Funktionen ohne die Nullklasse sind die
Resultate wesentlich schlechter. Die Präzision ist
62.73% bei einem Recall von 85.76% ( F-Maß ist
72.46 %). Dieser Präzisionswert des Maxent Classifiers dient als untere Grenze (lower bound oder auch
baseline) des ILP-Modells.
Wir haben drei Experimente durchgeführt7 . Das
erste diente dazu, eine obere Grenze unseres Ansatzes zu fixieren. Dazu verwendeten wir ein Orakelsetting, bei dem für jedes Verb der korrekte Kasusrahmen vorgegeben wurde. Es musste dann nicht
mehr entschieden werden, was die korrekten GF des
Verbs sind, sondern nur noch, welches Chunk welche GF besetzt. Zudem mussten die nicht von Verben regierten GF ausgewählt und belegt werden.
In den 8000 Sätzen des Testsets gibt es 36509 GF.
ILP hat unter diesen Versuchbedingungen (Fpres in
Abb. 3) 37137 GF zugewiesen, 31680 waren korrekt. Die Präzision (insgesamt) ist 85.23%, Recall
ist 86.77% und das F-Maß ist 85.99%.
Die Ergebnisse der regierbaren GF (S hinunter zu C) sind gut, nur die Resultate für PPKomplemente (P) fallen ab (F-Maß ist 76.4%).
Die typischen (und erwartbaren) Fehler bei Fpres
sind: die falschen Chunks wurden relationiert oder
für zwei tatsächlich relationierte Chunks wurde die
falsche GF ausgewählt. Diese Probleme sind nicht
7
Zwei davon wurden bereits veröffentlicht (Klenner, 2006),
das dritte, hier dargestellte, hingegen nicht.
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S
D
I
P
C
J
T

Fpres
Prec
91.4
90.4
88.5
79.3
98.6
76.7
75.7

Rec
86.1
83.3
76.9
73.7
94.1
75.6
76.9

F-Mea
88.7
86.7
82.3
76.4
96.3
76.1
76.3

Fcomp
Prec
90.3
81.4
75.8
77.8
91.4
74.5
74.1

Rec
80.9
73.3
55.5
40.9
86.7
72.3
74.2

F-Mea
85.4
77.2
64.1
55.6
89.1
73.4
74.2

Abbildung 3: Orakel versus freie Auswahl
dem ILP-Ansatz inhärent, sondern sind Reflex des
in Teilen schwachen Maxent-Modells (schlechte
Diskriminationskraft). Ein verbessertes statistisches
Modell führt automatisch zu einer Verbesserung der
ILP-Ergebnisse. Fpres repräsentiert demnach eine
obere Grenze unseres Ansatzes als eine Funktion
der Leistungsfähigkeit des zugrundeliegenden statistischen Modells. Die Anschlussfrage lautet: wie
nahe kommt der Ansatz unter realistischen Bedingungen (Wegfall des Orakels) an die Grenze heran?
Die Präzision unter dieser Vorgabe (Fcomp aus
Abb. 3) liegt bei 81.8%, der Recall is 85.8% und
das F-Maß ist 83.7% (vgl. das F-Maß von Fpres :
85.99%). Dieses Ergebnis ist nahe an der oberen
Grenze, ein genauerer Blick auf die Tabelle zeigt
aber auch, das einige Klassen eher schlechte Ergebnisse aufweisen (z.B. P). Das Gesamtergebnis ist
deswegen recht gut, da die zahlenmäßig dominierenden Klassen wie S etc. gute Ergebnisse haben.
Neben einer Evaluierung, die nach der Präzision
einzelner GF fragt, können wir auch nach der Präzision bei der Auswahl des korrekten Kasusrahmen
insgesamt fragen. Zuerst etwas Statistik: Im Testset
gibt es 46 Kasusrahmen (types) mit 16,137 Instantiierungen (token). 15,239 davon sind Fälle, in denen
das zugrundeliegende Verb mehr als einen Rahmen
hat (nur hier haben wir ein Selektionsproblem). Die
Präzision war 71.5%, d.h. das korrekte Verbframe
wurde in 10,896 von 15,239 Fällen gefunden.
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Verwandte Arbeiten

Es gibt einige wenige Arbeiten mit ILP-Ansatz.
(Althaus et al., 2004) haben es bei der Generierung zur Diskurslinearisierung eingesetzt und (Marciniak and Strube, 2005) verwenden es zur Generierung kohärenter Wegbeschreibungen. Eine sehr
prominente Anwendung ist das sog. semantic role
labeling. Hier haben (Punyakanok et al., 2004) Pionierarbeit geleistet. In (Klenner, 2005) wird ILP zur

Argument-Extraktion aus Phrasenstrukturbäumen
verwendet, während (Klenner, 2005) die Vorläuferversion der vorliegenden ILP-Formalisierung des
GF-Etikettierungsproblems beschreibt. (Roth and
Yih, 2005) diskutieren, wie ILP mit Conditional
Random Fields (Sha and Pereira, 2003) eingesetzt
werden kann (sie ersetzen Viterbi durch ILP).
Das Problem des semantic role labeling ist in
mancher Hinsicht dem GF-Etikettierungsproblem
vergleichbar, insbesondere der Aufgabenstellung
des vorliegenden Papiers. So wird z.B. in (Punyakanok et al., 2004) verbspezifische Information verwendet, indem bestimmte Argumenttypen (im Sinne des PropBank-Ansatzes, z.B. A0 .. A5), für die
ein Verb nicht subkategorisiert, durch Beschränkungen ausgeschlossen werden. Die Betrachtung bleibt
jedoch eindimensional, es werden keine konkurrierenden Kasusrahmen betrachtet.
Einer der erfolgreichsten Ansätze zum GFEtikettierung ist (Buchholz et al., 1999). Es wird
ein kaskadiertes Modell verwendet, das auf gelernten Classifiern basiert. Die Arbeit ist für das Englische und die Auswahl an grammatischen Funktionen differiert stark von der hier verwendeten. Es
ist daher wenig aufschlussreich, die Empirie beider Ansätze direkt zu vergleichen. Trotzdem mag
die Gegenüberstellung die erreichten Größenordnungen verdeutlichen: Das F-Maß von (Buchholz et
al., 1999) für ihre sog. “perfekten Daten” ist 83.5%,
unsere Experimente liefern 83.7%.
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Zusammenfassung

Es wurde ein zweistufiges Modell zur Auszeichnung grammatischer Funktionen vorgestellt. Ein
Maximum-Entropie-Modell diente der Bestimmung
von Gewichten von Klassifikationsentscheidungen,
die dann in einen Optimierungsschritt unter der
Berücksichtigung globaler Beschränkungen verrechnet wurden. Im Brennpunkt stand dabei die
Auswahl eines Subkategorisierungsrahmens aus der
Menge aller Rahmen eines Verbs. Die Hinzunahme zusätzlicher Information birgt Risiken (Vergrößerung des Suchraums und Verschlechterung der
Ergebnisse), ist aber im Falle eines Erfolges ein
wichtiger Schritt zu einem besseren Verständnis
der benötigten Problemlöseverfahren bei komplexen NLP-Problemen. Es wurde gezeigt, dass globale Beschränkungen auch in sogenannten flachen
und daher oft effizienteren und robusteren NLPVerfahren erfolgreich eingesetzt werden können.
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Abstract

nologische Informationsmodellierung.
In Abschnitt 2 erörtern wir zunächst unseren
Modellierungsansatz für das allgemeinsprachliche
Wortnetz GermaNet, welcher weitgehend die W3CStandardisierungsvorschläge für das Princeton WordNet
aufgreift und diese an das Datenmodell von GermaNet
adaptiert. Abschnitt 3 beschreibt die Modellierung für
das terminologische Wortnetz TermNet, das semantische
Bezüge zwischen Fachtermini aus den Domänen Hy”
pertextforschung“ und Texttechnologie“ repräsentiert,
”
die im Anwendungskontext der automatischen Hypertextualisierung genutzt werden. In Abschnitt 4 wird
gezeigt, wie sich die beiden Ressourcen in Rahmen
von OWL verknüpfen lassen. Wir orientieren uns
dabei an dem sog. Plug-in-Ansatz“ (Magnini und
”
Speranza(2002)).
In Abschnitt 5 diskutieren wir eine Modellierungsalternative für GermaNet, in der Synsets und lexikalische Einheiten nicht als Instanzen (wie im W3CVorschlag), sondern als Klassen modelliert werden. Wir
möchten zeigen, dass dies nicht nur die Nachbildung
des Plug-in-Ansatzes im gegebenen Beschreibungsrahmen erleichtert, sondern auch semantische Intuitionen
zum Verhältnis von Konzepten zu Instanzen adäquater
widerspiegelt.

Der Beitrag beschreibt ein Konzept zur Modellierung des allgemeinsprachlichen Wortnetzes
GermaNet und des domänenspezifischen Wortnetzes TermNet in der Web Ontology Language OWL. Während sich die Modellierung
für das allgemeinsprachliche Wortnetz an entsprechenden Vorschlägen zum englischen Princeton WordNet orientiert, wird für das fachsprachliche Wortnetz ein alternatives Modellierungskonzept entwickelt, das den Besonderheiten domänenspezifischer Terminologien Rechnung trägt. Wir stellen einen Vorschlag zur Verknüpfung von allgemeinsprachlichem und terminologischem Wortnetz im Rahmen von OWL vor
und diskutieren auf dieser Basis Probleme und
Modellierungsalternativen.

1 Einführung
Wortnetze haben vielfältige Anwendungsfelder in der
Sprach- und Texttechnologie sowie im Information Retrieval, vgl. z.B (?; Kunze et al.(2003)Kunze, Lemnitzer und Wagner). In aktuellen Forschungen werden zunehmend Vorschläge entwickelt, das englische Princeton
WordNet in RDF oder OWL zu konvertieren und damit für entsprechende Verfahren und Technologien des
Semantic Web“ nutzbar zu machen (Brickley(1999);
”Ciorăscu et al.(2003)Ciorăscu, Ciorăscu und Stoffel;
van Assem et al.(2004)van Assem, Menken, Schreiber,
Wielemaker und Wielinga; Graves und Gutierrez(2005)).
Die Web Ontology Language OWL ist die W3C recommendation eines XML-basierten Standards zur Repräsentation von Ontologien im Semantic Web. Inzwischen liegt ein Public Working Draft einer W3C Arbeitsgruppe über ein standardisiertes Modell für die Repräsentation von Wortnetzen auf der Grundlage der genannten Arbeiten vor (van Assem et al.(2006b)van Assem, Gangemi und Schreiber).
In unserem Beitrag beschreiben wir, wie sich allgemeinsprachliche und domänenspezifische Wortnetze in
OWL modellieren und miteinander verknüpfen lassen.
Dementsprechend wurden repräsentative Teilausschnitte des in Tübingen entwickelten deutschen allgemeinsprachlichen Wortnetzes GermaNet und des in Dortmund
entwickelten deutschen domänenspezifischen Wortnetzes TermNet modelliert und miteinander verlinkt. Ziel
unseres Ansatzes ist es beide Netze vollständig in OWL
zu konvertieren.
Unser Modellierungsvorschlag orientiert sich vor allem am Ziel der gemeinsamen Nutzung von Wortnetzen
und Domänenontologien in texttechnologischen Anwendungen im Rahmen der DFG-Forschergruppe Texttech-

2 OWL-Modell für GermaNet
GermaNet - Überblick und Datenstruktur Mit GermaNet (Kunze(2001)) ist ein lexikalisch-semantisches
Wortnetz im Stil des Princeton WordNet entwickelt worden, das die wichtigsten und häufigsten Konzepte des
deutschen Grundwortschatzes abbildet und die grundlegenden semantischen Relationen zwischen Konzepten
und lexikalischen Einheiten wie Hyperonymie, Meronymie und Antonymie modelliert. GermaNet enthält ca. 53
000 Synsets mit mehr als 76 000 Lexical Units. Einige
Besonderheiten der GermaNet Modellierung betreffen:
• den Gebrauch nicht-lexikalisierter sog. künstlicher
Konzepte zur Bildung wohlgeformter Hierarchien;
• die Auszeichnung von Eigennamen, insb. aus dem
Wortfeld geographischer Bezeichnungen;
• den taxonomischen Gliederungsansatz zur Modellierung der Adjektivhierarchien;
• die Modellierung der Meronymiebeziehung als generische Relation.
Das Datenmodell des GermaNet ist in Abb. 1 als
ein Entity-Relationship-Graph wiedergegeben, welcher
als Vorlage für eine XML-Modellierung des GermaNet
(Lemnitzer und Kunze(2002)) diente.
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type

type
styl. marker

LSR

oV

lexical unit

artificial

frames

CR

sense#

<owl:Class rdf:ID="NounSynset">
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Restriction>
<owl:allValuesFrom>
<owl:Class rdf:about="#NounUnit"/>
</owl:allValuesFrom>
<owl:onProperty>
<owl:InverseFunctionalProperty
rdf:ID="hasMember"/>
</owl:onProperty>
</owl:Restriction>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
...
</owl:Class>

paraphrases

member
proper name

synset

example

POS

OWL eignet sich vorzüglich für eine Modellierung der
beiden grundsätzlichen Relationstypen CR und LSR. Sowohl der Typ der konzeptuellen Relationen als auch auch
der lexikalisch-semantischen Relationen bestehen zwischen intern definierten Klassen, entsprechen somit Object Properties in OWL. Object Properties können wie
Klassen hierarchisch angeordnet sein, dies wird durch
das Konstrukt <rdfs:subPropertyOf> erreicht. Unsere
Modellierung beinhaltet demnach zwei top-level Object
Properties, conceptualRelation (Domain Synset und Range Synset) und lexicalSemanticRelation (Domain LexicalUnit und Range LexicalUnit). Die Charakterisierungen
der jeweiligen Subproperties sind Tabelle 1 zu entnehmen.
Gleichgeordnet mit conceptualRelation und lexicalSemanticRelation befinden sich auf der oberen Ebene
der Property-Hierarchie ebenfalls die bereits vorgestellten hasMember und memberOf sowie auch die Property
hasExample zur Einführung von Beispielen für Synsets.
Auch die zentrale Relation Hyperonymie, die in
lexikalisch-semantischen Wortnetzen eine Hierarchie
aufspannt, gehört zu den konzeptuellen Relationen. Hyperonymie wird als eine <owl:TransitiveProperty>
mit der Domain Synset und dem Range Synset eingeführt.

CR=conceptual relation; LSR=lexical−semantic relation;oV=orthographic variant

Abbildung 1: E-R-Graph GermaNet

Im Diagramm sind die Objekte, Synsets und Lexical
Units1 als Rechtecke repräsentiert. Attribute, welche die
lexikalischen Objekte charakterisieren, sind als Ellipsen
gekennzeichnet. Die Relationen zwischen den Objekten
werden als Rauten repräsentiert: konzeptuelle Relationen
(CR) zwischen Synset Objekten wie z.B. Hyperonymie,
und lexikalisch-semantische Relationen (LSR), die zwischen Lexical Units gelten, wie z.B. Antonymie.
Klassenhierarchie Aufgabe der OWL-Modellierung
ist es, die Konzepte von GermaNet als Klassen (Konstrukt <owl:class>), sowie die Eigenschaften der Konzepte und die Relationen zwischen den Konzepten als
Properties (Konstrukte <owl:DatatypeProperty> und
<owl:ObjectProperty>) dieser Klassen darzustellen.
Die grundlegenden Objekte des E-R-Modells führen unmittelbar zu den beiden Klassen Synset und LexicalUnit
im OWL-Modell.2
Analog
zum
W3C-Vorschlag
(van
Assem
et al.(2006a)van Assem, Gangemi und Schreiber)
legen wir NounSynset, VerbSynset, AdjectiveSynset und
AdverbSynset als unmittelbare Subklassen von Synset
fest, sowie NounUnit, VerbUnit, AdjectiveUnit und AdverbUnit als unmittelbare Subklassen von LexicalUnit.
In Ciorăscu et al.(2003)Ciorăscu, Ciorăscu und Stoffel)
hat die der LexicalUnit entsprechende Klasse keine
Subklassen, sie ergeben sich hier aber dadurch, dass es
verschiedene CR sowie LSR gibt, die sich mit ihrem
Definitionsbereich (Domain) und Wertebereich (Range)
auf sie beziehen, etwa die Property isParticipleOf mit
Domain VerbUnit und Range AdjectiveUnit. NounSynset
hat eine weitere Subklasse ProperName, deren Instanzen
Eigennamen sind.

<owl:TransitiveProperty rdf:about="#isHyperonymOf">
<rdfs:subPropertyOf
rdf:resource="#conceptualRelation"/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Synset"/>
<rdf:type rdf:resource=
"http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#ObjectProperty"/>
<owl:inverseOf>
<owl:TransitiveProperty rdf:about="#isHyponymOf"/>
</owl:inverseOf>
</owl:TransitiveProperty>

Gleichzeitig wird die ebenfalls existierende
Hyponymie-Relation als zugehörige inverse Property deklariert. Ähnlich wie im Fall der Property
hasMember gibt es für jede wortartbedingte Subklasse
von Synset eine Einschränkung des Wertebereichs
von isHyponymOf auf Synsets der gleichen Subklasse
mittels des <owl:allValuesFrom>-Konstrukts.
Tabelle 1 bietet einen Überblick über alle für GermaNet relevanten Object Properties und ihrer in OWL modellierbaren Charakteristika und Einschränkungen. Gegenüber dem E-R-Modell in Abb. 1 konnten einige
präzisere Spezifikationen vorgenommen werden. Die Bezeichner wurden im Wesentlichen beibehalten, aber mit
Affixen wie has, is oder of versehen, um z.B. die Richtung einer Relation zu verdeutlichen.

Properties Die Verbindung zwischen Synsets und Lexical Units wird durch die Lexikalisierungsrelation hergestellt, wobei ein Synset durch mehrere Lexical Units
lexikalisiert werden kann (die Synonyme). In OWL wird
dies durch eine sog. Object Property namens hasMember, mit der Domain Synset und dem Range LexicalUnit
modelliert. Für jede wortartbedingte Subklasse von Synset existiert eine Einschränkung des Wertebereichs von
hasMember auf diejenige Subklasse von LexicalUnit, die
der gleichen Wortart entspricht:

Für die Properties isHyperonymOf und hasMember
sind inverse Properties definiert. Diese bieten keine
zusätzliche Information, können aber die Verarbeitung
beschleunigen.
Relationen, die nicht zwischen intern definierten Klassen bestehen, sondern vielmehr einer intern definierten
Klasse einen Wertebereich in Form eines XML-SchemaDatentyps wie string oder boolean zuordnen, werden
als OWL Datatype Properties modelliert. Für GermaNet

1
Eine Lexical Unit ist nach Cruse(1986)) als ein Paar mit einer
lexikalischen Form und einer einzigen Bedeutung charakterisiert. Ein
Synset ist eine Menge mit mindestens einer Lexical Unit. Im selben
Synset enthaltene Lexical Units sind synonym.
2
OWL wird unterteilt in die drei unterschiedlich expressiven Subsprachen OWL Full, OWL DL und OWL Lite. Die meisten Systeme
zur Verarbeitung von OWL-Ontologien beziehen sich auf OWL DL.
Daher modellieren auch wir GermaNet zunächst im Rahmen der Subsprache OWL DL.
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Property

Domain

Range

Charakteristika

hasMember
Synset
LexicalUnit
memberOf
LexicalUnit
Synset
Konzeptuelle Relationen (CR)
isHyperonymOf
Synset
Synset
isHyponymOf
Synset
Synset
isHolonymOf
NounSynset
NounSynset
isMeronymOf
NounSynset
NounSynset
isAssociatedWith
Synset
Synset
entails
VerbSynset
VerbSynset
causes
VerbSynset ⊔
VerbSynset
AdjectiveSynset
Lexikalisch-semantische Relationen (LSR)
hasAntonym
LexicalUnit
LexicalUnit
hasPertonym
LexicalUnit
LexicalUnit
isParticipleOf
VerbUnit
AdjectiveUnit
hasExample
Synset
Example

invers-funktional
funktional

Inverse
Property
memberOf
hasMember

Lokale
Restriktionen
wortartbezogen
wortartbezogen

transitiv
transitiv

isHyponymOf
isHyperonymOf

wortartbezogen
wortartbezogen

symmetrisch

hasAntonym

wortartbezogen

Tabelle 1: Charakteristika der Object Properties

In der zweiten Phase des Projekts soll TermNet
darüber hinaus für Strategien der automatischen Verlinkung nach thematischen Kriterien genutzt werden. Für
derartige Verlinkungsstrategien, wie sie z.B. für das Englische auf der Basis von lexikalischen Ketten (lexical
chains) vorgeschlagen wurden (Green(1999)), ist es notwendig, das terminologische Wortnetz mit einem großen
allgemeinsprachlichen Wortnetz zu verbinden. Zu diesem Zweck wäre es wünschenswert, das terminologische Netz in OWL zu remodellieren und mit einer OWLRepräsentation des GermaNet zu verknüpfen. Der folgende Modellierungsansatz wurde vor diesem Hintergrund entwickelt.
Bei der Übertragung des Wortnetzansatzes auf Fachwortschatz möchten wir folgenden Unterschieden zwischen Fach- und Allgemeinwortschatz Rechnung tragen:

sind dies offensichtlich diejenigen Charakteristika von
lexikalischen Einheiten und Synsets, die im E-R-Modell
in Abb. 1 als Ellipsen dargestellt sind.3
Tabelle 2 bietet einen Überblick über Datatype Properties in der OWL-Modellierung von GermaNet mit Angabe von Domain, Range und Funktionseigenschaft.
OWL-Kodierung eines repräsentativen Ausschnitts
Um OWL-Code für das vorgestellte Modell zu generieren und es auf Konsistenz zu testen, wurde ein
repräsentativer Ausschnitt von 37 Synsets und 83
LexicalUnits aus GermaNet sowie Relationen zwischen
ihnen als Ontologie in OWL kodiert,4 in dem jede
(Sub)Klasse und jede Property mindestens einmal instanziiert ist. Somit kann nun der entstandene OWL-Code als
Spezifikation für die Konvertierungsroutinen verwendet
werden, die erforderlich sind, um schließlich das gesamte GermaNet in OWL nach dem oben vorgestellten Modell zu konvertieren. Als Ausgangsformat für die Konvertierung bieten sich entweder die Prolog-Version oder
die XML-Version von GermaNet (Lemnitzer und Kunze(2002)) an.

1. In terminologischen Taxonomien können vertikale Relationen der Über- und Unterordnung meist
als Klasseninklusion dargestellt werden. Wir nutzen deshalb die in OWL vordefinierte subclassOf property, um die Unterordnung eines spezifischen
Terminus, z.B. MonodirektionaleVerknüpfung unter
einen generelleren Terminus, in diesem Fall Verknüpfung, zu repräsentieren.
2. Typisch für solche Taxonomien ist es, dass sich die
einem generellen Terminus untergeordneten Termini nach dem relevanten klassifikatorischen Merkmal in wechselseitig disjunkte Subklassen gruppieren lassen. Zum Beispiel gibt es zum Terminus
Verknüpfung die spezifischeren Termini MonodirektionaleVerknüpfung, BidirektionaleVerknüpfung
(Merkmal: Direktionalität) und IntratextuelleVerknüpfung, IntertextuelleVerknüpfung, ExtratextuelleVerknüpfung. (Merkmal: Position des Linkziels).
Die Termini, die nach demselben Merkmal klassifiziert sind, denotieren jeweils disjunkte Teilklassen. Diese Disjunktivität kann man, wenn man Termini als Klassen modelliert, durch entsprechende
<owl:disjointWith>-Konstrukte festlegen.
3. Für viele Fachdomänen ist es charakteristisch, dass
derselbe Untersuchungsbereich theorie- und schulenabhängig in unterschiedlicher Weise terminologisiert wird. Für den Terminus Verknüpfung, wie
er im Standardwerk von Rainer Kuhlen (Kuhlen(1991)) definiert ist, finden sich in Dokumenten, die auf anderen Ansätzen basieren, entspre-

3 OWL-Modell für das terminologische
Wortnetz TermNet
TermNet ist ein terminologisches Wortnetz, das mit dem
Ziel entwickelt wurde, Ähnlichkeiten und Unterschiede
zwischen Termini aus unterschiedlichen Terminologien
zur selben Fachdomäne zu repräsentieren. Es wurde im
Rahmen eines Projekts zur automatischen Hypertextualisierung aufgebaut und diente in der ersten Projektphase
zur Generierung von Glossareinträgen in einem Fachtextkorpus (Beißwenger et al.(2003)Beißwenger, Storrer und Runte; Lenz et al.(2003)Lenz, Birkenhake und
Maas). Das in der ersten Projektphase aufgebaute terminologische Netz enthält ca. 200 Termini aus den Fachdomänen Texttechnologie“ und Hypertextforschung“.
” alle Termini aufgenommen,
”
Dabei wurden
die im Korpus
explizit definiert sind.
3
Eine Ausnahme bildet example, da diese Eigenschaft aus zwei
Komponenten besteht.
4
Als
Ontologie-Editor
wurde
Protégé
3.1.1
(http://protege.stanford.edu)
in
Verbindung
mit
der
Reasoner/Classifier-Software
RacerPro
1.9.1
(http://www.racer-systems.com) verwendet.
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Property
POS
hasParaphrase
isArtificial
isProperName
hasOrthographicForm
hasSenseInt
isStylisticallyMarked
hasFrame
hasText

Domain
Synset
Synset
Synset ⊔
LexicalUnit
NounSynset ⊔
NounUnit
LexicalUnit
LexicalUnit
LexicalUnit
VerbUnit ⊔
Example
Example

Range
N“| V“| A“| ADV“
” ” ” ”
<xsd:string>
<xsd:boolean>

funktional
ja
nein
(ja)

<xsd:boolean>

(ja)

<xsd:string>
<xsd:positiveInteger>
<xsd:boolean>
<xsd:string>

ja
ja
(ja)
nein

<xsd:string>

ja

Tabelle 2: Charakteristika der Datatype Properties

chende Termini (z.B. Link, Verweis). Im Gegensatz
zu lexikalischen Synonymen als Mitglieder desselben Synsets können formverschiedene Termini aus
verschiedenen Taxonomien in den Fachtexten nicht
wechselseitig ersetzt werden, auch wenn die denotierten Kategorien sehr ähnlich sind. Schließlich ist
es ja gerade das Ziel von Terminologisierungsprozessen, die Formseite des Terminus eindeutig an eine fachsprachliche Kategorie zu binden. Andererseits bestehen zwischen den Kategorien konkurrierender Systeme durchaus Entsprechungsbeziehungen. Z.B. haben die durch die Termini Verknüpfung
(i.S. von Kuhlen(1991))) und Verweis (i.S. von
Tochtermann(1995))) denotierten Instanzen einen
großen Schnittbereich. Um derartige Entsprechungen von Kategorien zu repräsentieren, nutzt TermNet, als fachsprachliche Entsprechung zu den Synsets der allgemeinsprachlichen Wortnetze, das Modellierungskonstrukt TermSet. Ein TermSet enthält
die Termini einer Fachdomäne, die aus verschiedenen terminologischen Systemen stammen, aber eine
sehr hohe Schnittmenge in den denotierten Instanzen haben.

<owl:onProperty rdf:resource="#tn:isHyponymOf" />
<owl:allValuesFrom
rdf:resource="#tn:TermSet_Link" />
</owl:Restriction>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
...
</owl:Class>

Für die Zuordnung von Termini zu TermSets kann man
nicht auf die gn:hasMember-Property zurückgreifen, wie
sie im oben beschriebenen Modellierungsvorschlag für
GermaNet definiert wurde. Denn dort sind ja – entsprechend dem Standardisierungsvorschlag für das Princeton
WordNet – sowohl Lexical Units als auch Synsets als Instanzen modelliert. In TermNet hingegen ist jeder Terminus und jedes TermSet als Klasse definiert. Die TermNetEntsprechung zur gn:hasMember-Property wird deshalb
– ähnlich wie bei der Hyponymie – als eine paarweise
Zuordnung von Klassen der Superklasse NounTerm (als
Domäne) und Klassen der Superklasse NounTermSet (als
Range) spezifiziert.

4 Mögliche Schnittstellen zwischen
Wortnetzen und Terminologien
Die
Verknüpfung
allgemeinsprachlicher
mit
domänenspezifischen Wortnetzen zur Ausnutzung
der Vorteile beider Ressourcentypen in NLP und
Semantic Web wird u.a. in den Ansätzen von Vossen(2001)) und Magnini und Speranza(2002)) diskutiert.
Während Vossen aus großen Dokumentensammlungen
mit Verfahren der Informationserschließung und der
Termextraktion ad-hoc Terminologien aufbaut, deren
Termini anschließend an WordNet Synsets gelinkt
werden, entwickeln Magnini und Speranza einen Ansatz
zur Verknüpfung zweier bestehender Ressourcen, des
ItalWordNet mit einer spezialisierten Ontologie aus der
Domäne der Wirtschaft (ECOWN), den so genannten
Plug-in-Approach. Verschiedene Plug-in-Relationen
(Synonymy, Near-Synonymy, Hyponymy) dienen dazu,
die jeweilig relevanten Synsets aus beiden Ressourcen
zu vereinigen. Mittels relativ weniger Plug-ins können
große Wortschatzmengen aus beiden Ontologien korreliert werden (269 Plug-in-Relationen für die Anbindung
von 4662 ECOWN Konzepten an ItalWordNet). Das
vorgestellte Verfahren führt zu einer Gesamthierarchie,
welche die Topkonzepte der spezialisierten Ontologie
ausblendet und ihre Unterkonzepte, die Termini, in die
allgemeinsprachliche Ontologie integriert.
Der Plug-in Approach bietet eine attraktive Modellierungsvorlage für die Anbindung des TermNet an GermaNet, da beide Ressourcen ebenfalls wortnetzbasiert
und von unterschiedlicher Größe bzw. Spezifizität sind
und sich in Bezug auf eine signifikante Anzahl von Konzepten überschneiden. Aufgrund der verschiedenartigen

Im OWL-Modell von TermNet werden TermSets
als Klassen modelliert. Für die Darstellung hierarchischer Bezüge zwischen TermSets, also zwischen einem TermSet, das Verknüpfung, Verweis enthält, und einem spezifischeren TermSet, das MonodirektionaleVerknüpfung, MonodirektionalerVerweis enthält, möchten
wir aber bewusst nicht den vordefinierten subClassOfKonstruktor verwenden. Schließlich besteht die damit implizierte Klasseninklusion nur innerhalb desselben terminologischen Systems. Wir nutzen statt dessen hierfür die weichere“ hierarchische Relation der
Hyponymie und” ihre Inverse Hyperonymie. Im Gegensatz zur Modellierung dieser Relation im OWLModell von GermaNet (s. Abschnitt 2) besteht die
Hyponymie-Beziehung aber nicht zwischen Instanzen,
sondern zwischen Klassen (TermSets). Sie muss also
als Property definiert werden, die paarweise einzelne
TermSets relationiert. Hierzu beschränken wir den Wertebereich unserer tn:isHyponymOf -Property durch das
<owl:allValuesFrom>-Konstrukt, durch das die Menge aller Instanzen der betreffenden Klasse denotiert wird.
Das folgende OWL-Statement drückt entsprechend aus,
dass das TermSet MonodirektionalerLink ein Hyponym
des TermSets Link ist.
<owl:Class rdf:ID="tn:TermSet_MonodirektionalerLink">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#tn:NounTermSet" />
...
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Restriction>
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In den von uns bearbeiteten Ausschnitten konnten alle TermNet-Termini über eine der drei Plug-inProperties an GermaNet angeschlossen werden. Bei der
Anknüpfung weiterer Terminologien ist aber natürlich
nicht auszuschließen, dass Termini weder eine Entsprechung noch einen passendes hyperonymisches oder holonymisches uebergeordnetes Synset in GermaNet haben. Nach einer möglichst vollständigen Verlinkung beider Ressourcen lässt sich ermitteln, wie häufig die unterschiedlichen Plug-in-Relationstypen jeweils instantiiert werden. Außerdem sollte sich abzeichnen, wieviele
Konzepte mi den drei Plug-in-Relationen nicht anbindbar
sind und ob sich die Einführung weiterer Relationstypen
empfiehlt.
Durch die Modellierung der Termini als Klassen in
TermNet und der Synsets als Instanzen in GermaNet sind
die von uns vorgeschlagenen Schnittstellen-Relationen
in OWL DL nicht aus der Sicht von GermaNet formulierbar, d.h. mit Synset als Domain. Dies ist für Inferenzen zwar nicht unbedingt erforderlich, aber dennoch
wünschenswert.

Modellierung von Termini als Klassen und von Synsets
als Instanzen in unserem Ansatz kann die Verknüpfung
nur über die Einschränkung einer Property über die Klasse der Termini NounTerm als Domain erfolgen, da in
OWL DL nicht die Klasse der Termini-Klassen als Metaklasse gebildet werden kann, d.h. Klassen nicht als Individuen betrachtet werden können. Wir unterscheiden
die folgenden drei Fälle der Verlinkung von TermNetTermini und GermaNet-Synsets:
1. Entsprechung
von
TermNet-Termini
und
GermaNet-Synsets: z.B. für den Terminus
tn:Term Link das NounSynset gn:Link. Die
Object Property plg:attachedToNearSynonym
hat die Domain tn:NounTerm und den Range
gn:Synset. Mittels einer <owl:Restriction> über
plg:attachedToNearSynonym wird jedem Individuum der Klasse tn:Term Link das Individuum
tn:Link zugeordnet.
<owl:Class rdf:ID="tn:Term_Link">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#tn:NounTerm"/>
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Restriction>
<owl:hasValue rdf:resource="#gn:Link"/>
<owl:onProperty>
<owl:ObjectProperty
rdf:ID="plg:attachedToNearSynonym"/>
</owl:onProperty>
</owl:Restriction>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>

5 Probleme und offene Fragen
Die von uns untersuchten OWL-Konvertierungen des
Princeton WordNet (Ciorăscu et al.(2003)Ciorăscu, Ciorăscu und Stoffel; van Assem et al.(2004)van Assem, Menken, Schreiber, Wielemaker und Wielinga; van
Assem et al.(2006a)van Assem, Gangemi und Schreiber) modellieren die einzelnen Synsets sowie die einzelnen Lexical Units als Instanzen. Aus linguistischlexikologischer Sicht ist dies verblüffend, da Synsets
gemeinhin als Konzepte aufgefasst werden, die durch
im Synset enthaltene Lexical Units lexikalisiert werden.
Man hätte also erwartet, dass ein Synset für das Konzept /HUND/ als Klasse modelliert ist, der individuelle Hunde wie Fido“ und Waldi“ als Instanzen zu” können, und
” dass konzeptuelle Relageordnet werden
tionen zwischen solchen Klassen definiert werden. Die
Entscheidung, Synsets und Lexical Units als Instanzen
zu modellieren, scheint verarbeitungstechnisch und nicht
linguistisch motiviert zu sein: So weist z.B. Sanfilippo
et al.(2005)Sanfilippo, Tratz, Gregory, Chappell, Whitney, Posse, Paulson, Baddeley, Hohimer und White) darauf hin, die Modellierung einer großen Zahl von Lexical
Units und Synsets als Klassen sei impractical for a realworld application“. Wir haben uns” mit dem in Abschnitt
2 vorgestellten OWL-Modell für GermaNet dieser Entscheidung angeschlossen, möchten aber, weil diese aus
linguistischer Perspektive doch recht unbefriedigend ist,
weiter mit anderen Modellierungsoptionen experimentieren.
Allerdings erfordert die Definition einer OWL Property, die eine Menge von Klassen paarweise mit einer anderen Menge von Klassen relationiert (wie bei der Meronymie/Holonymie und anderen konzeptuellen Relationen),
die Verwendung von Meta-Klassen, wie sie nur in OWL
Full zur Verfügung stehen. Wenn man im Rahmen von
OWL DL bleiben möchte, gibt es noch die Möglichkeit,
Subklassen durch Einschränkung einer Relation von einer Superklasse auf diese Subklassen einander paarweise
zuzuordnen, wie am Beispiel der Hyperonymie-Relation
in TermNet gezeigt.
Unklar ist, wie sich eine solche Modellierung für
große Datenmengen verarbeiten lässt. Wir haben vor,
dies an einem größeren Ausschnitt von GermaNet

2. Ein TermNet-Terminus hat kein semantisches
Synset-Pendant in GermaNet, aber der Terminus steht in einer Subclass-Relation zu einem
Terminus, der über plg:attachedToNearSynonym
an ein GermaNet-Synset angebunden ist. Z.B.
ist der Terminus tn:Term MonodirektionalerLink
über die Subclass-Property mit dem Terminus
tn:Term Link verbunden, welcher wiederum über
plg:attachedToNearSynonym an das NounSynset
gn:Link in GermaNet geknüpft ist. Die Eigenschaft
plg:attachedToGeneralConcept verbindet eine Terminusklasse wie tn:Term MonodirektionalerLink
mit einem GermaNet-Synset, das mit einem
übergeordneten
Terminus
in
einer
plg:attachedToNearSynonym-Relation
steht.
Die Relation zwischen indirekt verknüpften Konzepten kann somit auch direkt spezifiziert werden
und dient der Verkürzung von Pfadlängen zwischen
semantisch ähnlichen Konzepten, z.B. bei der
Berechnung semantischer Distanzmaße. Hier gehen
wir über den Plug-in Approach hinaus, der diese
Relation nicht vorsieht.
3. Für einen Terminus aus TermNet gibt es kein semantisch entsprechendes Synset in GermaNet und
auch kein passendes hyperonymisches GermaNetSynset, an das der Terminus adäquat gelinkt werden könnte. Es existiert aber ein passendes holonymisches GermaNet-Synset, mit dem der TermNetTerminus verknüpft werden kann, und zwar mittels der Plug-in-Relation plg:attachedToHolonym.
Ein Beispiel ist der Terminus tn:Term Anker, der
in seiner terminologischen Bedeutung in der Hypertextforschung (Anker = Teil eines Links) keine semantische Entsprechung in GermaNet hat, statt dessen aber über plg:attachedToHolonym dem meronymisch übergeordneten GermaNet-Synset gn:Link
zugeordnet werden kann.
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zu testen. Eine solche alternative Modellierung hätte
auch den Vorteil, dass die Relation hyperonymy mit
<rdfs:subclassOf> gleichgesetzt werden kann, was
für bestimmte Anwendungen interessant sein kann, vgl.
(van Assem et al.(2006b)van Assem, Gangemi und
Schreiber). Außerdem könnte bei einer solchen Modellierung der Plug-in-Ansatz zur Verknüpfung von allgemeinsprachlichen und terminologischen Wortnetzen eleganter umgesetzt werden, weil dann zu den Properties,
die beide Ressourcen verknüpfen, auch innerhalb von
OWL DL jeweils inverse Properties angelegt werden
können. Sollte eine Modellierung aller Synsets und Lexical Units als Klassen nicht machbar sein, bietet sich eine
Teillösung an: Interessant in diesem Zusammenhang ist
z.B. der Vorschlag von Sanfilippo et al.(2005)Sanfilippo,
Tratz, Gregory, Chappell, Whitney, Posse, Paulson, Baddeley, Hohimer und White), nur eine geringere Teilmenge (1077) der Synsets, und zwar die generischen Topkonzepte, als OWL-Klassen zu modellieren und die restlichen Synsets auf diese abzubilden.
Neben der Entwicklung und Evaluierung linguistisch
adäquaterer Modellierungsalternativen werden wir den
Ansatz zur Verknüpfung von GermaNet mit terminologischen Wortnetzen detaillierter ausarbeiten und den Ansatz auch für andere Domänenontologien austesten. Die
entstehenden Ressourcen werden in texttechnologischen
Anwendungen evaluiert.
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Abstract
Das NLI-Z39.50 ist ein Mensch-MaschineInterface, mit dem ein natürlichsprachlicher Zugang zu Bibliotheksdatenbanken im Internet
realisiert wurde. Damit sind im Prinzip diejenigen Bibliotheken weltweit erreichbar, die das
internationale Standard-Protokoll Z39.50 unterstützen. Das NLI bietet als Recherchesystem einen nutzerfreundlichen, natürlichsprachlichen Zugang zu vernetzten digitalen Bibliotheken und zu heterogenen Informationsressourcen
von Fachinformationsanbietern im Internet. Im
vorliegenden Beitrag wird gezeigt, dass das NLIZ39.50 herkömmlichen Systemen zur Informationsrecherche (wie z. B. dem OPAC) bezüglich
meßbarer Evaluationskriterien wie Precision
(Genauigkeit) und Recall (Vollständigkeit) und
auch bezüglich der Bewertung der subjektiven
Nutzerzufriedenheit überlegen ist.

1

Einführung

Das NLI-Z39.50 ist ein Mensch-MaschineInterface und zugleich Literaturrecherchesystem, das einen natürlichsprachlichen Zugang zu
weltweit im Internet verteilten Bibliotheksdatenbanken realisiert, die das Z39.50-Protokoll
unterstützen. Das natürlichsprachliche Interface
(NLI) bietet darüber hinaus eine Schnittstelle
zu weiteren, recht heterogenen Informationsressourcen, aber auch zu anderen Fachinformationsanbietern und zu kommerziellen Systemen
im Internet, die über Protokolle wie SOAP erreichbar sind. Im Mittelpunkt der Entwicklung
des NLI-Z39.50 stand die Beantwortung der
Frage: “Inwieweit verbessert sich aus Sicht des
Nutzers die Qualität der Recherche mit einem
natürlichsprachlichen Interface im Vergleich zur
Recherche mit einem herkömmlichen System
zur Informationssuche? ”
Das NLI-Z39.50 ist dadurch charakterisiert,
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dass es mit einer voll ausgebauten syntaktischsemantischen Analyse arbeitet, die auf dem
Wissensrepräsentationsparadigma der Mehrschichtigen Erweiterten Semantischen Netze
(kurz: MultiNet, s. Helbig (2006)) aufbaut.
Durch die Ausrichtung auf ein volles Verstehen
des vom Nutzer geäußerten Informationswunsches ist es bereits in diesem Punkt herkömmlichen Systemen, wie z. B. dem OPAC (Online
Public Access Catalog), überlegen, da die Leistung des NLI auch auf eine inhaltliche Abfrage von textuellen Bestandteilen digitaler Bibliotheksinformationen wie Abstracts oder anderen
erfaßten Volltexten ausgedehnt werden kann.
Es kommt noch hinzu, dass mit einem OPAC
gewöhnlich nur ein dediziertes Bibliothekssystem erreichbar ist, während das NLI-Z39.50 von
vornherein auf eine parallele natürlichsprachliche Recherche bei mehreren Providern ausgelegt
ist. Das NLI-Z39.50 bietet somit eine einheitliche Oberfläche, dessen Bedienung einfach und
nur einmal zu erlernen ist, während sich die Benutzungsoberflächen der OPACs der verschiedenen Anbieter unterscheiden und ihre Bedienung
jedesmal neu erlernt werden muss. Darüber hinaus wurden die seit langem bekannten Probleme der Nutzer mit OPAC-Systemen bisher nicht
ausreichend gelöst, darunter etwa die falsche
Verwendung der Boole’schen Verknüpfungsoperatoren AND und OR in Anfragen (s. Borgman
(1996) für einen Überblick über Probleme der
Nutzer mit dem OPAC).
Obwohl bereits jetzt auf deutschsprachige
Anfragen auch bei fremdsprachigen Bibliotheken zutreffende Antworten erzielt werden,
können Nutzeranfragen vom NLI automatisch
in das Englische übersetzt werden, wodurch sich
der Recall in internationalen Bibliotheken weiter steigern lässt. Ein Vorteil des Einsatzes linguistisch fundierter Sprachverarbeitungstechni-

ken für die Informationsrecherche besteht auch
darin, dass gewissermaßen als günstige Nebenwirkung automatisch Effekte wie Rechtschreibkorrektur, Suche unter Einschluss von phonetischer Ähnlichkeit und Ausnutzung der Kompositumzerlegung zum Tragen kommen. Bei rein
statistisch basierten Ansätzen zur Informationssuche (etwa auf N -Grammen basierend) müssen
entsprechende Verfahren komplett neu entwickelt werden oder sind gar nicht übertragbar.
Die im NLI-Z39.50 eingesetzte Sprachanalyse verwendet ein großes semantikbasiertes
Computerlexikon, HaGenLex (Hartrumpf et
al., 2003). HaGenLex umfasst z. Zt. etwa
28.000 syntaktisch-semantisch voll beschriebene Lexikoneinträge; Einträge mit nur morphosyntaktischer Information zu etwa 50.000
Wörtern; verschiedene Eigennamenlexika (etwa
250.000 Einträge) und weitere Speziallexika.
Die Information in den Lexika können auch
vorteilhaft für Methoden der Frage-Erweiterung
durch Einbeziehung von Synonymen, Hyperonymen usw. eingesetzt werden. Insgesamt
ist das NLI-Z39.50 damit auch gegenüber anderen natürlichsprachlichen Literaturrecherchesystemen wie OSIRIS, einem Interface für die
Suche in den Datenbeständen der Osnabrücker
Bibliothek (Ronthaler, 2000), im Vorteil.
Eines der Hauptargumente für den Einsatz
von NLI ist, dass die Nutzer keine formale Retrievalsprache lernen müssen, um nach Informationen zu suchen. Sie können vielmehr mit
dem Computer in der ihnen vertrauten Muttersprache kommunizieren. Besondere Kenntnisse
über Datenstrukturen oder Datenorganisation
der Zieldatenbank (z. B. über Art und Anzahl der unterstützten Attribute) sind nicht erforderlich. Der natürlichsprachliche Zugang zu
den Zielsystemen erlaubt die freie Frageformulierung ohne künstliche Einschränkungen.
Eine Anfrage an das NLI-Z39.50 kann zum
Beispiel lauten: “Wo finde ich Bücher von Peter Jackson über künstliche Intelligenz, die im
letzten Jahr bei Addison-Wesley und Springer
erschienen sind? ” Diese Anfrage enthält neben
den typischen Anteilen der natürlichsprachlichen Formulierung eines Informationswunsches
(Titel- und Autorenangabe) zwei Besonderheiten. Die temporale Deixis (“im letzten Jahr ”)
wird vom NLI korrekt als Referenz auf das vergangene Jahr 2005 interpretiert, wenn die An-
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frage im Jahr 2006 geäußert wurde. Die Koordination der Verlagsnamen wird vom NLI ebenfalls korrekt in eine logische Disjunktion in der
Datenbankanfrage transformiert, unter Einbeziehung des Wissens, dass ein Buch nicht gleichzeitig in zwei Verlagen erscheint.

2

Aufbau und Arbeitsweise des
NLI-Z39.50

Mit dem NLI-Z39.50 wird das Ziel verfolgt, die
Nutzeranfragen inhaltlich zu verstehen. Deshalb
werden natürlichsprachliche Anfragen in entsprechende MultiNet-Repräsentationen in Gestalt semantischer Netze überführt. Die Verarbeitung einer natürlichsprachlichen Nutzeranfrage verläuft in den einzelnen Komponenten
wie folgt (vgl. Abb. 1):
Der User-Client (1) übernimmt die Verarbeitung der Nutzereingaben und koordiniert die
Kommunikation mit den anderen Systemmodulen. Er ist über einen Internet-Browser zugänglich, nimmt natürlichsprachliche Anfragen entgegen und zeigt die Ergebnisse über das FrontEnd in lesbarer Form an.
Der WOCADI -Parser (WOrd ClAss based
DIsambiguating-Parser, 2) führt die Sprachanalyse durch (Hartrumpf, 2003) und liefert die Repräsentation der Bedeutung eines Textes oder
einer Anfrage als semantisches Netz, d. h. als
MultiNet-Ausdruck (Helbig, 2006).
TRANSFOR (3) übernimmt die Transformation der Bedeutungsstrukturen in eine Datenbankanfrage. Ein Rete-basiertes Produktionsregelsystem erzeugt eine datenbankunabhängige
Repräsentation der Nutzeranfrage, die so genannte DIQR (Database Independent Query
Representation), welche die Kernaussage des Informationsbedürfnisses eines Nutzers darstellt.
Dazu werden die semantischen Relationen und
Funktionen der Repräsentation der Anfrage auf
Attribute, Suchrelationen, Typen und Suchbegriffe einer Datenbankanfrage abgebildet.
Für die Beispielanfrage lautet die DIQR (Terme sind konjunktiv miteinander verknüpft):
(bibcode
= (char "b"))
((OR author editor) =
(name "jackson" "peter"))
((OR title subject title-series) =
(phrase "natürlich" "intelligenz"))
(publisher = (OR (name "springer")
(name "addison-wesley")))
(publication_time >= (date "2005"))

Front-End

Natürlichsprachliches Interface

Anfrage:

2 WOCADI

Back-End

3 TRANSFOR
BrokerDatenbank

Kennst du
Artikel von
Shapiro?

4 Broker
1 User-Client

Ergebnisse:

5 IR-Client

1. ...
2. ...
3. ...

7 Kritiker

6 ANSWER

ProviderDatenbanken

Abbildung 1: Architektur des NLI-Z39.50. Pfeile bezeichnen den Nachrichtenaustausch zwischen
den Modulen des NLI-Z39.50.
Der Broker (4) empfiehlt für eine Anfrage passende Zielsysteme, wobei er sich auf formale Datenbankprofile und auf Hintergrundwissen in Form semantischer Netze stützt. Dabei
berücksichtigt er insbesondere die Nutzerpräferenzen, Eigenschaften und unterstützte Suchfeatures der Zielsysteme sowie pragmatische
Aspekte (etwa die räumliche Nähe zum Standort) als Auswahlkriterien.
Ein Information Retrieval-Client (5) steuert
den Zugriff auf die Z39.50-Datenbanken der
Provider und paßt die Anfrage an das Profil der
Datenbank an, bevor der Suchvorgang initiiert
wird. Die in der DIQR verwendeten Elemente
werden auf die von einem Zielsystem unterstützten Attribute des bibliographischen Schemas
des Z39.50 Protokolls für das Suchfeld, die Suchrelation, Position, Struktur, Trunkierung und
Vollständigkeit abgebildet. Dabei wird durch
das Profil der Datenbank berücksichtigt, welche Z39.50-Attribute von einem Zielsystem unterstützt werden. Beispielsweise muss eine Anfrage nach einem Herausgeber (editor) in eine
Anfrage nach einer Person (person) umgewandelt werden, wenn ein Zielsystem das entsprechende Suchfeld nicht unterstützt. Die gefundenen Ergebnisse werden von den Datenbanken an
das NLI zurück übermittelt.
Das Antwortmodul ANSWER (6) bereitet die
Ergebnisse aus verschiedenen bibliographischen
Formaten (XML, USMarc, MAB, etc.) für die
Darstellung auf. Es konvertiert die in den Ziel-
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datenbanken gefundenen Ergebnisse und bereitet diese für die Darstellung in HTML-Code auf.
Während der Anfragebearbeitung im NLI
werden Zwischendarstellungen an ein spezialisiertes Analysemodul, den so genannten Kritiker (7) geschickt. Der Kritiker identifiziert problematische Situationen und generiert entsprechendes Feedback für den Nutzer, das bei der
Beseitigung der Probleme helfen soll (Leveling,
2004a). Beispielsweise liefert er bei fehlerbehafteten Anfragen Vorschläge für die Rechtschreibkorrektur oder schlägt dem Nutzer bei erfolgloser Suche semantisch verwandte Begriffe zur
Erweiterung oder Reformulierung der natürlichsprachlichen Anfrage vor.

3

Evaluationen des NLI-Z39.50

Das NLI-Z39.50 wurde seit 2001 mehrfach Evaluationen unterzogen (s. u.). Hierbei wurden die
von Cleverdon, Mills und Keen bereits 1966 aufgestellten Kriterien für eine Gesamtbewertung
eines Information Retrieval-Systems (Cleverdon
et al., 1966) zu Grunde gelegt. Diese umfassen u. a.: Vollständigkeit (Recall) und Genauigkeit der Ergebnisse (Precision), die Form der
Ausgabepräsentation und schließlich den Aufwand des Nutzers zur Erlangung von SystemAntworten. Die Leistung des NLI wurde wie
folgt untersucht: in einer internen Evaluation (2001) und in einer abschließenden Nutzerbefragung (2006), in einer externen Evaluation durch die Universität Leipzig (2003), sowie

durch jährliche Evaluationen (2003–2006) im
Rahmen der CLEF-Initiative (Cross Language
Evaluation Forum).
Für die oben genannten Merkmale hat das
NLI-Z39.50 im Vergleich zu herkömmlichen Recherchesystemen in der Anwendungsdomäne Literaturrecherche bessere Leistungswerte erzielt.
So wurde bei einer Befragung von 291 Nutzern
die Ergebnisanzeige und die Erlernbarkeit der
Bedienung des NLI-Z39.50 im Gegensatz zum
OPAC jeweils mit der Schulnote gut beurteilt.
Zudem fiel auch die subjektive Gesamtbeurteilung des NLI durch die Nutzer (akkumuliert
aus Bewertungen der einzelnen Aspekte) weit
positiver aus als bei herkömmlichen Systemen
Stenglein (2006).
Hinsichtlich
der
Standard-Retrievalparameter Precision und Recall hat sich bei
Evaluationen im Rahmen von CLEF ebenfalls
gezeigt, dass das NLI-Z39.50 herkömmlichen
Methoden überlegen ist. Bei den Experimenten
zum domänenspezifischen Retrieval erreichte
das NLI bereits 2003 im domänenspezifischen
Retrieval 0.2064 MAP (mean average precision). Ein Vergleichsexperiment mit Boole’scher
Anfrageverarbeitung, wie sie bei OPACSystemen eingesetzt wird, erzielte 0.0809 MAP
(Leveling, 2004b). Die Retrievalleistung des
NLI-Z39.50 konnte bei den jährlichen Evaluationen bis zum Jahr 2006 auf 0.3539 MAP
gesteigert werden (Leveling, 2006).

4

Schlussfolgerungen und zukünftige
Arbeit

Diese Ergebnisse führten zur Konzeption eines
neuen, auf inhaltliche Frage-Beantwortung über
textuellen Informationen ausgerichteten und
nicht an Spezialprotokolle gebundenen Systems,
das im Rahmen des von der DFG geförderten
Projekts IRSAW (Intelligent Information Retrieval on the Basis of a Semantically Annotated Web) entwickelt wird. Die weiteren Arbeiten werden auf die Einbeziehung großer, automatisch generierter Wissensbestände und auf
die Ausdehnung auf eine zweite Anfragesprache,
nämlich Englisch, ausgerichtet sein.
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Abstract. For the semantic evaluation of natural language sentences, in particular those containing generalized quantifiers, we subscribe to the generate and test methodology to produce models of
such sentences. These models are considered as means by which the
sentences can be interpreted within a natural language processing
system. The goal of this paper is to demonstrate that answer set programming is a simple, efficient and particularly well suited model
generation technique for this purpose, leading to a straightforward
implementation.

1

Introduction

In Natural Language Processing researchers made considerable
progress in the fields of speech recognition and syntactic analysis for
practical applications. On the other hand the area of semantic analysis has so far mainly concentrated on representational and semantic
construction issues. Several logical systems have been developed that
are suited for the task of discourse meaning representation and in particular for anaphora binding, e.g., Discourse Representation Theory
(DRT). At the same time the area of semantic analysis, i.e., possibility of inference based on discourse semantic information and world
knowledge, still is the area where much work remains to be done.
Inference has long been admitted as a key concern in the design
of natural language processing systems. It plays an important role in
assigning meaning to utterances as well as verifying the consistency
of an utterance within the world knowledge of the system or implementing commands encoded in the utterance. [3, 7, 10, 11, 4, 5]
propose model generation as a key methodology for implementing
inference in different areas of natural language processing. At the
same time psycholinguistic studies support model-generation based
methods from a conceptual view. Their studies show that during discourse comprehension humans build a logical form of a text as well
as construct the state of affairs described by the discourse, i.e., models of the representation, so called mental models.
Nowadays there are two main research directions in the area of
applying inference for natural language interpretation. One of them
introduces the use of first order logic (FOL) as a metalanguage for encoding utterance information, world and situation knowledge as for
instance demonstrated in [4, 5]. The main advantage of using first
order logic is the availability of inference tools, such as first order
logic model builders and theorem provers. Using first order logic for

the task of inference within natural language processing brings several problems. On one hand first order logic is unable to express such
language phenomena as generalized quantifiers like most, many. On
the other hand expressing domain knowledge in first order logic is
a very tedious task where the underlying theory is undecidable. Another way of applying inference for language interpretation is to design an inference engine specifically for a certain type of semantic
representation language as for instance in [7, 10, 11]. The approach
of developing specialized inference algorithms for semantic interpretation are not satisfactory in the sense that they are system and logic
specific.
We see the possibility of using tools that are especially designed
for knowledge representation and reasoning for the tasks of natural
language processing inference be a compromise between two available directions of the research in semantic interpretation. We investigate the potential of using a logic programming paradigm called answer set programming (ASP) for model generation approach within
natural language processing. Answer set programming is a form of
the declarative programming paradigm [14, 15] related to logic programming languages, such as Prolog, where the solutions to a problem are represented by answer sets, and not by answer substitutions
produced in response to a query as in conventional logic programming. As opposed to Prolog, this programming method uses specialized answer set solvers, such as for example SMODELSA [6]. This
approach is similar to propositional satisfiability checking, where a
propositional formula encodes the problem and models of the formula correspond to the solutions of the problem. The model generation approach in place of query evaluation is the most characteristic
feature of answer set programming. This methodology allows new
ways of solving problems occurring in artificial intelligence. Within
this paper we argue that it is also useful in providing solutions to the
natural language processing interpretation problem. By now the answer set programming paradigm was successfully applied in various
domains including space shuttle control [17], planning [12], and the
design and implementation of question answering systems [1]. We
investigate the applicability of the answer set programming methodology in the area of natural language processing on the task of providing the interpretation to sentences with generalized quantifiers.
We argue that the method is competitive with other available tools in
this field and may bring new insights in the area of model generation
for the semantic interpretation of sentences.
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As the main goal of this paper is to advocate ASP as a new
and efficient model generation technique, having semantic evaluation in mind, we will not deal with general problems of semantic
construction or problems of representing generalized quantifiers in
a DRT framework. So, research problems in the area of generalized quantifiers such as scope problems, vague quantification, nonmonotonicity, etc., as well as questions of scalability are beyond the
scope of the present paper. Instead, we assume an appropriate semantic construction procedure as given and focus just on the model
generation aspects using ASP. To investigate our central thesis, i.e.
the feasibility of ASP for model generation and semantic evaluation
in NLP, we begin with rather simple cases. It is important to notice
that these simple examples are not meant as to provide a particular
motivation for our approach. But with their help, we will show that
ASP is in fact an appropriate approach, being simple, efficient and
of suitable expressiveness at the same time, and that it supplies good
reasons to be taken as the basis for the treatment of more complex
cases — a research task still to be done.
So, in the following we present our first results to resolve
the meaning of the natural language generalized quantifiers “all”,
“some”, “two”, and “most”. We adopt the idea proposed in [2], that
generalized quantifiers are relations between sets, where members of
the sets are given by the semantics of the sentence. Note that we use
the term set, while linguistically these sets can be seen as extensions.
Consider the simple example sentence All trains are fast. In a view
adopted from [2] the sentence expresses the relation all between set
of trains and the set of fast trains. The relation all is satisfied only if
the two sets are identical.
Of course, there are different issues within generalized quantifier
interpretation. Unsurprisingly, their interpretations are often ambiguous. For example, in Discourse Representation Theory [9] several
algorithms are being proposed for constructing the representation
for the same sentence that contains a generalized quantifier. But,
as pointed out above, these questions are beyond the scope of the
present paper.
The way we approach the interpretation of generalized quantifiers is by applying the generate and test methodology. First, we
encode the problem of generating prospective models by means of
logic rules in the answer set program. Intuitively, prospective models are sets that could correspond to the meaning of a sentence, i.e.
the sets that might satisfy the relation on the sentence provided by
the generalized quantifier. For example, when the domain consists of
three trains {t1, t2, t3} and the sentence to be analyzed is All trains
are fast, then the one possible and hence prospective model corresponding to the sentence, i.e. the model that contains all trains, is
{t1, t2, t3} such that they are fast. The second part of the logic program encodes the test on prospective models on their plausibility by
using pragmatic, world, or domain knowledge. Within the paper we
present only the outline of our idea on interpreting generalized quantifiers. We demonstrate the approach using sample sentences with
generalized quantifiers.
The paper is organised as follows. First, we introduce the formal
concepts of the answer set programming sufficient to understand the
further encodings in the paper. Second, the specifications and encoding of sample domain are given. Then, we present the analysis of
simple example sentences that contain generalized quantifiers, and
specify the details of their processing within the generate and test
framework.

2

Answer Set Programming

A rule is an expression
a0 ← a1 , . . . , am , not am+1 , . . . , not an

(1)

where a0 is an atom or the symbol ⊥ for falsehood, and a1 , . . . , an
are atoms for 0 ≤ m ≤ n. Atom a0 is called head of the rule whereas
a1 , . . . , am , not am+1 , . . . , not an is the body. If the head of a rule
is ⊥ then the rule is called a constraint and it is written
← a1 , . . . , am , not am+1 , . . . , not an .
If the body of a rule is empty then the rule is called a fact. A logic
program is a finite set of rules.
We interpret logic programs via answer set semantics [8, 16, 18].
Let Π be a logic program comprising rules with n = m (i.e. Π is a
program without any occurrence of not) and let X be a set of atoms;
we say that X is closed under Π if, for every rule in Π, a0 ∈ X
whenever {a1 , . . . , am } ⊆ X. We say that X is an answer set for
Π if X is the smallest set closed under Π. Now let Π be an arbitrary
logic program and let X be a set of atoms. The reduct ΠX of Π
relative to X is the set of rules a0 ← a1 , . . . , am for all rules in Π
such that X ∩ {am+1 , . . . , an } = ∅. Thus ΠX is a program without
not. Set X is an answer set for Π if X is an answer set for ΠX .
We now extend the class of rules with choice rules, i.e. expressions
of the form:
{a0 } ← a1 , . . . , am , not am+1 , . . . , not an

(2)

where a0 , . . . , an are atoms. For the lack of space here we do
not provide the precise definition of the semantics of logic programs with choice rules1 . However, for the purpose of this presentation, it suffices to give the following, informal explanation. We
say that the body of rules of the form (1) or (2) is satisfied by X
if {a1 , . . . , am } ⊆ X and {am+1 , . . . , an } ∩ X = ∅. On the one
hand, rule (1) prescribes that if the body is satisfied by the answer set
then its head must be in the answer set too. Choice rule (2), on the
other hand, prescribes that if its body is satisfied by the answer set,
its head may be in the answer set.
To illustrate, let us consider the program composed by the rules
a. {b} ← a. c ← b.
It has two answer sets, {a} and {a, b, c}. The body of the first rule
is satisfied by any set therefore a shall be part of all answer sets. The
body of the second choice rule is also satisfied by all answer sets
hence b may be in the answer set. The satisfaction of the body of the
last rule depends on whether b is in the answer set or not. By adding
the constraint ← c. to the example program we can eliminate the
second answer set.
We finally extend the class of rules with aggregate rules, i.e. expressions of the form:
a0 ← aggr, a1 , . . . , am , not am+1 , . . . , not an

(3)

where a0 , . . . , an are atoms, and aggr is an aggregate literal of the
form F ({X, p(X)})op V alue, F is an aggregate function (e.g.,
count, sum), op is a relational operator (e.g. =,>). Due to the lack
of space we refer the readers to [18] for a precise definition of an
answer set for logic programs with aggregate rules. However, we
1

For a precise definition of an answer set for logic programs with choice
rules please see [16].
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illustrate the use of aggregate rules in the following example. Let us
consider the program composed by the rules
set(a). set(b). set(c).
twoElementsSet ← count({X, set(X)}) = 2.
threeElementsSet ← count({X, set(X)}) = 3.

where
x
train(x)

(6)

fast(x)

(7)

is called a restrictor;

It has one answer set {set(a) set(b) set(c) threeElementsSet}.
For simplicity, in the sequel we use the term rules in a broad sense so
to encompass also choice and aggregate rules.
The answer set programming system SMODELSA accepts the programs containing rules (1), (2), and (3) produced by the grounder
2
LPARSE . LPARSE allows variables in its syntax, and makes use of
so called domain predicates in order to ground the program so that it
contains only atoms. Later in the presentation we use the rules with
variables but it shall be intuitive which ground rules they result in.
The common answer set programming style is to split the problem
specification into two subproblems: generate, and test [13], where

is called a nuclear scope; h∀xi is the formal representation of the
relation all and is called a quantifier. Restrictor, nuclear scope and (5)
are Discourse Representation Structures (DRSs), where (5) and (7)
contain only conditions, and (6) consists of discourse referents, and
conditions listed respectively above and below the horizontal bar.
Duplex-DRS as a Logic Program. First we define constants
forall, exists, two, most to correspond to duplex-DRS quantifiers
h∀ xi, h∃ xi, htwo xi, hmost xi respectively. The specifications
of duplex-DRS contains logic rules specifying a restrictor, a nuclear
scope, and a quantifier. For instance duplex-DRS (5) specification
consists of

1. the generate part of a program defines a potential set of solutions,
2. the test part consists of the constraints which ”weed out” the answer sets generated in the generate part that don’t satisfy the constraints.

restrictor(train, x). nuclearScope(f ast, x).

(8)

quantif ier(f orall, x).

(9)

We adopt this methodology for encoding the problem of interpreting
the sentences with generalized quantifiers in the following.

3

and
Within a representation of duplex-DRSes for sentences [s-2,s-3,s-4]
rule (9) would be replaced by the following rules respectively:

Generate and Test via Answer Set Programming

3.1

Domain Specification

We demonstrate our way of interpreting generalized quantifiers with
the help of examples with the assumption that a natural language processing system has a built-in world model — the domain knowledge.
First, let us formalise our example domain knowledge and encode it
as a logic program.
Example Specification: There are three trains in the world. Constants t1, t2, t3 correspond to the train instances. The trains t1, t2
have the property of being f ast, t3 has the property of being slow.
The encoding of the domain follows:
num(1). num(2). num(3).
object(t1; t2; t3).
pred(train, t1). pred(train, t2). pred(train, t3).
pred(f ast, t1). pred(f ast, t2). pred(slow, t3).

3.2

(4)

3.3

quantif ier(exists, x).

(10)

quantif ier(two, x).

(11)

quantif ier(most, x).

(12)

Prospective Models

As we mentioned in the introduction we take a view at generalized
quantifiers as relations on sets. In this sense we can describe the relation all between two sets A and B as follows
• All A are B whenever A ⊆ B
Additionally, it was noted by Barwise and Cooper [2] that the relation
B ⊆ A always holds in case of all natural language generalized
quantifiers. (There are exceptions as only, but we do not consider
such cases in this work). Hence the relation that correspond to natural
language quantifier all can be given as
• All A are B whenever A = B.

Sentence Representation

The generation of sentence models corresponding to its meaning proceeds as follows. First, we encode the generate part of the program
that is able to enumerate the prospective models of the sentence. By
a prospective model we identify a pair of sets hA, Bi such that

We choose four naive sentences to demonstrate the approach:
All trains are fast. [s-1]
Some trains are fast. [s-2]
Two trains are fast. [s-3]
Most trains are fast. [s-4]
Although these are simple sentences, they are sufficient for our presentation.
Within this paper we consider duplex-DRS [9] to denote a formal
representation of a sentence. For instance, sentence [s-1] has the following duplex-DRS representation

i if and only if a ∈ A then a satisfies the restrictor of duplex-DRS,
i.e., A is an extension of the restrictor, e.g., for sentence [s-1]
A = {a|train(a)},
ii B ⊆ A,
iii sets A and B satisfy the quantifier condition of the duplex-DRS.
In case of all-h∀xi quantifier, its condition is A ⊆ B (A = B) .
For example, there exists only one prospective model

@
x
∀ x@ fast(x)
train(x) @
@
2

http://saturn.hut.fi/pub/smodels/ .

(5)

h{t1, t2, t3}, {t1, t2, t3}i
for sentence [s-1] within the domain described in section 3.1. Second, we encode the test part of the program that lists the constraints
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on the solutions based on the sentence nuclear scope, domain knowledge, and situation. This part of the program verifies the plausibility
of prospective models. Domain and sentence representation in logic
program syntax plus the generate and test parts produce the logic
program, whose answer sets represent the possible sentence interpretations.
Prospective Models for Some. We can describe the relationship
some between two sets A and B as follows
• Some A are B whenever A ∩ B 6= ∅
The condition (iii) of the prospective model definition in case of the
natural language quantifier some-h∃xi is B 6= ∅. Consider a sentence
[s-2]. There are seven prospective models that correspond to this sentence and domain from section 3.1, where A is the set {t1, t2, t3},
while B may have seven corresponding assignments {t1, t2, t3},
{t1}, {t1, t2}, {t2, t3}, {t1, t3}, {t2}, {t3}.
Prospective Models for Two. First we may note the ambiguity of
the word two. In some sentences it might mean exactly two in others
at least two, or at most two. At the moment we abstract to the former
meaning of two – exactly two.
We can describe the relationship two between the sets A and B by

most ← count({X, bel (X, x)}) > K1,
assign(K1, div(K, 2)), numA(K), num(K).
numA(K) ← count({X, ael (X, x)}) = K, num(K).
← quantif ier(most, x), not most.

(17)

where (13) corresponds to the code that generates the candidate
members for the sets A and B, i.e., predicates ael (X, x), bel (X, x)
state that X is a member of A, B respectively. (14,15,16,17) specify the conditions that candidate set B generated by (13) must satisfy when the quantifier is all, some, two, or most respectively. Consider specification (17). The first rule, most-rule, states that the number of objects that are elements of set B is greater than K1 where
K1 = |A|
and |A|
is computed by the second rule of (17). The con2
2
straint ← quantif ier(most, x), not most. on the other hand forbids solutions where quantif ier(most, x) is provided by a duplexDRS specification, but the requirement of most-rule is not satisfied.
There exists a mapping between prospective models and answer
sets of a program consisting of the domain, a sentence duplex-DRS
specification, and AB Generate. Let us consider the domain from
section 3.1, and sentence [s-3]. The logic program corresponding to a
prospective model generator for this example is a combination of the
domain specification (4) with (8,11,13,16). There are three answer
sets for this program that correspond to prospective models

• Two A are B whenever |A ∩ B| = 2
h{t1, t2, t3}, {t1, t2}ih{t1, t2, t3}, {t2, t3}ih{t1, t2, t3}, {t1, t3}i
The condition (iii) of the prospective model definition for the natural
language quantifier two-htwo xi is |B| = 2. Consider sentence [s-3].
In case of the domain described in section 3.1, and sentence [s-3]
there are three prospective models, where A is set {t1, t2, t3}, while
B may have three corresponding assignments {t1, t2}, {t2, t3},
{t1, t3}.
Prospective Models for Most. We can describe the relationship
most between two sets A and B as follows
• Most A are B whenever |A ∩ B| >

|A|
2

The condition (iii) of the prospective model definition for the natural language quantifier most-hmost xi is |B| > |A|
. Consider
2
sentence [s-4]. In case of the domain described in section 3.1 and
sentence [s-4] there are four prospective models, where A is set
{t1, t2, t3}, while B may have four corresponding assignments
{t1, t2}, {t2, t3}, {t1, t3}, {t1, t2, t3}.

3.4

Generate

Our task now is to encode the generate part of the logic program that
is able to enumerate the prospective models of a sentence, when domain specification and sentence duplex-DRS representation are provided as an input. The encoding AB Generate follows:
ael (X, x) ← restrictor(Y, x), pred(Y, X).
{bel (X, x)} ← ael (X, x).

(13)

negAll ← ael (X, x), not bel (X, x).
f orall ← not negAll.
← quantif ier(f orall, x), not f orall.

(14)

exists ← bel (X, x).
← quantif ier(exists, x), not exists.

(15)

two ← count({X, bel (X, x)}) = 2.
← quantif ier(two, x), not two.

(16)

At this point we are done with the generation part of our approach
and proceed to the testing of prospective models.

3.5

Test

First let us explain what do we mean by prospective model testing.
What are the criteria that would make us to accept one prospective
model and reject another? We remind ourselves that our prototypical natural language processing system works within a specific domain possessing concrete knowledge about the surrounding world.
The prospective models that we accept and call SAT-models are the
ones that do not conflict with the domain knowledge of the natural
language processing system. Although for some applications we argue and demonstrate by examples that prospective models might play
an important role even when they are inconsistent with the domain
knowledge.
It is easy to notice that deciding within a specific application if
the model is acceptable might depend on such factors as whether
the sentence is an imperative, a statement, or a question, or whether
the speaker is trustworthy. In this section we would like to outline the
flexibility of an answer set generate-and-test approach that may facilitate alternative interpretations of the sentences depending on specific
natural language applications. For instance, natural language driven
control system might evaluate a sentence differently from a question
answering system. In the previous section we provided the means to
generate prospective models that hold for the sentences with generalized quantifiers in all applications, while testing of the prospective
models is application specific and often requires not only linguistic data, but also background, domain, and application knowledge.
Therefore, in the following we only outline some possible scenarios
for model testing that take into account types of the sentences and
demonstrate that the answer set programming technique is sufficient
to support these scenarios. Implementation of an approach in the real
world natural language application will provide the new insights on
the approach.
Let us consider domain from section 3.1 and the sentences:
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Are all trains fast?
Make all trains fast.
Trains are all fast.
Are most trains fast?

(S-1)
(S-2)
(S-3)
(S-4)

Sentences (S-1, S-2, S-3) have only one prospective model
h{t1, t2, t3}, {t1, t2, t3}i. For these sentences the prospective
model assumes that all trains are fast while in our sample domain
we have one slow train. On the other hand sentence (S-4) has four
prospective models
h{t1, t2, t3}, {t1, t2}i, h{t1, t2, t3}, {t2, t3}i,
h{t1, t2, t3}, {t1, t3}i, h{t1, t2, t3}, {t1, t2, t3}i
where, for instance, first model assumes that trains t1 and t2 are fast.
Consider question (S-1). Its only prospective model is not consistent with the domain knowledge hence no SAT-model shall be generated from it. No SAT-model found corresponds to a negative answer
to the posed question. Consider question (S-4). Only one of the four
prospective models h{t1, t2, t3}, {t1, t2}i is consistent with the domain knowledge. Therefore there shall be only one answer set found
that corresponds to a SAT-model of (S-4) and states that indeed most
of the trains are fast, i.e., trains t1 and t2 are fast.
On the implementational level what needs to be checked is
whether the objects of B in the prospective model pair hA, Bi possess the properties given in a nuclear scope of duplex-DRS corresponding to the question. Prospective models that satisfy such constraints are accepted as SAT-models. Answer set programming constraint
← bel (B, x), not pred(X, B),
(18)
nuclearScope(X, x).
forbids the answer sets where within the domain knowledge, some
element of B does not possess the property specified by the nuclear
scope. Remember that some element b in B corresponds to bel (b, x)
predicate in our program.
There is no answer set for the program ΠS−1 constructed from
domain specification (4), duplex-DRS corresponding to (S-N)3 : (8,
9, 14), generate (13), and test (18). This corresponds to our intuition that the only prospective model of (S-1) is rejected that states a
negative answer to the question (S-1). Note that this implementation
rejects a prospective model even in case of incomplete knowledge
when the system is not aware of the speed property of some train.
The answer set program constructed from domain specification (4), duplex-DRS corresponding to (S-4): (8, 12, 17), generate
(13), and test (18). produces one answer set that corresponds to the
SAT-model h{t1, t2, t3}, {t1, t2}i. This meets our intuition that only
one prospective model of (S-4) shall be accepted as a SAT-model that
states a positive answer to the question (S-4).
In the case of the imperative sentence (S-2), its only prospective
model is inconsistent with the domain description from section 3.1.
Nevertheless rejecting the prospective model as in the case of question (S-1) might be not the optimal solution for all natural language
processing systems. By means of answer set programming another
possibility can be easily implemented. For instance, the answer set
of a program may present a prospective model together with the list
of objects in the domain required to possess some properties in order
for prospective model to be consistent with the domain knowledge.
Consider our sample domain and imperative sentence (S-2): train t3
shall possess a property of being fast in order for prospective model
be consistent with the domain.
3

S-N denotes S-1,S-2,S-3 due to the fact that duplex-DRS specifications corresponding to these sentences are identical.

The answer set program ΠS−2 constructed from domain specification (4), the duplex-DRS corresponding to (S-N): (8, 9, 14), generate
(13), and test rule
bP osses(B, X) ← bel (B, x), not pred(X, B),
nuclearScope(X, x).

(19)

produces one answer set that contains the predicate bP osses(t3,
f ast) and the prospective model
h{t1, t2, t3}, {t1, t2, t3}i. Such an answer set on the application level provides the information that in order to satisfy the
requests of the imperative sentence, train t3 shall possess the
property of being fast.
At the same time the answer set programming paradigm can easily
encode such information as whether it is in general possible for a
train from being slow to become fast. For instance, constraint
← pred(slow, X), pred(f ast, X).

(20)

states that if a train is slow, it in no way may be fast, i.e., the
only prospective model for (S-2) can be rejected based on such a
constraint of the domain knowledge. Intuitively, program ΠS−2 extended with constraint (20) has no answer sets.
Consider statement (S-3). Its only prospective model assumes that
all trains are fast while in our sample domain we have one slow train.
Based on domain knowledge of a system and statement (S-3) inconsistency, for some natural language processing applications it might
be expected a behaviour as in case of question (S-1) where no answer
set is produced for a program ΠS−1 . The natural language system
may then conclude that newly received information is inconsistent
with its knowledge and act upon that.
For some other applications, behaviour as in the case of the imperative sentence (S-2) might be more appropriate, where the answer
set of ΠS−2 conveys to a natural language processing system that
the received information encoded by a statement differs from the domain knowledge w.r.t. certain information. For instance, for the case
of our sample domain and statement (S-3), the answer set of ΠS−2
states that domain object train t3 shall possess a property of being
fast in order for statement (S-3) be consistent with the domain.
Here we conclude the presentation of some possible test scenarios.
It is important to underline that the flexibility of the proposed answer set programming methodology allows more sophisticated testing mechanisms that may take into account such information as, e.g.,
background knowledge and system requirements.

4

Conclusions

We proposed the application of the generate and test methodology
for finding the interpretations for sentences with generalized quantifiers. We see the generate part of the approach as the procedure
that can be defined based on the generalized quantifier, the domain
knowledge, and the sentence duplex-DRS. The test part is more sophisticated in a sense that also the type of the speech act, domain and
situation knowledge, and further natural language processing system
requirements may need to be taken into account in order to evaluate
the meaning of the sentence.
We demonstrated a way of using the answer set programming
paradigm for generating and testing the models corresponding to the
meaning of sentences with generalized quantifiers. The encoding is
modular and allows for flexible extensions. We see this feature of the
approach as its biggest advantage, that may allow quick and sophisticated encoding of different strategies for testing the models with
respect to the domain knowledge, the type of the speech acts, and
further natural language processing system requirements.
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Abstract
In this paper we propose a controlled language approach to text optimisation in the
field of technical documentation. Within this
approach, we use stylistic paraphrases as instrument to the optimisation process. We
present various categories of paraphrasing principles and describe their implementation in the
corrector component of a controlled language
checker.

1

Introduction

Document production in general, and technical
writing in particular are inevitably linked to the
concept of text optimisation. From a linguistic
point of view, standard language, consistent use
of terminology, unambiguous linguistic structures are required to increase the readability,
comprehensibility and translatability of technical documentation. In addition, company specific regulations may impose further restrictions
on documents in order to promote a consistent
corporate image.
Many companies have developed their own
style guides or writing rules for technical documentation. These usually include both requirements characteristic of technical writing in general and company specific regulations. Some examples of stylistic requirements are: the avoidance of jargon, the avoidance of complex, conjoined sentences, the use of positive constructions or the use of parallel structures (O’Brien,
2003). Style rules are sometimes formulated in
form of so-called controlled languages.
When speaking about style guides, style rules
or style checking, the notion of style is used to
cover all linguistic phenomena which cannot be
controlled by means of a prescriptive grammar.
Stylistic phenomena are usually treated in terms
of appropriate/ inappropriate whereas grammar
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problems are commonly dealt with in terms of
correct/incorrect.
In order to support text optimisation and ensure conformance to standards, various tools
such as document management systems, authoring tools, terminological databases or language checkers have been developed. In this
paper we propose to extend the style checking
functionality of an existing authoring tool, i.e.
CLAT, so that it not only detects inappropriate
linguistic structures but also provides an adequate reformulation.
In the following sections, we first define controlled languages (CLs) and present the various approaches used for language control in CL
checkers. Then, we present the style checking functionality of the CLAT checker. Subsequently, paraphrasing principles are elaborated
in order to reformulate structures that are found
to be stylistically inappropriate. The implementation of the paraphrasing principles into a corrector is also discussed. Eventually, we evaluate
the perormance of the developed paraphrasing
strategy.

2

Controlled Language Approach

Controlled languages (CLs) are a subset of the
set of natural languages which have been created for specific purposes (Dras, 1999). They
have generally been devised for large companies in order to restrict the complexity of the
language used in their documentation and thus
optimise the document production and the reception processes. Moreover, the use of a CL
should facilitate machine processing of firm documentation and ensure that a consistent corporate image is promoted.
Controlled languages restrict vocabulary,
syntax, and surface characteristics of texts.
Moreover, corporate values like solidity, loy-

alty, quality, fun, creativity, design can be signalled in the written documentation of the company, for instance, by using appropriate linguistic means (Henriksen et al., 2004).
For many companies it is important that the
conformance of texts to the specific rule sets
defining a CL be verifiable with specific applications, so called conformance checkers or controlled language checkers. CL checkers ideally
have two components, a checker and a corrector,
which either automatically corrects the text or
suggests rewrites to the user (Mitamura and Nyberg, 2001). But not all checkers contain such
correction modules. Typical reasons for not integrating a corrector are for example the wish
to keep error reports simple and to avoid possible wrong suggestions which would only annoy the technical writer (Wojcik and Holmback,
1996). Moreover, besides reformulating inappropriate structures, checkers might integrate
various other strategies meant to support the
rewriting process such as detailed problem diagnosis or training through typical reformulation
examples.
According to the way they implement the CL
constraints, two types of CL checking systems
can be distinguished (see also (Mitamura and
Nyberg, 2001)):
• Prescriptive systems specify all structures
that are allowed when using the CL, i.e.
the underlying grammar defines how texts
must be written in the respective CL.
Consequently, all sentences which cannot
be parsed by the grammar are considered
wrong and must be rewritten (Mitamura
and Nyberg, 2001). This approach is taken
by Caterpillar’s Technical English (Kamprath et al., 1998).
• Proscriptive systems specify all structures
that are not allowed when using the respective CL, i.e. the underlying grammar describes what needs to be rewritten. Within
these systems, the approach to language
checking is more relaxed, since only a partial checking of the documents is carried
out. As (Mitamura and Nyberg, 2001)
point out, documents still might have other
problems which are not covered by the
rules of the respective CL. Examples of proscriptive systems are the language check-
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ing tools CLAT (Schmidt-Wigger, 1998;
Haller, 2000; Reuther and Schmidt-Wigger,
2000) and Diebold’s Controlled Language
Checker (Moore, 2000).
A hybrid architecture using both prescriptive
and proscriptive specifications becomes necessary when CL checkers are paired with a corrector. In these systems, proscriptive rules detect
non-compliant linguistic structures, i.e. what
needs to be reformulated, whereas the prescriptive ones indicate how to reformulate the identified items. Such an architecture has been proposed as an extension to KANT CE Checker
(Mitamura and Nyberg, 2001; Mitamura et al.,
2003).
In the following section a correction module is
proposed for the CLAT language checking tool.
As in case of KANT CE Checker, a hybrid approach combining prescriptive and proscriptive
CL rules is considered.
In order to develop an appropriate set of
rules, we first present similar projects involving
German CLs. Then, the style checking component of CLAT is presented in more detail.
We show that the proscriptive style checking
rules must be paired with appropriate prescriptive rewrite rules in order to be able to produce paraphrases for the stylistically inappropriate sentences. The paraphrasing strategies
and the corresponding rewrite rules are presented in Section 3. A small experiment evaluating the performance of the paraphrasing tool
is described in Section 4.
2.1

Controlling Style in German
Technical Documents
There have been only a few attempts to design
and implement a controlled German. Siemens
AG developed Siemens-Dokumentationsdeutsch
(SDD), a set of proscriptive rules controlling
German grammatical constructions (Schachtl,
1996; Lehrndorfer and Schachtl, 1998) in order
to facilitate the production of documentation
that was to be subsequently machine processed,
i.e. machine translated. The set of rules addressed editing issues such as NPs without determiners in headings, parenthetical constructions or punctuation as well as linguistic properties such as syntactic ambiguity, coordination,
word order in conditional clauses, etc. However,
SDD exists only as a research prototype and has

not been further developed.
Another approach was taken by Anne Lehrndorfer in her PhD thesis. She elaborated guidelines for a Controlled German (Lehrndorfer,
1996). The controlled vocabulary is considered to be a weak-point in the elaboration of a
German CL. The syntax rules were elaborated
taking into account psycho-linguistic considerations. The rules regulate, among others, word
order, the use of the infinitive in instructions,
coordination, they forbid relative clauses and
indirect interrogatives etc. The suggested syntactic constructs are based on the most typical
sentence structures of German and were selected
according to content relations rather than considering linguistic criteria. Therefore, as the author mentions, the guidelines are more suitable
when writing new documents than for document
correction or reformulation (Lehrndorfer, 1996,
174). The thus elaborated Controlled German
is a theoretical construct and has not yet been
extensively tested. It can be considered only
as a basis for a practically relevant controlled
language.
A proscriptive approach to language control
has been adopted for CLAT1 , a CL checker developed at IAI2 in Saarbrücken. CLAT is a CL
checker which was designed to support technical writers in producing high quality technical
documentation by checking spelling, grammar,
style and terminology in technical documents
(Schmidt-Wigger, 1998; Carl et al., 2002; Hernandez and Rascu, 2004). CLAT has been in
commercial use since 1998 and has been constantly improved and tuned to the needs of its
users. However, the present architecture of the
commercial tool does not include a corrector.
In Section 2.2 we focus on the style checking
functionality of CLAT whereas in Section 3 we
discuss how the tool can be extended to paraphrase inappropriate text fragments.
2.2 Style Checking with CLAT
The main task of the style checking component
in CLAT is to identify phrase structures that are
ambiguous or difficult to understand. Besides,
1
All references in the article will be made to the German implementation of CLAT. The tool is also available
for English, and in less developed form, for French, Italian, Spanish, and Swedish.
2
Institut für Angewandte Informationsforschung,
Saarbrücken
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company specific stylistic requirements are also
checked in order to ensure compliance with corporate identity. The style checking functionality
uses style constraints which were initially formulated with the help of experts in the field
of technical documentation (Schmidt-Wigger,
1998) and were subsequently further tuned to
the needs of technical writers. Presently there
are 33 core rules checking conformance to general stylistic standards and 40 optional rules
which allow the user to activate different sets
of style rules in different configurations (Hernandez and Rascu, 2004).
Style constraints in CLAT address the following issues: layout, lexical problems, ambiguity, ellipsis, complexity, order of sentence constituents as well as other stylistic problems. Example (1) is detected by a lexical constraint prohibiting the use of the indefinite pronoun man
whereas (2) was considered inappropriate on the
basis of a syntactic rule checking the use of the
verb sein (to be) followed by a zu infinitive. The
CL implemented within CLAT states that neither construction is specific enough and may
lead to misinterpretation.
(1 )
(2 )

Um sich anzumelden, gibt man das Passwort ein.
Die Schrauben sind zu ersetzen.

During style checking, stylistically inappropriate phrases are highlighted and the technical
writer is prompted to reformulate the sentence.
An error message as well as a typical example
illustrating the problem and its stylistically adequate reformulation are also provided. A typical
reformulation example for sein + zu infinitive is
given below3 :
# An dieser Stelle sind die Einstellungen
nochmals zu überprüfen.
⇒Überprüfen Sie an dieser Stelle nochmals die
Einstellungen.
From the point of view of linguistic processing, style checking in CLAT involves three
stages:
1. morphological analysis of the input text,
3

Stylistically inappropriate sentences are marked
with “#”. Their reformulation is introduced by “⇒”.

2. morpho-syntactic disambiguation of the
analysed input using KURD4 , a shallowparsing formalism (Carl and SchmidtWigger, 1998; Carl, 2001; Carl, 2005),
3. style checking, i.e.
marking improper
structures with an error code using KURD.
On the basis of this information, CLAT offers at a later point a reformulation example and/or a detailed error message.
The linguistic structures marked with an error code are also the starting point for the paraphrasing process discussed in Section 3.

3

Paraphrasing

The main task of a corrector is to generate correct paraphrases for the stylistically inappropriate sentences. Mitamura and Nyberg suggest
that in a proscriptive system each constraint
must be paired with a prescriptive rewrite rule
(Mitamura and Nyberg, 2001). However, often
different reformulations are needed depending
on the context.
Prescriptive optimisation rules, so-called
paraphrasing principles, were formulated taking into account relevant research in various
fields such as controlled languages (Lehrndorfer
and Schachtl, 1998), text typology (Göpferich,
2002), speech act theory (Searle, 1970) as well as
evaluating the TETRIS corpus available at IAI
containing reformulation examples proposed by
experts in the field of technical documentation. Subsequently, a set of stylistic paraphrases
was implemented starting from these more general paraphrasing principles. The implemented
stylistic paraphrases deal with the following
phenomena.
3.1

Specification of Lexical Meaning

The stylistic constraints introduced to deal with
specification of lexical meaning address two phenomena: lexical ambiguity and lexical vagueness. The distinction between lexical ambiguity
and lexical vagueness is defined as a matter of
whether two or more meanings associated with
a phonological form are distinct, i.e. ambiguous, or united as non-distinguished sub-cases of
a single more general meaning (Tuggy, 1993,
4

KURD is an acronym representing the basic actions
of the formalism: Kill–Unify–Replace–Delete.
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273). We illustrate the specification of meaning by providing reformulations to problems detected by two CLAT style rules.
For example, when using betätigen (operate)
in a technical document, the reader is deprived
of more specific information concerning the
intended mode of operation. In case a button
or a key is involved the paraphrasing principle
in 3 is proposed.
(3 )

Button/Taste betätigen
⇒ Button/Taste drücken

(3a)

#Zum Start eines Moduls betätigen Sie
die Taste →.
⇒Zum Start eines Moduls drücken Sie
die Taste →.

Three paraphrasing principles were formulated in order to specify the meaning of the
indefinite pronoun man. The default principle
(4) replaces the pronoun man with the polite
form of the personal pronoun as shown in
(4a). In (5) man is part of generalising phrases
such as man kann sagen or man merkt bis
heute. Following the principle of economy of
expression, we propose to delete these phrases
from the input structures (see example (5a)).
The paraphrasing principle (6) offers a reformulation for man occurring in definitions. As
illustrated in example (6a) the accusative or
dative object of the input sentence becomes the
subject of the reformulation whereas the finite
verb is replaced by the corresponding form of
the verb sein 5 .
(4 )
(5 )
(6 )

5

man Vf iv,sg ⇒ Sie Vf iv,pl
man in generalizing phrase ⇒ NIL
man + Vf iv + NPobj,acc;dat in definitions
⇒ NPsubj,nom + seinf iv

The abbreviations used in the examples are as
follows: V–verb, NP–noun phrase, fiv–finite verb,
sg–singular, pl–plural, subj–subject, obj–object, acc–
accusative, dat–dative. “,” is used to indicate conjunction of values whereas “;” shows disjunction

(4a)

(5a)

(6a)

#Um sich anzumelden, gibt man das
Passwort ein.
⇒Um sich anzumelden, geben Sie das
Passwort ein.
#Generell kann man sagen, dass
die
meisten
CD-ROM-Laufwerke
unterstützt werden.
⇒Generell werden die meisten CDROM-Laufwerke unterstützt.
#Unter Netzwerkdrucker versteht man
meist Drucker, die ein PrintserverNetzwerkinterface eingebaut haben...
⇒Netzwerkdrucker sind meist Drucker,
die ein Printserver-Netzwerkinterface
eingebaut haben...

The paraphrasing rules, i.e. the actual implementations of the paraphrasing principles will
be explained in Section 3.5.

3.2

Specification of Illocutionary Force

Vagueness in illocutionary force occurs when
illocutionary indicators allow for a clear specification of the speech act class but not of
the illocutionary force of an utterance. For
example sein + zu infinitive can in many
contexts be interpreted either as obligation or
possibility. Experimental results show that
sein + zu infinitive is commonly used with the
sense of obligation in text genres pertaining to
technical documentation (Kuntz, 1979, 217).
Therefore, we suggest as default reformulation
the imperative (7.1) or the infinitive used as
imperative (7.2). However, it is not possible
to reformulate sein + zu infinitive in subordinate clauses by using the imperative or
the infinitive used as imperative. Therefore,
distinct paraphrasing principles are formulated
for main (MC) and respectively subordinate
clauses (SC). Reformulated examples are given
in (7.1a), (7.2a), and (8a).
(7 .1)
(7.2)
(8 )

Sein + zu infinitive in MC
⇒ imperative
Sein + zu infinitive in MC
⇒ infinitive used as imperative
Sein + zu infinitive in SC
⇒ müssen + infinitive

(7)
(7.1a)
(7.2a)
(8a)

3.3

Reduction of Structural
Complexity

We illustrate this process by means of a simple
paraphrasing principle which is responsible
for splitting up coordinated main clauses into
separate sentences.
(9 )

coordinated MCs ⇒ separate sentences

(9a)

#Der Kernel wird geladen und Sie werden aufgefordert, die erste Moduldiskette einzulegen.
⇒Der Kernel wird geladen. Sie werden
aufgefordert, die erste Moduldiskette
einzulegen.

3.4

Layout

Optimising layout is not necessarily a linguistic
task. Certain linguistic structures, however,
can offer clues for a better organisation of
technical documents. For instance paraphrasing principle (10) specifies that coordinated
subordinate clauses are to be paraphrased as
lists as shown in (10a).
(10 )
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#Dabei ist Dateiname durch den Namen der zu druckenden Datei zu ersetzen.
⇒Dabei ersetzen Sie Dateiname durch
den Namen der zu druckenden
Datei.
⇒Dabei Dateiname durch den Namen
der zu druckenden Datei ersetzen.
#Welcher Druckbefehl zu nehmen ist,
hängt vom Anwendungsprogramm
ab.
⇒Welchen Druckbefehl Sie nehmen
müssen,
hängt vom Anwendungsprogramm an.

coordinated SCs ⇒ list

(10a)

3.5

#In der Liste erscheint beispielsweise,
ob grundlegende Einstellungen neu
vorgenommen oder ob Konfigurationsdateien verschoben wurden oder
ob bekannte Programme modifiziert
wurden.
⇒In der Liste erscheint beispielsweise:
- ob grundlegende Einstellungen neu
vorgenommen wurden oder
- ob Konfigurationsdateien verschoben wurden oder
- ob bekannte Programme modifiziert
wurden.
Linguistic Processing

In the preceding sections we presented some
paraphrasing principles elaborated in order to
optimise technical texts. The paraphrasing
principles are actually implemented into a corrector, i.e. a paraphrasing component the task
of which is to generate reformulations for stylistically inappropriate sentences. In case the input structure is marked with an error code indicating that a stylistic constraint is not respected, it is passed to the paraphrasing component. Paraphrasing in CLAT operates on
input structures that have passed several linguistic processing steps: morphological analysis, morpho-syntactic disambiguation, and style
checking (cf. section 2.2).
The paraphrasing component makes use of
an ordered set of paraphrase rules implemented
in KURD, a shallow parsing formalism. These
rules describe the necessary rearrangement of an
input structure so that an appropriate sentence
can be produced. The paraphrase rules are applied successively and if a rule applies, the input structure is modified. The subsequent rules
are thus applied to the modified input structure. Only one paraphrase can be produced for
each input sentence since no backtracking is performed.
Figure 1 presents a simple lexical paraphrase
rule, one of the possible implementations for
paraphrasing principle (4). The linguistic information is encoded by means of feature bundles
consisting of attribute-value pairs6 . The rule in
the figure replaces the value of the lu feature

(i.e. man) by the polite form of the personal
pronoun and the number information in the description of the verb is adjusted accordingly, i.e.
it receives the value plu.
The rule consists of three parts, a rule identifier (r330 1), a description part and an action
part. The description part consists of conditions that must match successive nodes in the
input and marks with capital letters the nodes
that need to be modified (here A and B) in
the action part. Conditions are formulated in
KURD with the help of two quantifiers: the existence quantifier e and the all quantifier a. The
action part specifies the operations to be performed on the marked nodes in case the rules
apply. In rule r330 1 the description part specifies that the pattern needs to begin with the
pronoun man and end with a finite verb form in
the present tense. Zero or more elements other
than a finite verb may intervene between these
two (∗e{vtyp∼=fiv}). In the action part, feature bundles in the nodes marked with A and B
are modified by means of the replace operator
r.
r330 1 =
Aa{c=w,sc=pron,lu=man},
∗e{vtyp∼=fiv},
Be{c=verb,vtyp=fiv,tns=pres}
: Ar{lu=Sie},
Br{nb=plu}.
Figure 1: Paraphrase Rule
In a last step, a token generator produces the
surface forms of text fragments from the morphological representation that has been modified during the paraphrasing process.

4

Evaluation

The paraphrasing strategy outlined in the previous sections was tested on an excerpt from a
computer manual7 . The test text T consists of
43.381 words. Within the test we evaluated the
paraphrases produced for inappropriate structures detected by ten style rules of CLAT’s
style checking component. Thus, a total of 321
non-compliant sentences were identified, 237 of

6

the features used in the figure are: c–category, sc–
subcategory, lu–lexical unit, vtyp–verb type, tns–tense,
nb–number.
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which were correctly reformulated. 44 structures were wrongly paraphrased and 40 more
were not reformulated at all.
We computed precision as the ratio of the
correct paraphrases over all paraphrases produced by the system and recall as the ratio of
the correct paraphrases over all annotated paraphrases. The f-score is (2 * precision * recall)
/ (precision + recall). Figure 2 summarises the
results of the experiment.

f-score
precision
recall

(13 )

5

T
0.79
0.84
0.74

Figure 2: Evaluation

The inappropriate paraphrases were mainly
due to an insufficient context disambiguation.
For instance, structures identified by the stylistic rule Avoid the use of “sollen” may, among
other, express warnings or suggestions/orders
and must be paraphrased differently depending
on the context. Insufficient identification of the
illocutionary indicators in the input sentence
lead to incorrect paraphrases as illustrated in
example (11).
(11 )

(12 )

#Auf keinen Fall sollten Sie überhaupt
keinen Swap-Speicher anlegen.
#Auf keinen Fall legen Sie überhaupt
keinen Swap-Speicher an.

The system failed to produce paraphrases for
a range of stylistically inappropriate structures
due to lack of appropriate paraphrase rules.
For a small percentage of these “misses”, paraphrase rules can and will be implemented in the
future. But for the was majority, no reliable
paraphrase rule can be formulated, because the
linguistic information available in the context
is insufficient. For example, no paraphrase
was produced for the sentence (12) which is
non-compliant with the style rule Avoid using
the verb “durchführen”, since no object of the
verbal derivate Überprüfungen is present in the
sentence. A successful reformulation of the
same stylistic problem is illustrated in example
(13).
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#Anhand der installierten Datenbank lassen sich auch Überprüfungen
durchführen.
#Das
Sichern
der
Daten
ist
als
Systemadministrator
root
durchzuführen; nur root hat die
Rechte, alle lokalen Dateien zu lesen.
⇒Die Daten sichern Sie als Systemadministrator root. Nur Root hat die
Rechte, alle lokalen Dateien zu lesen.

Conclusions

In this paper we presented a controlled language
approach to text optimisation in technical documentation. A hybrid approach is proposed in
order to complement the style checking functionality of the CLAT CL checker with a corrector able to reformulate the inappropriate text
fragments detected by the system. Paraphrases
are used as instrument to the optimisation process.
An evaluation of the optimisation process
reveals that precision needs to be further increased by paraphrase rules more efficient in detecting the illocutionary indicators contained in
the input. For a corrector, high precision is essential, since wrong rewrite suggestions are extremely annoying for technical authors and decrease the acceptability of CL checkers (see also
(Wojcik and Holmback, 1996)).
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Abstract

1

The IVal System

The WordNet system contains a vast amount of
linguistic information coded explicitly or implicitly in its lexical database [cf. Fellbaum 1998].
To provide systematic access to these data, a retrieval interface for the user is needed. The original browser offers an easy way to access the
linguistic database of WordNet. For enhanced
functionality, e.g. to extend the WordNet lexicon, no interface is available at the moment. IVal
is designed to fill this gap and to provide further
extended access to the WordNet database. In the
following subsections some of the components
already available in IVal will be described in
detail.1

This paper describes theoretical and practical aspects of a procedure for calculating semantic informativeness of concepts on the
basis of WordNet. The IVal system is introduced which provides enhanced functionality for accessing the WordNet database including the computation of the concept’s informativeness, the decompositional analysis
of terms, and an interface for extending the
lexicon.

Introduction
The WordNet lexical database contains a huge
amount of linguistic information about terms
and concepts. The relation between them can be
described by the classical Saussurean model of
signs [Saussure 1967]: a term (signifier) is associated with a concept (signified) with the concept being the sense of the term (signification).
Another relation holds between two concepts,
which may be linked by a semantic relation. To
exploit the information coded in this lexical system of signs, WordNet provides a browser for
accessing these data. In the following sections, a
browser with extended functionality is introduced: the IVal system is designed to provide
enhanced access to the linguistic data coded explicitly and implicitly in WordNet’s lexical database. The system allows extended retrieval and
analysis of lexical items and supports the expansion of the lexicon for new items. These components will be described below. One aspect, the
calculation of semantic informativeness of concepts, will be examined in more detail.
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1.1

Extended Browser Functions

IVal extends the functionality of the original
WordNet browser in several ways. Some general
extensions include the output of the term’s sense
analysis, which may be filtered for lexical categories and types of semantic relations to be displayed. Besides this, every output expression is
hypertextified so that the user may follow further interesting items immediately. More specific
enhancements will be described below.
1.1.1 Decomposition of Terms
In the WordNet browser, every term entered will
be analysed for its associated concepts, i.e. the
senses of the term according to the WordNet
lexicon. Terms may be inflected or uninflected,
single- or multi-word expressions of any content
1

The IVal system in its actual version is available via
‘http://www.lingua-ex-machina.de’.

tions like meronymy, holonymy, or topical relations is provided. Both measures use the same
algorithm to compute the minimum distance between two concepts A and B in terms of intermediating concepts from A to B.

word category, like ‘account’ (noun) or ‘take into account’ (verb). Terms not in the database
cannot be analysed by the WordNet browser due
to the missing morphological decomposition.
For that purpose, IVal provides a morphological
parser which tries to decompose expressions not
found in the database.

The algorithm, which cannot be described in detail here, uses a parallel search strategy in order
to minimise search time – especially for thematic relatedness where several types of relations
are possible to be followed at every concept. At
the moment, there is no weighting of the qualitatively different relation types to simulate the
judgements of human raters with respect to thematic distance. This is intended to be improved
in the near future.

The decomposition is based on a binary word
grammar to structurally analyse derivatives and
compounds. Morphological elements are internally annotated with linguistic information so that
unplausible decompositions are avoided whereever possible. For example, the suffix ‘-ly’ can
neither be attached to a prefix (*‘un-’ + ‘-ly’)
nor to a verb (*‘retrieve’ + ‘-ly’). Elements to be
combined include affixes and stems as well as
combining forms like ‘biblio-’ and ‘-phil’ (note
*‘-phil’ + ‘biblio-’).

1.2

Extensions of the Database

The WordNet lexical database is designed as a
semantic network of conceptual units. Thus,
only content words are encoded in the lexicon
excluding the function word categories preposition, pronoun, determiner, conjunction, and auxiliary verbs. However, they may be needed for
the analysis of texts, e.g. in order to detect syntactic structures. IVal extends the WordNet database by function word terms of the categories
mentioned above.

Furthermore, derivatives and compounds may be
combined to complex hyphenated expressions
like ‘informativeness-calculation’, which have to
be decomposed as well into their partial expressions. The IVal morphological parser employs a
hierarchical analysis method to deconstruct any
kind of complex expression, as can be verified in
the analysis output of the browser.2
1.1.2 Calculating Semantic-Thematic Distance
An interesting feature of the WordNet database
is the fact that concepts are linked to a conceptual network by several semantic-thematic relations. Especially noun and verb concepts are
connected to a hierarchical system which provides implicit information about the semantic or
thematic relatedness between concepts. To exploit this information, the IVal browser allows to
measure the semantic-conceptual distance between two concepts as linked in the WordNet
database.

Although this is already an improvement, it may
be the case that one wants to extend the content
categories for new terms and concepts, too. This
provides not only the opportunity to add missing
orthographical variants like ‘online’ (instead of
‘on-line’) but also to complete existing and model new thematic domains (cf. the missing term
and concept ‘Microsoft’). Even the construction
of an entirely new ontology in the WordNet format would be possible.
For this purpose, IVal provides an interface for
the extension of content elements comprising the
definition of terms and concepts as well as the
semantic relations between them. The interface
offers also an enhanced possibility to retrieve
concepts by the synonyms expressing it and/or
by keywords of its gloss. Additionally, the expanded IVal database, which is an information
enriched version of the original WordNet database, can be exported in the WordNet format.

Basically, two distance measurements are available: First, the semantic distance between two
concepts A and B can be measured on the basis
of hyponymy and hypernymy alone. Second, a
thematic distance measure including further rela2

This does not include multi-word terms within hyphenated expressions.
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2

The taxonomy as provided by WordNet’s conceptual hierarchy abstracts away from the specific use of a concept in a certain (con)text by a
certain user (i.e. writer/reader or speaker/hearer).
In this sense, the informativeness of a concept as
defined in WordNet must be regarded as an objective measure of the information contained in a
concept common to all contexts and users. If
there is no common core of semantic features of
a concept in all its uses, communication between
individuals in different contexts would be impossible. Thus, a WordNet concept represents a
type with a certain informational potential which
is actualised (set free and enriched) by its usage
as a token.

Semantic Informativeness

One capability of the IVal browser will be discussed in detail here: the calculation of semantic
informativeness of concepts. Informativeness is
to be understood as the information content of a
concept relative to a conceptual hierarchy as
available in WordNet. The theoretical and practical aspects of this approach to the quantification of semantic informativeness will be explicated in detail below. Finally, we will discuss
some possible applications and give an outlook
of further research in this area.

2.1

Theoretical Aspects

The notion of information content has been used
in the context of Shannons mathematical theory
of communication [Shannon 1948], later called
‘information theory’. Information content in this
theory is calculated as the binary logarithm of
the reciprocal probability of the occurrence of an
event (e.g. the appearance of a sign) measured in
bits. Although this quantity is called information
content, it has nothing to do with semantics.
Shannon himself stated that his measure concerns only the technical problem of communication and abstracts away from semantic aspects
[Shannon 1948: 1].3

In the following section, we are interested in this
objective information content as provided by the
WordNet taxonomy. This does not deny subjective informativeness of a concept when it is interpreted by an individual. However, the semantic
content of a concept grasped by an interpreter
cannot be quantified.

2.2

Practical Aspects

A conceptual hierarchy as it is realised in WordNet is based on the principle of inheritance: The
most general concept is placed at the top node of
the taxonomy (e.g. ‘entity’), where more specific
concepts are attached below successively. A
subconcept inherits the features of its superconcept(s) and adds one or more new features further specifying it. At the bottom of a taxonomy we
find instance concepts which do not (sub)classify any more but describe real singular entities in
the world (e.g. the concept ‘Albert Einstein’).
This taxonomical structure allows a relative
measurement of the informational content of a
concept according to its position in the hierarchy.

Thus, Shannon’s measure may only be applied
to signifiers in the Saussurean sense without
considering their meaning or their impact on an
interpreter. In order to turn to semantics and to
semantic information content, we have to consider concepts in the sense of signifieds. Concepts,
then, are to be understood as the senses of signs
(e.g. terms, words), as realised in the WordNet
lexicon. The informational content of a concept
may be interpreted as the defining semantic features of that concept discriminating it from other
concepts of the same system. For example, the
upper noun concept hierarchy of WordNet splits
up immediately into physical and abstract entities with all subconcepts having this semantic
feature by inheritance.

The calculation of information content consists
of three basic steps, which will be explained in
detail below: (1) We have to determine the vertical position of a concept C in the hierarchy, i.e.
the distance DR from the top node R to the concept C in question (there may be more than one
path from the root R to the concept C due to several possible hypernyms of C, so we have to
build an average distance); (2) the depths of all

3

A theory of semantic information content of statements may be found in [Bar-Hillel & Carnap 1953].
However, this approach is not computerisable.
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subtrees of the concept C as opened by its hyponyms have to be calculated and averaged; the
subtree depth is the averaged distance DI from
the concept C to all instance nodes Ii of the respective subtree below C; (3) the information
content IC of the concept C can now be calculated as the ratio of DR and DI, i.e. ICC = DR / DI.
An example will help to clarify the procedure.
Suppose we have the following small hierarchy
with eight concepts:

W inherits information from both S and U where
U seems to contribute more defining features
than S. Thus, the total information gain of W
must finally be greater than the gain provided by
S alone.
In order to locate the relative vertical position of
a concept in the hierarchy, we do not only need
the distance to the root node but also the distances to the terminal nodes (instance concepts in
this case). The following tree shows the averaged subtree depths:

R
R

1

4.063

S

T

2

2

U

V

3

3

W

X

3.5

4

S

T

4.5

3.625

U

V

4.25

3

W

X

4.5

4

Y
Y

4.5

4.5

Fig. 1: average vertical concept positions (step
1)

Fig. 2: average subtree depths (step 2)

The numbers below the concept identifications
represent the averaged distances from the root
node R to the respective concepts S to Y.4 A
special case concerns the concepts W and Y: Because two paths with different distances lead to
them – R-S-W(-Y) and R-T-U-W(-Y) – we have
to average the distance values of 3 and 4 to 3.5
(4 and 5 to 4.5, respectively). This can be justified by the fact that, obviously, W and Y inherit
different features from both the S and T paths to
W and Y with different semantic content. The
absolute value of this added information (e.g. in
semantic bits) cannot be measured and must be
replaced by the relative values according to the
actual hierarchy. In contrast to X, for example,

For terminal nodes, the depth of their ‘subtree’ is
identical to their vertical position.5 For all other
nodes, these values must be returned in a recursive procedure. For concepts with multiple subtrees their depth values have to be averaged: e.g.
U receives a value of 4 and 4.5 from its two
hyponyms resulting in the average 4.25. There is
no weighting of the different subtree branches,
for example on the basis of the number of subnodes, because in a fully fledged taxonomy all
semantic distinctions should be considered equally important. If a concept like T has four subconcepts in branch U and only one in branch V,
then both branches make an equally important
statement about the semantic specificity T al-

4

5

We start counting with level 1 because level 0 is assumed to be the upmost abstract node comprising all
kinds of concepts including other lexical categories
like verbs and adjectives.
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In the above hierarchy, all terminal nodes are assumed to be instances. If this is not the case as in the
WordNet hierarchy, virtual instances have to be added again (at least in the noun taxonomy).

ready has and the possible semantic space which
can be opened further below T.

ing at the interpreter could at least be estimated
by an additional factor, e.g. the familiarity of the
concept. The frequency of a term can be regarded as an indicator for its familiarity and therefore readability [cf. Mikk 2000: 79 f]. Analogously, the frequency of a concept (as conveyed
by a term) may be used as an indicator of how
much information content or potential arrives on
average at a normal user and how understandable the concept will be. For example, if a concept with a high information content of 0.9 has
an extremely low frequency, the probability that
the user is unable to interpret the concept due to
its unfamiliarity is very high. Thus, low frequency concepts with high information values may
transfer less information on average than very
frequent concepts with information values of,
say, 0.5 (because most interpreters are familiar
with it).

In the final step to calculate the semantic information content of a concept, the ratio of its
vertical position and its depth(s) is to be calculated. For example, ICR = 1 / 4.063 ≈ 0.25, ICU =
3 / 4.25 ≈ 0.71, ICY = 4.5 / 4.5 = 1 (values are
normalised). Instances like Y must have an information content of 1, because they provide as
much information as possible to identify exactly
one single entity in the world. Informativeness 0
is only found in the virtual top node above R,
which does not provide any defining or discriminating semantic features at all (cf. footnote 4).
If new items are added to the lexicon permanently or temporarily, all informativeness values
of the hierarchy have to be recalculated according to the procedure specified above. This especially holds for compound concepts of the form
ZY, where Y is the semantic head of the complex concept. ZY, then, is located below Y one
level deeper in the respective hierarchy (see fig.
above).

Thus, one kind of an informativeness measure
considering the subjective factors of interpretability may be the product of semantic information
content and familiarity (as indicated by frequency): IVC = ICC × G(FCC) (with IV as subjective
information value of concept C, FC = frequency
count of concept C as provided by WordNet, and
G as an appropriate function). It is a future task
to determine G so that G(FCC) reflects the
(normalised) familiarity of C and IVC is an appropriate measure of subjective semantic information value.

2.3 Discussion and Future Work
The information measure as explicated above is
to be understood primarily as a basic principle
to calculate semantic informativeness of concepts automatically. The details like weighting
or level counting of (virtual) roots and instances
are certainly debatable. Furthermore, the values
gained cannot be better as the organisation of the
hierarchy itself: the better the hierarchy with respect to a well-designed taxonomy, the more appropriate calculations will be. An ideal ontology
should be, for example, a binary structure on
every conceptual level making only basic semantic distinctions (like physical vs. abstract, natural vs. artificial entities etc.), leading finally to
a well-formed taxonomy with equally sized subtrees.

In applications, semantic information content as
defined above may be used, for example, to create a profile of the semantic structure of a text
indicating more general or more specific passages. The latter may be harder to understand but
may contain more potential information. Further,
we can think of extracting too general and too
specific concepts from a document’s term index
based on semantic properties (and not just on
frequencies). Within the IVal project itself, ICs
will be used with the same intention in forthcoming functions like thematic chain construction. An interesting side effect of automatic IC
calculation was the detection of hierarchisation
errors in WordNet 2.1, when instances are classified under instances (e.g. ‚Paternoster’ is conceptualised as an instance of ‚Lord’s Prayer’
which itself is an instance of ‚prayer’).

The value of informational content represents
the maximum amount of information the concept can provide if used in a (con)text by a user.
In this sense, it is an information potential which
can or cannot be exploited by a possible recipient. The quantity of information actually arriv-
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IVal is work in progress. The final purpose of
the system is text analysis with respect to questions of informativeness (e.g. passage retrieval,
summarising). For that aim, further components
will be realised within the IVal system, e.g. the
construction of thematic chains on the basis of
lexical chains and thematic distance procedures.

Conclusion
This paper described the IVal system, a WordNet browser with extended functionality like
term decomposition or lexicon expansion. One
component of the computation system was explained in detail: a basic method for calculating
semantic informativeness of concepts which are
structured in the conceptual hierarchy of WordNet. The IVal systems extracts the information
implicitly coded in the taxonomy and makes it
explicit for further use.
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Abstract
Im Rahmen des BITS-Projekts hat das Bayerische Archiv für Sprachsynthese (BAS) zwei
Korpora für die Sprachsynthese des Deutschen
erstellt. Das erste Korpus erlaubt eine Sprachsynthese auf der Basis von Diphonen, das zweite eine Synthese mittels Unit Selection, d.h.
auf der Basis einer Auswahl unterschiedlich langer Einheiten. Das Diphonkorpus umfasst 2795
Diphonkombinationen, gesprochen in neutralen
Logatomen, das Unit Selection-Korpus 1683 gelesene Sätze.
Beide Korpora wurden von vier professionellen Sprechern (2 weiblich, 2 männlich) gesprochen und über zwei Mikrofone aufgenommen,
zusätzlich wurde ein Laryngographsignal aufgezeichnet. Die Sprachsignale wurden automatisch vorsegmentiert, diese Segmentation wurde
in zwei separaten Durchgängen manuell korrigiert. Damit sind die Korpora sowohl für die
Forschung als auch für die Entwicklung qualitativ hochwertiger Sprachsynthesesysteme für das
Deutsche geeignet.
Die Korpora werden vom BAS distribuiert.

1

Einleitung

Fragmente erzeugt. Bei der Diphonsynthese bestehen diese Fragmente aus Lautpaaren, bei der
Unit Selection aus unterschiedlich langen Lautketten.
Beim Zusammenfügen der Fragmente entstehen Brüche im Signal, die hörbar sind. Diese
können durch geschickte Auswahl der Fragmente und anschließende Glättung des Signals minimiert werden. Die Unit Selection-Synthese reduziert potenziell die Anzahl dieser Brüche, vor
allem dann, wenn die zu produzierende Äußerung bereits ganz oder teilweise in der Datenbank enthalten ist. Im schlechtesten Fall jedoch
wird eine Äußerung aus Einzellauten zusammengesetzt, mit entsprechenden Folgen für die
Sprachqualität.
Bei der Diphonsynthese ist die Natürlichkeit
des synthetisierten Signals in der Regel geringer als bei der Unit Selection-Synthese, aber die
Qualität ist gleichmäßiger.
Für die konkatenative Synthese gilt allgemein, dass Laute, die nicht in der Datenbank
enthalten sind, auch nicht produziert werden
können – die Korpora müssen also vollständig
in Bezug auf ein Phoneminventar sein.

2

Für das Deutsche gab es vor dem BITS-Projekt
(BAS Infrastructure for Technical Speech Processing) keine allgemein verfügbaren Korpora
für die Sprachsynthese. Ziel des BITS-Projekts
war es daher, zwei solche Korpora zu erstellen, die dann sowohl für die Forschung als auch
die praktische Entwicklung von konkatenativen Sprachsynthesesystemen verwendet werden
können (Ellbogen et al., 2004).
Bei konkatenativer Sprachsynthese wird die
zu produzierende Äußerung durch die Auswahl von Signalfragmenten aus einer Datenbank
und die anschließende Aneinanderreihung dieser
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Spezifikation der Korpora

Zur Spezifikation der Synthesekorpora wurde am BAS im Frühjar 2002 ein Workshop
organisiert, zu dem Sprachsyntheseforscher, entwickler und potenzielle Nutzer eingeladen
waren. Auf diesem Workshop wurde festgelegt,
dass je ein Diphon- und ein Unit SelectionKorpus erstellt werden sollten. Die Auswahl der
Sprecher sollte bei einem Casting durchgeführt
werden.
2.1 Korpusinventar
Für die Diphonsynthese wurden alle Phoneme
gemäß dem SAM-PA Inventar für das Deut-

sche (Wells, 1997) sowie die wichtigsten, im
deutschen Inventar nicht vorhandenen englischen und französischen SAM-PA Phoneme verwendet (siehe Tabelle 1). Die Phonemkombinationen wurden so in Logatome eingebettet,
dass möglichst keine koartikulatorischen Effekte auftreten. So wurden Vokale generell in
einen /d/ oder /t/ Kontext, Konsonanten in
einen /a/ oder /@/ Kontext gestellt, z.B. ”DATAFAHTADEU” für das Diphon /fa:/ oder
”ADEUSCHADEI” für /OYS/.
Die Logatome wurden mit neutraler Intonation gesprochen.
Tabelle 1: Phoneminventar des DiphonSprachsynthesekorpus in SAM-PA-Notation
Sprache
deutsch

englisch
französisch

Tabelle 2: BITS Synthesekorpus-Sprecher

Geschlecht
Alter
Raucher
L2
Beruf

Phoneme
/I/, /E/, /a/, /O/, /U/, /Y/,
/ 9/, /i:/, /e:/, /E:/, /a:/,
/o:/, /u:/, /y:/, /2:/, /aI/,
/aU/, /OY/, / @/, /6/, /?/,
/p/, /b/, /t/, /d/, /k/, /g/,
/pf/, /ts/, /tS/, /f/, /v/, /s/,
/z/, /S/, /Z/, /C/, /x/, /j/,
/h/, /m/, /n/, /N/, /l/, /R/
/EI/, /@U/, /T/, /D/, /r/,
/L/, /w/
/E∼/, /a∼/, /o∼/

3

spr1
w
47
ja
E, F

spr2
w
55
ja
E, I, GR

spr3
m
40
ja
E, F

Rundfunksprecher

spr4
m
38
nein
E, I
Schauspieler

Aufnahmetechnik

Die Aufnahmen erfolgten in einer schallgedämmten Kabine vom Typ StudioBox Professional.
Aufgenommen wurden drei Kanäle (Abb. 1):
1. Nahbesprechungsmikrofon Beyerdynamic
NEM192, Position 7cm rechts von der
Mundmitte und auf Höhe der Oberlippe,

Es sollten alle Phonemkombinationen gelesen
werden, auch solche, die aus phonotaktischen
Gründen im Deutschen innerhalb von Wörtern
nicht vorkommen. Bei Wortfolgen sowie in zweisprachigen Texten können diese Kombinationen jedoch nicht ausgeschlossen werden. Einige Phonemkombinationen wurden wegen Unaussprechlichkeit nicht in das Korpus aufgenommen, so dass insgesamt 2795 Diphone aufzunehmen waren.
Als Grundlage für das Unit Selection-Korpus
wurde ein Satzkorpus des IMS Stuttgart herangezogen, das bereits prosodisch vorannotiert
war. Es umfasst 1683 Sätze, die geringfügig
überarbeitet wurden, z.B. Aktualisierung von
Datumsangaben oder Währungsbeträgen.
2.2

sen Logatomen konnten drei Testsätze synthetisiert werden, die von 18 Testhörern auf ihre
Natürlichkeit und Sympathie hin angehört wurden. 10 Sprecher kamen in die zweite Runde, in
der sie von Sprachsynthese-Experten beurteilt
wurden. Aus diesen wurden dann die in Tabelle
2 aufgeführten Sprecher ausgewählt.

Sprecher

Für das Casting wurden 45 Sprecher eingeladen, die je 90 Logatome lesen mussten. Aus die-
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2. Großmembran Kondensatormikrofon Neumann Typ TLM 103, Position 60 cm vom
Mund entfernt, und
3. Laryngograph-Signal vom Typ LaryngoGraph PCLX.
Die Samplerate beträgt 48 kHz bei 16 Bit
Quantisierung. Für die Aufnahme wurde die
Software SpeechRecorder (Draxler and Jänsch,
2004) verwendet.
Die Dauer der Sprachaufnahmen im Studio
betrug einschließlich der Sitzungen zur Fehlerkorrektur insgesamt 134 Stunden. Bei jeder Sitzung waren drei Mitglieder des Aufnahmeteams
anwesend, die die korrekte Aussprache, Intonation, Nebengeräusche beim Sprechen und die
technische Qualität überwachten.

4

Annotation

Das Logatom-Korpus wurde nur phonetisch segmentiert, das Unit Selection-Korpus zusätzlich
noch prosodisch annotiert.

Abbildung 1: Position der Mikrofone und der
Laryngographen-Elektroden bei den Syntheseaufnahmen in der StudioBox

Abbildung 2: Segmentiertes Logatom DATAFAHTADEU von Sprecherin 1. Das Diphon
/fa:/ ist in zwei Segmente unterteilt, /f/ ist ausgewählt.

Beide Annotationen erfolgten in mehreren aufeinanderfolgenden Schritten mit einer
Feedback-Schleife zur Meldung von in späteren
Schritten gefundenen Fehlern. Die Annotierer
waren den einzelnen Schritten Erst-, Zweit- und
Abschlussannotation fest zugeordnet, so dass
in jedem Schritt ein anderer Annotierer eine
Annotation bearbeitete. Zur Verbesserung der
Konsistenz der Annotationen gab es regelmässige Treffen der Annotierer zum Erfahrungsaustausch und zur Besprechung problematischer
Fälle.

verschoben – wenn ein Laut nicht den Vorgaben entsprach, wurde die Äußerung als defekt
markiert und erneut aufgenommen. In den Unit
Selection-Sätzen konnten neben den Grenzen
auch die Lautvorgaben entsprechend den real
produzierten Äußerungen verändert werden.
Alle Transkriptionen wurden in einem zweiten Transkriptionsschritt überprüft und gegebenenfalls überarbeitet, und in einem letzten Korrekturschritt abgeschlossen.

4.1

4.2

Phonetische Transkription und
Segmentierung

Beide Synthesekorpora wurden mit MAUS automatisch vorsegmentiert (Schiel, 1999) und anschliessend mit Praat (Boersma, 2001) bearbeitet.
Das Diphonmaterial enthält normalerweise drei Segmentgrenzen: Beginn des Diphons,
Grenze zwischen den Einzellauten, und Ende
des Diphons (Abb. 2). Bei Diphonen mit Plosiven werden innerhalb eines Lautes zusätzliche
Grenzen gesetzt, um Stille- und Burstphase abzugrenzen.
Im Unit Selection-Material sind alle Sätze
komplett phonetisch segmentiert.
Diese phonetische Transkription wurde von
geschulten Transkribierern manuell überprüft.
Beim Diphonmaterial wurden nur die Grenzen
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Prosodische Annotation

Ausgangspunkt der prosodischen Annotation
des Unit Selection-Korpus war eine automatisch
erstellte Vorgabe nach GToBI light. Diese wurde in Praat als zusätzliche Spur angezeigt, ebenso der F 0-Verlauf der Äusserung. Diese Vorgabe
wurde in einem ersten Schritt manuell an die
tatsächliche Realisierung der Äusserung angepasst und in einem abschliessenden Schritt von
anderen Annotierern nochmals überprüft.
4.3

Annotationsformate

Sämtliche Annotationsdaten sind im BAS Partiturformat (Schiel et al., 1997), im Annotation Graph Format (Bird and Liberman, 1999)
und als Praat Textgrids (Boersma, 2001) gespeichert.

5

Validierung

Nach Abschluss der Arbeiten wurden beide Korpora validiert. Dazu wurden Vorabversionen sowohl institutsintern als auch an Teilnehmer des
initialen Workshops verteilt mit der Bitte um
Fehlermeldungen und Kommentare.
Zusätzlich wurden beide Korpora automatisch auf formale Fehler überprüft. Dazu wurden
Parser für die phonetische Transkription bzw.
die Partiturfiles eingesetzt.
Bei der Validierung hat sich gezeigt, dass einige deutsche Vokale, namentlich die gespannten kurzen Vokale, fehlen (sie sind in SAM-PA
nicht enthalten). Außerdem enthält das Unit
Selection-Korpus nur wenige Fragesätze, so dass
für eine Synthese solcher Sätze vermutlich nicht
ausreichend viele prosodische Muster vorliegen.
Die bei der Validierung gefundenen formalen
und technischen Fehler wurden für die endgültige Distribution korrigiert. Die Dokumentation
wurde überarbeitet und es wurden Abweichungen von der ursprünglichen Spezifikation in einem Abschlussbericht festgehalten.

6

Verfügbarkeit

Der Umfang des Diphonkorpus beträgt ca. 13
GB, der des Unit Selection-Korpus ca. 14 GB.
Die Korpora können in verschiedenen Varianten zu Forschungs-, Entwicklungs- oder Anwendungszwecken lizensiert werden.
Auf
der
Webseite
des
BAS
www.bas.uni-muenchen.de
können
kurze
Äußerungen synthetisiert werden, wobei es
sich dabei nur um eine Rohsynthese ohne
jede Glättung des Signals oder weitergehende
Signalverarbeitungsschritte handelt.
Außerdem befindet sich auf der Webseite ein
Video, das einen Einblick in die Sprachaufnahmen im Studio gibt.

7

Ausblick

Mit den beiden Synthesekorpora stehen der
Syntheseforschung und -entwicklung für das
Deutsche nun endlich interessante und ausreichend große Korpora zur allgemeinen Verwendung bereit.
Die Sprecher der Synthesekorpora stehen für
weitere Aufnahmen zur Verfügung. Dies ist vor
allem dann interessant, wenn für ein bestimmtes Anwendungsgebiet spezielles Sprachmaterial aufgenommen werden soll, z.B. für Auto-
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Navigationssysteme oder die Synthese von Ansagediensten wie Wetterbericht oder Bahnauskunft. Mit solchen zusätzlichen Aufnahmen bietet sich dann die einmalige Chance, mit relativ geringem Aufwand qualitativ hochwertige
Sprachsynthese auf der Basis zweier allgemein
verwendbarer Korpora und eines kleinen, anwendungsspezifischen Korpus zu realisieren.
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Einleitung

Ontologien erfreuen sich seit Mitte der Neunziger Jahre nicht nur in der KI-Forschung, sondern
insbesondere im Umfeld von Knowledge Management und Information Retrieval großer Popularität. Nicht allein die vergleichsweise junge
Vision eines zukünftigen „Semantic Web“, sondern gerade das bereits heute ausgeprägte Verlangen, Wissensstrukturen effizient zu verwalten
und bei der Exploration großer Informationsmengen gezielt einzusetzen, haben zu dieser
Popularität beigetragen. Ontologie -basierte Anwendungen unterstützen in vielerlei Kommunikationssituationen das Gelingen von Interaktion.
Hierzu gehören der Informationsaustausch zwischen
verschiedenen
Software-Systemen,
Schnittstellen zur Mensch-Maschine-Interaktion
oder auch der Dialog zwischen menschlichen
Kommunikationspartnern mit differie renden
terminologischen Vokabularien.
Hierzu existieren mittlerweile eine Vielzahl
domänenspezifischer Ontologien für einzelne
Fachgebiete und Branchen. Der vorliegende
Beitrag beleuchtet Fragestellungen hinsichtlich
der Entwicklung und Anwendung einer solchen
Domänen-Ontologie am Beispiel des grammatischen Informationssystems grammis.
Das Projekt grammis ist in der Abteilung
Grammatik des Instituts für Deutsche Sprache
(IDS) in Mannheim beheimatet und hat zum
Ziel, ein umfassendes hypermediales Informationssystem zur deutschen Grammatik bereitzustellen, auf das weltweit über das Internet zugegriffen werden kann. Derzeit umfasst es vier
Komponenten. Inhaltliches Kernstück ist die
„Systematische Grammatik“. In dieser Komponente wird versucht, ein Gesamtbild der Grammatik der deutschen Gegenwartssprache zu ent-

werfen. Die verwendeten Fachtermini erlä utert
ein „Terminologisches Wörterbuch“; das
„Grammatische Wörterbuch“ liefert Spezialinformationen zu einzelnen Lemmata. Abgerundet
wird das System durch eine „Grammatische
Bibliografie“. Sämtliche Inhalte liegen in Form
strukturierter Hyperdokumente vor und werden
gemeinsam mit Meta-Informationen innerhalb
eines objekt-relationalen Datenbankmanagementsystems verwaltet. 1
Die grammis-Ontologie soll unter Verwendung
texttechnologischer Methoden2 eine Grundlage
für die inhaltliche Textklassifikation und das
Text-Retrieval im grammis-Fachkorpus schaffen. Aussagekräftige Zusammenhänge zwischen
terminologischen Konzepten sollen explizit erfasst und auf dieser Basis auch implizit kodierte
Fakten abgeleitet werden können.
1

Bestimmung der Relationstypen

Für die Entwicklung der grammis-Ontologie
wurden folgende Relationstypen verwendet:3
Synonymie: Zwischen zwei oder mehreren Bestandteilen eines Konzepts besteht eine Synonymie-Beziehung, falls sich eine Austauschbarkeit in mindestens einem fachspezifischen
Kontext konstatieren lässt.
Eigenschaft : Die Eigenschaftsbeziehung ist in
der grammis-Ontologie eine binäre Relation
zwischen zwei Konzepten. Konzepte besitzen
1

Weitere ausführliche Informationen zur Konzeption
und Implementierung von grammis bietet Schneider
(2004).
2 Ein umfassender Überblick über Methoden und
Anwendungen der Texttechnologie findet sich in
Lobin/Lemnitzer (2004).
3 Vgl. hierzu auch Schneider (2006).
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demzufolge (obligatorische oder fakultative)
Eigenschaften, die selbst im Konzeptinventar
enthalten sind – aber nicht notwendigerweise in
eine Hierarchie eingebunden sein müssen – und
von allgemeineren auf speziellere Konzepte
vererbt werden.
Hyponymie: Die transitive Über- bzw. Unterordnung von Konzepten stellt die wichtigste
Möglichkeit der Hierarchiebildung dar. Wesentlich für die grammis-Ontologie sind polyhierarchische Strukturen, d.h. die Zulassung mehrerer
übergeordneter Konzepte zu einem Hyponym.
Dabei muss allerdings das Auftreten logischer
Widersprüche – etwa in Form von Schleifen –
vermieden werden, d.h. ein neues Hyponym darf
nicht bereits als direktes oder indirektes Hyperonym eingetragen sein. Mit Hilfe eines „baumartigen Netzes“ gerichteter Graphen kann dann
später etwa eine Klassifikation von Fachtexten
erfolgen: Werden innerhalb eines Textes mehrere Konzepte mit einem gemeinsamen Hyperonym gefunden, bietet sich in vielen Fällen dieses
Hyperonym als Kandidat für die Textcharakterisierung an.
Meronymie : Eine Teil-Ganzes-Beziehung besteht dann, wenn ein Konzept konstituierender
Bestandteil eines anderen Konzepts ist. Aufgrund der Transitivität des Beziehungstyps können auf diese Weise mehrstufige Hie rarchien
aufgebaut werden. Analog zur Eigenschaftsbeziehung lässt sich zwischen obligatorischer und
fakultativer Meronymie untersche iden: So kann
man beispielsweise davon ausgehen, dass jede
Nominalphrase zwingend ein Nomen, aber nicht
notwendigerweise ein attributives Adjektiv oder
einen Artikel beinhalten muss.
Autorenschaft: Dieser Relationstyp dient der
Verknüpfung von Konzepten, die wissenschaftliche Problemstellungen, Modelle oder Teildisziplinen ausdrücken, mit einschlägigen Autoren.
Maßgeblicher Beweggrund für die Modellierung
dieser Relation war die Absicht, einflussreiche
Persönlichkeiten, linguistische Fachautoren und
Fachliteratur aus elektronischen Bibliografien
konzeptabhängig zu erschließen.
Instanziierung: Instanz-Beziehungen bestehen
beinahe ausschließlich zwischen WortartKonzepten und einzelnen Wortformen aus dem
„Grammatischen Wörterbuch“ von grammis.
Assoziation: Für diesen Relationstyp bestehen

keine inhaltlichen Vorbedingungen. Er wird
dann eingesetzt, wenn zwei Konzepte de facto
miteinander in Verbindung stehen, die Art dieser
Verbindung aber nic ht präzise formulierbar oder
aus quantitativer Perspektive vernachlässigbar
erscheint.
2

Bestimmung der Konzepte

Für die Erstellung der grammis-Ontologiebasis
wurde erfolgreich eine kombinierte Methode
eingesetzt, die statistische Auswertungen, linguistische Analysetechniken sowie eine manuelle Nachbearbeitung umfasst. Das zugrunde liegende Fachkorpus besteht aus den XMLstrukturierten Hypertexteinheiten des grammatischen Informationssystems grammis sowie der
ebenfalls am IDS publizierten Propädeutischen
Grammatik ProGr@mm. Insgesamt handelt es
sich dabei um ca. 2.000 miteinander verknüpfte
Hypertexteinheiten mit knapp 1.000.000 Wortformen.
Weiterhin
kam
das
KorpusRecherchesystem COSMAS zum Einsatz, mit
dessen Hilfe am IDS derzeit ca. 160 allgemeinsprachliche Korpora mit über 1,6 Milliarden
laufenden Wortformen verwaltet werden. Nachfolgend die aufeinander aufbauenden Schritte
zur Konzeptbestimmung:
1) Frequenzanalyse Fachkorpus: Als Input
dienen die Hypertexteinheiten des Fachkorpus
(FK). Für alle laufenden Wortformen, unter
Auslassung der in einer Ausnahmeliste hinterlegten Stoppwörter (z.B. Konnektoren wie und,
aber, also etc.), wird die Frequenz bestimmt.
Wortformen mit einem Frequenzwert, der unterhalb eines vorher festgelegten Schwellenwerts
liegt, werden getilgt. Der Output besteht aus
einer geordneten, zweispaltigen Liste (Wortform
und FK-Frequenz).
2) Markup-Analyse: Als Input dienen die
Wortformenliste aus Schritt 1 sowie die XMLkodierten4 Meta-Informationen der FachkorpusHypertexteinheiten. Wortformen, die in prominenten Textstrukturen erscheinen, also z.B. in
Titeln, Zwischenüberschriften, Definitionsabsätzen oder semantisch etikettierten Hyperlinks,
erhalten einen „Bonus“ und rücken in der Rang-

4

Eine Beschreibung der Markup-Sprache grammisML findet sich in Schneider (2004, S. 251ff).
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liste auf. Der Output besteht aus einer entsprechend modifizierten Wortformenliste.
3) Frequenzanalyse allgemeinsprachlicher
Korpus : Als Input dient die Wortformenliste
aus Schritt 2 sowie die in COSMAS verwalteten
allgemeinsprachlichen Texte. Zu jeder Wortform
in der Liste wird der Frequenzwert im allgemeinsprachlichen Korpus (AK) bestimmt. Der
Output besteht aus einer dreispaltigen Liste
(Wortform, FK-Frequenz, AK-Frequenz).
4) Auffälligkeitsanalyse: Als Input dient die
Wortformenliste aus Schritt 3. Unter Zuhilfenahme eines erprobten Algorithmus 5 wird für
jede Wortform ein „Weirdness“-Wert nach folgender Formel errechnet:

die Vermutung nahe, dass Y für ein allgemeineres Konzept und X für ein spezielleres Konzept
steht. Der Output dieses Schritts liefert Konzeptkandidaten-Cluster, d.h. zu jedem der Kandidaten eine Menge von Kollokationspartnern.
6) Relationsbestimmung: Als Input dient die
Clusterliste aus Schritt 5. Ein menschlicher Experte kann nun bewerten, welche der Konzeptkandidaten für die Beschreibung der Domäne in
Betracht kommen und welche Relationen auf
Grund der Konzeptcluster modelliert werden
sollen. Als Ergebnis erhält er ein vorläufiges
Konzeptnetz, das bereits einige Teilhierarchien
beinhaltet.
3

τ(w) = N
ƒ
/ ƒ
N
AK FK
AK FK

Anwendungsszenarien

N
= Gesamtzahl Wortformen im AK
AK
N
= Gesamtzahl Wortformen im FK
FK
ƒ
= Wortform-Frequenz im AK
AK
ƒ
= Wortform-Frequenz im FK
FK
Der errechnete Wert liefert eine Aussage darüber, welche Wortformen signifikant häufiger
im Fachtext-Korpus als im allgemeinsprachlichen Korpus auftreten. Je höher der Wert, desto
wahrscheinlich handelt es sich um einen domänenspezifischen Konzeptkandidaten. Der Output
besteht aus einer Liste der Konzeptkandidaten,
wobei auch wieder diejenigen Wortformen aussortiert werden, die unterhalb eines festgelegten
Schwellenwerts liegen.
5) Kollokationsanalyse: Als Input dienen die
Kandidatenliste aus Schritt 4 sowie das Fachtextkorpus. Mit Hilfe einer Kollokationsanalyse
lässt sich darin das gemeinsame Auftreten von
Konzeptkandidaten untersuchen. Da die Hypertexteinheiten durchgehend und einheitlich strukturiert sind, können bei diesem Schritt variable
Umgebungsgrenzen (Sätze, Absätze, Hypertexteinheiten) gewählt werden. Prinzipiell lassen
sich sogar bereits erste gerichtete Relationen
konstatieren: Tritt ein Konzeptkandidat X signifikant häufiger gemeinsam mit einem Konzeptkandidaten Y auf als Kandidat Y mit X, so liegt

Die Ideen und Vorschläge hinter der populären
Vision vom „Semantic Web“ rücken einen Umstand in die öffentliche Diskussion, der seit Jahren zu den offenkundigen Defiziten der derzeitigen Internet-Struktur zählt: Natürlichsprachlich
kodierte Angebote auf Webseiten lassen sich
zwar aus der modernen Medienrealität nicht
mehr wegdenken und bieten dem menschlichen
Anwender einen im Vergleich mit traditionellen
Publikationsmethoden deutlich schnelleren Zugang zu aktuellen Informationen aus zahlreichen
Fachgebieten. Doch nicht nur wer persönlich via
Internet-Browser Suchmaschinen wie Google
zur Informationsrecherche benutzt, wird zunehmend von der Menge und Unübersichtlichkeit
des Angebots erdrückt. Auch programmierte
Spezialisten – Agents, Crawlers, Robots oder
Spiders genannt – müssen immer häufiger vor
dem Unterfangen kapitulieren, formal und inhaltlich heterogene Webinhalte zuverlässig zu
klassifizieren und automatisch diejenigen Angebote auszuwählen, die am besten zu einem bestimmten Informationsbedürfnis passen.
An diesem Punkt kommen nun elektronisch
verfügbare Ontologien ins Spiel. Die grammisOntologie wird derzeit auf dreierlei Weise dazu
eingesetzt, Probleme der Mensch-MaschineKommunikation hinsichtlich der Informationserschließung anzugehen sowie „intelligenter“6
Software den Zugang zu domänenspezifischen
Inhalten zu erleichtern:

5

6

Vgl. die ausführliche
lam/Tariq/Ahmad (2005).

Beschreibung

in

Gil-

Im Sinne von: „kombinations- und lernfähig“; vgl.
hierzu auch Schneider (2004, S. 17 ff).
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Inhaltliche Klassifizierung: Wie bereits einführend dargestellt, wurde das grammatische Informationssystem grammis ursprünglich mit der
Zielsetzung konzipiert, grammatische Fachinhalte in einer für menschliche Benutzer verständlichen Form erschließbar zu machen. Analysen
der Zugriffs-Logfiles zeigen jedoch, dass zunehmend auch programmierte Robots und Agentenprogramme versuchen, auf diese Angebote
zuzugreifen. Die Möglichkeit solcher Programme, textuelle Inhalte auszuwerten und ihrem
Auftraggeber verlässliche Ergebnisse zu liefern,
hängt wesentlich von der Verwendung eines
gemeinsamen Terminologie-Vokabulars ab. Um
die Kommunikation zwischen grammis und
externer Software zu erleichtern, wird mit Hilfe
der grammis-Ontologie automatisch ein Schla gwort-basiertes Abstract jeder grammisInformationseinheit generiert. Hierzu werden
sämtliche in der Einheit gefundenen KonzeptTermini sowie die in der Ontologiebasis
hinterlegten Relationen zwischen
diesen
Konzepten ausgewertet. Das Abstract enthält
dann primär diejenigen Konzepte, die in der
Relationenhierarchie als „Top-level terms“
markiert
sind. beim Text-Re trieval: Auch die
Hilfestellung
Volltextsuche, für menschliche Benutzer häufig
die bevorzugte Einstiegsvariante in ein komplexes Informationssystem, liefert nur dann befriedigende Resultate, wenn Mensch und Computer
die gleiche Sprache sprechen, d.h. eine gemeinsame Terminologie verwenden. Gibt der Anwender als Suchwort „Ergänzung“ ein, sollte
grammis erkennen, dass es sich hierbei um ein
Synonym für „Komplement“ handeln kann und
eine Verbindung zum Konzept „Valenz“ herstellen. Der Suchbegriff wird also zunächst expandiert und die Menge der Treffer dadurch vergrößert. Um zu vermeiden, dass durch Verallgemeinerung die Anzahl der selektierten Hypertexteinheiten unverhältnismäßig zunimmt, ist ab
einem bestimmten Level die umgekehrte Strategie notwendig: Erkennt das System, dass der
Suchbegriff in der Relationenhierarchie weit
oben steht und gleic hzeitig übermäßig viele
Treffer generiert wurden, kann es – ggf. nach
Rückfrage beim Benutzer – eine Auswahl untergeordneter bzw. verwandter Konzepte zur Eingrenzung der Suchanfrage vorschlagen. Ausgehend von „Valenz“ würde sich also beispielsweise der Schritt zu Hyponymen wie „Verbva-

lenz“ oder anderweitig verknüpften Konzepten
wie „Reduktionstest“ anbieten.
Bereitstellung eines grafischen Recherche Frontends: Die grafische Repräsentation einer
Ontologiebasis 7 unterstützt den menschlichen
Anwender durchgehend in allen Phasen des
Ontologie-Lebenszyklusses. Sowohl die Erstellung bzw. Modifizierung von Konzepten wie
auch die spätere Exploration und Anwendung
profitieren aus leicht nachvollziehbaren Gründen
von einer adäquaten Visualisierung der Inhalte.
Insbesondere in Benutzungssituationen, in denen
der Benutzer sein Informationsbedürfnis nicht
präzise formulieren kann oder einfach einmal
ungezielt „stöbern“ möchte, befördert ein strukturierter grafischer Überblick die Orientierung.
Für das Informationssystem grammis wurde
deshalb ein spezielles Frontend geschaffen, das
die Konzepte und Relationen der Ontologiebasis
variabel darstellt und das Navigieren und Recherchieren
innerhalb
des
grammisInformationsraums ermöglicht.
Die nachfolgende Darstellung illustriert die
Funktionsweise: Im Zentrum der Übersicht steht
das aktuell angesteuerte Konzept, gemeinsam
mit den Synonym-Begriffen. Oberhalb finden
sich, in farblich abgestuften Blockelementen, die
unmittelbaren Hyperonyme und Holonyme;
darunter versammeln sich Hyponyme und Meronyme. Eigenschaftsbeziehungen werden seitlich versetzt dargestellt, ebenso wie unspezifisch
assoziierte Konzepte. Per Mausklick können nun
die verschiedenen Relationen aktiviert und der
Standort im Informationsraum verändert werden.
Für die eigentliche Recherche stehen die drei
kreisförmigen Container auf der rechten Seite
bereit. Per Drag-and-Drop lassen sich beliebige
Konzeptelemente in die Container ziehen. Das
System recherchiert daraufhin direkt in der
grammis-Hypertextbasis sowie in der ebenfalls
angeschlossenen Bibliografie. Unmittelbar neben den Containern erscheint die Anzahl der
Treffer für das einzelne Konzeptelement als
Hyperlink, an den Kanten zwischen den Containern die ebenfalls via Hyperlink weiterverfolg-

7

Prominente Verfahren beruhen z.B. auf fish-eyeviews oder hyperbolic trees. Einen Überblick über
gängige Methoden der Visualisierung von Ontologien
bieten z.B. Fluit/Sabou/van Harmelen (2003).
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baren Ergebnisse der kombinierten Recherche
nach mehreren Konzeptbegriffen.
Die Leistungsfähigkeit der beschriebenen Anwendungsschnittstellen hängt naturgemäß nicht
allein von Umfang und Güte der zugrunde liegenden Ontologie ab, sondern auch von den
übrigen sprachtechnologischen Komponenten.
Ontologie-basiertes Text-Retrieval und die TextKlassifikation erfordern beispielsweise einen
angemessenen Umgang mit Flexionsformen und
Komposita. Die grammis-Recherche sowie die
anderen grammis-spezifischen Textanalyse- und
Klassifikationsmodule verwenden deshalb einen
integrierten Mechanismus zur Lemmatisierung
und Stammformenerweiterung. Für die Zukunft
sind darüber hinaus vielfältige Erweiterungen
denkbar. Ein interessantes Entwicklungspotenzial verspricht die Berücksichtigung sprachübergreifender Anwendungsgebiete. International
orientierte Forschungsarbeit profitiert von multilingual konzipierten Terminologiedatenbanken,

zu denen mehrsprachige Ontologien einen wesentlichen Beitrag leisten können.
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Abstract
Der vorliegende Artikel gibt einen Überblick über
die Suche in einem fehlerannotierten Lernerkorpus.
“Fehlerannotiert” bedeutet, dass die Fehler der
Fremdsprachenlerner im Korpus annotiert sind. Das
Falko-Korpus verfügt über eine nicht-hierarchisch
strukturierte multi-layer–Architektur, die um beliebige Annotationsebenen erweiterbar ist. Neben
den von den Lernern gemachten sprachlichen Fehlern sind im Korpus syntaktische Strukturen annotiert. Wir zeigen auf, welche Problematik die Suche in solch tief annotierten Daten mit sich bringt
und wie im Falko-Korpus damit verfahren wird.
In einer technischen Darstellung wird der derzeitige Entwicklungsstand bezüglich der Suche im Korpus skizziert, und es werden geplante Wachstumsschritte vorgestellt.

1

Überblick

In Abschnitt 2 werden die Eckdaten des FalkoKorpus genannt und die Grundannahmen und
Fragestellungen bezüglich der vorgenommenen
Fehlerannotation erläutert. Abschnitt 3 dient der
Vorstellung des gewählten Datenmodells zur Erfassung der Korpusdaten bzw. zur Annotation derselben. In Abschnitt 4 werden die gewählten Werkzeuge und die Datenstruktur zur Korpussuche vorgestellt. In Abschnitt 5 folgt eine Darstellung des
Webinterface und im letzten Abschnitt 6 wird ein
Ausblick auf geplante Erweiterungen des FalkoKorpus gegeben.

2

Das Falko-Korpus

Lernerkorpora spielen in der Fremdspracherwerbsforschung und der Sprachvermittlung eine zunehmend größere Rolle. Während es für das Englische
bereits größere Lernerkorpora gibt (siehe zum Beispiel Nesselhauf (2004) und Römer (2006)), gibt
es für das Deutsche als Fremdsprache bisher kaum
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frei zugängliche systematisch erstellte Lernerkorpora (Lüdeling, erscheint a). Falko wird hier eine
Lücke schließen.
Unser Projekt untersucht die Bereiche Design,
Architektur, Suche und Auswertung von Lernerkorpora exemplarisch anhand des Falko-Korpus.
Bestehende und bereits in der Lehre oder in der Forschung eingesetzte Komponenten sollen verwendet
werden und, wenn nötig, für unsere Zwecke angepasst werden. Die Entwicklung eines lauffähigen
Prototypen wird helfen, Grenzen und Möglichkeiten der technischen Umsetzung kennen zu lernen
und das Falko-Korpus als öffentlich zugängliches
fehlerannotiertes Lernerkorpus des Deutschen bekannt zu machen.
2.1 Korpusdesign
Falko enthält Texte von fortgeschrittenen Lernern des Deutschen als Fremdsprache. Es besteht aus mehreren Subkorpora, die unterschiedlich
tief annotiert sind. Das zur Zeit am besten annotierte Subkorpus von Falko ist eine Sammlung
von Zusammenfassungen von linguistischen und
literaturwissenschaftlichen Fachtexten, die von Studierenden der Freien Universität Berlin erstellt wurden (siehe auch Lüdeling et al. (2005) und Lüdeling
(erscheint a)). Die folgenden Ausführungen werden
mit Beispielen aus diesem Subkorpus illustriert. Alle Subkorpora sind frei im Netz1 verfügbar.
2.2 Fehlerannotation
Bestimmte Auswertungen auf Lernerkorpora setzen eine Fehlerannotatation voraus, also eine Kategorisierung der Fehler oder Abweichungen in den
Lernertexten. Es ist aus verschiedenen Gründen
schwierig, Fehler zu definieren und Fehlertagsets zu
entwickeln (zum Status des Fehlers siehe Cherubim
(1980) und Lennon (1991), zum Design von Fehlertagsets siehe Granger (2002) und Tono (2003)).
1

http://www2.hu-berlin.de/korpling/projekte/falko/

In bisherigen Lernerkorpora wurden Fehler (ähnlich
wie Wortarten oder Lemmata in großen Zeitungskorpora) ’flach’ annotiert; also entweder in einem
Tabellenformat oder in einem XML-Baumformat.
In Lüdeling et al. (2005) und Lüdeling (erscheint
b) wird argumentiert, dass es sinnvoll ist, unterschiedliche Annotationskonventionen und Granularitätsebenen für verschiedene Fragestellungen zuzulassen.
Ein weiteres Problem der Fehlerannotation ist,
dass jede Korrektur einer Lerneräußerung eine Hypothese darüber voraussetzt, was als korrekt angesehen wird. Oft kann man eine Lerneräußerung auf
mehrere Weisen korrigieren; es existieren also unterschiedliche Zielhypothesen (Lüdeling, erscheint
b). Eine Zielhypothese wird erstellt, wenn im Text
eine nicht-zielsprachliche Formulierung bzw. ein
nicht-zielsprachlicher Ausdruck vorkommt. Sie versucht, das zielsprachlich auszudrücken, was der
Lerner vermutlich sagen wollte. Damit ist sie eine
Interpretation. In Falko wird die Zielhypothese explizit angegeben. Jeder Fehler wird im Bezug auf
diese Zielhypothese annotiert.
Ein Beispiel:
Originaltext: ...wenn es das konvenzionelle Wort
Lehrer“exiestiert...
”
Korrekturmöglichkeit 1: ...wenn das konventionelle
Wort Lehrer“existiert...
”
Korrekturmöglichkeit 2: ...wenn es das konventionelle
Wort Lehrer“gibt...
”
(Text 36, Position 124 ff)

Bei Zielhypothese 1 wird davon ausgegangen,
dass der Fehler“ das unpersönliche Pronomen es
”
ist, das hier nicht stehen darf. Bei Zielhypothese 2
hingegen wird davon ausgegangen, dass der Feh”
ler“ in der Wortwahl liegt: statt existiert müsse dort
gibt stehen. Die Architektur des Falko-Korpus ist
darauf ausgelegt, abweichende Zielhypothesen aufzunehmen. Jede fehlerklassifizierende Annotationsebene referenziert explizit auf eine der Zielhypothesen.
Die Falko-Daten sind zusätzlich syntaktisch mit
einer Felderstruktur annotiert - auch dies erfordert
mehrere Annotationsebenen.
2.3 Anforderungen
Um dem Anspruch auf Erweiterbarkeit um beliebige Annotationsebenen gerecht zu werden, gilt
es zunächst ein geeignetes Datenmodell zum Erfassen und zur Speicherung der Korpusdaten zu
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wählen. Falko nutzt eine Mehrebenenarchitektur,
wie sie für multimodale Korpora entwickelt wurde (siehe zum Beispiel Carletta et al. (2003) und
Wörner et al. (2006)). Aus den erfassten Daten muss
außerdem eine Datenstruktur konstruiert werden,
die eine effiziente Suche unter Berücksichtigung aller Annotationsebenen zulässt.

3

Datenmodell zum Erfassen der
Falko-Korpusdaten

Das Falko-Korpus erfordert ein um beliebige und
voneinander unabhängige Annotationsebenen erweiterbares Datenmodell.
3.1 EXMARaLDA
Wir verwenden für Falko das EXMARaLDAFormat.2
Im EXMARaLDA-Format definiert die Tokenfolge des zu annotierenden Textes eine sogenannte
timeline. Jedes Token entspricht einem eindeutigen
event, das durch seine Start- und End-Position auf
der timeline beschrieben wird. Zu annotierende Token bzw. Tokenfolgen können dann als event bzw.
event-Folge referenziert werden. Wir verwenden
den EXMARaLDA-Partitureditor jexmaralda zur
manuellen Annotation.
Es sind Annotationsebenen zu unterscheiden, deren Auszeichnungen ausschließlich einzelne Token
referenzieren und solche Annotationsebenen, deren Auszeichnungen auch Folgen von Wörtern oder
ganze Texte klassifizieren. Im folgenden Abschnitt
wird erläutert, wie konfligierende Hierarchien bei
der Annotation von Folgen von Wörtern entstehen
können und wie damit umgegangen wird.
3.2 Konfligierende Hierarchien
Bei umfangreicher Mehr-Ebenen-Annotation können auftretende konfligierende Hierarchien der
unterschiedlichen Annotationsebenen nicht ausgeschlossen werden. Das folgende Beispiel (Abbildung 1) veranschaulicht eine solche Situation:
Das event verschiedenen zugrunde liegenden
”
Mechanismen“ der target-hypothesis-Ebene beginnt
an Position 326 und endet bei 329. Das event x“ der
”
2

EXMARaLDA steht für Extensible Markup Language
”
for Discourse Annotation“. Es ist ein System von Konzepten, Datenformaten und Werkzeugen für die computergestützte Transkription und Annotation gesprochener Sprache. EXMARaLDA wird in einem Teilprojekt des Sonderforschungsbereichs Mehrsprachigkeit“ (SFB 538) der Universität Ham”
burg als zentrale Architekturkomponente einer Datenbank
Mehrsprachigkeit“ entwickelt. Alle Komponenten des EX”
MARaLDA-Systems sind frei verfügbar. (Schmidt, 2001)

Abbildung 1: Beispiel zu konfligierenden Hierachien
rektion-id-Ebene beginnt an Position 324 und endet
an Position 327.
Eine solche Struktur in einem flachen Annotationsschema mit Hilfe von SGML/XML-Tags
abzubilden (Abbildung 2), würde die hierarchische Struktur verletzen. Das Dokument
ließe sich nicht mehr mit Werkzeugen zur Verarbeitung von SGML/XML-Dokumenten parsen
und der weitere Bearbeitungsaufwand stiege um
ein Vielfaches. Einen Ausweg liefert die von
uns gewählte stand-off-Annotation. Daher werden oft standoff-Architekturen verwendet. Das
EXMARaLDA-Format ist jedoch kein standoff-Format.3 Text und Annotationen werden in
demselben Dokument gespeichert. Es lassen sich
jedoch im EXMARaLDA-Format genau wie in
einer stand-off-Architektur beliebige Annotationsebenen zur Textebene abspeichern.
3.3

Anforderungen an die Architektur des
Falko-Korpus
Das Falko-Korpus soll auf jedem Entwicklungsstand um beliebige Annotationsebenen erweiterbar
sein. Zudem ist es wichtig, dass alle Annotationsebenen einzeln oder in Kombination durchsucht
werden können. Die Softwarekomponenten sollen
den spezifischen Bedürfnissen angepasst werden
können, d.h. sie müssen als Quellcode verfügbar
sein und von Grund auf selbst entwickelt werden.
Wir wollen eine skalierbare (mehrbenutzerfähige)
und robuste Architektur und Benutzerschnittstelle,
die eine breite Anwenderakzeptanz findet.
Das EXMARaLDA-Format und der Partitur3

Bei der stand-off- oder externen Annotation werden die
Auszeichnungen separat von den eigentlichen Daten gespeichert. Das hat gegenüber inline-Annotation unter anderem den
Vorteil, dass verschiedene Annotationshierarchien auf die gleichen Daten angewendet werden können.
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editor jexmaralda geben uns die Werkzeuge, das
Falko-Korpus auf beliebigen Ebenen zu annotieren.
Das Suchwerkzeug, das die EXMARaLDA-Gruppe
als Prototyp (Zecke4 ) zur Verfügung stellt, genügt
leider nicht unseren Anforderungen. Einerseits ist
der Quellcode des Programms nicht öffentlich verfügbar. Daher sind wir nicht in der Lage, das Programm unseren Bedürfnissen anzupassen. Andererseits handelt es sich um eine stand-alone-Anwendung, d.h. sie ist nicht als Serveranwendung für
den Mehrbenutzerbetrieb konzipiert.

4

Datenstruktur zur Suche im
multi-layer-annotierten Korpus

Obwohl das verwendete multi-layer-EXMARaLDA-Datenformat XML-konform ist, können durch
die hierarchische Entkoppelung der Annotationsebenen von der linearen Tokenfolge des annotierten Textes standarisierte XML-Anfragesprachen
wie XQUERY bzw. XPATH nicht effektiv zur Suche eingesetzt werden. Wir werden im folgenden
Abschnitt die von uns verwendete Datenstruktur zur
Suche im Falko-Korpus erläutern.
4.1 Anforderungen an die Anfragesprache
Um das Falko-Korpus für umfangreiche korpusliguistische Analysen verwenden zu können, muss
die Anfragesprache zur Korpussuche einigen Anforderungen genügen. Jede Annotationsebene soll
einzeln und/oder in Kombination spezifiziert werden können. Außerdem soll die Suche mit Hilfe
von Regulären Ausdrücken unterstützt werden –
ebenso natürlich die Suche nach Wortfolgen. Anfragen wie z.B. Finde alle Vorkommen des Lem”
mas ’allgemein’ direkt gefolgt von einem weiteren Adjektiv innerhalb eines Rektionsfehlers, den
4

Die ZECKE (“Ziemlich einfaches Konkordanzwerkzeug
für EXMARaLDA“) ist ein Prototyp für ein Suchwerkzeug auf
EXMARaLDA-Daten.

...
Menschen/NN/Mensch
<rektion_id value="x">
basiert/VVFIN/basieren
auf/APPR/auf
<target_hypothesis value="verschiedenen zugrundeliegenden Mechanischmen">
verschiedene/ADJA/verschieden
</rektion_id>
zugrundeliegende/ADJA/zugrundeliegend
Mechanismen/NN/Mechanismus
</target_hypothesis>
...

Abbildung 2: Verletzung der hierachischen Struktur bei der inline-Annotation
eine russische Muttersprachlerin, die im zweiten
Jahr Deutsch lernt, in einem Nebensatz gemacht
hat!“ sollen ermöglicht werden.
4.2 Verwendete Komponenten
Neben dem Suchwerkzeug ’Zecke’ der EXMARaLDA-Gruppe ist uns kein weiteres bekannt, das
mit einem multi-layer-Datenmodell arbeitet. Alle
von uns untersuchten Korpussuchwerkzeuge (Xaira5 und NITE XML Toolkit (NXT)6 ) waren nicht
in der Lage, stand-off-Formate mit konfligierenden
Hierarchien zu verarbeiten.
Die Corpusworkbench (CWB) (Evert, 2005) ist
ein Softwarepaket zur Indexierung und Volltextsuche von bzw. in großen Textsammlungen. Die
CWB ist weit verbreitet, und es kann eine allgemeine Grundkenntnis über die in der CWB implementierte Anfragesprache CQP (Christ et al.,
1999) vorausgesetzt werden. CQP unterstützt die
Suche mittels Regulärer Ausdrücke und die Suche
nach Tokenfolgen.
Um tief annotiertes Textmaterial mit der CWB
zu indexieren, ist es erforderlich, die Daten in ein
spezielles Format umzuwandeln. Wir haben einige
Python-Skripte implementiert, mittels derer aus den
annotierten Lernertexten im EXMARaLDA-Format
das korrekte Eingabeformat für die CWB hergestellt
wird.
Aufgrund der ungewöhnlich umfangreichen
Annotationen des Falko-Korpus erreichen die
5
an der Oxford University entwickeltes Suchwerkzeug für
das British National Corpus
6
NXT ist eine Sammlung von Programmierbibliotheken
und Softwarewerkzeugen zur Repräsentation, Manipulation,
Suche und Analyse von komplex annotierten Korpora und wurde von Jonathan Kilgour und der Language Technology Group
in Edinburgh entwickelt.
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CQP-Suchanfragen eine solche Komplexität, dass
eine visuelle Anfrageunterstützung unumgänglich
ist. Wir haben uns entschieden, für das FalkoKorpus und dessen Subkorpora die CWB durch
korporaspezifische Java-Struts-Module und ein
Java-Serverpages-(JSP)-Webinterface zu erweitern.
4.3 Datenstruktur zur Suche
Von der CWB zu indexierende Daten müssen als
ASCII-Textdokument in der Form “ein-Token-proZeile “ vorliegen. Tokenweise Annotationen (positionale Attribute) stehen in definierter Reihenfolge durch TABS getrennt in der Zeile des zu
annotierenden Tokens. Wortfolgen werden durch
umschließende XML-Tags zeilenweise, d.h. tokenweise annotiert (strukturelle Attribute). Die XMLTags dürfen sich nicht gegenseitig überschneiden.
(siehe Abbildung 3)
Um konfligierende Annotationen (wie in Abbildung 1) von Wortfolgen zu indexieren, können
folglich keine XML-Tags verwendet werden.
Wir kodieren daher alle strukturellen Attribute,
die sich innerhalb eines Textes möglicherweise
überschneiden werden, als positionale Attribute
und indexieren diese fortlaufend mit 1 beginnend (siehe Abbildung 4). Da die CWB die
Verwendung von Regulären Ausdrücken innerhalb
von Spezifikationen von positionalen Attributen
unterstützt, ermöglicht unsere Kodierung Abfragen wie: “Suche alle Vorkommen von Nomina
innerhalb eines Matrixsatz-Vorfeldes!“ (CQP:
[pos=“NN“&
matrixsatz-feld=“MS VF#.*“]).
Mittels des Regulären Ausdrucks matrixsatzvorfeld=“MS VF#.*“ werden alle Vorkommen von
Nomina innerhalb eines Matrixsatz-Vorfeldes geliefert – unabhängig von der Position des Nomens
innerhalb des Matrixsatz-Vorfeldes.

5

Abbildung 3: Inputformat der CWB

Die Funktion des Indexes ist es, die einzelnen
zusammengehörigen aber als positionale Attribute
kodierten Annotationen über Wortfolgen zählen zu
können (“Suche alle Matrixsatz-Vorfelder!“, CQP:
matrixsatz-vorfeld=“MS VF#1“). Auf diese Weise
wird jedes annotierte Matrixsatz-Vorfeld nur genau
einmal aufgeführt und nicht so oft, wie es Token
lang ist. Des Weiteren liefert uns die Indexierung
der Wortfolgen-Annotationen eine Möglichkeit,
annotierte Wortfolgen ihrer Länge entsprechend zu
suchen. (Bsp.: “Suche alle Matrixsatz-Vorfelder der
Länge 2!“(CQP: [matrixsatz-vorfeld=MS VF#1]
[matrixsatz-vorfeld=MS VF#2]
[matrixsatzvorfeld!=MS VF#3]))
Lernerspezifische Annotationen beziehen sich
immer auf ganze Texte und können als strukturelle Annotationen kodiert werden, da einzelne Texte sich nicht überschneiden können.
Lernerspezifische Anfragen werden wie folgt formuliert. “Suche alle Vorkommen von Adverbien innerhalb eines Matrixsatz-Vorfeldes innerhalb aller bulgarischen Lernerinnentexte!“ (CQP:
[pos=“ADV“& matrixsatz-feld=“MS VF#.*“] ::
match.learner l1=“bg“& match.learner sex=“w“
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Visuelle Anfrageunterstützung im
Falko-Webinterface

Das Falko-Korpus wird über ein frei zugängliches
Webinterface genutzt. Das Webinterface ist auf
der Basis von Java-Serverpages (JSP) und Struts
entwickelt. Der modulare Aufbau erlaubt es, für
jedes Subkorpus eine spezifische Suchmaske bereit zu stellen. Die unterschiedlichen Korpus-Suchmasken enthalten zahlreiche Auswahlmenüs, die
sich in lernerspezifische, syntax- und fehlerspezifische und Outputoptionen gliedern. Die zu formulierende CQP-Anfrage umfasst nur noch Angaben
zur Wort-, Wortarten- und/oder Lemma-Ebene. Alle
weiteren Anfragespezifikationen werden über grafische Menüs per Mausklick getroffen. Geübte Nutzer können den vollen Funktionsumfang von CQP
nutzen, weniger geübte Nutzer können viele Einschränkungen über das Webinterface vornehmen.
Die CQP-Anfrage und die weiteren Spezifikationen werden an eine im Webinterface integrierte
Java-Komponente gesendet, die eine entsprechende CQP-Anfrage erstellt. Die Java-Komponente ruft
ihrerseits die CWB auf und parst das Ergebniss
der Anfrage. Ein weiteres wichtiges Feature des
Webinterfaces ist es, dass es entsprechend den
getroffenen Output-Optionen die einzelnen Treffer benutzerfreundlich im Browser darstellt. Es
können beliebig viele Annotationsebenen zusätzlich zu der Wort-Ebene angezeigt werden. Zu jedem
Treffer lassen sich außerdem alle Metainformationen und/oder der gesamte Lernertext anzeigen.

6

Zusammenfassung und Ausblick

In den letzten Jahren sind für viele unterschiedliche Bereiche Mehrebenenkorpusarchitekturen entwickelt worden. Bisher gibt es aber kaum geeignete
Suchmöglichkeiten auf diesen Korpora (auch wenn
mit Zecke, Xaira und anderen im Moment mehrere Initiativen daran arbeiten). In diesem Papier haben wir anhand des Lernerkorpus Falko gezeigt, wie
durch Rekombination und Anpassung von existierender Software, Kreativität und Zielstrebigkeit eine
frei zugängliche Arbeitsumgebung für umfangreiche korpuslinguistische Analysen von nicht-hierarchisch strukturierten, multi-layer-fehlerannotierten
Korpora entstehen kann.
Die Suche ist natürlich auch auf andere Korpora
anwendbar. Wir arbeiten zur Zeit an einer Verbesserung des Interface und der Darstellungsmöglichkeiten. Zusätzlich sollen Funktionalitäten zur statistischen Analyse der Daten direkt in das Webinter-

face eingebunden werden.
Das Falko-Korpus selbst wird stetig um neues
Textmaterial und neue Annotationsebenen erweitert.
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Abstract
A simple unification-based formalism is identified, and
it is demonstrated how small changes effect its computational complexity. Versions are defined for polynomial time (PTIME), non-deterministic polynomial time
(NPTIME), polynomial space (PSPACE), exponential
time (EXPTIME), and undecidability (UNDEC). If the
grammar is unambiguous or deterministically copying,
its recognition problem is solvable in PTIME; the same
goes for the polysized and k-ambiguous fragment; if the
grammar has no unary cycles, it is solvable in NPTIME;
in the abscence of true path equations and global implication, if functional uncertainty is impossible, and no
weak precedence is employed (no quantification over
strings), the grammar is solvable in PSPACE; if true path
equations are not employed, a positive result can be obtained for EXPTIME; and finally, if the grammar is unrestricted and thus subsumed by Kasper-Rounds logic with
global implication, it is undecidable. In fact, when functional uncertainty is also employed, this is high undecidability.

1 Introduction
In Figure 1 below some known complexity results for
unification-based formalisms are listed. Of course the list
is not exhaustive, but the references there are prominent,
widely cited, and relevant for our purposes. This literature, in other words, is the context in which the present
paper is written. In this introductory section, some of
these results are explained, and our investigations are
motivated.1
Three grammar formalisms are mentioned in the
above: categorial unification grammar (CUG), lexicalfunctional grammar (LFG) and head-driven phrase structure grammar (HPSG). If no grammar formalism is mentioned, the result is obtained on an abstract formalism,
which is somehow meant to denote the intersection of a
number of unification-based formalisms, much like the
one defined in the next section. The formalisms here
differ in a number of respects, some of which concern
1 A note on terminology: A problem is complete for a complexity
class, if it is in it and, at the same, as hard as any other problem in that
class. For instance, a problem which is in NPTIME and hard for this
class (NP-hard), is said to be NP-complete.
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operators and specific properties, but one difference deserves special notice, since it is absolutely fundamental:
the definition of the extension of a grammar. The difference between LFG and CUG, in this respect, is minor,
but they both differ radically from HPSG. In recent literature, the two perspectives on the extensions of grammars have been labelled, respectively, the proof-theoretic
and the model-theoretic perspective. The difference is
spelled out in Definition 1.1.
The results obtained in (Blackburn and Spaan, 1993)
are important for our investigations. The results were obtained by reductions to modal languages of varying complexity that are defined on deterministic frames.2 The
NP-completeness result was obtained when the modal
language contained no global quantification.3 The modal
language that was employed here was adopted from
(Kasper and Rounds, 1986). The second result was obtained by adding global quantification to a modal logic
with nominals, i.e propositions that denote singleton
sets. Nominals are weaker than path equations (out of
context), but serve the same purpose, namely to implement reentrancies. The alternative is to have true
path equations, as in Kasper-Rounds logic (Kasper and
Rounds, 1986). In the context of global quantification,
this leads to undecidability, the third result of (Blackburn
and Spaan, 1993). The results of (Blackburn and Spaan,
1993) refer to an abstract unification-based formalism,
and nothing is said about parsing. The results are of
relevance both under the proof-theoretic and the modeltheoretic perspective. However, since nothing is said
about parsing, the results do not address the universal
recognition problem. Consequently, similarly to (Johnson, 1991), the abstract formalism discussed in (Blackburn and Spaan, 1993) is not a stand-alone formalism;
rather it has to be integrated with a proof-theoretic or
model-theoretic backbone that drives the actual parsing.
In Johnson’s earlier work (Johnson, 1988), he adopts
a proof-theoretic perspective in the investigation of the
2 In modal logic, this amounts to adding 3φ → 2φ to the axioms.
The axiom says that ∀x, z R(x, z) ∧ ∃y R(x, y) ∧ Q(y) → Q(z).
The deterministic restriction only effects complexity in the context of
the NP-completeness result. The other results can also be obtained on
arbitrary frames.
3 Global quantification effects the expressivity. Invariance under disjoint unions, for instance, is lost when global quantification is imported.

Author(s)
(Blackburn and Spaan, 1993)
(Blackburn and Spaan, 1993)
(Blackburn and Spaan, 1993)
(Johnson, 1988)
(Johnson, 1988)
(Johnson, 1991)
(Kasper and Rounds, 1986)
(Kepser and Mönnich, 2003)
(Seki et al., 1993)
(Trautwein, 1995)
(Trautwein, 1995)

Formalism

LFG
LFG
LFG
HPSG
LFG
HPSG/LFG
CUG

Result
NP-complete
EXPTIME
UNDEC
UNDEC
NP-complete
NP-complete
NP-complete
UNDEC
PTIME
NP-complete
NP-complete

Comments
All features deterministic,
and no global quantification.
No path equations.
Proof-theoretic perspective.
Off-line parsable.
Not stand-alone.
Same as (Blackburn and Spaan, 1993).
Indirect result.
Deterministically copying.
Various restrictions.

Figure 1: Some known complexity results
computational complexity of LFG. He establishes an undecidability result for the full formalism, in the abscence
of functional uncertainty, but he also shows that under an
off-line parsability restriction, the recognition problem
can be solved in NPTIME. (Kepser and Mönnich, 2003)
considers HPSG. Their undecidability result is rather indirect; in fact, what they prove is that there is no reduction of HPSG to monadic second order logic which is decidable. Other reduction arguments in the literature are
of similar nature. For instance, (Søgaard, 2006a) proves
that even simple versions of HPSG are undefinable in decidable prefix-vocabulary classes of first order logic. In
this paper, general results are sought that are neutral to
the logical design choices, so it is important not to confuse these two kinds of results.
The PTIME result in (Seki et al., 1993) is obtained under a proof-theoretic perspective too by syntactic restrictions on the productions of LFG. The productions are
first restricted to be either of the form (↑ attr) = val
(an immediate value schema) or (↑ attr) =↓ (a structure synthesizing schema). It is then said that for each
pair of rules r1 : A → α1 and r2 : A → α2 whose
left-hand sides are the same, is inconsistent in the sense
that there exists no f-structure that locally satisfies both
of the functional schemata of r1 and r2 . Other polynomial fragments have been identified in the literature.
For instance, (Søgaard and Haugereid, 2006) show that
common versions of HPSG are solvable in PTIME, if
the lexicon is rigid, and no ambiguous derivations exist.
The result transfers to LFG. Finally, (Trautwein, 1995)
obtains a number of NP-completeness results for various unification-based formalisms. Some of these rely on
some rather amputated versions of the formalisms. The
results are mentioned here for comparison; in particular,
our NPTIME fragment is more expressive than the fragments presented in (Trautwein, 1995). See below for details. The result on CUG is mentioned separately, since
this result is fully valid, and of particular interest to us.
The definition of the extension of grammars under
the proof-theoretic and model-theoretic perspectives was
promised you.
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Definition 1.1 (Grammar extensions). The extension of
a grammar G is denoted by L(G). Consider the definition
of L(G)p and L(G)m .
L(G)p
L(G)m

=
=

{x ∈ V ∗ |∃M ∈ M start′ ⊑ M ∧ M :x}
{x ∈ V ∗ |∃M ∈ M M, w |= (Axioms ∧ x′ )}

L(G)p is the extension of a language on the prooftheoretic perspective, i.e the extension of a grammar is
the set of permutations over the vocabulary that can be
derived from relational (feature) structures that are subsumed by the structure associated with the start node.
Structures are derived by (extensions of) standard algorithms. The model-theoretic perspective, represented by
L(G)m , is different. The extension of a model-theoretic
grammar is the set of permuations over the vocabulary
whose descriptions (x′ is the logical description of the
linear string x) are satisfiable in conjunction with the axioms of the grammar.4 The axioms correspond roughly
to derivation rules, but the relation from one perspective
to the other is a bit more complex than that.
In the sections to come, we often adopt an entirely
model-theoretic view on grammars. Several advantages
of this view can be listed: (i) It is fully declarative; (ii)
it integrates nicely with automated reasoning techniques;
(iii) it opens the door for an open-ended lexicon and a
more flexible notion of grammaticality, and, finally, (iv)
it is agnostic on certain philosophical questions, incl.
the cardinality of natural languages. See (Pullum and
Scholz, 2005) for details. Since we seek general results,
an abstract formalism is identified which to some extent
captures a common core of the majority of unificationbased formalisms. Model-theoretic algorithms have a
natural lower complexity bound in NPTIME, however,
since model-theoretic parsing is a search problem, so for
our PTIME results we return to a proof-theoretic or hybrid perspective.
4 In fact, some researchers have proposed another and perhaps more
radical model-theoretic view, on which the language is the set of strings
that satisfy the axioms of the grammar directly. This perspective has no
obvious applications for unification-based formalisms.

What is extremely important here is that we are interested in the universal recognition problem, not just
the satisfiability of some logic that happens to be suitable to describe linguistic structures. Consequently, we
will have to provide all the information necessary for the
grammar to distinguish grammatical strings from nongrammatical ones, and in the context of unification-based
formalisms, every parse of a grammatical string should
result in a relational structure that tells us about the syntactic properties of the string.

2 Unification-based grammar
On the face of it, the formalism presented here will look
much like HPSG with a reduced feature geometry. In this
early version, however, it is closer to CUG. It is shown
how it embeds the basics of other formalisms too.
2
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4
CASE - TYPE case-type

The intuition behind this formalism is that weak precedence constraints, e.g “α precedes β, but other words
may intervene them,” should be easily expressible. The
simple move is to let the ORDER attribute, which is
known from CUG, take four values, rather than just left
and right application; namely, left and right weak precedence and left and right immediate precedence. The CAT
attribute points to information about syntactic categories.
The semantic relations relate arguments which contain
information about case (to ensure agreement), but also
information about Θ-roles. The idea is that the relation
between the main argument of, say, a sentence (an event)
and the argument can be inferred on the basis of case information and information about Θ-roles. The inferred
value is the value of the PRED attribute. In other words,
a neo-Davidsonian-style semantics is assumed, and in a
simple sentence, each argument is linked to the event argument by a numbered argument relation.
The feature geometry is augmented by HPSG-style
attributes HEAD - DTR and NON - HEAD - DTR to represent
functor-argument structure; since weak precedence constraints are employed, this is not the same as constituent
structure. These are the only recursive attributes. The
PHON and SEM diff-lists are in principal unbounded,5
5 Diff-lists are lists, where the last element on the list has been extracted. It is, in other words, possible to remove elements from both
ends.
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but it is easy to ensure that only lexical items introduce
phonological material and semantic relations. The reader
may, under these circumstancies, already see how an
NPTIME result can be obtained. The trick is to establish the polysize model property, i.e that any satisfiable
input formula is satisfied in a model polynomial to the
length of the input formula. It holds for our toy formalism that every model (feature structure) that satisfies a
formula (a string) is polynomial in the length of the input string, if unary extensions are acyclic, i.e no unary
rule applies twice in the same unary extension. In particular, if a string σ is satisfiable, there exists a model M of
size less than or equal to (2|σ|−1)(u+1)×paths where
u is the number of unary rules or phrases in the grammar,
paths = |{π ∈ Lbls∗ |no label occurs twice in π}|, and
Lbls is the set of labels that denote attributes. In CUG,
u = 0. This is in fact an alternative proof of the result
obtained in (Trautwein, 1995).
On the other hand, our grammar formalism is NP-hard,
even if unary extensions are acyclic. Consider the following sketch of a proof: Since the satisfiability problem
of propositional logic with exactly three literals per conjoined clause (3 SAT) is as hard as any problem in this
class, it follows that if our grammar formalism encodes
3 SAT, then its universal recognition problem is hard (and
thus complete) for NPTIME. The intuition is to let each
propositional variable correspond to a lexical item with
category values true or false, and independently, the
item is either transitive or takes no complements at all. It
is ensured that at least one of the three constituents that
make up a phrase (since no adjuncts exist) has the category value true. A conjunction rule is added. The consistency of the assignments is ensured in the semantics
features. The trick is simple: For each sign that corresponds to a propositional variable, a novel attribute is introduced whose value is unified with the category value.
The semantic values of all the constituents are unified,
when phrases are built. Consequently, the truth assignment has to be consistent. Our grammar now encodes
3 SAT in the sense that if a propositional formula is valid,
it translates into a string that is accepted.
Theorem 2.1. Our grammar formalism is NP-complete
if unary extensions are acyclic.
As already mentioned, Trautwein defines an NPcompleteness result for HPSG, but a rather amputated
version of this formalism. Let us consider the restrictions
he places on HPSG. One is the same acyclicity requirement that we adopted, but there are many more. The
most important restriction is that he does not allow for
weak linear precedence constraints (and domain union
and more), the obvious reason being that he employs a
generative perspective on derivation. His reconstruction
is also vulnerable to the introduction of sets. Ours is
not, if (non-wellfounded) sets are introduced by polyadic

modalities (Reape, 1994).6 We can also (freely) add feature cooccurence restrictions (which seems to be an obvious way to implement parameter-based learning), for
instance.
Say unary extensions can be cyclic. What is the complexity of our grammar formalism then? One way to estimate this is to translate our grammar in specific logical
languages. Such translation exist, but some of them are
very partial, in that they do not encode the full recognition problem. The simplest logic of (Blackburn and
Spaan, 1993), for instance, does not encode the recognition problem. It is possible to do so in the most complex language, whereas the intermediate one gives us a
specification language that does the job, but only with
some assistance from the outside. In the true sense of
the word, it is not stand-alone either. The intermediate language is hybrid logic with global implication; the
stronger one is Kasper-Rounds logic with global implication. None of these languages encode weak linear precedence, since they don’t have any non-deterministic operators, such as the Kleene star operator. This is remedied
here. Two languages are defined of the same complexity
as the languages in (Blackburn and Spaan, 1993) which
encode weak linear precedence: HDL3 and PDL3,∩ , respectively the dynamic extension of hybrid logic with
global implication and propositional dynamic logic with
global implication and intersection (or path equations).
HDL3 is decidable in EXPTIME (Areces et al., 1999),
and PDL3,∩ is undecidable (Søgaard, 2006a).
The paper is too short to represent a full specification
of a grammar in one of the logics, but the idea is this: Our
logics are interpreted over Kripke models. If the reader
is willing to excuse us some mild abuse of notation, the
following is said to hold on our specification in PDL3,∩ ,
for instance:

i
h
FUNCT
h


NUM 1

ARG NUM 1

i 


|= hFUNCT; NUM ∩ ARG; NUMi⊤
Or in HDL3 , though the two formulas are not quite
equivalent:
hFUNCT; NUMii ∧ hARG ; NUMii
6 In fact, this is a bit more tricky than it seems at first sight. Most
monadic (but polymodal) modal logics have PTIME model checking
problems, and this property is silently assumed in the NPTIME proof
above. In other words, it is necessary for obtaining NPTIME that grammars can be encoded in a logic with PTIME model checking. In the unrestricted polyadic case, this may not always hold, as pointed out to me
by Martin Lange. If the upper bound on the arity of polyadic modalities
is fixed, both PTIME model checking and the polysize model property
can be established. If that upper bound is polynomial in the length of
the input, it seems that only the polysize model property can be established, and the NPTIME proof thus fails to apply. If the relations can
be represented in polynomial space, however, i.e a d-ary relation only
has nd members, things may be fine anyway. I will study this question
in more detail in future work.
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Some notes on the difference between the two formalizations follow. This question is namely of some importance to us, since the gain in expressivity (of PDL3,∩ )
can then be weighed to the loss of decidability.
Hybrid logics extend the language of Boolean connectives with the modalities, as they appear in basic modal
logic, i.e hαiφ means that there is an α-transition to a
state in φ, and nominals. A nominal is a propositional
variable which is interpreted as a singleton subset; if
M, w |= i, it follows that the valuation of w is {i}. The
satisfaction operator @i φ says “go to state i and evaluate
φ”, intuitively. The non-deterministic Kleene star operator is adopted, and the master modality is defined with
its dual and +-varieties, e.g h+iφ is true if there is state
in φ one or more transitions down. The 3 is a global
modality, and 3φ means that φ is true “somewhere” in
the model. Its dual (2) means something like “everywhere”.
The difference between the two formulas in the above
now amounts to this: A nominal names a state, and everywhere the nominal is used again, it receives the same
interpretation. This is important when it comes to rules.
If a rule employs nominals, and it is used multiple times
in a derivation, it will enforce undesired reentrancies.
This is unfortunate, and the only way to deal with it is
to somehow dynamically reset the nominals for each application. In some sense, this is cheating; in addition,
resetting is finitely bound.
The logics must now be shown to encode our grammar. It was shown in the small example above how to
describe feature structures, so we can easily describe
lexical entries and thus give lexical input to the parsing
procedure. The parsing procedure will be seen as connecting lexical input and a root node (roughly, what corresponds to start on the proof-theoretic perspective)
as a directed acyclic graph. It is then necessary to enforce the Kripke models to be acyclic, rooted, and connected. The relevant constraints are listed in Figure 2,
where |Jroot K| = 1. It is trivial to encode phrases, and a
type hierarchy is encoded in the Boolean fragment of the
languages.
Theorem 2.2. Our grammar formalism is in EXPTIME
if dynamic resetting of nominals is ensured, but undecidable if existential quantification over nominals or true
path equations are allowed.
Of course we have presented no actual undecidability
result for the full version of our grammar (though such
a proof can easily be constructed; see (Johnson, 1988),
for instance). It is just the case that the full fragments
seem to be specified only in undecidable languages. Just
a comment here on the PSPACE-fragment, and then the
last paragraphs are devoted to PTIME-fragments. Hybrid
logic and modal logic are both decidable in PSPACE.
What does this correspond to in linguistic terms? In a
sense, this is an unprincipled grammar, unrestricted with
regard to the licensed extensions. It is, at least, unprinci-

Acyclicity
Connectivity/rootedness

¬@i .h+ii
3(¬h+i−1 root ) ∧ 2(h∗iroot )

¬hǫ ∩ +i⊤
do.

Figure 2: Some properties of feature structures
pled in the sense that no universal rules apply unless they
are limitations on the class of Kripke models considered.
(In fact, this may not be too silly. Universal grammar is
then a lattice of modal logics. In standard modal logic,
two nodes can be said to be information-sharing, though
not identical, if 31 φ → 32 φ. This is fine as long as
reentrant information is bound (Kracht, 1995).)
2.1 Polynomial time
The possible natural languages may reasonably be identified as the efficiently communicative and learnable ones,
but what does efficiency mean here? Certain researchers
rely on heuristics, remain agnostic, and some have argued for the adequacy of NPTIME algorithms. The more
traditional answer is tractability, however; that is, recognizability in polynomial (deterministic) time. The key to
PTIME, in the context of unification-based grammar as
well as other logical problems, is ambiguity reduction.
The whole trick is to find sound and linguistically adequate restrictions on ambiguity. This is by no means
trivial. Some results have already been mentioned. They
are not exhaustive, but it suffices to say here that there is
no consensus about which fragments are more adequate
than others.
One important difference between PTIME fragments
is how much ambiguity reduction is going on, and how
directly ambiguity is constrained. (Søgaard, 2006b)
presents a PTIME fragment of HPSG which is really
quite expressive. The only constraints are that
• recursive feature geometry is polynomially bound
in the length of the string, and
• ambiguity is bound by some constant, i.e at some
point in the derivation, signs begin to combine unambiguously.
Our use of PHON is a nice example of a recursively defined feature which is polynomially bound in the length
of the string. The second constraint amounts to kambiguity. Our two constraints may sound odd to most
linguists. Ambiguity is a pervasive phenomenon, and
it seems to pop up everywhere. It is important to remember that HPSG is based on typed feature structures,
however. In brief this means that grammatical information may be underspecified with respect to a disjunct set
of specific subtypes. In the context of other information, further specification can be inferred (when a greatest lower bound of the old and new information is found
in the hierarchy of types). Consider lexical ambiguity,
for instance. Underspecification here amounts to replacing two lexical entries of, say, sleep, a nominal and a
verbal one, with a single lexical entry associated with a
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lexical type whose lexical types are limited to the nominal and the verbal one.
The major advantage of the formalism introduced in
(Søgaard, 2006b) is that it allows for unordered rules and
weak linear precedence. In terms of generative capacity, it really cross-cuts the Chomsky Hierarchy, i.e. its
denotation includes langauges that are not even mildly
context-sensitive, but not all regular ones. Linguistic motivation for this is presented.

3 Conclusions
We have identified fragments of unification-based grammar for the complexity time classes PTIME, NPTIME,
PSPACE, EXPTIME and UNDEC, and briefly discussed
their potential in the linguistic sciences. Some researchers argue against complexity studies of this kind,
saying that linguistics, as a field, is too premature for
worrying about computational complexity. Since some
linguistic constraints are (probably) yet to be identified,
it is also yet uncertain what exactly makes natural languages efficiently communicative. On my view, complexity studies are important guides for theoretical linguistics, the associated field of knowledge is a ressource
for empirical linguistics and computer science, and it is
certainly fundamental in language technology. For instance, (Johnson, 1988) had impact on both the (empirical) LFG community and on the design of actual grammar engineering platforms. The idea is, of course, that
if feasible fragments can be implemented, the grammar
writer no longer has to worry about ensuring reasonable
runtimes by introducing ad hoc constraints. Such constraints are instead hardwired into the system.
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Abstract
In this paper, we investigate the usefulness of a wide
range of features for their usefulness in the resolution of nominal coreference, both as hard constraints (i.e. completely removing elements from
the list of possible candidates) as well as soft constraints (where a cumulation of violations of soft
constraints will make it less likely that a candidate is
chosen as the antecedent). We present a state of the
art system based on such constraints and weights estimated with a maximum entropy model, using lexical information to resolve cases of coreferent bridging.

1

Introduction

From the wider range of tasks that are subsumed
under the term coreference resolution, coreference
among full (i.e. non-pronominal) noun phrases has
received quite a bit of attention, not only with respect to the MUC and ACE data sets and evaluation, but also for German (Hartrumpf, 2001; Strube
et al., 2002). However, there is still quite a large difference between the resolution of pronominal and
non-pronominal anaphora in terms of systems’ accuracy.
The question arises whether this difference is
simply due to the fact that the processing involved
in the resolution of nominal references is more complex than with pronominal anaphora, and therefore
also prone to more errors, or maybe that it involves
several different kinds of (non-)anaphoricity. This
question has been partially answered with the insight (Vieira and Poesio, 2000; Bean and Riloff,
1999; Ng and Cardie, 2002a) that some definite descriptions are definite because of their uniqueness
in the context and that these are not anaphoric in
the stricter sense, but may still be coreferent if they
are mentioned multiple times. Most current systems
capitalize on this insight by including a module to
determine whether a given definite description is
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unique (and thus non-anaphoric) when no candidate
with the same head is found.
Poesio et al. (2005) show that using Vieira and
Poesio’s syntactic heuristics together with Bean and
Riloff’s corpus-based approach to identify unique
noun phrases and web-based definiteness counts
(Uryupina, 2003), resolution results for the G NOME
corpus can be improved by not considering some
mentions for resolution.
One goal of the work reported here is to see what
impact commonly posited resolution constraints
have on the region of possible behaviours that a
system may exhibit, but also to explore some constraints that may be useful for the resolution of nonsame-head anaphoric definite descriptions, as lexical information alone does not seem to be enough to
reliably resolve them (Poesio et al., 1997; Gasperin
and Vieira, 2004).

2

Constraint-based coreference resolution

We formulate our system in terms both of hard constraints, which cannot be violated (i.e. candidates
that violate them are filtered out), and soft constraints, which influence the choice that is made
among the remaining candidates. To allow the soft
constraints to (possibly) indicate that a given markable should not be resolved at all, we use a pseudocandidate that indicates non-resolution (and uses
different features than normal candidates), but is
handled identically to other candidates otherwise.
For our experiments, we used a referentially and
syntactically annotated corpus of texts from the
German newspaper ‘die tageszeitung’, the TüBaD/Z treebank of written German (Telljohann et al.,
2003; Hinrichs et al., 2005), where mentions are
marked up and grouped into sets according to (co)reference. Appositional constructions (as in ‘Peter,
the Englishman’) are treated as a single mention,
and predicative noun phrases in copular constructions were not considered for resolution (as their

resolution is only influenced by syntactic structure),
but considered as possible antecedents.
2.1 Evaluation Method
To see the impact of hard constraints, we give upper and lower bounds for precision and recall for
each variant we consider, based on the candidate
sets in the training corpus, after filtering with the
hard constraints (Rmax, Pmax as upper bounds on
recall and precision, as well as Rmin and Pmin as
lower bounds).
Assessing the influence of the soft constraints is
more difficult since there is a significant interaction
both with the hard constraints (since the soft constraint can only be used to choose among those candidates that have not been filtered out by them), and
among the soft constraints themselves.
In addition to the actual precision and recall on
an evaluation corpus (distinct from the training corpus, which was used to determine the weights of the
soft constraints, and the bounds on precision and
recall), we also provide a figure for the perplexity
of the classifier decisions1 . This is exponential in
the number of bits that an actual resolution system
would need in average for each decision, in addition to the information from the soft constraints to
achieve the given maximal precision and recall on
the training data. In the case where candidates are
not weighted using soft constraints, the perplexity is
the geometric mean of the number of candidates one
has to choose from, in the case of weighting it can
be thought of as the geometric mean of the probability of choosing a ‘good’ candidate when randomly
choosing. Because the perplexity is an average over
all decisions that the classifier has to make, filtering out “easy” cases (i.e. those from the majority
class) can also raise the perplexity when the remaining cases are more ambiguous.

3

Maximum likelihood estimation of
constraint weights

In order to choose among the candidates that remain
after filtering using the hard constraints, the latter
are ranked using weighted constraints. Each candidate is represented as a vector of numerical features,

and these feature values are multiplied with the feature weights to get the score of a candidate, so that
we can choose the candidate with the largest score:
ŷ = arg max hw, f (y)i
y∈Y

(where w is the vector of the constraint weights, f is
a function that maps a candidate to a feature vector,
h·, ·i is the dot product in euclidean space, and Y is
the set of possible antecedents).
To choose the constraint weights, we interpret our
score in a probabilistic fashion. Given the measure
µ(y) := ehw,f (y)i
we can define a probability distribution
µ(y)
ehw,f (y)i
=
P
0
hw,f (y 0 )i
y 0 ∈Y µ(y )
y 0 ∈Y e

P̂ (y) := P

by normalizing the measure so that the probabilities
of all y ∈ Y sum up to 1. This kind of model is
called in the literature a loglinear model; in case of
binary features, the constraint weights can be interpreted as (the logarithm of) an odds ratio, whereas
in the case of continuous features, the constraint
weights can be seen as the parameter of an exponential distribution.
The probability that randomly choosing with the
distribution P̂ will yield the choices from the data
(equivalently, the likelihood of the data given the
model) can be calculated as the product of the model
probabilities for each single decision. Together with
a prior (an independently motivated probability distribution for w), the logarithm of the combined
probability of model and data can be stated as a
function Loss(w), and, happily, this loss function
is concave, which means that it only has a single
(global) maximum and can be efficiently estimated
using numerical techniques (see Malouf, 2002).
In coreference resolution, it is possible that we
have multiple candidates that are all coreferent to
the description we are looking at, and we do no
longer have a single ‘good’ candidate y, but we can
readily extend our model by simply considering the
probability that the model chooses any of the correct
candidates:

1

We are slightly twisting the meaning of perplexity here,
since the term is normally used for the exponential of the entropy of a distribution and we use it for the exponential of the
cross-entropy wrt. our corpus. As our model is discriminative
rather than generative, the former would hardly be possible and
we still like the idea of the perplexity corresponding to the average branching factor in the case of a uniform distribution
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P

Pgood =

X

P̂ (y) =

y∈Ygood

y∈Ygood

P

y∈Y

µ(y)

µ(y)

However, the resulting loss function is no longer
guaranteed to be concave, which means that it can

have multiple local maxima and the algorithms used
for the simpler case could possibly get stuck in a local maximum that is not the global one. Since most
decisions only involve a single positive candidate,
we just naı̈vely assume that concavity of the loss
function holds nevertheless, at least in a local environment that comprises both our starting point, the
global maximum and a region around it that is large
enough that we do not run into problems with the
optimization algorithm we use2 .
If we compare the results of choosing the weights
in the way described above with other methods,
for example having the model make a binary decision about anaphora-candidate pairs as done by
Morton (2000), or a binary ranking decision (requiring that the real antecedent is ranked before any
non-antecedent candidate), we find that our model
performs slightly better. Optimizing using a unary
loss function (as in Morton’s system) with exactly
the same features would result in similar precision
(61.0%), but visibly lower recall (69.1% vs. 70.0%
in our system).

4

Results

In knowledge-poor approaches like those of Strube
et al. (2002); Ng and Cardie (2002b), nominal coreference is usually determined by considering pairs
of mentions which share the same lexical head, or
part(s) of a name.3 :
(1)

a.

b.

(2)

a.

b.

[ 1 Der koreanische Autokonzern Daewoo] wollte auf keinen Fall mit seinem
Autoumschlag in Bremerhaven bleiben
(. . . ).
Was sollte [ 1 Daewoo] gegen den betriebswirtschaftlich günstigeren Standort Bremerhaven haben?
[ 2 Ein Bremer Nazibunker] dient Johann Kresnik als Spielstätte für “Die
letzten Tage der Menschheit”.
Für viele in Bremen war [ 2 der Bunker]
lange Zeit “Der Valentin”.

2
The optimization code used is the L-BFGS routine by Liu and Nocedal (1989), which is available at
http://www.ece.northwestern.edu/˜nocedal/lbfgs.html
3
from the TüBa-D/Z treebank; translations: The Korean automobile company Daewoo did not want to keep its car shipment centre in Bremerhaven (. . . ). / What should Daewoo
have against Bremerhaven, which is economically more advantageous as a location?
A Nazi bunker in Bremen serves as a stage for Johann Kresnik’s “The Last Days of Humanity”. / For a long time, many in
Bremen thought of the bunker as the “Valentin”.
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Typically, but not always, names and other descriptions are shortened in subsequent mentions. In comparison to English, distinguishing between named
entities and nominal mentions is more difficult since
all nouns are capitalised in German, and compounding, together with morphology, makes it less obvious in some cases that two mentions share the same
head.
The first two parts of table 1 contain an overview
of the system’s results when considering same head
resolution only. In the first part, the choice of introducing a new referent for the mention was always
allowed, with a soft constraint weighting that choice
against resolving to an earlier mention, and one soft
constraint weighting resolution candidates according to their distance in sentences. In the second part,
resolution is always attempted when possible, and
the ranking is purely by distance.
Of all names and definite descriptions, 27% corefer with an earlier mention, which normally is a
name or full noun phrase (except for 1.3% in the
cases, which are due cataphoric pronouns). As a
baseline for same head resolution, we simply included every candidate markable that shared at least
one letter-4gram with the anaphor, yielding an upper bound of 76.5% recall that is achievable using
knowledge-poor same-head matching techniques.
Because of German compounding and morphology,
checking for exact identity of the head also results in
a large loss in recall. Using morphological analysis
and suffix matching (this is the same head version),
it is possible to achieve optimal recall in conjunction
with much improved precision bounds.
Besides generic mentions (where no reference to
a specific entity is made, and coreference should not
be annotated following the annotation guidelines),
there are some spurious matches due to cases where
two mentions share the head noun, but do not corefer. Checking number agreement solves some of
these cases, improving the upper precision bound to
that for the ’head identity’ variant, without any noticeable impact on recall. Pairs of mentions where
two instances of a single concept are mentioned (the
red car/the blue car) are another source of spurious
matches, which we filter out using some heuristics
due to Vieira and Poesio (2000), notably requiring
that all modifiers present in the anaphor are also
present in the antecedent. An exception is made
for adjectives, where it is allowed that the anaphor
has some attributive adjectives when the antecedent
doesn’t have any at all.

Pmax Rmax
always allow non-resolution
head identity 100.0
54.4
same head
100.0
76.9
100.0
74.3
uniq name
force resolution
all
27.0
98.7
4gram
31.1
76.6
head identity
52.1
54.4
same head
49.0
76.9
52.1
76.5
+agr num
+comp mod
56.4
71.4
uniq name
57.1
74.3
+hard seg(8)
64.9
68.7
+loose seg(8)
62.8
71.1
include coreferent bridging
no filter
62.3
92.5
+gwn only
62.3
92.5
filter ne
61.7
90.1
+gwn only
61.7
90.1
60.7
86.3
unique mod
+segment
60.6
85.6
+num
60.6
85.6
+gwn
59.8
83.0
+syn role
59.8
83.0
NE semdist
59.8
83.0
+pred arg
59.8
83.0

Pmin

Rmin

Perp

Prec

Recl

0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0

1.89
1.98
1.88

62.5
58.3
66.8

38.5
40.5
58.4

0.0
13.3
32.1
33.6
36.3
38.2
40.5
43.8
43.0

0.0
37.5
47.1
59.0
60.4
57.7
61.6
59.0
59.8

23.68
2.28
1.68
1.65
1.62
1.57
1.57
1.61
1.58

1.2
26.3
58.2
51.6
56.0
62.1
62.0
67.8
66.6

4.9
54.7
50.5
69.4
69.7
64.8
68.6
63.2
65.8

14.3
14.3
17.1
17.1
21.2
21.4
21.4
21.7
21.7
21.7
21.7

61.6
61.6
61.6
61.6
61.6
61.6
61.6
61.6
61.6
61.6
61.6

1.42
1.28
1.68
1.31
1.51
1.49
1.49
1.28
1.27
1.27
1.26

62.0
62.0
62.0
62.0
62.0
62.0
62.0
61.7
61.9
61.9
61.9

68.6
68.6
68.6
68.6
68.6
68.6
68.6
69.2
69.5
69.7
70.0

Table 1: Upper and lower bounds / evaluation results
Up to here, we treated coreference for definite
noun phrases and for named entities in the same
way. But named entities are special in that names
are usually unique to an entity (e.g. Miller, the
CEO is different from Smith, the CEO, although
they both share the common noun CEO). Therefore,
two named entities are only allowed to match if they
share the name, not if they share any other common
noun. Named entities also occur more frequently
in conjunction with modifiers that are indicative
of uniqueness, even when they are discourse-old,
which is why we do not check for modifier compatibility in the case of named entities.
Besides ranking candidates by their sentence distance, it is also possible to cut off candidates that
are more than a certain number of sentences away.
Imposing a hard 8-sentence window improves the
precision by more than 5%, but has a detrimental
effect of the same size on recall. Vieira and Poesio (2000) introduce a loose segmentation heuristic
where they consider antecedents that are either not
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further away than a certain number of sentences or
have been mentioned multiple times. Such a loose
segmentation heuristic has the potential to improve
precision by the same amount as in the case of hard
segmentation, with a much smaller loss of recall
(using the grouping from the gold data, the loose
segmentation heuristic gives 67.8% precision and
67.0% recall). Because of the propagation of resolution errors, however, these improvements are only
partly realized.
4.1 Resolving coreferent bridging descriptions
Ultimately, a resolver for NP coreference should be
able to also handle cases that involve non-samehead coreference (which Vieira and Poesio call
coreferent bridging).
Consider the following example4 :
4
contiguous sentences from the TüBa-D/Z treebank; translation: An 88-year-old [female] pedestrian has been gravely injured in a collision with a car. When crossing the Waller Heerstraße, the woman had obviously overlooked the automobile.

(3)

a.

b.

Lebensgefährliche Körperverletzungen
hat sich [ 1 eine 88jährige Fußgängerin]
bei einem Zusammenstoß mit [ 2 einem
Pkw] zugezogen.
[ 1 Die Frau] hatte [ 2 das Auto] beim
Überqueren der Waller Heerstraße offensichtlich übersehen.

The referents 1 (the woman) and 2 (the car) are mentioned again in the second sentence, not pronominalized, nor repeated identically, but in a semantically poorer form (the [female] pedestrian - the
woman), or as a synonym (the car - the automobile). In contrast to pronominal reference or samehead coreference, it is possible that anaphor and
antecedents have a differing grammatical gender
(‘Pkw’ has male gender, while ‘Auto’ has neuter
gender), and there are also (rare) cases of number disagreements when an organization is metonymously referred to by a plural person reference (‘the
GOP’ - ‘the Republicans’).
Another problem is the fact that, in the absence
of head similarity, nearly all earlier markables are
possible antecedents, and all definite descriptions in
a text could possibly be anaphoric. Vieira and Poesio (2000) use syntactic heuristics to see whether
a definite description is unique (which means that
it would always get a definite article and not necessarily be anaphoric). Unique descriptions usually only corefer with earlier mentions if they are
repeated verbatim, but sometimes the inferred discourse structure and world knowledge allow or even
force an interpretation where two different unique
descriptions corefer5 :
(4)

a.
b.

[ 3 Nikolaus W. Schües] bleibt Präsident
der Hamburger Handelskammer.
[ 3 Der Geschäftsführer der Reederei “F.
Laeisz”] wurde gestern für drei Jahre
wiedergewählt.

Without including detailed world knowledge, we
have no chance of actually resolving example (4),
whereas it should eventually be possible to resolve
cases like example (3).
A useful starting point for resolving such bridging cases would be to find an antecedent that is
synonymous or strictly more specific (the woman
5
translation: Nikolaus W. Schües remains president of the
Hamburg Chamber of Commerce. The managing director of
the shipping company “F. Laeisz” was reelected for three years
yesterday.
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– the [female] pedestrian), or possibly semantically
similar. A minimal approach to this would be to
just distinguish between a fixed number of semantic classes, or even just between inanimate, animate
and abstract entities as do Strube et al. (2002).
While knowledge-poor approaches usually include semantic class labels (minimally a distinction
between animate and inanimate objects, which is
crucial for pronoun resolution in English), it seems
that these features, although very useful for the resolution of pronominal anaphora even in German, do
not allow the resolution of coreferent bridging cases
– Ng and Cardie (2002b) include the decision tree
that their system uses in their paper and it is clear
that their animacy feature is only used in the case of
pronominal anaphora.
In our case, we automatically classify the markables into five semantic classes (persons, organizations, events, temporal entities and others), which
we use as features (the semantic classes of anaphor
and antecedent in the case of resolution, and the semantic class of the discourse-new description in the
case of non-resolution). With this feature alone, no
additional NPs are resolved since marking the definite NP as discourse-new is always preferred.
Quite interestingly, a version that only includes
more fine-grained lexical knowledge by adding a
simple graph distance measure based on the hypo/hypernymy graph in Germanet (but no semantic
classes) does not lead resolve any more anaphoric
mentions (although it gets a lower perplexity),
whereas a combination of the two (together with a
hard recency limit of 4 sentences, number agreement, and filtering out unique descriptions with
syntax-based heuristics like those put forward by
Vieira and Poesio (2000)) leads to the resolution
of some anaphoric mentions (see unique mod and
following entries in the results table). Besides just
looking at the form of a (possibly anaphoric) definite NP, we also include its syntactic role to provide an approximation for its information status, as
subjects are more likely carry a thematic (and thus
discourse-old) referent than objects or prepositional
phrases.
As a next step, we differentiate between hypernymy proper and semantical similarity, i.e. the semantical distance feature is split into one for hypernyms (where the anaphor is synonymous or more
general than the antecedent), one for general semantic distance (in the case that there is no hypernymy relation between anaphor and antecedent).

non-resolution
non-resolution bias
new: PER,sg
new: ORG,sg
new: LOC,sg
new: TMP,sg
new: SUBJ
new: PP

0.26
–1.83
0.16
–0.45
0.72
–0.97
0.95

resolution
PER→PER
ORG→ORG
LOC→LOC
EVT→EVT
TMP→TMP
sentence distance
GWN node distance
GWN dist (NE)
Pred-Arg odds

1.61
1.63
0.92
0.84
–0.18
–0.75
–0.60
–0.65
–0.83

Table 2: Some of the constraint weights for coreferent bridging
Additionally, named entities that are not found in
GermaNet are represented by a general term corresponding to the semantic class (e.g. the person
synset for person NEs), further increasing recall by
a small amount.
As a last step, we used a statistical model of
selectional preferences for verbs. Using 11 millions of sentences from the German newspaper “die
tageszeitung”, which we automatically parsed using
a PCFG parser (Versley, 2005) to get subject-verb
and direct object-verb pairs, we trained models for
both relations using LSC, a soft clustering software
by Helmut Schmid6 based on the Expectation Maximization algorithm.
To realize the intuition that it should be possible to exchange two coreferent descriptions against
each other, while taking care of frequency differences, we used the following term:
q := log

pr0 (n1 , v2 ) · pr (n2 , v1 )
pr (n1 , v1 ) · pr0 (n2 , v2 )

If the anaphor is very likely to appear in the antecedent’s context and vice versa, q should be near
(or even above) zero, while a negative value of q
indicates that the anaphor does not fit to the antecedent’s context or vice versa.
For example, Arbeiterwohlfahrt (a German charity organisation) as subject of entlassen (to lay
off) and Mark (currency) as subject of fliessen (to
flow) are not exchangeable, yielding a large negative value (-5.9) since the switched version is about
370 times less likely than the original one, whereas
Siegerin (victor) as object of disqualifizieren (disqualify) and a person name as subject of landen
(to land) are well exchangeable, yielding a positive
value (+1.0).
6

http://www.ims.uni-stuttgart.de/tcl/SOFTWARE/LSC.html
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The final version of our system has 70% recall,
1.4% above that of same-head resolution, and precision is lower by only 0.1%. To put this in absolute
terms, 32 more definite descriptions (of 1340) have
been resolved and the correct antecedent was found
for 17 of them, giving a precision of 53% for coreferent bridging, which is quite near to the same-head
precision for common nouns (albeit with a much
lower recall).
Looking at the constraint weights from the final
system (see table 2), we see that both sentence distance and semantic distance are important factors,
and that there are quite large differences in the behaviours of the different semantic classes with respect to (non-)anaphoricity, with persons having a
large preference to being anaphoric (both in terms
of resolution, where resolving a person anaphor to
a person antecedent carries a large positive weight,
and in terms of introducing a new referent, where introducing a new person referent carries a large negative weight). We also see confirmed Prince (1992)’s
observation that subjects tend to be discourse-old.

5

Related work

The maximum entropy framework has been used by
Morton (2000) for coreference resolution in a similar setting to ours, as well as by Luo et al. (2004).
Coreference resolution of German texts has been investigated by Hartrumpf (2001), who uses a mixture of hard constraints and disambiguation based
on a learned backoff model, as well as Strube et al.
(2002), who use a decision tree with yes/no classification. While Hartrumpf only gives quantitative results for the whole system, including pronoun resolution, a comparison is only possible with
Strube’s system, which has been evaluated on a different text type, with lower results than those reported here (Strube et al. give figures of F=76.2%

for named entities and F=33.9% for definite noun
phrases, whereas we get F=87.5% for named entities and F=46.9% for definite noun phrases) 7 .
Vieira and Poesio (2000) give a relatively detailed
evaluation of the heuristics they use, not in terms
of precision and recall bounds, but in terms of the
influence on the performance of the whole system.
Bean and Riloff (2004) use contextual information from verbs in a more elaborate fashion than it
was done here, going beyond the selectional preference model presented here, but on more restricted
domains (terrorism and disasters) for testing.

6

Conclusion

We presented a coreference resolution system based
on a loglinear statistical model together with hard
filtering of the candidates as well as the definite descriptions themselves, yielding competitive results
compared to earlier approaches to coreference resolution.
The parameter estimation method we used allows
for continuous features in addition to binary ones,
making possible a natural combination of sentence
distance, semantic distance as well as syntactic and
shallow semantic class information.
In contrast to previous work using Maximum Entropy modeling for coreference resolution (Morton,
2000; Luo et al., 2004; Uryupina, 2006), our learning algorithm is able to select its positive examples
from the correct antecedents, much like Harabagiu
et al. (2001)’s C OCKTAIL system, and is less susceptible to training data noise due to idiosyncratic
antecedents being the nearest ones.
As we currently use syntactic information from
the treebank, it would be interesting to see if and
by how much parsing errors influence the quality
of the system output. Hartrumpf (2001) as well as
Luo et al. (2004) use the weights (in both cases determined by modelling local decisions) to globally
rank alternatives of multiple resolution decisions,
but time as well as computational complexity have
kept us from considering these.
Acknowledgements I would like to thank Sandra
Kübler, Piklu Gupta and Mareile Knees for critical comments on an earlier version of this paper.
7
Because they seem to use annotated markables for their
system and we do not make use of syntactic information beyond the internal structure of markables except for the resolution of coreferent bridging, where it only has a very small
influence, only the difference in text type might provide an alternative explanation for the accuracy difference.
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viz. nominative: ręk-a, locative: ręc-e, genitive
plural: rąk-Ø).
The basic premise of applications addressing
this task in languages with suffixal morphology
is that each word is comprised of two parts: a
stem at the left of the word (i.e. the first n
characters which all forms of a lemma have in
common) and a suffix at the right of the word
(the remaining m characters). The most straightforward algorithm is to go over the input string
trying to break it up into all possible stem-suffix
pairs, and then to look up each possible suffix in
a table. For example, <pisze> ‘writes’ can be
divided into: p-isze, pi-sze, pis-ze, pisz-e or even
pisze-, if we allow a Ø (‘zero, null’) suffix. The
Tokarski Index is exactly such a table of suffixes
for Polish2.
However, since Polish has a very high
frequency and variety of morphophonemic
alternations, this approach results in both a very
large list of suffixes (the Tokarski index includes
over 18,000 entries), and a possible linguistic
misrepresentation of the concept of ‘suffix’,
which will frequently and inconsistently include
parts of the stem. For instance <ręce> and <rąk>
mentioned above, are analyzed in the Tokarski
index with the suffixes ‘-ęce’ and ‘-ąk’, the base
form of which has the suffix ‘-ęka’ (essentially
usurping part of the stem into the suffix).
Furthermore, different variants of what is
essentially the same suffix must be recorded
separately. For example, the ordinary suffix for a
nominative masculine singular adjective is -y, as
in <piękny> ‘beautiful’, but if the stem ends in a
velar consonant it is always -i, as in <ciężki>
‘heavy’. Conversely, different suffixes can

Abstract
This paper presents a morphophonology-based
Item-and-Process approach to the finite-state
lemmatization and morphological analysis of
Polish. Unlike current text-based techniques,
which search for all possible orthographic
representations of Polish morphological suffixes,
the multi-level algorithm presented here extracts
morphophoneme arrays from graphemic word
forms, allowing the extraction of abstract
suffixes, independent of their surface
representation. This makes it possible to use a
simple mono-lemmatic dictionary, as well as to
distinguish between homographic suffixes, and
to carry out various phonological and
morphological investigations using suffix fields
in corpora.

1 Introduction
Lemmatization and morphological analysis are
two basic tasks which are essential to a wide
variety of applications in computational
linguistics, such as machine translation,
information retrieval and building electronic
corpora. Lemmatization is understood to mean
finding the basic dictionary form (or ‘lemma’)
associated with an observed word form, a
process which often entails morphological
analysis,
in
which
the
grammatical
categorization of the observed form is
determined. The task of morphological analysis
and lemmatization in Slavic languages is
difficult not only because of their rich
morphology, but also because inflection can
change word stems, making it difficult to
determine what the lemma should look like (e.g.
the Polish word for ‘hand’ exhibits 3 stem forms,

2

Tokarski (1993). For implementations see Bień and
Szafran (2001) and the morphological analyzer
Morfeusz developed by Marcin Woliński and used on
the IPI PAN corpus (see Przepiórkowski (2004)).

1

The work described in this paper was supported by
DAAD grant number A/05/38058.
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appear identical, as in the masc. personal plural
of the same adjectives, where the forms seem to
exhibit the opposite suffixes: <piękni> and
<ciężcy>. This means that a text-based index
must keep separate entries for -ny, -ni, -ki, -cy
etc., which is not only redundant but also
potentially error-prone. It also makes it difficult
to maintain or expand the index, and possibly
even to analyze unexpected loan words or
productive word formations.
Partly due to (until recently) prohibitive
processing costs, applications trying to deal with
this redundancy have adopted lexicon-centered
strategies, rather than multi-level Item-andProcess solutions, which have been effective for
other languages3. Šipka and Končar (1997) use a
Word-and-Paradigm model, defining inflection
classes for Polish and Serbo-Croatian which
point to text-based rules, so that each entry in
the lexicon specifies the kind of inflection it
undergoes, as well as any irregular forms. While
this allows generation of whole paradigms for
each entry, it requires substantial lexicographic
work. Furthermore, various patterns which may
exhibit the same mutation rule must be defined
separately (e.g. in Polish an alternation between
‘o’ and ‘ó’ occurs in identical phonological
environments in the fem. and neut. genitive
plural, the masc. singular and the imperative, to
name a few). In order to reduce the amount of
patterns required, the authors also implement
‘string cleanup rules’ at the orthographic level to
adjust illegal strings (e.g. Polish <ky> > <ki>),
which effectively form text-based two-level
rules.
Recent formalizations of Czech morphology
(Osolsobě (1997), Osolsobě et al. (2002),
Sedláček and Smrž (2001)) adopt an Item-andArrangement approach, where all variant stems
of a lemma are found in the lexicon with
instructions as to which stem is used for which
grammatical forms. The benefit is a unified

mechanism for dealing with irregularities (they
are listed under the dictionary entry), but the
amount of redundant information and the
dictionary’s complexity are even greater.
Although these approaches are very
effective in analyzing grammatical categories,
and ideally suited to generating paradigms, they
do not attempt to identify the suffixes used in the
analysis. Identifying these suffixes can not only
simplify and substantially narrow down the
dictionary and suffix list, but also be of
substantial linguistic value, which will be
discussed below. This paper presents an Itemand-Process approach to extracting the suffix
which marks a Polish morphological form, and
of representing it independently of its graphemic
surface form. In section 2, I describe the
phonological analysis of orthographic strings in
Polish. Section 3 presents an algorithm for the
morphological analysis of the resulting phoneme
arrays. The last section discusses benefits and
applications of this approach and of the study of
the suffixes it identifies.

2 From Orthography to Phonology
Given a tokenized input text, the first step of
analysis
is
extracting
a
phonological
representation. While Polish orthography does
represent the phonetics of the language,
extracting phonemes from it is nontrivial. This is
however necessary in order to create a
successful algorithm for morphological analysis
based on relatively few rules. In the best case, a
Polish orthographic word is composed of a
string of characters, each of which represents
one phoneme (1). In other cases two letters can
stand for one phoneme, i.e. a digraph (2):
(1) <tak> ↔ /t/;/a/;/k/
(2) <czas> ↔ /cz/;/a/;/s/
There are however more complicated cases.
Most notably, the letter <i> can either stand for a
vowel, in which case it represents an allophone
of /y/ (the choice between <y> and <i> depends
on the preceding phoneme 4 ), or it can merely

3

See e.g. Beesley and Karttunen (2003) for
applications to various languages. Item-and-Process
models (cf. Hockett, 1954) derive different surface
forms from an underlying base form using rules, as
opposed to Item-and-Arrangement models, which list
all variants of the morphemes comprising a word, and
Word-and-Paradigm models, which associate base
forms with inflectional types. For a discussion of the
different models, see Matthews (1991).

4

This analysis defines two variants of several
consonants as different phonemes, e.g. palatalized
and non-palatalized labials to account for otherwise
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Code
ć;
t;

Chars
ć
t

Vowel
1
1

Voiced
1
1

Manner
2
1

Place
3
2

Softness
2
1

R1
-t
+ć

R2
-t
+ć

R3
0
+c

R4
0
0

Table 1: Phonemes

mark the previous consonant as palatalized, or it
may do both:

Once the phonemes underlying a string have
been established, the token receives an array of
phonemes representing it. Each one of these
phonemes is represented through a phoneme
data-type, which holds the relevant phonological
information, such as voicing, place and manner
of articulation, as well as some properties
relevant specifically to Polish (and to Slavic
languages in general), such as ‘softness’ of
consonants, and ‘mutation classes’ (labeled R1R4, using the conventions in Swan (2002:2426)6 ), that define which consonants can derive
from which other consonants through
morphophonemic mutation (see section 3).
Phonemes are identified by codes independently
of
the
way
they
are
represented
orthographically; thus <ci> and <yć> are both
comprised of the same two phonemes: /ć/ and /y/,
and these are given the codes ć; and y; (all codes
end in a semicolon).
The phonological encoding follows the
traditional scheme in Swan (2002), which has
proven functionally adequate and simpler to
implement than SPE-based standard feature
analysis (Chomsky and Halle (1968) and
developments thereof) or a feature geometry
scheme (Clements (1985) and related work).
Thus parameters like place and manner of
articulation have several possible values, as
illustrated in Table 1. The phoneme /ć/, for
example, is stored as a non-voiced, non-vocalic,
palatal (place=3) affricate (manner=2), with
(softness=2) indicating that it is ‘soft’ (relevant
for phonotactic behavior), and the R3-R4 values
of 0, that it does not undergo these mutations.
The symbol -t in R1-R2 indicates that it may be
derived from the phoneme /t/ through R1 and R2
mutations. The phoneme /t/ (in the second row

(3) <i> ↔ /y/ ↔ [i] (vowel)
(4) <nie> ↔ /ń/;/e/ ↔ [ɲɛ] (‘i’ marks the
‘n’ as palatal)
(5) <ci> ↔ /ć/;/y/ ↔ [ʨi] (marks palatality
and a vowel)
This means <i> can be part of a digraph, or even
a trigraph: <dzie> ↔ /dź/;/e/.
Another complication comes from the fact
that certain consonant clusters in Polish behave
as distinct units, exhibiting different phonotactic
behavior from their constituents. For example,
the cluster /sł/ is palatalized in certain
environments as one unit into the cluster /śl/,
instead of the /ł/ being palatalized alone, without
affecting the preceding /s/. Such clusters can
mean that a chain of up to five characters will
require its own phonemic analysis, e.g.: <ździa>
↔ /źdź/;/a/. Complex strings are therefore stored
in a table, and are described in terms of their
orthography and the underlying or ‘encoded’
phonological units5:
Chars
cie
ździa

Code
ć;e;
źdź;a;

minimal pairs such as <być> ‘to be’ and <bić> ‘to
hit’. By analyzing these as /b/;/y/;/ć/ versus /b’/;/y/;/ć/,
the different phonemes are /b’/:/b/, while the vowel
remains the same phoneme (for this analysis see e.g.
Swan (2002:10-12)). The success of the algorithm
presented in this paper supports this view’s viability.
5
It seems that less than 300 such strings are required
to describe Polish orthography, and each of them
describes only 2 units – there are no tri- or more
‘phonemographs’.

6

Diachronically, the mutations labeled R1-4
correspond largely to effects of the second Slavic
palatalization (which occurs mostly before ProtoSlavic monophthongized diphthongs), the first Slavic
palatalization (which occurs before Proto-Slavic front
vowels), palatalization of consonants followed by
Proto-Slavic */j/, and the Polish softening of velars
before /e/ and /y/, respectively.
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of the table), conversely, shows a parallel value
+ć, indicating that it may produce that phoneme
under R1 or R2 mutation. This means that
possible mutations are encoded already at the
level of phonological analysis7.
It is important to note that this
representation scheme is morphophonological
and not phonological. This means, for instance,
that the vowel spelled <ó>, which is pronounced
[u], is not identical to the vowel spelled <u>,
which is pronounced in the same way. This is
because the morphophoneme /ó/ exhibits a
realization <o> (phonetic [o]) in certain
environments, whereas /u/ does not. The result is
two distinct phonemes, with identical phonetic
features, but different morphophonemic features
(i.e. the fields describing mutations)8.
Beyond the phonemes we have already
encountered, there are also some phonemes
which have no direct orthographic representation,
e.g. the palatalized variants of certain
consonants already mentioned above, such as b’,
w’, p’, k’ etc. These are only represented within
longer strings (e.g. <bie> ↔ /b’/;/e/). Another
symbol which has no phonetic representation is
the token border sign ‘#’, which is added before
and after all tokens for analysis, and removed
before lemmatization. This makes it possible to
define a ‘zero-suffix’: /#/ = “stem only, no
ending at all”, and also to condition mutation
rules based on word initial or word final position
(see next section).
Finally, the mutation operators R1-R4 may
or may not be seen as phonemes in the
synchronic
sense;
they
represent
morphophonemic sound changes which can be
motivated by historical processes. For instance,
the sequence <ce> can be motivated by the
change of an underlying /k/ which sometimes
occurs before a vowel /e/. A ‘different’ vowel /e/
may change /k/ into /cz/ producing <cze>. Swan
(2002:23-24) defines 5 vowels /e/ with different

symbols for this purpose, as well as several
variants of /y/ and some ‘null’ phonemes.
Examples of the two changes above illustrate his
notation9:
(6) <ręce> (loc. sg. of ręka ‘hand’) ↔
ręk + ě1
(7) <krzyczeć> (imperfective ‘to shout’,
perfective krzyknąć) ↔ krzyk + ě2ć
It has been found more computationally
economical here to define ‘pseudo-phonemes’ to
represent the possible mutations, which repeat
regardless of which vowel (if any) is involved:
(8) <ręce> ↔ r;ę;k; + R1;e;
(9) <krzyczeć> ↔ k;rz;y;k; + R2;e;ć;
One may therefore consider /R1e/, /R1y/ etc. to
be single, indivisible morphophonemes (as in
Swan’s notation), or accept /R1/ etc. as separate
morphophonemes whose existence is reflected
only in the mutations which they cause.

3 Morphophonemic Analysis
Before describing the process of analysis, the
definition of a morphological suffix must be
discussed. The most straightforward definition
would seem to be that the stem contains that part
of a word form which is common to all word
forms derived from the same lemma, and the
suffix contains the remaining characters 10 .
9

Calling these ‘different /e/'s’ is not untenable, at
least from the historical point of view. In these
examples the first /e/ derives from an old diphthong,
the ending *-āi of the locative singular feminine,
while the second /e/ derives from a long ‘e’ in the
infinitive ending *-ēti.
10
This definition doesn’t follow the traditional notion
of ‘suffix’ or ‘ending’ in Indo-European linguistics.
We may consider ‘ł’ in <mógł>, ‘(he) could’, a suffix
of the preterit form, although historically it is a
derivational suffix of the perfect participle, followed
by the case ending, nom. sg. masc. -Ø < -ǔ < *-os.
Synchronically it is possible to defend such suffixes,
especially considering it is likely many IndoEuropean suffixes and endings had comparable
fusional origins.

7

This is however completely equivalent to defining
underspecified morphophonemes and rules to
determine their realization (cf. Beesley and Karttunen
(2003:162-167)).
8
A similar distinction could be made between
German /e/ and /ä/. The form /gäste/, for instance,
implies a possible form /gast/, but /feste/ does not
imply */fast/. Marking both vowels as /e/ would be
discarding information.
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Suffix Case
R1e#
6
ł#

Number
1
1

Gender
F
M

Person

Tense

3

1

Aspect Base Type
a#
S
ć#
VFin

Conditions
vowel=1

Table 2: Suffixes

However, with the adoption of phonemes as the
basic unit rather than characters, certain
divisions become impossible: e.g. pis-ać ‘to
write’ and pis-ał ‘(he) was writing’ are possible,
but pis-ze ‘(he) writes’ is impossible, since <sz>
represents a single phoneme. But a stem ‘pi-’,
which would also be common to, for instance,
‘pi-ć’ ‘to drink’, and worse a suffix ‘-sać’, need
not be resorted to if we use a multi-level
generative model and consider the form <pisze>
to
be
derived
from
an
underlying
/#;p’;y;s;R3;e;#;/, so that the stem could still end
in ‘s-’ and the suffix would be /R3e#/. This
‘abstracted’ suffix11, independent of its surface
form, contains the representation of a mutation
which occurs in many similarly conjugated
verbs, where it creates a variety of
orthographically and phonetically distinct forms.
Such an analysis has many advantages: it has
morphophonological explanatory power, it
unites similarly inflected words with identical
suffixes, it can identify productive use of a
suffix producing a previously unencountered
string, and it also eliminates the need for
representing multiple stems within a dictionary
entry (barring the few cases of suppletion).
In order to reach this abstract suffix an
algorithm must identify and reverse a possible
mutation at the stem-suffix border. Once the
phonemes have been abstracted from the
orthographic string, still possibly in mutated
form, every possible border between phonemes
is considered for creating a stem-suffix pair. The
contact point between the two is then compared
to a rule table describing possible phonotactic
changes, which lists what kinds of phoneme
sequences (in terms of phonological features)
result from contact between what kinds of
morphophonemes12.

The following example illustrates how these
rules operate: the phoneme array /#ręce#/
contains 6 phonemes, including the start and end
of token symbols. One of its segmentations is
/#ręc-e#/. The following rule states that a
consonant (vowel=1) with a negative (i.e.
derived) R1 value followed by a front vowel
(softness=6; the softness parameter doubles as a
front/mid/back parameter for vowels) and the
token end sign (#), may result from contact
between its positive (i.e. primary) R1
counterpart on the left, and the morphophoneme
R1, followed by the same front vowel on the
right (identified by co-indexing):
Left

Right

Result

R1=+, R1;
R1=-,vowel=1,index=1;
vowel=1, softness=6,index=2; softness=6,index=2;#;
index=1; #;

A more legible notation for the same rule would
be:

C[+ R1] + R1V[+ front ] # > C[−R1]V[+ front ] #
Since /c/ is the negative R1 counterpart of
/k/ and /e/ is a front vowel (this information was
retrieved from the phoneme table during
phoneme extraction), a possible analysis is
created with the stem /#ręk/ and a suffix /R1e#/.
This suffix can now be looked up in a suffix
table, which contains the entries in Table 2.
The first entry suggests that the form is a
locative (case=6) singular feminine substantive
(type=S), and that the lemma may be found by
adding the base suffix /a#/ to the stem. The
resulting lemma /#ręk-a#/ can then be converted
into a string using the phoneme table (note this
is still a phoneme array) and looked up in the
dictionary. With the lemma verified, an analysis
can be created with inflectional information
from the table, including the suffix and basesuffix used in the analysis.

11

I avoid the term morpheme, since such a suffix
may contain multiple morphemes.
12
Finite-state rules often describe symbol to symbol
correspondences (see e.g. Beesley and Karttunen
(2003:133)). However the analogous behavior of
many Polish phonemes makes rules defined in terms
of phonological features more compact and easier to

maintain (cf. Kaplan and Kay (1994:346-351) on
feature notation for phonological rewrite rules).
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In many cases, it is the reconstruction of the
base form which will involve morphophonemic
alternations, which means that the phonotactic
table must be consulted at this stage too. Thus
the form /#gryzł#/ ‘(he) bit’ may be analyzed
using the suffix /ł#/, with no morphophonemic
alternations13, using the 2nd row in Table 2.
This entry suggests that the suffix marks a
3rd person singular masculine preterit verb form,
whose base form may be reached with the suffix
/ć#/. Note that the ‘Conditions’ field specifies
limitations on the structure of the stem to which
the suffix is attached, in the form of literal
phoneme codes or phoneme property arrays, in
this case stipulating that it must end with a
consonant (consonant stems take the unmediated
infinitive suffix /ć#/). Since this is the case here
(the stem /#gryz-/ ends with the consonant
phoneme /z/), the algorithm consults the
phonotactic table and finds the following rule:
Left

Right

manner=3,softness=1,
place=2,R1=+,
index=1;

ć;#;

(the ‘index’ property). Other elements may only
appear on one side of the equation, in which
case they are not indexed. An example of this
are rules describing vocalic syncope, the
deletion of a vowel as a result of syllabic
structure. The word <dworzec> ‘station’, for
instance, has the dative plural <dworcom>. The
/e/ that causes an R2 mutation in the nominative
is absent in the dative. This rule recovers the
base form:
Left
vowel=1,index=1,
R2=-;
e;
vowel=1,index=2;

⎤
⎢ + dental ⎥
⎢ + sibilant ⎥
⎢⎣ + R 1
⎥⎦

Result
manner=3,softness=2,
place=3,R1=,index=1;ć;#;

+ ć # > C ⎡ + soft

⎤
⎢ + palatal ⎥
⎢ + sibilant ⎥
⎢⎣ − R 1
⎥⎦

Result
vowel=1,index=1,
R2=+;
vowel=1,index=2;
vowel=2,index=3;

The phoneme /e/ on the left side is absent
from the ‘Result’ field, meaning that adding a
vowel to the CeC structure in ‘Left’ can result
in deletion of the /e/, and depalatalization of the
first consonant (R2: - > +). Put differently
(subscripts mark co-indexing):

C1[ − R 2 ]eC2 + V3 > C1[ + R 2 ]C2V3

On the left side is a hard (softness=1) dental
(place=2) sibilant (manner=3), while on the right
the literal phoneme /ć/ is followed by the end of
token sign. The ‘Result’ field describes the same
elements, with the R1 value of the sibilant
changed from + to -, place of articulation from
dental to palatal and softness from hard to soft,
in this case expressing a change from /z/ to /ź/,
which yields the projected lemma ‘gryźć’ for
lookup. Put another way:

C ⎡ + hard

Right
vowel=2,
index=3;

Also note that this time the end of token sign is
absent, since the vowel isn’t necessarily the end
of the suffix – indeed here it is followed by /m#/.
The part covered by the rule is in brackets here:
/#dwo[r1c2- o3]m#/. The suffix /om#/ is found in
the suffix table with a base suffix /#/ (the ‘zero’
suffix). The reconstructed stem (containing the
‘Left’ field, marked in brackets) and base suffix
are then: /#dwo[rz1ec2]- #/. This procedure
allows the consistent definition of suffixes, so
that /om#/ stands for the dative plural regardless
of consequent stem mutations. The text-based
alternative would be to define a suffix ‘-rcom’
with a base suffix ‘-rzec’, or even actually
ignoring the digraph to define the surreal
looking pair ‘-com’ : ‘-zec’.

ć#

→ z + ć # > źć #

4 Applications

Phonemes that are transformed by
phonotactic rules must be identified both in the
‘Result’ field and in the ‘Left’ or ‘Right’ field,
and both appearances are linked by co-indexing

The algorithm discussed in this paper has been
implemented as part of a tagging program called
Polimorph (see figure 1 on the next page).
Currently using a basic dictionary of less than
28,000 lemmas, a set of 45 phonotactic rules and
some 1,600 suffix entries, the program finds the
correct lemma (regardless of disambiguation) for

13

This is actually realized by the same mechanism,
using an ‘empty’ phonotactic rule, which matches
any sequence of two phonemes.
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INPUT

Text

Tokenizer

Token phoneme
array

Token
string

Phonology

Possible stemsuffix pairs

Phonotactics

Suffixes

OUTPUT

Dictionary
Selected
analysis

Possible analyses
with lexical info

Lemma
strings

Lemma phoneme
arrays

Base suffixes &
grammatical info

Disambiguation

Figure 1: Application logic of Polimorph. The algorithm discussed here is represented
inside the dashed box.
structure, maintenance and expandability of the
dictionary.
Finally, if suffixes are used as fields in
corpora,
this
analysis
makes
various
morphological
investigations
possible.
Homographic
(but
morphophonologically
distinct) suffixes can be distinguished and
searched for in a corpus, e.g.: the suffixes /R1y#/
and /R4y#/, both of which can signify
nominative plural masculine, and both of which
may be manifested as either <i> or <y>:
<chłopi> ‘farmers’ and <biolodzy> ‘biologists’
both exhibit the former, while <chłopy> ‘lads’
and <ptaki> ‘birds’ exhibit the latter. Different
but homographic derivational types may be
distinguished, for example the verb <siać> ‘to
sow’ has the suffix /R2ać#/, but most verbs
exhibiting the same orthographic suffix are
imperfective verbs derived from perfective verbs
with the suffix /R3ać#/, like <wypuszczać> ‘to
let out’, derived from the perfective <wypuścić>
(using the same stem with the suffix /R2yć#/).
This data is also useful for historical corpora,
where changes in the distribution of suffixes can
be explored through suffix based queries. For
instance, in earlier texts one usually finds the old
masculine accusative plural in /R4y#/, but in
Middle Polish there are also cases of the modern
plural genitive-accusative in /ów#/. It is also
easy to define suffixes which are now obsolete
for the analysis of older texts, especially as this
does not entail creating the entire list of their
possible orthographic representations, a resource
which is unavailable for older language stages.
For example, the suffix /R4em#/ is used for the

around 95% of tokens in a running Polish
literary text (excluding punctuation). Almost all
failures in analysis result from lemmas missing
in the dictionary (especially proper names,
foreign words), rather than inflectional
irregularities, which are handled separately.
The algorithm is a computationally more
complex, but lexicographically more compact
alternative to text-based morphological analysis
techniques currently in use for Polish. Its
advantages
encompass
three
domains:
recognition power, lexicon structure and
morphological informativity. Firstly, by
avoiding explicit phonemes where possible, in
favor of phonological features, it applies a small
set of rules to mutations in all areas of
morphology (the same phenomenon occurring in
verbal or nominal flexion or derivation is
handled by the same rule, which is ignorant of
morphological signification). This circumvents
problems arising from productive mutations that
may not be documented in a suffix list.
Secondly, since the algorithm can test many
rules before reaching a lemma, the dictionary
doesn’t have to include variant stems (genitive
forms, 1st and 2nd person singular for verbs, etc.)
– most of these can be arrived at through some
mutation, the single base form of which the
algorithm will compute and verify in the
dictionary. This also solves the problem of nonstandard analogical use of suffixes other than
those listed for a lemma in the dictionary (e.g.
both <biolodzy> and <biologowie> are
recognized as plural of <biolog> ‘biologist’,
with different suffixes), and simplifies the
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Hockett C.F. (1954) Two Models of Grammatical
Description. Word, 10, pp. 210-231.
Kaplan R.M. and Kay M. (1994) Regular Models of
Phonological Rule Systems. Computational
Linguistics, Computational Linguistics, 20/3, pp.
331-378.
Matthews P.H. (1991) Morphology, Second Edition,
Cambridge University Press, Cambridge,
chapters 6-10.
Osolsobě K. (1997) Formale Beschreibung der
tschechischen Morphologie. In “Formale
Slavistik”, U. Junghanns and G. Zybatow, eds.,
Vervuert Verlag, Frankfurt am Main, pp. 443451.
Osolsobě K. et al. (2002) A Procedure for Word
Derivational Processes Concerning Lexicon
Extension in Highly Inflected Languages. In
“Proceedings of the Third International
Conference on Language Resources and
Evaluation, LREC”, ELRA, Las Palmas de Gran
Canaria, pp. 1254-1259.
Przepiórkowski A. (2004) The IPI PAN Corpus,
Preliminary Version. Institute of Computer
Science PAS, Warsaw.
Sedláček R. and Smrž P. (2001) Automatic
Processing of Czech Inflectional and Derivative
Morphology, FI MU Report Series, Brno.
Šipka D. and Končar N. (1997) Minimal Information
Grammar (MIG), Serbo-Croatian and Polish
Morphological
Paradigms.
In
“Formale
Slavistik”, U. Junghanns and G. Zybatow, eds.,
Vervuert Verlag, Frankfurt am Main, pp. 427436.
Swan O.E. (2002) A Grammar of Contemporary
Polish. Slavica Publishers, Bloomington, Indiana.
Szafran K. (1997) Automatic Lemmatisation of Texts
in Polish – Is it Possibile? In “Formale
Slavistik”, U. Junghanns and G. Zybatow, eds.,
Vervuert Verlag, Frankfurt am Main, pp. 437441.
Tokarski J. (1993) Schematyczny indeks a tergo
polskich form wyrazowych, Z. Saloni, ed.,
Wydawnictwo Naukowe PWN, Warszawa.

neuter instrumental and locative pronouns and
adjectives in some older texts (e.g. <dobrem>
for modern <dobrym>), and there is no need for
multiple entries for alternations in stems.
A weakness of the algorithm is that it relies
on a division of each token into exactly two
parts. This means derivational morphology
beneath an inflectional suffix is not covered,
which creates some redundancy. For instance,
the comparative adjective is derived from an
adjective stem plus a comparative formant,
followed by adjective endings, e.g.: <długi>
‘long’ > <dłuższy> ‘longer’ ↔ /#dług/ + /R2sz/
+ /R4y#/. To analyze this form the suffix table
must contain entries merging these morphemes:
nom. /R2szy#/, gen. /R2szego#/… etc. Such
repetitions, caused by a compounding of
derivational and inflectional suffixes, are a main
reason for the still not negligible size of the
suffix table. A direction for future study is to
define multi-segmental suffixes, which would
allow a very significant further reduction in
suffix table size, as well as more accurate
coverage
of
derivational
morphology.
Implementation of multiple segments can
already be found in the analysis of Czech
morphology in Sedláček and Smrž (2001),
where it is however applied on an orthographic
level.
Another problem is dealing with nonsuffixal morphology, most notably the
superlative prefix ‘naj-’, added to the
comparative form, although productive use of
the negative prefix ‘nie-’ offers a similar
challenge. At present these elements are
explicitly checked for in the event that no lemma
can be found (cf. Szafran (1997) for a similar
solution, and likewise for the Czech equivalents
Sedláček and Smrž (2001)).
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Abstract
“Discourse verbs” are verbs such as precede or cause which take as arguments
eventualities or facts. They enter into competition with discourse connectives (next,
as a result). This paper proposes lexical
entries for these verbs which include discourse relations. This allows periphrastic
links between utterances with discourse
verbs and utterances with discourses connectives to be formally established.

1

Introduction

There is a number of English or French verbs
which take as semantic arguments eventualities or
facts1 . An example is the verb precede illustrated
in (1a)2 : its semantic arguments are the CL rise
and the rise of blood leucocytes. The content conveyed by (1a) can be alternatively expressed in
(1b); in other words, (1a) and (1b) are periphrastic.
In (1b), the temporal relation between the CL and
leukocyte rise is indicated by the discourse connective next.
(1)a. CL start to rise, reaching the maximum
level, twice that of healthy controls, on day
+11. This preceded the rise of blood leukocytes above 1.0X10(9)1.-1 . . .
b. CL start to rise, reaching the maximum
level, twice that of healthy controls, on day
+11. Next, blood leukocytes rose above
1.0X10(9)1.-1 . . .
By analogy with the term “discourse connective”, I call verbs such as precede “discourse
verbs”. The subject of this paper is discourse
1
The terms “eventuality” and “fact” come from the definition of “abstract objects” given in (Asher, 1993).
2
This example is taken from the MEDLINE corpus, see
http://www.pubmed.gov.

verbs, with the aim to formally establish the periphrastic link between utterances with a discourse
connective and those with a discourse verb, see
(1a) and (1b).
By definition, periphrastic discourses share the
same information content and so should yield
to equivalent logical forms in a model-theory
approach. Discourse structures, based on discourse relations, constitute an intermediary representation level between discourses and their logical forms. The standard discourse structure for
(1a) is Narration(π1 , π2 )3 , π1 representing the
CL rise, π2 the leucocyte rise. That for (1b) is
Comment(π1 , π3 )4 , π3 representing the temporal
precedence relation between the CL and leucocyte
rises. These standard discourse structures are quite
different: they involve neither the same discourse
relation nor the same second argument. So they
don’t reflect that (1a) and (1b) are periphrastic and
a lot of computation is needed to obtain equivalent logical forms from them. The basic idea of
this paper is to propose a discourse structure for
(1a) which is drastically different from the standard one but from which the periphrastic link between (1a) and (1b) can be easily established.
The discourse framework for this study is SDRT
(Asher and Lascarides, 2003), which takes a
model-theory approach. In SDRT or λ-SDRT (Amsili and Roussarie, 2004), the semantic lexical entry for a discourse connective lexicalizing the discourse relation R includes R. Along these lines, I
propose that semantic lexical entries for discourse
verbs include discourse relations. These lexical
entries allow the periphrastic link between discourses such as (1a) and (1b) to be formally and
easily established. But, first, we need a formal
method for establishing that two discourses are periphrastic. That is the aim of Section 2, in which
the foundations for discourse periphrastic rules are
3
4
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Narration can be replaced by Sequence.
Comment can be replaced by Continuation.

laid down (without taking examples involving discourse verbs). Next, we come back to discourse
verbs: Section 3 concerns verbs such as precede
with arguments referring only to events, Section 4
concerns verbs such as cause whose subject can
refer to an individual, see (2)5 .
(2)a. Ted left. This / #He preceded Sue’s arrival.
b. Ted didn’t stop joking. This / He caused
hilarity among his friends.

2

Formal rules for establishing
discourses periphrastic links

Let us say first that this work concerns multisentential discourse periphrases and not sentential periphrases: sentential periphrases (e.g. Ted sold Sue
a car ' Sue bought a car from Ted) are not discussed at all. For discourse periphrases, two cases
must be distinguished: one in which the information conveyed appears in the same order in the two
periphrastic discourses, the other one in which the
order of the information is inverse. The former periphrastic link is noted as '1 , the latter '2 . Let us
start with the latter.
2.1

Periphrastic discourses with inverse
information order

Consider the causal discourses in (3), which are
periphrastic with (3a) '2 (3b). In (3a), the cause
appears before the effect and the discourse relation
is Result; in (3b), the inverse order of information
is at stake and the discourse relation is Explanation.
(3)a. Ted pushed Sue. She fell.
b. Sue fell. Ted pushed her.
The representations of these discourses are the
SDRS s shown below6 .

The semantics of these SDRSs is respectively
the semantics of the “discourse formulae”
Result(π1 , π2 ) and Explanation(π3 , π4 ).
The
periphrastic link between (3a) and (3b) leads
us to establish the “discourse formula equivalence” Result(π1 , π2 ) ∼
=2 Explanation(π3 , π4 ).
As π1 and π4 label equivalent logical forms
(they are identical up to variable renaming and
anaphoric equations7 ) and as it is also the case
for π2 and π3 , π1 can be substituted for π4
and π2 for π3 in this equivalence; we obtain:
Result(π1 , π2 ) ∼
By
=2 Explanation(π2 , π1 ).
abstracting away from the specific examples in
(3), we obtain the general discourse formula
equivalence Result(α, β) ∼
=2 Explanation(β, α),
which is valid for any α and β.
More generally, I propose to establish periphrastic links between discourses thanks to the
notion of discourse formula equivalence (∼
=),
which can be divided into two sub-notions, i.e. ∼
=1
∼
and =2 , depending on the preservation of the information order.
The
discourse
formula
equivalence
∼
Result(α, β) =2 Explanation(β, α) translates
the fact that the discourse relation Explanation
can be considered as the “dual” of Result, which
is noted Explanation = AN T I-Result 8 . AN T I
is a function which equals its inverse function,
in other words AN T I − AN T I-R = R. As an
illustration, Explanation = AN T I-Result and
Result = AN T I-Explanation. Another example
of dual discourse relations is illustrated with the
periphrastic discourses in (4): the SDRS for (4a)
involves Narration, while that for (4b) involves a
discourse relation called Precondition in (Asher,
1993).
(4)a. Ted left. Next, Sue arrived.
b. Sue arrived. Before, Ted (had) left.

π1 , π 2

π1 :

e1 , x 1 , y 1
x1 = T ed
y1 = Sue
push(e1 , x1 , y1 )

π2 :

e2 , y 2
y2 = y1
f all(e2 , y2 )

Result(π1 , π2 )
π3 , π 4

π3 :

e3 , y 3
y3 = Sue
f all(e3 , y3 )

π4 :

e4 , x 4 , y 4
x4 = T ed
y4 = y3
push(e4 , x4 , y4 )

Explanation(π3 , π4 )
5
At the opposite of (1), (2) and the other examples in the
rest of this paper are constructed, and so may sound unnatural.
6
These SDRSs do not represent the temporal information
which comes from the verbs. Such information is omitted
through the whole paper.

The following rules summarize the data put forward in this section.
Equivalence Rule 1 :
R(α, β) ∼
=2 AN T I − R(β, α)
AN T I − AN T I-R= R
7

The anaphoric equation y4 = y3 in π4 indicates that the
pronoum her in (3b) refers to the individual named Sue (y3 =
Sue).
8
In the terms of (Sanders et al., 1992), Result has BA SIC order, whereas Explanation has NON - BASIC order. The
distinction BASIC / NON - BASIC order only applies to causal
relations. On the other hand, the function AN T I can take
as argument a non-causal relation, for instance Narration see
below and Particularization see Section 2.2.
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Explanation = AN T I-Result
Precondition = AN T I-Narration
2.2

Periphrastic discourses with the same
information order

Two periphrastic discourses which present the information in the same order should not have the
same number of clauses9 . This situation happens
when two clauses in one of the discourse refer to
the same eventuality, as it is the case for the first
two clauses in (5a). (5b) is a periphrastic discourse
with the information conveyed in the same order,
but with two clauses instead of three.
(5)a. Ted bought a Ferrari yesterday. He made
this purchase just because he loves the red
colour.
b. Ted bought a Ferrari yesterday, just because
he loves the red colour.
The event coreference relation at stake in the first
two clauses of (5a) has been studied in details in
(Danlos, 2001), where it is shown that these two
clauses should be linked by a discourse relation
called Generalization which entails an event coreference relation, namely Generalization(α, β) ⇒
eα = eβ (the notation eα stands for the “main
event” of the DRS labeled α)10 . It goes with the
following constraint: the description in β of the
event involved should bring no new information
compared to its description in α.
The periprastic link between (5a) and
(5b) yields the following formula equivalence (πi labels the DRS for the ith clause):
Generalization(π1 , π2 ) ∧ Explanation(π2 , π3 ) ∼
=1
Explanation(π1 , π3 ). By abstracting away from
this specific example, we get:
Equivalence Rule 2 :
Generalization(α, β) ∧ R(β, γ) ∼
=1 R(α, γ)
The dual relation of Generalization is called
Particularization in (Danlos, 2001). It is observed between the first two clauses of the discourse in (6a). This discourse relation can be
9
This claim is true if we put aside two discourses which
differ only by their discourse connectives (e.g. two synonymous discourse connectives). Recall that sentential (clausal)
periphrases are nor taken into account.
10
The discourse relation Generalization is used in (Wolf
and Gibson, 2005) in a different way: it links the two sentences in (i), in which no event coreference relation is involved.
(i) Two missions to Mars in 1999 failed. There are many missions to Mars that have failed.

seen as a particular case of Elaboration, except
that Particularization(α, β) ⇒ eα = eβ , while
Elaboration(α, β) ⇒ P art − of (eα , eβ ) (Asher
and Lascarides, 2003). It goes with the following constraint: the description in β of the event involved should bring new information compared to
its description in α. The periphrastic link between
(6a) and (6b) yields Rule 3.
(6)a. Ted made a (peculiar) purchase. He bought
a Ferrari, just because he loves the red
colour.
b. Ted bought a Ferrari, just because he loves
the red colour.
Equivalence Rule 3 :
Particularization(α, β) ∧ R(β, γ) ∼
=1 R(β, γ)
Particularization = AN T I-Generalization
To put it in a nutshell, the semantics of an
being given by the semantics of the discourse formulae it involves, I propose to establish preiphrastic links between discourses thanks
to discourse formula equivalences, such as those
proposed in Equivalence Rules 1, 2 and 3. Discourse periphrases need to be studied in greater
details11 , however let us come back to discourse
verbs.
SDRS

3

Discourse verbs without individual
subject

This section examines discourse verbs such as precede when its arguments refer both to an event
without any possible subject referring to an individual12 . The semantic lexical entry I propose for
precede in the active form is given in (7a). It includes the discourse relation Narration and should
be compared to the lexical entry for next, which
is given in (7b)13 . It is instantiated in the SDRS
11
For example, the following phenomenon needs to be
taken into account. Discourse (i), in which (3a) is embedded, cannot be felicitously paraphrased by (ii), in which (3b)
is embedded, althoug (3a) and (3b) are periphrastic in a null
context.
(i) Ted did a somesault. Next, he pushed Sue. She fell.
(ii) ??Ted did a somesault. Next, Sue fell. Ted pushed her.
12
Sentences such as Ted preceded Sue in death are left
aside.
13
In fact, it seems fruitful to distinguish the types of lexicalization of discourse relations, for example by using superscripts such as Narration V erb in the lexical entry of precede
and Narration Conn in the lexical entry of next, while keeping the standard notation Narration for a discourse relation
which is not marked by any lexical item. These distinctions
allow us to introduce some nuances, as advocated in (Bras et
al., 2001) with the notions of “weak Narration” and “strong
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for (8a). (8a) can be paraphrased by (8b) with the
same order of information, (8a) '1 (8b)14 .
π1 , π 2
e1

(7a) λe1 λe2

e2

π2 :

π1 :

Narration(π1 , π2 )
π1 , π 2

(7b) λe2

π1 :

established thanks to Rule 2 (see Section 2.2) with
R = Narration.
In (8a), it is the subject of precede which is
anaphoric. On the other hand, in (9a), it is the object which is anaphoric. (9a) can be paraphrased
by (9b) with the same order of information, (9a)
'1 (9b)16 . This periphrastic link yields Equivalence Rule 4.

e2

e1
e1 = ?

π2 :
(9a) Sue arrived. Ted’s departure (had) preceded this (arrival).

Narration(π1 , π2 )

πa , π 0

(8a) Ted left. This preceded Sue’s arrival.

πa :

πa , π 0
πa :

ea , x a
xa = Sue
arrive(ea , xa )
π1 , π 2

ea , x a
xa = T ed
leave(ea , xa )

π0 :

π1 :

π1 , π 2
π0 :

π1 :

e1
e1 = ea

π2 :

e2 , x 2
x2 = T ed
leave(e2 , x2 )

Generalization(πa , π2 )

(9b) Sue arrived. Before, Ted (had) left.

Narration(π1 , π2 )

πa , π 2

Generalization(πa , π1 )

(8b) Ted left. Next, Sue arrived.

πa :

ea , x a
xa = Sue
arrive(ea , xa )

π2 :

e2 , x 2
x2 = T ed
leave(e2 , x2 )

πa , π 2
ea , x a
xa = T ed
leave(ea , xa )

π2 :

e2 , x 2
x2 = Sue
arrive(e2 , x2 )

Narration(πa , π2 )

The
SDRS
for
(8a)
involves
Generalization(πa , π1 ), since the main event
of π1 is realized as an anaphor whose antecedent
is the main event of πa , i.e. e1 = ea 15 . The
periphrastic link between (8a) and (8b) can be
Narration”. For example, while Narration Conn and Narration require a common topic (Lascarides and Asher, 1993),
this may be not the case for Narration V erb . Moreover, the
notations R Conn , R V erb and R are quite useful when studying the compatibility between discourse verbs and discourse
connectives, see Section 5.
14
In (8a), Sue’s arrival is presupposed, while it is asserted
in (8b). However, this difference is ignored here, on the
grounds that Sue’s arrival is easily accommodated in a null
context. On the other hand, the following clause Ted’s departure preceded Sue’s arrival involves two presuppositions
which look hard to accommodate in a null context. In other
words, this clause should not be uttered as an alternative to
(8a) or (8b) in a null context. In a more general way, studying discourse paraphrases requires taking into account the asserted/presupposed content in each discourse.
15
The SDRS for (8a) could include Comment(πa , π0 ).
However, this discourse formula is less informative
than Generalization(πa , π1 ) which specifies where the
anaphoric element stands within π0 . In other words,
Generalization(α, β) ∧ β ⊂ γ ⇒ Comment(α, γ), where
β ⊂ γ means that β is a sub-( S ) DRS in γ.

e2
e2 = ea

Narration(π1 , π2 )

e2 , x 2
x2 = Sue
arrive(e2 , x2 )

πa :

π2 :

AN T I-Narration(πa , π2 )

Equivalence Rule 4 :
Generalization(α, γ) ∧ R(β, γ) ∼
=1 AN T I −
R(α, β)
We are left with the use of precede in the passive form. The semantic lexical entry I propose
for precede in the passive form is given in (10). It
involves the discourse relation AN T I-Narration,
which allows the periphrastic link (11a) '1 (11b)
to be formally established thanks to Rule 2.
π1 , π 2

(10) λe1 λe2

e2

e1
π1 :

π2 :

AN T I-Narration(π1 , π2 )

(11)a. Sue arrived. This was preceded by Ted’s
departure.
b. Sue arrived. Before, Ted (had) left.
However, this raises a problem on the lexical entry
of precede. For precede in the passive form, the
standard rules for passive cannot be invoked (very
roughly, these rules establish equivalences such as
16
Recall that the periphrastic link (8b) '2 (9b) is established thanks to Rule 1.
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love(x, y) ∼
= be − loved(y, x)). However, the discourse formula equivalence Narration(α, β) ∼
=2
Anti-Narration(β, α), see Rule 1, can be called
upon to link the passive form of precede to its active one. The verb follow is another discourse verb
whose lexical entry in the active form is identical
to that of precede in the passive form, since (12) is
a periphrasis of (11a).

ity or fact (which is modeled on the lexical entry
for precede by substituting Result for Narration),
the other one when its subject refers to an individual. See below.
π1 , π 2

λe1 λe2

4

e2

π2 :

Result(π1 , π2 )
π1 , π 2

(12) Sue arrived. This followed Ted’s departure.
Besides precede and follow, other discourse
verbs in the temporal domain are coincide and succeed (which can be used in examples such as there
succeeded a period of peace ' next, there was a
period of peace). On the other hand, outside the
temporal domain, there seem to exist few verbs
whose arguments can only be eventualities or facts
and which can be considered as lexicalizing a discourse relation, let us cite contrast or prove (This
proves / contrasts with that), which lexicalize respectively the discourse relations Contast and Evidence.

e1
π1 :

λx1 λe2

π1 :

x1 , e1
e1 = ?
?pred(e1 , x1 )

e2

π2 :

Result(π1 , π2 )

In the entry for cause with a subject referring to
an individual, the notation ?pred stands for an
unspecified predicate (whose agent is x1 ) which
may be specified anaphorically or cataphorically.
Let us precise this point in the representations of
(13c) and (13d).
(13c)
πa , π 0
ea , x a
xa = T ed
keep − joking(ea , xa )

πa :

Discourse verbs with a possible
individual subject

π1 , π 2

Besides discourse verbs such as precede, there exist verbs which take both a subject referring to an
eventuality or fact and a subject referring to an individual, e.g. cause, which is studied here with
a nominal complement17 . (13a) and (13b) can be
handled as (8a) and (8b) by substituting Result for
Narration. In (13c), the subject of cause refers
to the individual Ted; as (13c) is a periphrasis of
(13a), (13c) '1 (13d), he can be considered as a
metonymy of Ted’s joking. (13d) is obtained from
(13c) by reversing the order of the sentences, so
we have (13d) '2 (13c).

π0 :

x1 , e1
x1 = xa
e1 = ea

π1 :

π2 :

e2 , x 2
x2 = f riends
hilar.(e2 , x2 )

Result(π1 , π2 )
Generalization(πa , π1 )

(13d)
π0 , π a
π1 , π 2
π0 :

π1 :

x1 , e1
x1 = T ed
e1 = ea

π2 :

e2 , x 2
x2 = f riends
hilar.(e2 , x2 )

Result(π1 , π2 )
πa :

ea , x a
xa = x1
keep − joking(ea , xa )

Particularization(π1 , πa )

(13)a. Ted didn’t stop joking. This caused hilarity
among his friends.
b. Ted didn’t stop joking. As a result, his
friends were overcome with hilarity.
c. Ted didn’t stop joking. He caused hilarity
among his friends.
d. Ted caused hilarity among his friends. He
didn’t stop joking.
I propose two lexical entries for cause in the active
form18 : one when its subject refers to an eventual17
The verb cause may have an infinitival complement: Ted
caused his friends to be hilarious.
18
For cause in the passive form, the lexical entries involve
the discourse relation Explanation = AN T I-Result

The
SDRS
for
(13c)
involves
Generalization(πa , π1 ) : the unspecified predicate is specified anaphorically and π1 does
not bring new information compared to πa
on e1 = ea . The SDRS for (13d) involves
Particularization(π1 , πa ) : the unspecified predicate is specified cataphorically and πa does bring
new information compared to π1 on e1 = ea .
As Particularization = AN T I-Generalization,
the periphrastic link (13c) '2 (13d) is obtained
thanks to Rule 119 .
19

With Rule 1, we have: Generalization(πa , π1 )
∼
Result(π1 , π2 )
Particularization(π1 , πa )
=2
Result(π1 , π2 ).
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∧
∧

In the literature, (13c) is generally analyzed as
Result(πa , π0 ). On the other hand, thanks to the
SDRS proposed above for (13c) and to Rule 2, we
get: Generalization(πa , π1 ) ∧ Result(π1 , π2 ) ∼
=1
Result(πa , π2 ), which establishes the periphrastic
link (13c) '1 (13b). This is the right analysis for (13c): (Ted’s joking)πa is the cause of
(the hilarity)π2 and not the cause of (Ted causing
hilarity)π0 (as entailed by the analysis of (13c) as
Result(πa , π0 )).
Besides cause, there exists a number of causal
verbs. On the one hand, there exist other verbs
such as provoke, launch, trigger, etc., which are
quite similar to cause. On the other hand, there
exist causative verbs which lexically encode the
effect. Firstly, psychological causative verbs such
as irritate, illustrated in (14).
(14)a. Ted didn’t stop joking. This / He irritated
me.
b. Ted irritated me. He didn’t stop joking.
Following the analysis of (Pustejovsky, 1995), a
clause X irritate Y denotes a complex event made
up of a causing sub-event (X doing something) and
a resulting sub-event (Y being irritated). Following the analysis of (Danlos, 2000) for causal discourses such as (14), there is an event coreference
relation between the joking event and the causing
sub-event of irritate: the causing sub-event of irritate is specified anaphorically in (14a) and cataphorically in (14b). A psychological causative
verb such as irritate can be given two semantic
lexical entries modeled on those of cause, one
when its subject refers to an eventuality or fact,
and the other one when its subject refers to an individual, see below.
π1 , π 2

λe1 λy

e1
π1 :

π2 :

y, e2
irritated(e2 , y)

Result(π1 , π2 )
π1 , π 2

λxλy

π1 :

x, e1
e1 = ?
?pred(e1 , x)

π2 :

y, e2
irritated(e2 , y)

Result(π1 , π2 )

Secondly, there exist non psychological
causative verbs such as break illustrated in (15).
In the context described here, they behave in
the same way as psychological causative verbs,
except that ?act − on(e1 , x, y) should be substituted for ?pred(e1 , x) in the lexical entry of a non

psychological verb with an individual subject, as
advocated in (Pustejovsky, 1995).
(15)a. Ted hit the carafe against the sink. This /He
broke it.
b. Ted broke the carafe. He hit it against the
sink.
Thirdly, there exist verbal expressions which
lexically encode the effect, such as give a
headache illustrated in (16).
(16)a. Ted didn’t stop joking. This / He gave me
a headache.
b. Ted gave me a headache. He didn’t stop
joking.
The verbal expression give a headache is the
causative for the “light verb” expression have a
headache. Besides causatives for light verb expressions, there exist causatives for adjectives and
prepositional phrases behaving adjectively, illustrated in (17).
(17)a. Ted didn’t stop joking. This / He made me
nervous / put me in a bad mood.
b. Ted made me nervous / put me in a bad
mood. He didn’t stop joking.

5

Conclusion

It seems that verbs such as precede or follow and
any causal or causative verb (or verbal expression)
can be given (in the active form) one or two lexical
entries which include a discourse relation. This allows the various periphrastic links put forward in
the paper to be established. These lexical entries
can also be very useful when computing SDRSs,
see Chapter 6 in (Asher and Lascarides, 2003).
There are two lexical entries when the subject (in
the active form) can be both an abstract object
(event or fact) and an individual. There is one entry when the subject can only be either an abstract
object (this is the case for precede) or an individual
(this is the case for the French verb casser which
translates break20 ). When there are two lexical entries for the same verb, they should be linked in
the spirit of the Generative Lexicon (Pustejovsky,
1995), especially since the use with an individual
subject is understood as a metonymy of the use
with an abstract subject.
20
The French translation of (15a) is (i) which is impossible
with ceci. However, in a loose style where ça is used instead
of ceci, ça l’a cassée sounds better.
(i) Ted a heurté la carafe contre l’évier. #Ceci / Il l’a cassée.
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I have introduced the term “discourse verb” in
Section 1 for precede with two abstract arguments
because of the periphrastic link between utterances with a discourse connective and those with
a discourse verb. The same term can qualify verbs
such as break or casser, even when they are used
with individual arguments. However, there is the
following difference. The verb precede is totally
incompatible with the use of next: (18a) is distinctly odd. On the other hand, break with an individual subject is not incompatible with a discourse
connective: (18b) and (18c) could be accepted.
(18)a. #Ted left. Next, this preceded Sue’s arrival.
b. ?Ted hit the carafe against the sink. As a
result, he broke it.
c. ?Ted broke the carafe because he hit it
against the sink.21
If a discourse verb is defined as a verb whose lexical entry(ies) includes a discourse relation R 22 ,
then the question whether a discourse verb is compatible with a discourse connective lexicalizing
the same discourse relation R is open and perhaps the answer is not the same in French and in
English. As far as I am aware, (19a) in English
sounds better that its French translation in (19b).
(19)a. ??Ted didn’t stop joking. As a result, this
caused hilarity among his friends.
b. #Ted n’a pas arrêté de plaisanter. Par
conséquent, ceci a causé l’hilarité de ses
amis.
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The discourses Ted broke the carafe by hitting it against
the sink. and Ted broke the carafe when he hit it against the
sink. are natural.
22
In RST, a verb such as say could have a lexical entry
which includes the discourse relation Attribution since in
(Wolf and Gibson, 2005) for example, this discourse relation
is used in an example such as (i) in which discourse segment
1 states the source of what is stated in discourse segment 2.
However, a verb such as say has nothing in common with the
discourse verbs studied here.
(i) (John said that)1 (the weather would be nice tomorrow.)2
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Abstract
Many discourse connectives also have nondiscourse, or sentential readings. Therefore,
for automatic discourse structure analysis, there
arises a disambiguation problem even before
the question of signalled discourse relation
beomes relevant. We focus here on a set of nine
German connectives and characterize the task
of determining their discourse/sentential reading. Starting from an analysis of the utility of
state-of-the-art PoS taggers, we describe a series of experiments with training the Brill tagger
for identifying connectives. Our results indicate that there is a relatively simple baseline approach, which retraining the tagger can in turn
improve on, but not very much.1

1 Introduction
Discourse connectives are closed-class lexical items
that indicate the type of relationship between portions of text. As such, they figure prominently
among the various cohesive devices in language.
Connectives differ in terms of their specificity,
though. For example, however signals a relation of
contrast or concession, whereas and signals a very
unspecific addition — which is nonetheless distinct
from the mere juxtaposition of clauses without connective (see, e.g., Blakemore and Carston (2005)).
As is well known, connectives do not form a syntactically homogeneous class, and moreover there is a
fuzzy border to various kinds of phrasal expressions
such as in other words or to be more specific. We
discuss the problem of defining connectives in some
more detail in Section 2, and also provide some figures to illustrate the range of the problem.
In computational linguistics, connectives have
been employed by a variety of text generators, and
more recently also in approaches to automatic text
1
The research reported in this paper was financed by Bundesministerium für Bildung und Forschung, grant 03WKH22.
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understanding, sometimes labelled ‘rhetorical parsing’. Using shallow, surface-based methods, researchers have tried to build underspecified discourse structures from basically unrestricted text.
These, in turn, have applications in tasks like question answering or text summarization. — This work
is briefly described in Section 3, which also motivates the setup of our own approach to text understanding.
While the utility of analyzing connectives for
such computational goals is undisputed, earlier research has to our knowledge largely neglected the
problem of connective disambiguation. This means
on the one hand ambiguity with respect to the signalled coherence relation, and on the other hand
ambiguity as to the discourse function in general.
It is the latter aspect that we focus on in this paper. Many words that can function as connectives
also have a non-discourse, or sentential reading (in
the terminology of Hirschberg and Litman (1994)).
The English but, for instance, can signal a contrast
or concession relation, or it can mean ‘except’, as
in Everybody but Peter attended the party. While
this is relatively unproblematic for text generation,
it has important ramifications for text understanding: we do not want to hypothesize a coherence relation from a word that is in fact not used as a connective.
As a step of pre-processing before discourse
structure analysis, we thus propose connective tagging: The decision whether an ambiguous word in
some specific instance has a discourse reading or a
sentential reading. We have used the Brill tagger
(Brill, 1992) to learn a language model for German
and handle connectives by rewriting the “standard”
part-of-speech tags of potential discourse connectives to a ‘DC’ tag, which can then be utilized by
subsequent analysis steps that try to build a discourse structure. Section 4 reports on our various
experiments with training the Brill tagger to per-

form this disambiguation; we compare a number of
different training scenarios. The results show that
automatic identification of non-connective readings
yields good results, while identifying the connective
reading is more difficult with our method.

2 Connectives and their ambiguity
The most comprehensive source of information on
German connectives, Pasch et al. (2003), lists about
350 different entries and gives detailled syntactic
characterizations. More generally, the authors propose five criteria for defining the notion of connective. A candidate word x has to fulfil all of these:
(M1) x cannot be inflected.
(M2) x does not assign case features to its syntactic
environment.
(M3) The meaning of x is a two-place relation.
(M4) The entities related by the meaning of x are
states of affairs (‘Sachverhalte’).
(M5) The entities related by the meaning of x can be
expressed as finite clauses.
A different approach to defining the notion was
taken by Knott (1996), who proposed a procedural test for identifying connectives in English sentences. This test, however, is not straightforwardly
applicable to German, as argued by Grote (2003),
who suggested an extension of Knott’s procedure
(p. 85). For our present purposes, however, the characterization by (M1)–(M5) is sufficient, with the
exception that we add prepositions to the class of
potential connectives, which are excluded by (M2)
above. Our own computational lexicon of German connectives D I ML EX (Stede, 2002) thus contains some prepositions (corresponding to the English due to and despite). Altogether, the XMLbased D I ML EX lists 170 frequent connectives and
is used in both text generation and analysis applications.
On the issue of ambiguity, an investigation of the
170 D I ML EX entries lead to the result that 42 also
have non-connective readings.2 For example, some
of these cases are pronominal adverbs, which on the
2

aber allein allenfalls allerdings als also auch aufgrund
außer da dabei dafür dagegen daher danach dann darauf
darum denn doch entgegen ferner nebenher nur seitdem seit so
sonst soweit statt trotz und während wegen weshalb weswegen
wie wogegen womit wonach worauf zugleich
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one hand can relate propositions and convey a coherence relation, and on the other hand can be used
as event anaphors. One example:
– Die Sprecherin verkündete das Ergebnis.
Dabei half ihr ein Assistent.
‘The speaker announced the result. An assistant helped her with that.’
– Die Sprecherin verkündete das Ergebnis.
Dabei wollte sie eigentlich heute gar nichts
sagen.
‘The speaker announced the result. Though
she had planned not to say anything today.’
For human judges, the difficulty of deciding between the discourse/sentential reading varies to a
great extent. For example, with ferner (‘furthermore’/‘farther away’) it is easy, as the meanings
of textual elaboration on the one hand, and relative spatial distance are quite distinct. With dann
(‘that way’/‘in that case’/‘thereafter’/‘then’), which
is always anaphoric, it can be quite difficult to say
whether the antecedent is one specific point in time
referred to by some portion of a previous clause, or
the entire state of affairs expressed by the previous
clause(s). Notice that the position of dann is not a
clear cue for the disambiguation:
– Wir können uns um fünf Uhr treffen. Dann bin
ich im Cafe.
‘We can meet at five o’clock. I’ll be in the cafe
then.’
– Wir können uns um fünf Uhr treffen. Dann
haben wir eine Stunde Zeit für das Interview.
‘We can meet at five o’clock. That way /
Thereafter we’ll have one hour for the interview.’
For the experiments reported below in Section 4,
we selected a subset of nine connectives, in order
to test the methodology first on a small number of
sample words. They are listed in Table 1 together
with their part-of-speech (PoS) tags according to the
STTS tagset (Schiller et al., 1999). To get an indication of the distribution of the non-/connective readings, we took a portion of 30,000 sentences from the
TIGER corpus (Brants et al., 2004) and manually
annotated the nine connectives, resulting in a Gold
Standard for our experiments. In the frequency
row of the table, the slash separates the PoS tags

Word
STTS
Frequency

allein
ADV/ADJD
141–1/1–0

Allein
ADV
26–2

also
ADV
3–99

Also
ADV
1–9

auch
ADV
768–19

Auch
ADV
92–17

Word
STTS
Frequency

dann
ADV
115–75

Dann
ADV
3–73

doch
ADV/KON
119–9/5–33

Doch
ADV/KON
1–1/1–118

ferner
ADV/ADJ
6–14/3–0

Ferner
ADV/ADJ
0–18/0–0

Word
STTS
Frequency

nur
ADV
542–1

Nur
ADV
87–16

so
ADV/KOUS
275–54/0–0

So
ADV/KOUS
29–89/0–0

sonst
ADV
38–25

Sonst
ADV
1–5

STTS tags: ADV = adverb, ADJ = adjective (ADJA: attributive ; ADJD: non-attributive), KON = coordinating conjunction, KOUS = subordinating conjunction

Table 1: Nine German connectives that also have non-connective readings
where applicable, and within these the dash separates the non-connective from the connective readings. The numbers show that in this particular corpus, some words are altogether rare (ferner), some
do not or rarely occur as connectives (allein, nur) or
almost always as connectives (also). To some extent, this reflects the genre of the language in the
corpus (newspaper); for example, allein is used as a
connective quite often in literary writing, but not in
other genres. — Besides annotating this “real” data,
we also hand-crafted a small test suite that contains
two or three constructed sentences for each reading
of the words, which are supposed to exemplify typical usages of the particular readings.

3 Robust discourse parsing
In the most common approach to robust text analysis nowadays, the first step is that of PoS tagging,
which provides the foundation for subsequent analyses such as chunk parsing, rhetorical parsing, information extraction, and the like. For rhetorical
parsing, i.e., the derivation of a possibly underspecified discourse structure, connectives are generally
taken as the central (if not the only) source of information, cf. Corston-Oliver (1998), Marcu (2000),
Schilder (2002), Hanneforth et al. (2003). It is
therefore of great importance that connectives be
identified correctly, in order to avoid adding more
errors to an analysis task that is already very difficult.
With connectives being a syntactically heterogeneous class, however, no standard PoS tagger makes
them readily available. Assuming the STTS tagset
as the standard for German, we determined how
state-of-the-art PoS taggers (TreeTagger (Schmid,
1994), TnT (Brants, 2000), Brill tagger trained on
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TIGER) deal with the nine words in question, using
the 50 sentences of our hand-crafted test suite. It
turns out that the taggers largely agree on their handling the words; differences occurred in 10% of the
cases. In the following sections, to keep things simpler, we use only the results of the Brill tagger. Most
of the nine words are constantly tagged as adverbs
(regardless whether they function as connectives or
not). Doch and dann can be adverb or conjunction,
and when tagged as conjunction, this corresponds
to the connective reading. Not all connective usages receive the ‘KON’ (= conjunction) tag, though.
As for the other words, the non-/connective distinction cuts across the adverbial instances, and thus the
most important aspect of our task is the disambiguation of an STTS ‘ADV’ tag.

4 Experiments: tagging connectives
In a series of experiments, we examined the use
of common part-of-speech taggers to perform the
disambiguation task, specifically: to assign a (nonstandard) ‘DC’ tag to words used as discourse connectives. In this section, we present the experiments
and results in detail.
The Brill tagger
In our experiments, we mainly focused on the Brill
tagger, for two reasons: (i) during training, the Brill
tagger acquires a set of symbolic rewriting rules,
called context rules, many of which are plausible
linguistic rules. After training, the context rules can
be inspected and modified.3 We present an example
rule below. (ii) The Brill tagger allows for incre3

See, e.g., Schneider and Volk (1998), who improved performance of a Brill tagger for German by manually adding context rules.

mental training; e.g., a tagger that has been trained
on the STTS tagset can be trained further on a modified tagset, which includes tags for discourse connectives. This is an attractive option, since often
large corpora annotated with standard tagsets are
available for training. Hence, one goal is to investigate whether it is possible to successfully train a
tagger on a large standard corpus combined with a
small extra-annotated corpus.
Training the Brill tagger involves several steps.
First, the tagger derives a lexicon from a fraction
of the training corpus, which records for each word
form its most frequent PoS tag. Next, the tagger acquires rules for guessing the PoS tags of unknown
words. It first assigns pre-defined tags to capitalized
and non-capitalized unknown words, which have
to be specified manually. For German, we chose
‘NN’ (common noun) as the initial tag for capitalized words and ‘ADJA’ (attribute adjective) for noncapitalized words.4 The tagger is then run on another fraction of the training corpus, which may include words hitherto unkown to the tagger. If the
pre-defined tag for such an unknown word is incorrect, i.e., it does not correspond to the tag in
the training corpus, the tagger evaluates variants of
rewrite rules, which refer to prefixes or suffixes of
the unknown word to determine its correct tag. Finally, the tagger derives context rules from another
fraction of the training corpus: for each word which
gets still tagged incorrectly, the tagger evaluates various forms of context rules, which refer to adjacent
words and their tags to rewrite the incorrect tag. For
instance, in our experiments, the tagger acquired the
rule (R1), which can be paraphrased as “If a word
has been initially tagged as ‘KON’ and the previous
word is comma (= tagged with ‘$,’), then rewrite
‘KON as ‘DC’ ”.

through the corpus and added tags marking connective vs. non-connective use. Since some of the DCs
occurred very frequently (e.g., there were 2,059 instances of (non-capitalized) auch), we did not annotate all of the instances but 2,410 sentences only,
with 2,938 DC instances. Table 1 lists these connectives, together with the frequencies of connective vs. non-connective use. In our experiments, we
used this set of 2,410 sentences as the training and
evaluation data.
In our scenario, we had to face the problem that
we had annotated only a small selection of the class
of connectives. Hence, it might turn out that the
tagger would not learn to discriminate connectives
successfully, as there is too much counter-evidence
by the connectives we did not annotate and thus retain their original tag. However, we see our scenario as a realistic one: often, resource constraints
put limitations on the amount of training data that
can be manually annotated. We therefore thought it
worthwhile to investigate the approach under these
circumstances.
For the training scenarios, we defined two parameters that varied the amount of information that is
encoded in the annotation. This resulted in four different scenarios. The parameters are:
(P1) Mark positive DC instances only — i.e., DCs
used in the connective reading — vs. positive
and negative ones.
(P2) Keep/do not keep record of the original STTS
tag.

(R1) KON DC PREVTAG $,
The training scenarios
For our experiments, we took 30,000 sentences
from the TIGER corpus, together with their PoS annotations (STTS tags). 5,356 sentences (= 17.75%)
contained at least one instance of the nine connectives (‘DC’) we were looking at. We manually went
4

We determined these values as follows: we trained the
TnT tagger on the German NEGRA corpus (Skut et al., 1998),
which is annotated with STTS tags. Running this tagger on the
German TIGER corpus revealed these tags as the most frequent
ones of unknown words.
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An example: Example (0) below displays
the original TIGER STTS-annotation (format:
word/tag) of the sentence fragment Es geht also
nicht nur um . . . (‘Hence, it is not only about
. . . ’). The fragment contains two adverbial connective candidates, also ‘hence’ and nur ‘only’, which
are annotated with the STTS tag ‘ADV’ (adverb).
Also indeed functions as a connective in this context, whereas nur does not have a connective reading here. (1) shows the input to training scenario
1, with positive marking only (‘DC’). The nonconnective nur keeps the original STTS tag. (2),
used in scenario 2, also records the origial STTS
tag, resulting in complex tags such as ‘ADV DC’.
(3) marks positive and negative instances (‘DC+/-’).
Finally, (4) combines positive and negative marking
with recording of the original tag.

(0) Es/PPER
geht/VVFIN
also/ADV
nicht/PTKNEG nur/ADV um/APPR . . .
(1) Es/PPER
geht/VVFIN
also/DC
nicht/PTKNEG nur/ADV um/APPR . . .
(2) Es/PPER
geht/VVFIN
also/ADV DC
nicht/PTKNEG nur/ADV um/APPR . . .
(3) Es/PPER
geht/VVFIN
also/DC+
nicht/PTKNEG nur/DC- um/APPR . . .
(4) Es/PPER
geht/VVFIN
also/ADV DC+
nicht/PTKNEG nur/ADV DC- um/APPR . . .
So, the scenarios differ in the specificity of the
information added to the candidate words, which in
turn leads to differences in the respective amounts
of training data available for each scenario. For instance, moving from (3) to (4) increases the specificity of the DC tags, and accordingly the overall
number of training instances for one particular DC
tag decreases.
Adding a third parameter resulted in incremental
variants of the scenarios 1–4: We first trained the
Brill tagger on the STTS-annotated NEGRA corpus
(Skut et al., 1998) and re-trained this model on our
DC-annotation corpus.
Results
We performed a 4-fold cross-validation. On average, the training data consisted of 1,806 sentences,
with 508 positive and 1,695 negative DC instances;
evaluation data consisted of 602 sentences with 169
positive and 565 negative DCs.
As one kind of baseline, we trained and evaluated
the Brill tagger on the original STTS-version of the
sentences, without connective tags, as in example
(0). We thus achieved 92.76% accuracy. As can be
seen from the results displayed in Table 2, the DCtrained taggers perform comparably well, with respect to overall accuracy (first row).This baseline is
important for making sure that adding our DC tags
does not perturb the performance of the tagger in
general, which would be a highly undesirable side
effect.
Next, we computed baselines for DC annotation,
by assigning to each DC candidate the tag it was
assigned most often in the entire training corpus,
given just its STTS tag. For instance, doch ‘though’
is ambiguous according to STTS and can be assigned ‘ADV’ or ‘KON’. We found that in cases
where it is analyzed as ‘ADV’, it most often is used
in the sentential reading. In contrast, ‘KON’ signals
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connective use of doch (cf. Table 1). For computing
the baseline, we used again the Brill tagger trained
on the original STTS-version and then mapped the
tags of DC candidates as described. These baselines, which can thus be characterized as the “STTStag majority view” are printed in italics in Table 2.
The figures show that the STTS tags already encode
a good amount of DC-relevant information, and so a
static mapping from pairs of (DC candidate, STTS
tag) to the set of {connective,non-connective} can
solve the problem to a good extent. Notice that these
mappings often have to be case-sensitive; for example, the rules for doch are:
doch
doch
Doch
Doch

ADV
KON
ADV
KON

=>
=>
=>
=>

DCDC+
DC+
DC+

Further, from the table we can deduce the following results:
• In all scenarios, training improved recall considerably. For instance, looking at the results
of scenario 1, we see that the tagger now found
75.37% of connective use, as opposed to the
baseline of 67.11%.5
• We also observe the well-known trade-off between precision and recall in all scenarios.
That is, the tagger successfully learned to catch
more of the positive instances, but it overgenerates.
• All in all, the figures for identifying positive
instances seem rather low, wheras negative instances are tagged quite well. This reflects the
fact that negative instances represent the “default” case.
• Among the four original scenarios, scenario 3
seems to be the overall winner, but it does not
perform best in each of the prec/rec measures.
• The results from incremental training show
that performance increases a little: overall accuracy ranges from 93.13%–93.16%. Recall of
5
Note that in the scenarios with positive and negative marking, i.e., scenarios 3 and 4, the recall of positive DCs correlates
with the precision of negative DCs (and likewise precision of
positive DCs and recall of negative DCs). For instance, if a
tag that has been incorrectly tagged as non-connective by the
baseline tagger is now correctly analyzed as connective, the recall of positive DCs as well as the precision of negative DCs
increase.

Accuracy

DC+

Precision

Recall

F-measure

DC−

1: DC+ only
92.38%
93.13%
92.32%
83.91%
81.72%
89.04%
75.37%
74.48%
67.11%
79.41%
77.93%
76.53%

2: STTS+DC+
92.51%
93.15%
92.31%
79.69%
84.88%
88.06%
75.22%
68.73%
66.37%
77.39%
75.96%
75.69%

–

–

–

–

–

–

Precision

Recall

F-measure

3: DC+/−
92.52%
93.16%
92.35%
84.46%
85.84%
89.04%
77.73%
73.30%
67.11%
80.95%
79.08%
76.53%
93.47%
92.33%
90.81%
95.71%
96.37%
97.52%
94.58%
94.31%
94.05%

4: STTS+DC+/−
92.38%
93.13%
92.31%
83.53%
85.29%
88.06%
72.57%
71.83%
66.37%
77.66%
77.98%
75.69%
92.17%
92.02%
90.07%
95.80%
96.37%
96.73%
93.95%
94.14%
93.28%

Training scenarios: 1 = only positive instances marked; 2 = original STTS tag recorded; 3 = positive and negative
instances marked; 4 = STTS and positive/negative marking. Results from the original scenarios are printed in boldface, those from incremental training in normal font. Baselines (according to the STTS-tag majority view) are printed
in italics.

Table 2: Tagging results for the different scenarios
positive instances is not as good as in the original scenarios, the decrease being especially important with scenarios 2 and 3. Surprisingly,
with scenario 1 the decrease of recall (compared to the original training scenario) does not
correlate with an increase of precision. In general, though, the results of incremental training
lie between the baselines and the corresponding original scenarios.

5 Summary and Outlook
We found that the standard PoS tags assigned to potential connectives by off-the-shelf taggers are not
very reliable for connective identification, but that
a fairly simple mapping (the baseline described in
the last section) can improve the situation considerably. Going beyond this mapping with re-training
improved the recall a lot, but pays the price of some
reduction in precision. This overall finding is confirmed by a more qualitative analysis: the inspection of the results in our hand-crafted test suite of

50 sentences. The tagging results (using scenario
3) are only marginally better than the baseline, but
it turns out that tagging and baseline have different
strengths and weaknesses.
One obvious source of potential improvement
is the amount of positive instances in the training
data. For methodological reasons, we had decided
to take 30,000 randomly-selected sentences from
the TIGER corpus for DC-annotation; this has the
effect that some of our words show up only very
rarely as connectives (see Table 1). Adding more of
these will probably make it easier for the tagger to
acquire the discriminating features.
The other obvious limimitation is our restriction
to only nine out of 42 words. This does not only
mean that we have not learned about 33 words; in
addition the tagging suffered from the fact that the
training corpus contains counter-evidence of notannotated DC candidates. Our next step will be to
handle more words, but not on an individual basis,
but by postulating equivalence classes in order to
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speed up the annotation process. For example, nur
and allein can quite confidently be expected to behave very similar in the respects that we are interested in.
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Information Update and Covert Modality in the Semantics of
Propositional Attitude Verbs
Michael Hegarty

1

Introduction

This paper investigates previously unrecognized
aspects of the interpretation of clausal arguments of propositional attitude predicates. It
provides an account of them based on a newly
identified modal operator in the lexical meaning
of propositional attitude predicates, which applies to the context change in an attributed information state effected by the argument clause
of the attitude predicate.
Accounts of propositional attitude ascriptions
in the literature have focused on explaining
referential opacity and transparency, typically
by incorporating modes of presentation of individuals; they have also focused on explaining
anaphoric reference to propositions and facts
introduced by clauses, including clausal arguments of propositional attitude verbs. See
Cresswell (1985), Richard (1990) (1993), Crimmins (1992a) (1992b), Kamp (1985), Asher
(1986) (1987) (1993), Gundel et al. (1999),
Gundel et al. (2003), Hegarty (2003) (2006),
Jaszczolt (2000) (2005), Recanati (2000), Moltmann (2003a) (2003b). Some of this work
(Asher, 1987) has focused on variation in properties of propositional attitude ascription across
different types of attitude verbs.
There are a couple of dimensions of lexical
semantic difference among attitude verbs which
these accounts have not addressed, which are
manifested in the different degrees of strength
among suggest, propose, and assert, or between
notice and prove. Where these have been addressed at all, they seem to have been regarded
as independent of the characteristic properties
of the propositional attitude context. This paper will show that these differences stem from
the fact that there is a form of covert modality which is intrinsic to propositional attitude
ascriptions. In particular, it will develop a dy-
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namic semantic approach to the interpretation
of clausal arguments (of a sort formulated, but
rejected, by Moltmann (2003b)), formulated in
terms of context change potential within the
discourse, integrating the covert modality of
propositional attitude ascriptions, analyzed using Kratzer’s (1991) theory of modality. This
approach provides an account of fine-grained
lexical differences among propositional attitude
verbs of the sort noted above, while supporting
accounts of referential opacity and other standard properties of attitude ascriptions.

2

Covert modality

The propositional attitude ascriptions in
(1a,1b,1c) share the commonly addressed properties of such ascriptions. For example, each
allows an interpretation — opaque in the subject of the embedded clause — on which the
truth value of the ascription could be affected
by replacement of this subject by a coreferential nominal (e.g. the principal investigator
on the project), and another interpretation —
transparent on the lower subject — on which it
wouldn’t.
(1)

a. Alex claims/insists that Sandy won
the Nobel Prize.
b. Alex thinks/believes that Sandy
won the Nobel Prize.
c. Alex imagines/fancies that Sandy
won the Nobel Prize.

But there is a lexical semantic difference
across these examples, which can be informally
described as follows: (1a) attributes to Alex a
view that one’s doxastic state concerning the
context of the embedded clause must include
a representation of Sandy winning the Nobel
Prize, whereas (1b) attributes to Alex a view
that this doxastic state properly should include

such a representation, and (1c) attributes a view
that this doxastic state could include such a
representation (given whatever compensatory
adjustments may be required to accommodate
this representation). This comports with an information update approach: (1a) attributes to
Alex the view that an attributed context must
be updated by the content of the embedded
clause, whereas (1b) attributes to Alex the view
that the attributed context should be so updated, and (1c) that it could be so updated. 1

3

A Dynamic Semantic account

The approach developed here is that of dynamic semantics, from Groenendijk and Stokhof
(1991), and from Groenendijk et al. (1996). In
dynamic semantics, each stage of a discourse
is characterized by an information state reflecting the possibilities which are compatible with
the discourse to that point. Let an information
state be a set of possibilities which share a referent system (a mapping from variables to pegs,
thence ultimately to members of the domain of
discourse), and let the content of a clause S in
context C, for φ the translation of S into the formal language L, be its information update potential (IUP) [φ] in C, a function which maps
information state s to information state s[φ],
obtained by deleting from s all possibilities incompatible with φ in C. The dynamic update
of s to s[φ] in a context C will be indicated by
s :> C s[φ].
The central claim of the present approach
is that the attitude ascription in (1a) invokes
an attributed information state s1 , shared by
Alex and interlocutors, and asserts that Alex
is in the relation claim within the model to
MUSTD (s1 :> C s1 [φ]), the condition that s1
must be updated to s1 [φ]. The deontic modal
MUSTD will be analyzed following Kratzer’s
(1991) theory of modal interpretation, summarized next.
Kratzer’s (1991) analysis of modality is motivated by the observation that (2a), with an
epistemic modal of necessity, is normally interpreted as in one respect stronger than the corresponding nonmodal in (2b), but in another
1
See Bhatt (2000) for discussion of the role of covert
modality in the interpretation of infinitival subordinate
clauses, including infinitival relatives, infinitival interrogatives, and ability clauses.
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respect weaker.
(2)

a. She must have climbed Mt. Toby.
b. She climbed Mt. Toby.

The statement in (2a) is understood as
stronger than (2b) in asserting that the subject’s ascent of the mountain is absolutely necessary, in view of the evidence available; but it
is understood as weaker in being implicitly relativized to available evidence. Let E(C) be the
set of propositions expressing the relevant epistemic criteria, a set of sets of possible worlds.
Then, for W the set of possible worlds, a world
w ∈W meets all of these epistemic criteria iff
w ∈ ∩E(C). There might be a world in which
the criteria are ideally met, or there may be no
such world. If there is such a world, we define a neighborhood of worlds which are “close
enough” to it for the epistemic generalization
to hold in them. If there is no such world, we
nevertheless define a neighborhood of worlds in
which the criteria are sufficiently in force to support the epistemic generalization. This can be
done by defining the relation ≤ E (C ) on W×W:
w ≤ E (C ) w0 iff the criteria in E(C) are satisfied
in w at least as well as in w 0 , and by choosing a world u which stands as an outer limit,
or perimeter, for the set of worlds in which the
epistemic conditions are met sufficiently to support the generalization. The set to generalize
over is then all worlds w such that w ≤ E (C ) u.
Kratzer then analyzes the interpretation of (2a)
as given in (3) below, where p is the proposition
that the subject climbed Mt. Toby.
(3)

MUSTE (p) iff ∃u ∈ W defining a neighborhood of satisfaction of E(C) such
that
[everyw: w ∈ ∩E(C)&w ≤ E (C ) u]
[w ∈ p].

With this in mind, return to (1a), where the
covert modality will be interpreted analogously
to (3). Let S be the embedded clause in (1a),
let f be the mapping of the natural language
to the logical language L, with f (Alex) = a 1
and f (S) = φ, and f (Alex claims that S)
= claim0 (a1 , φ). For g an assignment of values to variables, let g + be an extension of g
which maps formulas of L to their interpretations in a model M, such that g + (a1 ) = a1 ,
and g + (claim0 ) = claim. The deontic modal

MUSTD is interpreted using Kratzer’s (1991)
notion of an ordering source: MUSTD quantifies over possible worlds in a neighborhood of a
world in which the assumed deontic conditions
are perfectly realized, or absent such a world, a
neighborhood in which they are maximally realized. Then Alex claims that S has the truth
conditions given in (4).
(4)

[|(∃e1 )claim0 (a1 , φ, e1 )|]M,g = 1 iff a1 is
in the claim relation to MUSTD (s1 :>
C s1 [φ]), where, MUSTD (s1 :> C s1 [φ])
iff in all worlds w close enough to an
ideal defined by what a1 is sure he
knows, s1 :> C s1 [φ] in w.

To refine this, let D(C) be the set of propositions expressing deontic criteria for information
update in the context, so that each member of
D(C) is a set of worlds in which a criterion for
information update in the context holds. Then
∩D(C) is the set of worlds in which all deontic criteria for information update are satisfied
in the context — the set of deontically accessible worlds for information update. The modal
generalization MUSTD (s1 :> C s1 [φ]) holds in a
neighborhood of worlds in which the operative
deontic conditions D(C) hold with maximum
force, which may or may not include the actual
world. Let ≤ D(C ) be a relation on W×W such
that w1 ≤ D(C ) w2 just in case the conditions in
D(C) are satisfied in w 1 at least as well as they
are in w2 . Then (4) can be made more precise
as in (5) below.
(5)

[|(∃e1 )claim0 (a1 , φ, e1 )|]M,g = 1 iff a1 is
in the claim relation to MUSTD (s1 :>
C s1 [φ]), where MUSTD (s1 :> C s1 [φ])
iff ∃u ∈ W defining a neighborhood of
satisfaction of D(C) such that
[everyw : w ∈ ∩D(C)&w ≤ D(C ) u]
[s1 :> C s1 [φ]in w].

More generally, where V is a propositional attitude verb, V = g + (V0 ), and Qv a quantifier
which depends on V, (1a, 1b, 1c) are interpreted
as in (6).
(6)

[|(∃e1 )V0 (a1 , φ, e1 )|]M,g = 1 iff a1 is
in the V relation to MUSTD (s1 :>
C s1 [φ]), where MUSTD (s1 :> C s1 [φ])
iff ∃u ∈ W defining a neighborhood of
satisfaction of D(C) such that
[Qv w : w ∈ ∩D(C)&w ≤ D(C ) u]
[s1 :> C s1 [φ]in w].
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4

Lexical variation among
propositional attitude verbs

Other propositional attitude verbs express deontic modalities of different force from that
of MUSTD , corresponding to other generalized
quantifiers Qv . Propositional attitude ascriptions using verbs such as claim, insist, and prove
have an absolutist character of not admitting
any possibility within the attributed information state that the propositional content might
not be true. This is why they have the deontic modal force of MUSTD , associated with the
universal quantifier Qv = every in the interpretation of ascriptions with these verbs. In the
interpretation, the update s1 :> C s1 [φ] of the
attributed information state s1 must take place
in all suitable accessible worlds w. The update
is obligatory if the deontic conditions are met.
For uses of think and believe in a less absolutist
sense, to mean that the subject has considerable
commitment to the propositional content of the
embedded clause, the truth conditions would be
as shown in (7) below, asserting that the update
will take place in most suitable accessible worlds
in which the deontic conditions are met.
(7)

[|(∃e1 )think0 (a1 , φ, e1 )|]M,g = 1 iff a1 is
in the think relation to SHOULDD (s1
:> C s1 [φ]), where SHOULDD (s1 :>
C s1 [φ]) iff ∃u ∈ W defining a neighborhood of satisfaction of D(C) such that
[mostw : w ∈ ∩D(C)&w ≤ D(C ) u]
[s1 :> C s1 [φ]in w].

For verbs such as imagine and fancy, used
as in (1c) above, the modal operator would
be MIGHTD or COULDD , and the associated
quantifier Qv would be the generalized quantifier some.
The representations in (4)–(7) exhibit redundancy between the verb and the associated
modal force: insist and claim involve a relation to an information update condition modalized with MUSTD , while think and propose
involve a relation with an update condition with
the modal force of SHOULDD . The redundancy
is eliminable. If the verb meaning were lexically decomposed, it would consist of a basic
condition of cognitive apprehension along with
other attendant conditions; one of the attendant conditions would be the modal condition
spelled out in the representations above. Re-

place the image of the verb V in the model with
the residue of V when the modal condition is
factored out under lexical decomposition. The
redundancy is thus eliminated when the verb is
replaced by its lexical decomposition.
The deontic conditions D(C) are in large part
contextual, as the notation is designed to indicate. Alex’s claim in (1a) might rest on reliable
information, careful evaluation of scattered, but
collectively compelling, clues, a strong inner
conviction, or the like. But they are also lexically determined in some measure, or at least
there are lexical bounds on the sorts of conditions that can go into D(C). The ascriptions
Alex guesses that Sandy won the Nobel Prize,
or Alex feels that Sandy won the Nobel Prize,
would not be appropriate in a context in which
Alex in fact has compelling evidence that Sandy
won the Nobel Prize. Thus, although the nature of the modal conditions can vary with context, for use of a given propositional attitude
verb, there are limits to this variation. And
in fact, each verb has a typical range of deontic conditions associated with it. Consider
the sequence of propositional attitude verbs suggest, propose, assert, for example. The verb assert, like claim discussed above, rests on deontic
conditions along the lines of, “Based on what
the subject has solid evidence for,” or, “Based
on a strong conviction of the subject”; propose
rests on deontic conditions along the lines of,
“Based on what the subject thinks he knows,”
or, “Based on a substantial, but not strong, conviction of the subject”; and suggest rests on conditions along the lines of, “Based on what the
subject has some evidence for,” or, “Based on
a hunch of the subject.” Thus, the nature of
the deontic conditions in D(C) is a parameter
of lexical variation, as well as of contextual variation, among propositional attitude verbs.
The two sources of variation mentioned
above, the strength of the quantifier and the
nature of the deontic conditions, are not completely independent, but they are distinct. The
deontic conditions specify what worlds are to be
quantified over by the quantifier Qv , whether
they are worlds chosen according to what the
subject feels, or chosen according to what evidence the subject has, or some other circumstance. This determines the center and perimeter of the neighborhood of worlds which will be
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quantified over, containing the worlds in which
the deontic conditions are ideally or most fully
satisfied. Thus, D(C) and ≤ D(C ) determine the
domain of the quantifier; they determine what
sorts of worlds will be candidates for information state update, s1 :> C s1 [φ], and the basis
on which they are chosen. The modal force,
captured by the quantifier Qv , determines in
how many of these worlds the information update will take place. Thus, the analysis provides
two distinct parameters of variation in propositional attitude ascriptions, one, the strength of
the quantifier, based on strict lexical properties
of the propositional attitude verb, the other, the
set of worlds quantified over, based on a combination of lexical and contextual factors. The
two parameters have cross-cutting but distinguishable effects.
In a factive ascription, such as that in (8)
below, the content of S is presupposed, so that
the speaker is committed to the truth of S.
(8)

Finally, Alex, too, realized that the music had stopped.

As with nonfactive ascriptions, this is interpreted in terms of a modal condition on the
update of the attributed state s1 , specified as
in (5)–(6) above. But additionally, the content of the factive complement is part of the
information state so shared by the speaker and
the addressee(s); specifically, the factivity of
the ascription is characterized by the condition
s1 [φ] ⊆ so . As with the force of the modal operator, discussed above, this is a component of
the verb meaning, represented in the lexical decomposition of the verb. A factive ascription
can also be used to introduce the content of S
to the addressee(s), to be presupposed by accommodation. For example, (9) below could do
this in a narrative context.
(9)

Suddenly, Alex realized that the music
had stopped.

This can be interpreted along the lines specified in (5)–(6), accompanied by the information update condition so :> C so [φ] on the
speaker/addressee information state s o .
For verbs such as imagine, as discussed above,
the covert modality is quite weak. But at least
some uses of imagine have an additional feature,
as taking a counterfactual complement. The

counterfactuality can be expressed as a condition on the updated information state, that it
not be contained in the speaker/addressee information state: thus, s1 [φ] 6⊂ so . It can also
be expressed by excluding the actual world w o
from the deontic conditions D(C).
The account supports an analysis of knowledge as true belief augmented with an appropriate reliability condition. A knowledge ascription, Alex knows that S, can be analyzed
as holding just in case S is true, Alex believes
that S, analyzed as in (7) with believe 0 in place
of think0 , and the speaker accepts the subject’s
deontic conditions D(C).

5

The positive epistemic gradient
effect

There is variability in the felicity of personal
and demonstrative pronouns used with clausal
antecedents. In some cases, a demonstrative
pronoun is much more felicitous than a personal
pronoun, as in (10)–(11) below. 2
(10)

For more sophisticated [mathematical]
ideas, it is necessary to study the
cognitive mechanisms that characterize mathematical concepts. Lakoff and
Nuñez argue that these are the same
ones that characterize ordinary ideas.
This /#it leads to the authors’ main
thesis — that mathematics develops
by means of metaphors. (Auslander,
Joseph.
2001.
American Scientist
89:366.)

(11)

A. Alex believes [that Bill stole the
artifact]i .
B. Thati ’s/# iti ’s implausible.
Iti
would entail that Maria was in on
the theft, and we know that she
wasn’t.

But in certain contexts, personal pronouns
are equally felicitous with clausal antecedents,
including in case of repetition of the container
predicate, as in (12C-i), and when the anaphor
occurs within the scope of negation, as in (12Cii).
(12)

A. What does Alice think of John?

2

Effects such as these were noticed by Webber (1988)
(1991) and are discussed further in Gundel et al. (1999),
Gundel et al. (2003), and Hegarty (2003) (2006).
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B. Alice believes that John is a thief.
C. i. I believe it too.
ii. Susan does not believe it.
When the anaphor occurs in a context with
these factors, they seem to render the content
of the antecedent clause more salient, permitting anaphoric reference to that content with
the personal pronoun it. The examples in (13)
exhibit variability in the felicity of it, but in
these examples, the context of the anaphor does
not exhibit either of the factors observed in (12),
and there does not seem to be a factor that can
be defined solely with respect to the context of
the anaphor which would express a generalization about when the anaphor it is felicitous. 3
(13)

A. What can you tell me about our students?
B. Well, John believes [that Mary is a
genius]i .
C. i. Fred said thati /#iti too; I just
talked to him this morning.
ii. I agree with thati /#iti .
iii. But Fred disproved thati /?iti .
iv. And Fred proved ?thati /iti .
v. I doubt thati /?iti ; she has been
struggling in my class.
vi. Sam asserts thati /iti without
reservation.
vii. Sam insists upon thati /iti .
viii. I know thati /iti for a fact; she
wrote a brilliant paper for my
class.
ix. Fred is certain of thati /iti .
x. Thati /iti ’s true; she has done
superbly in my class.

Hegarty (2006) notes that there is a property
distinguishing the examples in (13) in which it is
felicitous from ones in which it isn’t, but it isn’t
a property of the context of the anaphor in isolation, but rather, a relational property of the
context of the anaphor and the context of the
antecedent clause. As Hegarty (2006) expresses
it, the anaphor it is felicitous in (13) when the
anaphor occurs in a context which increases the
3

In(13C-iv), that is marked as questionable since that
seems to be much more felicitous when understood as
referring to the fact that John has the stated belief.

epistemic status of content it retrieves relative
to the context of the antecedent clause. That is,
the context of the anaphor relative to the context of the antecedent clause exhibits a positive
epistemic gradient.
In present terms, the predicates which impose
a positive epistemic gradient are ones which involve a stronger covert modality than that occurring in the context of the antecedent clause.
The covert deontic modality of prove, assert,
insist upon, know, and be certain is MUST D ,
which is stronger than the modality SHOULD D ,
of believe, the container verb of the antecedent
clause in (13B). In contrast, the covert modality of say, agree with, and doubt is SHOULD D ,
the same as that of believe. And the modality
of disprove, while strong for the information update potential of the negation of the antecedent
clause, must be considered to be weak for information update with the information update
potential of the antecedent clause itself. The
stronger covert modality associated with the
container verb of the anaphor, relative to that
of the container verb of the antecedent clause,
suffices to elevate the salience of the propositional content of the antecedent clause, as retrieved by the anaphor. Thus, the positive epistemic gradient effect can be explained as an effect of stronger covert deontic modality of the
container predicate.
It is useful to consider how this applies in
(14), where the antecedent clause is not a
clausal argument of believe, but just a freestanding clause.
(14)

A. What can you tell me about our students?
B. [Mary is a genius]i .
C. i. I doubt thati /?iti ; she has been
struggling in my class.
ii. And Fred proved ?thati /iti .

If we are to explain (14) along the lines of the
explanation of the data in (13) given above, we
have to appeal to an implicit deontic modality
associated with the assertion of an unembedded
clause, as in (14B), pertaining to the update
of the attributed information state s 1 = so ,
the information state shared by speaker and
addressee(s). But this is, in fact, a plausible attribute of assertions generally, and in the
context of (13)-(14), in a faculty meeting, the
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strength of the implicit modality of (14B) would
plausibly be akin to that of believe in (13B).
This point deserves further scrutiny. Only in
certain special circumstances is an assertion received, or expected to be received, with immediate, automatic update of the speaker/addressee
mutual information state so . This is so when
the addressee accepts the speaker’s utterance
with no hesitation, for example, when B tells
A the location of a restaurant they are going
to, and A feels sure that B knows the location and can describe it accurately. But in
many other contexts, information state update
is not automatic. In particular, it would typically not be automatic in giving assessments of
students, or other matters of opinion, at a faculty meeting. In such a context, the addressees
don’t immediately and automatically update s o
to so [φ]; rather, they keep [φ] in mind, discuss
it, and compare it to other opinions, ultimately
resulting in update by [φ] or not. It is realistic, then, to interpret (14B) as being proffered
for information update of the attributed (in this
case, speaker and addressee) information state,
so :> C so [φ], with deontic modal force comparable to that of believe in (13B).
Finally, the factive predicates in (13C-viii–
13C-x) facilitate use of it, but not all factive
predicates do, or at least, not all do so quite so
strongly. Consider the factive predicates notice
and point out in (15) below.
(15)

A. What can you tell me about our students?
B. Well, John believes [that Mary is a
genius]i .
C.

i. Fred noticed thati /??iti months
ago.
ii. Fred pointed thati /??iti out
months ago.

Factive predicates involve the update condition s1 [φ] ⊆ so . Out of all the factive predicates
mentioned so far, prove has the strongest deontic modality associated with it, and it is the
factive predicate which most clearly facilitates
use of it in anaphoric reference to the content of
a clausal antecedent. The factive predicates notice and point out don’t strongly facilitate use
of it, and their interpretations do not necessarily have the deontic force of MUSTD ; they can

be interpreted with a covert deontic modal condition with the force of should, as in (16) below.
(16)

[|(∃e1 )point − out0 (a1 , φ, e1 )|]M,g = 1
iff
a1 is in the point-out relation to
SHOULDD (s1 :> C s1 [φ]).

Deontic MUSTD is certainly also possible in
the interpretation of these, and might even be
preferred in some cases, but what is intrinsic to
the factive, and its distinguishing characteristic, is not the force of the covert deontic modal
condition but rather the condition s 1 [φ] ⊆ so ,
which the factive imposes. A stronger covert
modal operator evidently makes [φ] more salient
than the condition s1 [φ] ⊆ so does.
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Abstract

We propose that the Mandarin aspectual
particle –le in post-verbal position (verbal –
le) marks by default the sentence it occurs in
as a Narrative. We argue this effect arises
from its lexical semantics: verbal –le marks
a transition between two eventualities which
occurs in the past relative to some reference
time. We show how this meaning converges
with two defining characteristics of
Narrative discourse.
This approach,
combined with assumptions about an
inference available from sentences that
describe a dynamic event, is applied to
account for the felicity conditions of activity
verbal –le sentences.
Introduction

Sentential aspect is known to play an important
part in the interpretation of the temporal
relationship between the eventualities described
in a discourse. Different types of discourse are
known to manifest different kinds of temporal
relationships, and so may contain a majority of
sentences of a certain aspectual type. In general,
however, discourse type is considered to be
determined above the sentence level, and not
something that can be ascertained from the
temporal aspect of a single sentence, and
certainly not by the presence of a single form of
aspectual marking. This assumption seems
reasonable enough, since a discourse is by
nature made up of more than one sentence, and
could hardly be expected to be affected by
individual lexical items. In this paper, however,
we present a case where an aspectual particle
does appear to show a discourse function of
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“stamping” the sentence it occurs in as a certain
type of discourse. Specifically, we propose that
the Mandarin verbal aspectual particle –le
(verbal –le) has a discourse function of marking
by default the sentence it occurs in as a
Narrative. This treatment is based on a recent
semantic analysis of verbal -le as marking a
transition between two eventualities that has
occurred prior to some reference time (Soh, to
appear).
We argue these two semantic
properties of verbal –le (1. marking a transition,
2. entailing this transition to be prior to some
reference time) lexicalize two characteristics of
Narrative passages. Narrative relates more than
one eventuality in a particular order; also, in
Narrative, tense is conventionally past (i.e. prior
to speech time) (Smith 2005). By marking a
transition between two eventualities, a verbal –le
sentence asserts the occurrence of both
eventualities in a certain order, a hallmark of
Narrative. By entailing the transition to be prior
to some reference time, verbal -le ensures a
(relative) past interpretation for the sentence.
Our analysis of -le suggests that individual
grammatical items could have a role to play in
identifying the discourse type of a text.
The paper is organised as follows: in section
1, we briefly outline the properties of Narratives
that distinguish them from other discourse types.
We then show (section 2) that verbal –le
manifests two defining characteristics of
narratives in its lexical semantics. In section 3,
we propose that the fact that verbal –le manifests
two defining characteristics of Narratives in its
lexical semantics has the discourse effect of
marking the sentence it occurs in as a Narrative.
We show how this proposal enables us to
account for a well-known, but hitherto
unresolved puzzle in the felicity conditions

surrounding the use of verbal –le in sentences
describing activities.
1

The hallmarks of Narrative

Narrative is a long-recognized category in
discourse analysis (see Johnstone 2001). In
Labov and Waletzky (1967/97), which
Johnstone notes is a particularly important work
in the study of Narrative, the term was applied to
the level of text genre as well as to the more
local level of some part of a text. These two
levels of analysis involve quite different notions,
however, and Polanyi (1985) reserves the term
“Narrative” for the local level, using “story” for
the genre of a text. This conception of Narrative
corresponds with the use in Smith (2001, 2003),
which identifies Narrative as one of five
discourse modes.
Discourse modes are
categories that characterize stretches within a
text at a local level. These discourse modes
capture the contribution of individual passages
to the entire text. The other four modes, besides
Narrative, are Description, Report, Information,
and Argument. The term Narrative (more
specifically Narration) has also been used to
refer to the even more local level of “coherence
relations’’ involving how two utterances are
related to each other (through inferences made
by the hearer) to provide structure and
organisation to the discourse (Hobbs 1985). In
Kehler (2000), a Narration is one of three
general types of discourse relations between two
utterances, with Cause-effect and Resemblance
as the other two types.
Despite the different units of discourse in
which the term Narrative (or Narration) is
applied to, the essential properties of a Narrative
remain the same whether it is used to
characterize some part of a text, the text genre,
or the local relation between two utterances. For
example, Smith (2001: 185ff) argues that in a
Narrative, the linguistic entities that predominate
are eventualities: descriptions of situations that
take place in time. Eventualities range over the
four different situation types familiar from
studies of aspect: activities, achievements,
accomplishments, and states.1 The eventualities
1

Smith (2005) differentiates eventualities (e.g., The
cat is on the mat; John rehearsed) from what she
terms “statives”, which are (typically generic)
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in a Narrative are presented “in a sequence of
consequentially related events and states”. In
addition to these characteristics, Smith notes that
“tense is conventionally past in narrative”. The
factors of ordered sequence and some sense of
being in the past, are also crucial to Labov and
Waletzky’s definition. For them, a Narrative
contains at least two independent “narrative
clauses” (Labov and Waletzky 1997: 20-22,
Labov 1972: 360-361). A narrative clause is
crucially ordered relative to a companion
narrative clause: a change in the order of two
narrative clauses would represent a different
order of occurrence for the events they describe.
Moreover, the events should be inferred as
having “actually occurred” (Labov 1972:360,
Labov and Waletzky 1997:12). The idea of
sequencing is also found in Kehler’s (2000)
Narration, which is loosely defined as a
coherence relation that requires that “one infer a
connectable sequence of states, characterizing a
common system of entities” (Kehler 2000: 540).
2

The lexical semantics of verbal –le

In this section, we show verbal –le sentences to
exhibit the defining characteristics of Narratives
discussed above. Verbal –le sentences entail
that a transition between two eventualities has
occurred prior to some reference time.
2.1 Verbal –le: a brief background

The particle –le has been the subject of much
discussion in the Chinese linguistics literature,
as well as in studies on cross-linguistic
similarities and variations on how tense and
aspectual information is expressed. –le may
occur in two positions, either post-verbally
(verbal –le) or sentence-finally (sentential –le).
Accounts differ as to whether these are the same
item (see Chao 1968, Li and Thompson 1981,
Ross 1995, Smith 1997, Sybesma 1999 for the
distinct morphemes approach; and Shi 1990, Lin
2003, Huang and Davis 1989, Soh, to appear, for
the single morpheme approach). In this paper
we do not deal with sentential –le, but our
account is based on one that assumes both verbal
statements about the state of the world or an
individual in general (e.g. The lion has a bushy tail;
Mary speaks French.) etc.

and sentential –le to share a transition-marking
semantics (Soh, to appear).
Verbal –le is generally analyzed as a
perfective aspect marker (Li and Thompson
1981, Ross 1995, Smith 1997, Soh and Gao, to
appear, see Liu 1988, Sybesma 1997, 1999, Lin
2003 for alternative analyses).
It occurs
immediately after the verb in non-stative
sentences, contributing a terminative or
completive reading to the situation described by
the sentence.2
For example, in (1b), the
sentence expresses that the movie watching
event(s) is/are completed. This is in contrast to
the sentence without verbal –le in (1a), where
the movie watching event(s) is/are not
necessarily completed.
(1) a. Women kan san-bu dianying.
we
watch three-Cl movie
‘We will watch three movies.’ 3
‘We watch three movies.’
‘We watched three movies.’
b. Women kan-le
san-bu dianying.
we
watch-LE three-Cl movie
‘We watched three movies.’
This contrast can be illustrated by the
(in)compatibility of these sentences with a future
modal such as hui ‘will’. (1a), where –le is not
present, allows the presence of hui ‘will’,
whereas the –le sentence in (1b) disallows it.
(2) a. Women hui kan san-bu dianying.
we
will watch three-Cl movie
‘We will watch three movies.’
b. *Women hui kan-le
san-bu dianying.
we
will watch-LE three-Cl movie
‘We will have watched three movies.’
In this section, we sidestep the issue of how best
to analyse the aspectual contribution of verbal –
le, focusing instead on its discourse contribution.
We show that (non-stative) verbal –le sentences
exhibit the two properties that identify a
Narrative, discussed above.

2.2 Transition between two eventualities

Non-stative verbal –le clauses yield different
interpretations according to the situation type
described by the verbal complex. With telic
eventualities, namely accomplishments and
achievements, the verbal –le clause gives rise to
a completive interpretation. For example, the
inherent end point of the situation described by
(3) is the finishing up of the remaining dishes,
and the result state is characterized by the
remaining dishes being completely consumed.
While (3), where –le is absent, is compatible
with several temporal interpretations, and need
not entail attainment of the dishes being
finished, the presence of verbal –le in (4)
requires the completive reading.
(3) Women chiwan shengxia de cai.
we
eat-finish remaining DE dish
‘We will finish the remaining dishes.’
‘We finish the remaining dishes.’
‘We finished the remaining dishes.’ 4
(4) Women chiwan-le
shengxia de cai.
we
eat-finish-LE remaining DE dish
‘We finished the remaining dishes.’
In contrast, activities are atelic, and do not
provide inherent end points (Smith 1997,
Rothstein 2004). With activities, verbal –le
indicates termination of the eventuality. So
while the activity clauses in (5) without –le are
compatible with a habitual interpretation, the –le
clauses in (6) describe particular occurrences of
his swimming and my jogging.
(5) Ta you yong. Wo pao bu.
he swim swim I run step
‘He will swim. I will jog.’
‘He swims. I jog.’
‘He swam. I jogged.’
(6) Ta you le yong. Wo pao le bu.
he swim LE swim I run LE step
‘He swam. I jogged.’
In a recent analysis, Soh (to appear)
proposes an account of –le that unifies the

2

There is disagreement in the literature about
whether verbal –le may appear in stative sentences.
We follow Soh (to appear) among others in assuming
that verbal –le has restricted distribution in these
sentences. It may appear in bounded stative but not
unbounded stative sentences. See Soh (to appear) for
an account for this phenomenon.
3 Key: Cl = classifier, DE = nominal modification
marker.
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4

In the absence of aspectual markers, all eventive
sentences in Mandarin allow the different temporal
interpretations listed above for (2), (3), and (5):
future/non-completive ‘will V’, habitual ‘V(s)’, and
past/completive ‘V-ed’. To conserve space, we list
only the past/completive ‘V-ed’ gloss in later
sections, but it should be clear that the other two
readings are available as well.

meanings of verbal and sentential –le both as
markers of transition. Verbal –le marks the
occurrence of a transition between two
eventualities. More specifically, it marks a
transition between eventualities that contrast in
the [stative] feature: the transition occurs from a
non-stative
eventuality
to
a
state.
Accomplishments and achievements are events
of change (Pustejovsky 1991, Smith 1997,
Rothstein 2004). They have an inherent end
point, and the occurrence of the event entails the
existence of the subsequent result state. The end
point separates the preceding non-stative
eventuality, and the subsequent result state.
(7) Telic eventualities (accomplishments or
achievements) (E=eventualities)
Non-stative E T Stative E
Inherent transition
Verbal –le in (4) indicates the occurrence of a
transition from a prior non-stative eventuality to
a result state, giving rise to the reading that the
non-stative eventuality is completed. Activities,
not having inherent end points, can be
represented as follows by a lack of an inherent
transition point.
(8) Atelic eventualities (Activities)
Non-stative E
Activities allow a transition to be coerced in the
presence of verbal –le, as in (6) above. The
coercion of a transition involving an activity
gives us a situation where the transition point is
preceded by the relevant activity and followed
by the absence of the relevant activity. The
absence of the relevant activity is a state (von
Wright 1963: 28).
(9) Activities
Non-stative E
T
Stative E
Coerced transition
In all of these cases, the presence of verbal –le
indicates the occurrence of two eventualities in a
particular order. The two eventualities may be
morpholexically specified, as with achievements
and accomplishments, or they may arise from a
coerced interpretation of termination, as with
activities. Regardless of these distinctions, one
shared property remains: a verbal –le clause
describes two eventualities in a particular
sequence, a property characteristic of Narratives.
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2.3

The transition occurs in the past

In addition to marking the occurrence of a
transition between two eventualities, verbal –le
also specifies that this transition occurs in the
past relative to some reference time. We claim
that the reference time may be the speech time
or a time in the past when –le appears in a
matrix clause.
When –le appears in a
subordinate clause, the reference time is the
event time of the matrix eventuality (cf. Lin, in
press).
When –le appears in a matrix clause, the
reference time is usually the speech time. For
example, in (4), the reference time is the speech
time and the transition between eventualities
occurs prior to the speech time, giving rise to a
completive reading.
With an appropriate
context, the reference time may also be a time in
the past, as in (10).
(10) Liang nian qian wo zai Taiwan peng-jian
two year ago I at Taiwan see
ta. Ta he yiqian wanquan butong le.
he he with before entirely different LE
Ta xin-le
fo,
ti-le
tou,
he become-LE buddhist shave-LE head
likai-le jiaxiang, ta shuo, ta xihuan
leave-LE hometown he say he like
zheyang de shenghuo.
this-way DE life
‘Two years ago, I saw him in Taiwan. He
was entirely different from before. He had
become a Buddhist, shaved his head, left
his hometown. He said he liked living this
way.’
Here, his becoming a Buddhist, shaving his
head, and leaving his hometown, all took place
prior to the speaker meeting with him 2 years
before speech time. The reference time however
may not be a time in the future, as the
incompatibility between verbal –le and hui ‘will’
in (2b) illustrates.
When –le appears in a subordinate clause,
the reference time is the event time of the matrix
clause. This accounts for the interpretation that
the eventuality described by a subordinate verbal
–le clause precedes the eventuality described by
the matrix clause:
(11) Kan-le dianying, women gei ni
watch-LE movie
we
give you

da
dianhua
make phone call
‘After watching a movie, we called you.’
The eventuality described by the subordinate
clause, the movie watching event, must precede
the eventuality described by the matrix clause,
the calling event. This restriction is lexically
imposed, and is not a result of a default
interpretational rule. Evidence for this claim
comes from a restriction, which to our
knowledge has not been previously discussed,
involving the kind of temporal subordinator a
verbal –le clause is compatible with. A verbal –
le clause may be introduced by yihou ‘after’ but
not by yiqian ‘before’, as shown in (12).
(12) Women kan-wan-le
dianying
we
watch-finish-LE movie
yihou/#yiqian gei ni da
dianhua.
after/before give you make phone call
‘We called you after/before we
finished watching the movie’
This is in contrast to a subordinate clause
without –le, which may occur with either
temporal subordinator, as shown in (13).
(13) Women kan-wan
dianying
we
watch-finish movie
yihou/yiqian gei ni da dianhua.
after/before give you make phone call
‘We called you after/before we
finished watching the movie.’
The incompatibility of a verbal –le clause with
the subordinator yiqian ‘before’ follows from
our claim that the reference time of a
subordinate verbal –le clause is the event time of
the matrix clause. Given that the transition
between eventualities occurs prior to a reference
time in a verbal –le clause, and with the
reference time being the event time of the matrix
clause, the eventuality described by the
subordinate clause necessarily precedes the
eventuality described by the matrix clause. The
presence of yiqian ‘before’ as a subordinator
entails that the matrix eventuality precedes the
subordinate eventuality.
There is thus
incompatibility between the entailment of yiqian
‘before’ and that of verbal –le.
Whether the reference time is taken to be the
speech time, a time in the past or the event time
of the matrix clause, the lexical meaning of
verbal –le encodes a past meaning, which
coincides with the ‘‘pastness’’ characteristic of
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Narratives. To sum up, verbal –le sentences
manifest two characteristics of Narrative
discourse: an entailment of two eventualities in
sequence that occur in the past relative to some
reference time.
3

Verbal –le sentences as Narrative

In the preceding section, we established that
verbal –le sentences exhibit defining features of
Narratives. In this section, we exploit this
parallel to address a puzzle presented by felicity
conditions on activity verbal –le sentences. We
propose that the fact that verbal –le manifests
two defining characteristics of Narratives in its
lexical semantics has the discourse effect of
marking the sentence it occurs in as a Narrative.
We then suggest that the termination reading of
activity V-le sentences, while satisfying the
transition semantics of –le, fails to satisfy a
felicity condition on Narratives.
It has been observed that an activity verbal –
le sentence sounds incomplete in isolation (Wu
2005, Lin, in press).
(14) a. Women kan dianying.
we
watch movie
‘We watched a/the movie/movies.’ 5
b. #Women kan-le
dianying.
we
watch-LE movie
‘We watched a/the movie/movies.’
This effect is absent in verbal –le sentences that
describe an achievement or an accomplishment,
as in (4) and (1b). The infelicity of verbal –le in
an activity sentence disappears when the activity
verbal –le clause is followed by a description of
a following eventuality.
(15) a. Women kan-le
dianying, ranhou
we
watch-LE movie
then
gei ni da dianhua.
give you make phone call
‘We watched the movie, then called
you.’
b. Women kan-le
dianying yihou
we
watch-LE movie after
5

As with the temporal interpretational ambiguity
discussed in footnote 4 found for non-le sentences, a
bare nominal is compatible with definite, indefinite,
singular, and plural interpretations. These readings
are shown in (14), but again for reasons of space, in
the rest of the examples we simply provide the
definite reading in the gloss.

gei ni da dianhua.
give you make phone call
‘After watching the movie(s), we called
you.’
c. Women kan-le
dianying jiu
we
watch-LE movie then
gei ni da dianhua.
give you make phone call
‘We watched the movie, then called
you.
Previous analyses of –le have been concerned
largely with its semantics and with the aspectual
interpretation of –le sentences. The felicity
conditions surrounding the use of verbal –le has
so far not been discussed, with the exception of
Wu (2005). In this section, we provide an
explanation for these felicity conditions
surrounding activity verbal –le sentences based
on the treatment proposed above of verbal –le
sentences as Narratives by default.
We suggest that the oddness of activity
verbal -le sentences in isolation is due to a
pragmatic condition that interprets the state
characterized by the cessation of an activity as a
deficient second eventuality for the purpose of
narration. This is because it is informationally
weak or uninformative.
We define
informational strength/informativeness in terms
of the extent to which the information expressed
is part of our normal pragmatic inference.
(16) An eventuality is informative for the
purpose of narration only if its occurrence
is not available by an inference rule.
In addition, we suggest that activities are
associated with an inference that at some point
the actor stops performing the activity. This is
because activities are dynamic eventualities that
require the input of some energy, and at least
when animate entities are involved, this energy
is not inexhaustible.6 Our proposal draws its
inspiration
from
the
dynamism-based
conceptualization of eventualities by which
6

We believe this inference is conventionalized, and
arises with all relevant activity verbs. It is not
calculated “on the fly’’, since even for beings with
potentially infinite resources of energy, an activity
verbal –le sentence still sounds incomplete.
(i) #Chao-ren kai-le
che.
Superman open-LE car
‘Superman drove.’
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activities have been distinguished from states
(Smith 1999: 485-486). Under such a view,
activities, achievements and accomplishments
form a natural class of events, as opposed to
states. They are ‘‘continually subject to a new
input of energy’’ (Comrie 1976: 49). As Smith
(1999: 486) notes ‘‘Since energy requires a
source, we expect that when the energy ceases
so will the event. Thus dynamism brings with it
both the assumption of an initial endpoint, and
the possibility of an eventual final endpoint.’’
Building on this insight, we posit a default
inference rule for eventive sentences (17):
(17) Event-based inference of termination:
Infer from a sentence that describes an
event (as opposed to a state) that the event
comes to an end at some time understood
as being normal for that kind of event.
Discussions of Gricean implicatures tend in
general to be concerned with those arising from
lexical or structural choice. The inference rule
in (17), however, is based on the situation type
of sentences, and can be understood as one kind
of Levinson’s (2000) utterance-type meanings
(as distinguished from sentence meaning and
speaker meaning).
Given this view of informativeness, we
propose the following felicity condition on
Narratives:
(18) A Narrative consists of at least two
temporally ordered eventualities that are
informative.
Returning to activity verbal –le sentences, we
can now understand how such sentences may be
understood as “deficient” Narratives. Although
an activity verbal –le sentence entails the
occurrence of two eventualities, one of them (the
second) involves the cessation of the preceding
activity.
Given the above discussion, the
cessation of an activity is not an informative
eventuality for a Narrative because its existence
can be inferred through an event-based inference
rule (17).
Thus, a Narrative of the kind
involving an activity verbal -le violates the
felicity condition in (18), and the sentence is
deemed “odd”, or “incomplete”.
Our account provides an immediate
explanation for the fact that the infelicity of
verbal –le in an activity sentence disappears
when the activity verbal –le clause is followed
by a description of a following eventuality as in

(15). The description of a following eventuality
provides an informative eventuality to the
narration, allowing a verbal –le sentence to be
interpreted as a felicitous Narrative.
In addition to a clause that describes a
subsequent eventuality, it has been noted that the
infelicity of a single verbal –le clause can be
alleviated by the addition of other clauses such
as a reason clause (19) or a clause describing
another eventuality that resembles the first
clause as in (20) (Wu 2005).
(19) Lisi chi-le rou yinwei yisheng yao
Lisi eat-LE meat because doctor want
ta zheme zuo.
he so
do
‘Lisi ate meat because the doctor wanted
him to.’ (Wu 2005: 323)
(20) Lisi chang-le ge, you tiao-le
wu.
Lisi sing-LE song also dance-LE dance
‘Lisi sang songs and also danced.’
(Wu 2005: 323)
(20) comprises two verbal –le clauses. While
the two eventualities described could be
understood as occurring one after the other, the
sentences do not entail the particular order in
which they occur. They may also be understood
as occurring simultaneously. We suggest these
contexts are felicitous for verbal –le sentences
because they provide explicit evidence for
interpreting the discourse relation in one way or
another. The reason clause in (19) provides
explicit indication that the relation between the
two clauses is one of cause-effect (Kehler 2000),
while the presence of the second clause in (20)
makes it possible to infer that the relation
between the two clauses is one of resemblance
(which includes parallelism) (Kehler 2000).
This suggests the interpretation of verbal –le
sentences as a Narrative is a default
interpretation that need not surface when there is
explicit evidence for its discourse status
otherwise. The infelicity of an activity –le
sentence in isolation can be seen as its
interpretation as a Narrative by the listener when
confronted by such a sentence out of context.
Unlike in activity sentences, verbal –le does
not sound incomplete in achievement and
accomplishment sentences.
The second
eventuality in achievement and accomplishment
sentences involves result states that are entailed
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by the meaning of the verbal complex, and not
provided via default inference.
Finally, (16)-(18) suggest a reason why we
do not in general meet with Narratives such as
(21a), in contrast with the perfectly run-of-themill (21b), where each event is also interpreted
to have stopped.
(21) a. #She ate breakfast, stopped eating
breakfast, strolled in the park, stopped
strolling in the park, and listened to
music, then stopped listening to music.
b. She ate breakfast, strolled in the park,
and listened to music.
(Smith 1999: 491 (12c))
This oddness is found even when event time is
future (22). This suggests that the oddness of
the “stop” sentences in (21) is not due to
cessation being implied by perfective aspect.
(22) a. #He will swim later, and then he will
stop swimming.
b. He will swim later, and then he will visit
his grandmother.
To sum up, interpreting verbal –le sentences
as Narratives gives us a way to account for the
oddness of activity verbal –le sentences. This
account is based on a notion of informational
strength/weakness and the inferences available
from the situation type of a sentence. Our
approach receives support from the felicity of
verbal –le clauses when occurring with other
constituents, the greater acceptability of
accomplishment and achievement verbal –le
sentences, as well as the oddness of constantlyoccurring cessation statements.
4.

Implication and conclusion

Our
analysis
illustrates
how
lexical
specifications of individual morphemes may
have discourse effects.
In particular, we
demonstrate how having a sequence of
eventualities in a clause sets up our expectation
that the sentence is a Narrative. Our analysis
further suggests that a Narrative can be as small
as a monoclausal sentence, with its constituents
being semantically entailed, rather than
morphosyntactically specified.
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